
SOUND & LIGHT, ELEKTRONICA EN
GEREEDSCHAPPEN

Meer dan 750 NIEUWE STANLEY compressoren, MAGLITE'S,
TOPCOM walkie-talkies, moving heads, light-controllers, LED

strobo's en PAR lampen, en nog véél meer.

Startdatum Tuesday 14 August 2018 10:00

Bezichtiging Thursday, August 16, 2018 from 15:00 to 17:00
Wednesday, August 22, 2018 from 15:00 to 17:00
BE-2630 Aartselaar, Helststraat 47

Einddatum Vrijdag 24 augustus 2018 vanaf 16:00

Afgifte Monday, September 3, 2018 from 09:00 to 12:00
BE-2630 Aartselaar, Helststraat 47

Online bidding only!

www.moyersoen.be

Voor meer informatie en voorwaarden:

24/08/2018 06:00



Kavel Omschrijving Openingsbod

1 MIDLAND ® PACIFIC MARINE VHF HANDHELD-
The Pacific is a compact and complete waterproof VHF radio with many
functions. Ideal as device for beginners or as back-uptoestel thanks to the
attractive price.
Features

    Ipx7 water resistant
    selector high/low power (1/5W)
    emergency channel 16
    20 programmable channels
    quick changeover and scanning of the channels
    Automatic squelch
    SCAN & Dual Watch
    screen LCD with backlit display
    low battery indication
    Automatic shutdown energy saving
    38 CTCSS-display in TX and RX
    key lock
    content:
        PMR
        battery pack, ""
        load station
        belt clip

Specifications

    back-upvoeding: 4 x AA-battery (not incl.)
    dimensions: 60 x 113 x 37.5 mm

45€

2 MIDLAND ® BASE CAMP PMR446 RECEIVER-
The BASE CAMP446 Midland ® is an PMR446-transmitter, a AM-/FM-radio
with wake-up function and a VHF receiver in a single device. This BASE
CAMP446 is the solution for everyday activities, during leisure as during an
emergency. Thanks to the dynamo trade allows you to the radio, at any time
recharging. Connect a gsm, iPod or mp3-player to the USB port and reload
device by the dynamo trade or power adapter. With the built-in flashlight,
SOS function and microphone the small BASE CAMP446 Midland ® is the
ideal communication product for use on the road.
Features

    8 PMR446 and 69 LPD-channels
    38 CTCSS-display per channel (2926 codes)
    channel scan
    Vox function
    Automatic squelch
    large screen lcd
    torch
    AM-/FM-radio
    clock with alarm
    power: AC/DC, rechargeable battery pack, dynamo
    water resistant
    content:
        radio station
        shoulder belt
        AC power adapter
        rechargeable Ni-MH battery pack, ""
        microphone
        users manual

15€
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3 Hot-AIR BLOWER-43.47 kW-AUTOMATIC-
    Max. exit power (butane/propane gas):
        46898 kcal/h
        54.53kW
        186184 BTU/h
    min. output power (butane/propane gas):
        28587 cal/h
        33.24kW
        113492 BTU/h
    gas pressure: 2 bar,
    Max. gas consumption: 3.97 kg/h
    air flow (@ 50 Hz): 850 m ³/h
    power: 230V/50 Hz
    power: 90W
    beam diameter tube: 1.30 mm
    dimensions (L x w x H): 690 x 280 x 400 mm
    weight: 13 kg

25€

4 Hot-AIR BLOWER-43.47 kW-AUTOMATIC-
    Max. exit power (butane/propane gas):
        46898 kcal/h
        54.53kW
        186184 BTU/h
    min. output power (butane/propane gas):
        28587 cal/h
        33.24kW
        113492 BTU/h
    gas pressure: 2 bar,
    Max. gas consumption: 3.97 kg/h
    air flow (@ 50 Hz): 850 m ³/h
    power: 230V/50 Hz
    power: 90W
    beam diameter tube: 1.30 mm
    dimensions (L x w x H): 690 x 280 x 400 mm
    weight: 13 kg

25€

5 Hot-AIR BLOWER-43.47 kW-AUTOMATIC-
    Max. exit power (butane/propane gas):
        46898 kcal/h
        54.53kW
        186184 BTU/h
    min. output power (butane/propane gas):
        28587 cal/h
        33.24kW
        113492 BTU/h
    gas pressure: 2 bar,
    Max. gas consumption: 3.97 kg/h
    air flow (@ 50 Hz): 850 m ³/h
    power: 230V/50 Hz
    power: 90W
    beam diameter tube: 1.30 mm
    dimensions (L x w x H): 690 x 280 x 400 mm
    weight: 13 kg

25€
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6 Hot-AIR BLOWER-43.47 kW-AUTOMATIC-
    Max. exit power (butane/propane gas):
        46898 kcal/h
        54.53kW
        186184 BTU/h
    min. output power (butane/propane gas):
        28587 cal/h
        33.24kW
        113492 BTU/h
    gas pressure: 2 bar,
    Max. gas consumption: 3.97 kg/h
    air flow (@ 50 Hz): 850 m ³/h
    power: 230V/50 Hz
    power: 90W
    beam diameter tube: 1.30 mm
    dimensions (L x w x H): 690 x 280 x 400 mm
    weight: 13 kg

25€

7 Hot-AIR BLOWER-58.40 kW- 35€

8 Hot-AIR BLOWER-58.40 kW- 35€

9 Hot-AIR BLOWER-58.40 kW- 35€

10 Hot-AIR BLOWER-58.40 kW- 35€

11 Hot-AIR BLOWER-58.40 kW- 35€
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12 Hot-AIR BLOWER-58.40 kW- 35€

13 Hot-AIR BLOWER-58.40 kW- 35€

14 Hot-AIR BLOWER-58.40 kW- 30€

15 Hot-AIR BLOWER-58.40 kW- 30€

16 Hot-AIR BLOWER-58.40 kW- 30€

17 Hot-AIR BLOWER-58.40 kW- 30€

18 Hot-AIR BLOWER-58.40 kW- 30€
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19 Hot-AIR BLOWER-58.40 kW- 30€

20 Hot-AIR BLOWER-58.40 kW- 30€

21 Hot-AIR BLOWER-58.40 kW- 30€

22 Hot-AIR BLOWER-58.40 kW- 30€

23 Hot-AIR BLOWER-58.40 kW- 30€

24 Hot-AIR BLOWER-58.40 kW- 30€

25 Hot-AIR BLOWER-58.40 kW- 30€
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26 Hot-AIR BLOWER-58.40 kW- 30€

27 Hot-AIR BLOWER-58.40 kW- 30€

28 Hot-AIR BLOWER-58.40 kW- 30€

29 Hot-AIR BLOWER-58.40 kW- 30€

30 Hot-AIR BLOWER-58.40 kW- 30€

31 Hot-AIR BLOWER-58.40 kW- 30€

32 Hot-AIR BLOWER-58.40 kW- 30€
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33 Hot-AIR BLOWER-58.40 kW- 30€

34 Hot-AIR BLOWER-58.40 kW- 30€

35 Hot-AIR BLOWER-58.40 kW- 30€

36 Hot-AIR BLOWER-58.40 kW- 30€

37 Hot-AIR BLOWER-58.40 kW- 30€

38 Hot-AIR BLOWER-58.40 kW- 30€

39 Hot-AIR BLOWER-58.40 kW- 30€
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40 Hot-AIR BLOWER-58.40 kW- 30€

41 Hot-AIR BLOWER-82, 10kW-AUTOMATIC- 35€

42 Hot-AIR BLOWER-82, 10kW-AUTOMATIC- 35€

43 Hot-AIR BLOWER-82, 10kW-AUTOMATIC- 35€

44 Hot-AIR BLOWER-82, 10kW-AUTOMATIC- 35€

45 Hot-AIR BLOWER-82, 10kW-AUTOMATIC- 35€

46 Hot-AIR BLOWER-82, 10kW-AUTOMATIC- 35€
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47 Hot-AIR BLOWER-82, 10kW-AUTOMATIC- 35€

48 Hot-AIR BLOWER-82, 10kW-AUTOMATIC- 35€

49 Hot-AIR BLOWER-82, 10kW-AUTOMATIC- 35€

50 Hot-AIR BLOWER-82, 10kW-AUTOMATIC- 35€

51 Hot-AIR BLOWER-82, 10kW-AUTOMATIC- 35€

52 Hot-AIR BLOWER-82, 10kW-AUTOMATIC- 35€

53 Hot-AIR BLOWER-82, 10kW-AUTOMATIC- 35€
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54 Hot-AIR BLOWER-82, 10kW-AUTOMATIC- 35€

55 Hot-AIR BLOWER-82, 10kW-AUTOMATIC- 35€

56 Hot-AIR BLOWER-82, 10kW-AUTOMATIC- 35€

57 Hot-AIR BLOWER-82, 10kW-AUTOMATIC- 35€

58 Hot-AIR BLOWER-82, 10kW-AUTOMATIC- 35€

59 Hot-AIR BLOWER-82, 10kW-AUTOMATIC- 35€

60 Hot-AIR BLOWER-82, 10kW-AUTOMATIC- 35€
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61 Hot-AIR BLOWER-82, 10kW-AUTOMATIC- 35€

62 Hot-AIR BLOWER-82, 10kW-AUTOMATIC- 35€

63 Hot-AIR BLOWER-82, 10kW-AUTOMATIC- 35€

64 Hot-AIR BLOWER-82, 10kW-AUTOMATIC- 35€

65 Hot-AIR BLOWER-82, 10kW-AUTOMATIC- 35€

66 Hot-AIR BLOWER-82, 10kW-AUTOMATIC- 35€

67 Hot-AIR BLOWER-82, 10kW,- 30€
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68 Hot-AIR BLOWER-82, 10kW,- 30€

69 Hot-AIR BLOWER-82, 10kW,- 30€

70 Hot-AIR BLOWER-82, 10kW,- 30€

71 Hot-AIR BLOWER-82, 10kW,- 30€

72 Hot-AIR BLOWER-82, 10kW,- 30€

73 Hot-AIR BLOWER-82, 10kW,- 30€

74 Hot-AIR BLOWER-82, 10kW,- 30€
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75 Hot-AIR BLOWER-82, 10kW,- 30€

76 Hot-AIR BLOWER-82, 10kW,- 30€

77 Hot-AIR BLOWER-82, 10kW,- 30€

78 Hot-AIR BLOWER-82, 10kW,- 30€

79 Hot-AIR BLOWER-82, 10kW,- 30€

80 Hot-AIR BLOWER-82, 10kW,- 30€

81 Hot-AIR BLOWER-82, 10kW,- 30€
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82 Hot-AIR BLOWER-82, 10kW,- 30€

83 Hot-AIR BLOWER-82, 10kW,- 30€

84 Hot-AIR BLOWER-82, 10kW,- 30€

85 Hot-AIR BLOWER-82, 10kW,- 30€

86 Hot-AIR BLOWER-82, 10kW,- 30€

87 MEGAPIXEL IR DOME VIDEO IP CAMERA-EAGLE EYES-ETS-
This is a 1.3 megapixel HD IP dome camera for indoor use. The camera has
a night vision till 15 m. There is an audio entry and exit, so that there is an
external microphone or amplifier can be connected. The built-in PIR-sensor
can be an alarm trigger and SOCIETY papers. The IP camera supports PoE
(Power over Ethernet) to the use of power cables to eliminate and
installation costs. The IP camera ONVIF-certified, this is compatible with the
main IP camera brands who also ONVIF-certified. The ETS-system (Event
Trigger System) increases automatic image resolution once motion
detection, "" So there are fewer bandwidth and space on the needed,

60€
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88 WATERPROOF 1/3 ""B/W DSP CAMERA WITH VARIFOCAL LENS-
    waterproof black-white DSP-camera for inside and outside usage
    built-in varifocallens with automatic DC-iris
    Included accessories:
        RG58U-kabel (30m)
        mounting bracket
        power supply with coax cable
        Sun screen

Specifications

    IP-value: IP68
    scanning system: PALLETS, ""
    image sensor: 1/3 '' Sony Exview HAD CCD sensor
    frame size: 1/3 ""
    number of pixels: 500 (H) x 582 (V)-PAL-
    resolution: 480 tv lines
    min. light: 0.01 lux
    Interlace: 2:1
    video output: 1.0 Vpp, 75 ohm, composite
    S/n ratio video: > 50dB (AGC off)
    AEI: 1/50 ~ 1/100 000s
    gamma correction: 0.45
    built-in lens: f 3.6 ~ f 9.0 mm/F1.4 ~ F1.8
    lens angle: 36 ° ~ 79 °
    reach iris: F1.4 (3.6 mm) ~ F1.8 (9.0 mm)
    operating temperature:-15 ° c ~ 55 ° c
    humidity level: < 90 ° RH
    power: DC power supply via coaxial cable
    consumption: 2.1 W
    size: Ø 74 x 121 mm
    weight: 3 kg

20€
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89 WATERPROOF 1/3 ""B/W DSP CAMERA WITH VARIFOCAL LENS-
    waterproof black-white DSP-camera for inside and outside usage
    built-in varifocallens with automatic DC-iris
    Included accessories:
        RG58U-kabel (30m)
        mounting bracket
        power supply with coax cable
        Sun screen

Specifications

    IP-value: IP68
    scanning system: PALLETS, ""
    image sensor: 1/3 '' Sony Exview HAD CCD sensor
    frame size: 1/3 ""
    number of pixels: 500 (H) x 582 (V)-PAL-
    resolution: 480 tv lines
    min. light: 0.01 lux
    Interlace: 2:1
    video output: 1.0 Vpp, 75 ohm, composite
    S/n ratio video: > 50dB (AGC off)
    AEI: 1/50 ~ 1/100 000s
    gamma correction: 0.45
    built-in lens: f 3.6 ~ f 9.0 mm/F1.4 ~ F1.8
    lens angle: 36 ° ~ 79 °
    reach iris: F1.4 (3.6 mm) ~ F1.8 (9.0 mm)
    operating temperature:-15 ° c ~ 55 ° c
    humidity level: < 90 ° RH
    power: DC power supply via coaxial cable
    consumption: 2.1 W
    size: Ø 74 x 121 mm
    weight: 3 kg

20€

90 FLEXIBLE ANIMATION RGB LED STRIP ""DATA"" WITH CONTROLLER-
270 LEDs-5-
    lively led Strip, with 3 separate driven slices,
    RGB-controller with IR remote control and various internal animation
programs, ""
    contains 270 very bright leds (type 5050)
    can be clipped to the 5.4 cm
    can not be connected to any other led strips
    optional power: PSS1255, LPS04512R, LPS10012R, PSIN06012,
PSIN10012,
    adhesive

Specifications

    color: red-blue-green
    wavelength: Red: 700nm, Green: 560nm, Blue: 485nm
    power: light red: 10 m of, Green: 35 m of, Blue: 10 m,
    consumption: 48W (red 15W, blue 13W, green 17W)
    protection level: IP61
    power: 4A (red, 1 .3a, blue, 1 .2A, green, 1 .5A)
    viewing angle: 120 °
    distance between two leds: 18 mm,
    power: 12 V
    dimensions: 5 m x 16 mm
    weight: 200 g

10€
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91 FLEXIBLE TRIPLE LED STRIP-WHITE-900 LEDs-5 m, 12V DC-
    epoxy coating
    connection:
        color: Black: ground
        Red cable: 12V DC
    flexible print plate (white)
    suitable for publicity and markers,
    adhesive
    contains 900 very bright leds (type led)
    can be clipped to the 9 (5 cm)
    Optional dimmer for led strips: VM152
    optional power supplies: PSIN10012, PSIN15012, PSIN30012

Specifications

    color: white
    wavelength:-
    intensity (per led): 2200 mcd
    dimensions: 5 m x 24 mm
    distance between two leds: 16.7 mm
    light power: 780 m/m
    consumption: 40 W
    power: 3,3 A, ""
    IP-price: IP61
    viewing angle: 120 °
    power: 12 V
    weight: 400 g

50€

92 FLEXIBLE TRIPLE LED STRIP-WHITE-900 LEDs-5 m, 12V DC-
    epoxy coating
    connection:
        color: Black: ground
        Red cable: 12V DC
    flexible print plate (white)
    suitable for publicity and markers,
    adhesive
    contains 900 very bright leds (type led)
    can be clipped to the 9 (5 cm)
    Optional dimmer for led strips: VM152
    optional power supplies: PSIN10012, PSIN15012, PSIN30012

Specifications

    color: white
    wavelength:-
    intensity (per led): 2200 mcd
    dimensions: 5 m x 24 mm
    distance between two leds: 16.7 mm
    light power: 780 m/m
    consumption: 40 W
    power: 3,3 A, ""
    IP-price: IP61
    viewing angle: 120 °
    power: 12 V
    weight: 400 g

50€
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93 FLEXIBLE TRIPLE LED STRIP-WHITE-900 LEDs-5 m, 12V DC-
    epoxy coating
    connection:
        color: Black: ground
        Red cable: 12V DC
    flexible print plate (white)
    suitable for publicity and markers,
    adhesive
    contains 900 very bright leds (type led)
    can be clipped to the 9 (5 cm)
    Optional dimmer for led strips: VM152
    optional power supplies: PSIN10012, PSIN15012, PSIN30012

Specifications

    color: white
    wavelength:-
    intensity (per led): 2200 mcd
    dimensions: 5 m x 24 mm
    distance between two leds: 16.7 mm
    light power: 780 m/m
    consumption: 40 W
    power: 3,3 A, ""
    IP-price: IP61
    viewing angle: 120 °
    power: 12 V
    weight: 400 g

50€

94 FLEXIBLE TRIPLE LED STRIP-WHITE-900 LEDs-5 m, 12V DC-
    epoxy coating
    connection:
        color: Black: ground
        Red cable: 12V DC
    flexible print plate (white)
    suitable for publicity and markers,
    adhesive
    contains 900 very bright leds (type led)
    can be clipped to the 9 (5 cm)
    Optional dimmer for led strips: VM152
    optional power supplies: PSIN10012, PSIN15012, PSIN30012

Specifications

    color: white
    wavelength:-
    intensity (per led): 2200 mcd
    dimensions: 5 m x 24 mm
    distance between two leds: 16.7 mm
    light power: 780 m/m
    consumption: 40 W
    power: 3,3 A, ""
    IP-price: IP61
    viewing angle: 120 °
    power: 12 V
    weight: 400 g

50€
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95 FLEXIBLE TRIPLE LED STRIP-WHITE-900 LEDs-5 m, 12V DC-
    epoxy coating
    connection:
        color: Black: ground
        Red cable: 12V DC
    flexible print plate (white)
    suitable for publicity and markers,
    adhesive
    contains 900 very bright leds (type led)
    can be clipped to the 9 (5 cm)
    Optional dimmer for led strips: VM152
    optional power supplies: PSIN10012, PSIN15012, PSIN30012

Specifications

    color: white
    wavelength:-
    intensity (per led): 2200 mcd
    dimensions: 5 m x 24 mm
    distance between two leds: 16.7 mm
    light power: 780 m/m
    consumption: 40 W
    power: 3,3 A, ""
    IP-price: IP61
    viewing angle: 120 °
    power: 12 V
    weight: 400 g

50€

96 FLEXIBLE TRIPLE LED STRIP-WHITE-900 LEDs-5 m, 12V DC-
    epoxy coating
    connection:
        color: Black: ground
        Red cable: 12V DC
    flexible print plate (white)
    suitable for publicity and markers,
    adhesive
    contains 900 very bright leds (type led)
    can be clipped to the 9 (5 cm)
    Optional dimmer for led strips: VM152
    optional power supplies: PSIN10012, PSIN15012, PSIN30012

Specifications

    color: white
    wavelength:-
    intensity (per led): 2200 mcd
    dimensions: 5 m x 24 mm
    distance between two leds: 16.7 mm
    light power: 780 m/m
    consumption: 40 W
    power: 3,3 A, ""
    IP-price: IP61
    viewing angle: 120 °
    power: 12 V
    weight: 400 g

50€
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97 FLEXIBLE TRIPLE LED STRIP-WHITE-900 LEDs-5 m, 12V DC-
    epoxy coating
    connection:
        color: Black: ground
        Red cable: 12V DC
    flexible print plate (white)
    suitable for publicity and markers,
    adhesive
    contains 900 very bright leds (type led)
    can be clipped to the 9 (5 cm)
    Optional dimmer for led strips: VM152
    optional power supplies: PSIN10012, PSIN15012, PSIN30012

Specifications

    color: white
    wavelength:-
    intensity (per led): 2200 mcd
    dimensions: 5 m x 24 mm
    distance between two leds: 16.7 mm
    light power: 780 m/m
    consumption: 40 W
    power: 3,3 A, ""
    IP-price: IP61
    viewing angle: 120 °
    power: 12 V
    weight: 400 g

50€

98 FLEXIBLE TRIPLE LED STRIP-WHITE-900 LEDs-5 m, 12V DC-
    epoxy coating
    connection:
        color: Black: ground
        Red cable: 12V DC
    flexible print plate (white)
    suitable for publicity and markers,
    adhesive
    contains 900 very bright leds (type led)
    can be clipped to the 9 (5 cm)
    Optional dimmer for led strips: VM152
    optional power supplies: PSIN10012, PSIN15012, PSIN30012

Specifications

    color: white
    wavelength:-
    intensity (per led): 2200 mcd
    dimensions: 5 m x 24 mm
    distance between two leds: 16.7 mm
    light power: 780 m/m
    consumption: 40 W
    power: 3,3 A, ""
    IP-price: IP61
    viewing angle: 120 °
    power: 12 V
    weight: 400 g

50€
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99 FLEXIBLE IP68 WATERPROOF LED STRIP-WARM WHITE-  300 LEDs-5-
24V DC-
    connection:
        White: ground
        Red cable: 24V DC
    Optional dimmer for led strips: VM152
    waterproof and flexible print plate
    suitable for publicity and markers,
    contains 300 very bright leds (type 5050)
    can be clipped to the 6 leds (10 cm)
    comes with bevestigingclips
    optional power supplies: PSIN10024, PSIN15024, PSIN30024

Specifications

    color: warm white
    wavelength:-
    intensity (per led): 6300mcd
    light power: 1170lm/m
    consumption: 40W
    power: 1.7 A
    IP-standard: IP68
    viewing angle: 120 °
    dimensions: 5 m x 12 mm
    distance between two leds: 16.7 mm
    voltage: 24VDC
    weight: 400 g

30€

100 FLEXIBLE CONSTANT CURRENT LED STRIP-EXTREME WARM WHITE
(2400K)-  300 LEDs-5 m, 12V DC-

25€

101 FLEXIBLE CONSTANT CURRENT LED STRIP-EXTREME WARM WHITE
(2400K)-  300 LEDs-5 m, 12V DC-

25€

102 FLEXIBLE CONSTANT CURRENT LED STRIP-EXTREME WARM WHITE
(2400K)-  300 LEDs-5 m, 12V DC-

25€

103 FLEXIBLE CONSTANT CURRENT LED STRIP-EXTREME WARM WHITE
(2400K)-  300 LEDs-5 m, 12V DC-

25€
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104 FLEXIBLE CONSTANT CURRENT LED STRIP-EXTREME WARM WHITE
(2400K)-  300 LEDs-5 m, 12V DC-

25€

105 FLEXIBLE CONSTANT CURRENT LED STRIP-EXTREME WARM WHITE
(2400K)-  300 LEDs-5 m, 12V DC-

25€

106 FLEXIBLE CONSTANT CURRENT LED STRIP-EXTREME WARM WHITE
(2400K)-  300 LEDs-5 m, 12V DC-

25€

107 FLEXIBLE CONSTANT CURRENT LED STRIP-EXTREME WARM WHITE
(2400K)-  300 LEDs-5 m, 12V DC-

25€

108 FLEXIBLE CONSTANT CURRENT LED STRIP-EXTREME WARM WHITE
(2400K)-  300 LEDs-5 m, 12V DC-

25€

109 FLEXIBLE CONSTANT CURRENT LED STRIP-EXTREME WARM WHITE
(2400K)-  300 LEDs-5 m, 12V DC-

25€

110 FLEXIBLE CONSTANT CURRENT LED STRIP-EXTREME WARM WHITE
(2400K)-  300 LEDs-5 m, 12V DC-

25€
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111 FLEXIBLE CONSTANT CURRENT LED STRIP-EXTREME WARM WHITE
(2400K)-  300 LEDs-5 m, 12V DC-

25€

112 FLEXIBLE CONSTANT CURRENT LED STRIP-EXTREME WARM WHITE
(2400K)-  300 LEDs-5 m, 12V DC-

25€

113 FLEXIBLE CONSTANT CURRENT LED STRIP-EXTREME WARM WHITE
(2400K)-  300 LEDs-5 m, 12V DC-

25€

114 FLEXIBLE CONSTANT CURRENT LED STRIP-EXTREME WARM WHITE
(2400K)-  300 LEDs-5 m, 12V DC-

25€

115 FLEXIBLE CONSTANT CURRENT LED STRIP-EXTREME WARM WHITE
(2400K)-  300 LEDs-5 m, 12V DC-

25€

116 FLEXIBLE CONSTANT CURRENT LED STRIP-EXTREME WARM WHITE
(2400K)-  300 LEDs-5 m, 12V DC-

25€

117 FLEXIBLE CONSTANT CURRENT LED STRIP-EXTREME WARM WHITE
(2400K)-  300 LEDs-5 m, 12V DC-

25€
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118 FLEXIBLE CONSTANT CURRENT LED STRIP-EXTREME WARM WHITE
(2400K)-  300 LEDs-5 m, 12V DC-

25€

119 FLEXIBLE CONSTANT CURRENT LED STRIP-EXTREME WARM WHITE
(2400K)-  300 LEDs-5 m, 12V DC-

25€

120 FLEXIBLE CONSTANT CURRENT LED STRIP-EXTREME WARM WHITE
(2400K)-  300 LEDs-5 m, 12V DC-

25€

121 FLEXIBLE CONSTANT CURRENT LED STRIP-EXTREME WARM WHITE
(2400K)-  300 LEDs-5 m, 12V DC-

25€

122 FLEXIBLE CONSTANT CURRENT LED STRIP-EXTREME WARM WHITE
(2400K)-  300 LEDs-5 m, 12V DC-

25€

123 FLEXIBLE CONSTANT CURRENT LED STRIP-EXTREME WARM WHITE
(2400K)-  300 LEDs-5 m, 12V DC-

25€

124 FLEXIBLE CONSTANT CURRENT LED STRIP-EXTREME WARM WHITE
(2400K)-  300 LEDs-5 m, 12V DC-

25€
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125 FLEXIBLE CONSTANT CURRENT LED STRIP-EXTREME WARM WHITE
(2400K)-  300 LEDs-5 m, 12V DC-

25€

126 FLEXIBLE CONSTANT CURRENT LED STRIP-EXTREME WARM WHITE
(2400K)-  300 LEDs-5 m, 12V DC-

25€

127 FLEXIBLE CONSTANT CURRENT LED STRIP-EXTREME WARM WHITE
(2400K)-  300 LEDs-5 m, 12V DC-

25€

128 FLEXIBLE CONSTANT CURRENT LED STRIP-EXTREME WARM WHITE
(2400K)-  300 LEDs-5 m, 12V DC-

25€

129 FLEXIBLE CONSTANT CURRENT LED STRIP-EXTREME WARM WHITE
(2400K)-  300 LEDs-5 m, 12V DC-

25€

130 FLEXIBLE CONSTANT CURRENT LED STRIP-EXTREME WARM WHITE
(2400K)-  300 LEDs-5 m, 12V DC-

25€

131 FLEXIBLE CONSTANT CURRENT LED STRIP-EXTREME WARM WHITE
(2400K)-  300 LEDs-5 m, 12V DC-

25€
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132 FLEXIBLE CONSTANT CURRENT LED STRIP-EXTREME WARM WHITE
(2400K)-  300 LEDs-5 m, 12V DC-

25€

133 FLEXIBLE CONSTANT CURRENT LED STRIP-EXTREME WARM WHITE
(2400K)-  300 LEDs-5 m, 12V DC-

25€

134 FLEXIBLE CONSTANT CURRENT LED STRIP-EXTREME WARM WHITE
(2400K)-  300 LEDs-5 m, 12V DC-

25€

135 FLEXIBLE CONSTANT CURRENT LED STRIP-EXTREME WARM WHITE
(2400K)-  300 LEDs-5 m, 12V DC-

25€

136 FLEXIBLE CONSTANT CURRENT LED STRIP-EXTREME WARM WHITE
(2400K)-  300 LEDs-5 m, 12V DC-

25€

137 FLEXIBLE CONSTANT CURRENT LED STRIP-EXTREME WARM WHITE
(2400K)-  300 LEDs-5 m, 12V DC-

25€

138 FLEXIBLE CONSTANT CURRENT LED STRIP-EXTREME WARM WHITE
(2400K)-  300 LEDs-5 m, 12V DC-

25€
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139 FLEXIBLE CONSTANT CURRENT LED STRIP-EXTREME WARM WHITE
(2400K)-  300 LEDs-5 m, 12V DC-

25€

140 FLEXIBLE CONSTANT CURRENT LED STRIP-EXTREME WARM WHITE
(2400K)-  300 LEDs-5 m, 12V DC-

25€

141 FLEXIBLE CONSTANT CURRENT LED STRIP-EXTREME WARM WHITE
(2400K)-  300 LEDs-5 m, 12V DC-

25€

142 FLEXIBLE CONSTANT CURRENT LED STRIP-EXTREME WARM WHITE
(2400K)-  300 LEDs-5 m, 12V DC-

25€

143 FLEXIBLE CONSTANT CURRENT LED STRIP-EXTREME WARM WHITE
(2400K)-  300 LEDs-5 m, 12V DC-

25€

144 FLEXIBLE CONSTANT CURRENT LED STRIP-EXTREME WARM WHITE
(2400K)-  300 LEDs-5 m, 12V DC-

25€

145 FLEXIBLE CONSTANT CURRENT LED STRIP-EXTREME WARM WHITE
(2400K)-  300 LEDs-5 m, 12V DC-

25€
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146 FLEXIBLE CONSTANT CURRENT LED STRIP-EXTREME WARM WHITE
(2400K)-  300 LEDs-5 m, 12V DC-

25€

147 FLEXIBLE CONSTANT CURRENT LED STRIP-EXTREME WARM WHITE
(2400K)-  300 LEDs-5 m, 12V DC-

25€

148 FLEXIBLE CONSTANT CURRENT LED STRIP-EXTREME WARM WHITE
(2400K)-  300 LEDs-5 m, 12V DC-

25€

149 FLEXIBLE LED STRIP-GREEN-150 LEDs-5-
    flexible print plate
    Optional dimmer for led strips: VM152
    contains 150 very bright leds (type 5050)
    optional power supplies: LPS04512R, LPS06012R, LPS08012R,
LPS10012R
    IP: IP61
    suitable for publicity and markers,
    adhesive
    can be clipped to the 3 leds (10 cm)

Specifications

    color: green
    wavelength: 500-540nm
    intensity (per led): 3000mcd
    consumption: 20.5 W
    power: 1.7 A
    dimensions: 5 m x 10 mm
    weight: 155 g,
    viewing angle: 120 °
    distance between two leds: 33 mm
    power: 12 V

10€
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150 FLEXIBLE LED STRIP-GREEN-150 LEDs-5-
    flexible print plate
    Optional dimmer for led strips: VM152
    contains 150 very bright leds (type 5050)
    optional power supplies: LPS04512R, LPS06012R, LPS08012R,
LPS10012R
    IP: IP61
    suitable for publicity and markers,
    adhesive
    can be clipped to the 3 leds (10 cm)

Specifications

    color: green
    wavelength: 500-540nm
    intensity (per led): 3000mcd
    consumption: 20.5 W
    power: 1.7 A
    dimensions: 5 m x 10 mm
    weight: 155 g,
    viewing angle: 120 °
    distance between two leds: 33 mm
    power: 12 V

10€

151 FLEXIBLE LED STRIP-GREEN-150 LEDs-5-
    flexible print plate
    Optional dimmer for led strips: VM152
    contains 150 very bright leds (type 5050)
    optional power supplies: LPS04512R, LPS06012R, LPS08012R,
LPS10012R
    IP: IP61
    suitable for publicity and markers,
    adhesive
    can be clipped to the 3 leds (10 cm)

Specifications

    color: green
    wavelength: 500-540nm
    intensity (per led): 3000mcd
    consumption: 20.5 W
    power: 1.7 A
    dimensions: 5 m x 10 mm
    weight: 155 g,
    viewing angle: 120 °
    distance between two leds: 33 mm
    power: 12 V

10€
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152 FLEXIBLE LED STRIP-GREEN-150 LEDs-5-
    flexible print plate
    Optional dimmer for led strips: VM152
    contains 150 very bright leds (type 5050)
    optional power supplies: LPS04512R, LPS06012R, LPS08012R,
LPS10012R
    IP: IP61
    suitable for publicity and markers,
    adhesive
    can be clipped to the 3 leds (10 cm)

Specifications

    color: green
    wavelength: 500-540nm
    intensity (per led): 3000mcd
    consumption: 20.5 W
    power: 1.7 A
    dimensions: 5 m x 10 mm
    weight: 155 g,
    viewing angle: 120 °
    distance between two leds: 33 mm
    power: 12 V

10€

153 COLLOMIX-MIXER-CX 100 HF-1000 W- 70€

154 COLLOMIX-MIXER-CX 100 HF-1000 W- 70€

155 COLLOMIX-MIXER-CX 100 HF-1000 W- 70€

156 COLLOMIX-MIXER-CX 100 HF-1000 W- 70€
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157 COLLOMIX-MIXER-CX 100 HF-1000 W- 70€

158 COLLOMIX-MIXER-CX 100 HF-1000 W- 70€

159 COLLOMIX-MIXER-CX 100 HF-1000 W- 70€

161 COLLOMIX-MIXER-XO4-1300 W-WITH STIRRER-WK140-M14-
Features

    strong mixer sensor universal requirements
    excellent ergonomics due to upright working position
    powerful and penetrating for all material viscosities
    2-gear transmission for Max torque, ""
    WK stirrer for mortar, plaster, screed and much more (for other materials,
we recommended the appropriate stirrer geometries)

Specifications

    with stirrer: WK 140 M
    voltage: 230
    Output: 1300 Watt
    nominal power: 5.6
    gears: 2
    RPM under load: 450/620
    weight (stirrer incl.): 6.2 kg
    mixing volume: 65 L

135€
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162 COLLOMIX-MIXER-XO4-1300 W-WITH STIRRER-WK140-M14-
Features

    strong mixer sensor universal requirements
    excellent ergonomics due to upright working position
    powerful and penetrating for all material viscosities
    2-gear transmission for Max torque, ""
    WK stirrer for mortar, plaster, screed and much more (for other materials,
we recommended the appropriate stirrer geometries)

Specifications

    with stirrer: WK 140 M
    voltage: 230
    Output: 1300 Watt
    nominal power: 5.6
    gears: 2
    RPM under load: 450/620
    weight (stirrer incl.): 6.2 kg
    mixing volume: 65 L

135€

163 COLLOMIX-MIXER-XO4-1300 W-WITH STIRRER-WK140-M14-
Features

    strong mixer sensor universal requirements
    excellent ergonomics due to upright working position
    powerful and penetrating for all material viscosities
    2-gear transmission for Max torque, ""
    WK stirrer for mortar, plaster, screed and much more (for other materials,
we recommended the appropriate stirrer geometries)

Specifications

    with stirrer: WK 140 M
    voltage: 230
    Output: 1300 Watt
    nominal power: 5.6
    gears: 2
    RPM under load: 450/620
    weight (stirrer incl.): 6.2 kg
    mixing volume: 65 L

135€
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164 COLLOMIX-MIXER-XO4-1300 W-WITH STIRRER-WK140-M14-
Features

    strong mixer sensor universal requirements
    excellent ergonomics due to upright working position
    powerful and penetrating for all material viscosities
    2-gear transmission for Max torque, ""
    WK stirrer for mortar, plaster, screed and much more (for other materials,
we recommended the appropriate stirrer geometries)

Specifications

    with stirrer: WK 140 M
    voltage: 230
    Output: 1300 Watt
    nominal power: 5.6
    gears: 2
    RPM under load: 450/620
    weight (stirrer incl.): 6.2 kg
    mixing volume: 65 L

135€

165 COLLOMIX-MIXER-XO4-1300 W-WITH STIRRER-WK140-M14-
Features

    strong mixer sensor universal requirements
    excellent ergonomics due to upright working position
    powerful and penetrating for all material viscosities
    2-gear transmission for Max torque, ""
    WK stirrer for mortar, plaster, screed and much more (for other materials,
we recommended the appropriate stirrer geometries)

Specifications

    with stirrer: WK 140 M
    voltage: 230
    Output: 1300 Watt
    nominal power: 5.6
    gears: 2
    RPM under load: 450/620
    weight (stirrer incl.): 6.2 kg
    mixing volume: 65 L

135€
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166 PROFESSIONAL METAL DETECTOR (NEWFORCE R1)-
Features

    ""CASSY"" computer control
    LCD display with backlight background
    discrimination all over the detection range, display on the display
    discrimination with sound signal
    ""learn"" function: target accepted or refused
    new small unchecked
    dust and water resistant
    possibility to data storage and back call
    3 work frequencies
    position from the goal object is exact
    control function for the load state of the battery
    automatic tuning
    very sensitive device thanks to AC and DC reinforcement
    small and thin ""POLO"" search button
    Note: only available in English users manual,

Specifications

    power: 8 x AA-battery of 1,5 V (not included)

205€
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167 GSM BASED WIRELESS HOME ALARM SYSTEM-868.6375 MHz-
The CTC1000 lift the security systems up to the next level with built-in dual-
band cellular module, ""
This control panel, consist of 30-zones and is very easy to use, reliable and
flexible, "" The alarm system send sms to himself take care to set mobile
numbers in case of emergency, "" Place a SIM card, so you can always
enjoy the protected feeling wherever you go.
Intelligent, refined and safe, CTC1000 is especially the most advanced
wireless alarm system.
Features

    Wireless Control Panel, with 30-zones and built-in GSM module
    sms messages
    4 programmed alarm messenges in case of burglary, fire or medical
emergency
    SMS-format: 14 x 4 lines = 56 total characters
    global access and control of your alarm system via SMS
    LCD-screen: 16 x 2 characters with back illumination
    user can  appoint/adjusting individual assigned zones for fast recognition
    built-in transmitter to the outside alarm of the wireless siren switching on
    Home function:  this function allows you to move completely free in your
home  without triggering any alarm
    complete surveillance for trouble-free operation
    alarm signal warns about open doors while activating ther alarm system
    error detection and display
    tamper detection when opening the casing, and when trying to remove
the mounting location

Specifications

    power: 100-240 Vac/50-60 Hz-12VDC 500 mA (adapter incl.)
    battery: Ni-Mh rechargeable battery, 7.2 V-600 mAh (incl.)
    autonomy: ± 8 hours
    sound level: ± 104 dB @ 1 m
    frequency: 868.6375 MHz
    operating temperature:-10 to + 45 ° c
    humidity level: till 90%, non-condensing
    size: 185 x 120 x 26 mm
    weight: 420 g

80€
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168 GSM BASED WIRELESS HOME ALARM SYSTEM-868.6375 MHz-
The CTC1000 lift the security systems up to the next level with built-in dual-
band cellular module, ""
This control panel, consist of 30-zones and is very easy to use, reliable and
flexible, "" The alarm system send sms to himself take care to set mobile
numbers in case of emergency, "" Place a SIM card, so you can always
enjoy the protected feeling wherever you go.
Intelligent, refined and safe, CTC1000 is especially the most advanced
wireless alarm system.
Features

    Wireless Control Panel, with 30-zones and built-in GSM module
    sms messages
    4 programmed alarm messenges in case of burglary, fire or medical
emergency
    SMS-format: 14 x 4 lines = 56 total characters
    global access and control of your alarm system via SMS
    LCD-screen: 16 x 2 characters with back illumination
    user can  appoint/adjusting individual assigned zones for fast recognition
    built-in transmitter to the outside alarm of the wireless siren switching on
    Home function:  this function allows you to move completely free in your
home  without triggering any alarm
    complete surveillance for trouble-free operation
    alarm signal warns about open doors while activating ther alarm system
    error detection and display
    tamper detection when opening the casing, and when trying to remove
the mounting location

Specifications

    power: 100-240 Vac/50-60 Hz-12VDC 500 mA (adapter incl.)
    battery: Ni-Mh rechargeable battery, 7.2 V-600 mAh (incl.)
    autonomy: ± 8 hours
    sound level: ± 104 dB @ 1 m
    frequency: 868.6375 MHz
    operating temperature:-10 to + 45 ° c
    humidity level: till 90%, non-condensing
    size: 185 x 120 x 26 mm
    weight: 420 g

80€
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169 GSM BASED WIRELESS HOME ALARM SYSTEM-868.6375 MHz-
The CTC1000 lift the security systems up to the next level with built-in dual-
band cellular module, ""
This control panel, consist of 30-zones and is very easy to use, reliable and
flexible, "" The alarm system send sms to himself take care to set mobile
numbers in case of emergency, "" Place a SIM card, so you can always
enjoy the protected feeling wherever you go.
Intelligent, refined and safe, CTC1000 is especially the most advanced
wireless alarm system.
Features

    Wireless Control Panel, with 30-zones and built-in GSM module
    sms messages
    4 programmed alarm messenges in case of burglary, fire or medical
emergency
    SMS-format: 14 x 4 lines = 56 total characters
    global access and control of your alarm system via SMS
    LCD-screen: 16 x 2 characters with back illumination
    user can  appoint/adjusting individual assigned zones for fast recognition
    built-in transmitter to the outside alarm of the wireless siren switching on
    Home function:  this function allows you to move completely free in your
home  without triggering any alarm
    complete surveillance for trouble-free operation
    alarm signal warns about open doors while activating ther alarm system
    error detection and display
    tamper detection when opening the casing, and when trying to remove
the mounting location

Specifications

    power: 100-240 Vac/50-60 Hz-12VDC 500 mA (adapter incl.)
    battery: Ni-Mh rechargeable battery, 7.2 V-600 mAh (incl.)
    autonomy: ± 8 hours
    sound level: ± 104 dB @ 1 m
    frequency: 868.6375 MHz
    operating temperature:-10 to + 45 ° c
    humidity level: till 90%, non-condensing
    size: 185 x 120 x 26 mm
    weight: 420 g

80€
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170 GSM BASED WIRELESS HOME ALARM SYSTEM-868.6375 MHz-
The CTC1000 lift the security systems up to the next level with built-in dual-
band cellular module, ""
This control panel, consist of 30-zones and is very easy to use, reliable and
flexible, "" The alarm system send sms to himself take care to set mobile
numbers in case of emergency, "" Place a SIM card, so you can always
enjoy the protected feeling wherever you go.
Intelligent, refined and safe, CTC1000 is especially the most advanced
wireless alarm system.
Features

    Wireless Control Panel, with 30-zones and built-in GSM module
    sms messages
    4 programmed alarm messenges in case of burglary, fire or medical
emergency
    SMS-format: 14 x 4 lines = 56 total characters
    global access and control of your alarm system via SMS
    LCD-screen: 16 x 2 characters with back illumination
    user can  appoint/adjusting individual assigned zones for fast recognition
    built-in transmitter to the outside alarm of the wireless siren switching on
    Home function:  this function allows you to move completely free in your
home  without triggering any alarm
    complete surveillance for trouble-free operation
    alarm signal warns about open doors while activating ther alarm system
    error detection and display
    tamper detection when opening the casing, and when trying to remove
the mounting location

Specifications

    power: 100-240 Vac/50-60 Hz-12VDC 500 mA (adapter incl.)
    battery: Ni-Mh rechargeable battery, 7.2 V-600 mAh (incl.)
    autonomy: ± 8 hours
    sound level: ± 104 dB @ 1 m
    frequency: 868.6375 MHz
    operating temperature:-10 to + 45 ° c
    humidity level: till 90%, non-condensing
    size: 185 x 120 x 26 mm
    weight: 420 g

80€
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171 GSM BASED WIRELESS HOME ALARM SYSTEM-868.6375 MHz-
The CTC1000 lift the security systems up to the next level with built-in dual-
band cellular module, ""
This control panel, consist of 30-zones and is very easy to use, reliable and
flexible, "" The alarm system send sms to himself take care to set mobile
numbers in case of emergency, "" Place a SIM card, so you can always
enjoy the protected feeling wherever you go.
Intelligent, refined and safe, CTC1000 is especially the most advanced
wireless alarm system.
Features

    Wireless Control Panel, with 30-zones and built-in GSM module
    sms messages
    4 programmed alarm messenges in case of burglary, fire or medical
emergency
    SMS-format: 14 x 4 lines = 56 total characters
    global access and control of your alarm system via SMS
    LCD-screen: 16 x 2 characters with back illumination
    user can  appoint/adjusting individual assigned zones for fast recognition
    built-in transmitter to the outside alarm of the wireless siren switching on
    Home function:  this function allows you to move completely free in your
home  without triggering any alarm
    complete surveillance for trouble-free operation
    alarm signal warns about open doors while activating ther alarm system
    error detection and display
    tamper detection when opening the casing, and when trying to remove
the mounting location

Specifications

    power: 100-240 Vac/50-60 Hz-12VDC 500 mA (adapter incl.)
    battery: Ni-Mh rechargeable battery, 7.2 V-600 mAh (incl.)
    autonomy: ± 8 hours
    sound level: ± 104 dB @ 1 m
    frequency: 868.6375 MHz
    operating temperature:-10 to + 45 ° c
    humidity level: till 90%, non-condensing
    size: 185 x 120 x 26 mm
    weight: 420 g

80€
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172 GSM BASED WIRELESS HOME ALARM SYSTEM-868.6375 MHz-
The CTC1000 lift the security systems up to the next level with built-in dual-
band cellular module, ""
This control panel, consist of 30-zones and is very easy to use, reliable and
flexible, "" The alarm system send sms to himself take care to set mobile
numbers in case of emergency, "" Place a SIM card, so you can always
enjoy the protected feeling wherever you go.
Intelligent, refined and safe, CTC1000 is especially the most advanced
wireless alarm system.
Features

    Wireless Control Panel, with 30-zones and built-in GSM module
    sms messages
    4 programmed alarm messenges in case of burglary, fire or medical
emergency
    SMS-format: 14 x 4 lines = 56 total characters
    global access and control of your alarm system via SMS
    LCD-screen: 16 x 2 characters with back illumination
    user can  appoint/adjusting individual assigned zones for fast recognition
    built-in transmitter to the outside alarm of the wireless siren switching on
    Home function:  this function allows you to move completely free in your
home  without triggering any alarm
    complete surveillance for trouble-free operation
    alarm signal warns about open doors while activating ther alarm system
    error detection and display
    tamper detection when opening the casing, and when trying to remove
the mounting location

Specifications

    power: 100-240 Vac/50-60 Hz-12VDC 500 mA (adapter incl.)
    battery: Ni-Mh rechargeable battery, 7.2 V-600 mAh (incl.)
    autonomy: ± 8 hours
    sound level: ± 104 dB @ 1 m
    frequency: 868.6375 MHz
    operating temperature:-10 to + 45 ° c
    humidity level: till 90%, non-condensing
    size: 185 x 120 x 26 mm
    weight: 420 g

80€
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173 GSM BASED WIRELESS HOME ALARM SYSTEM-868.6375 MHz-
The CTC1000 lift the security systems up to the next level with built-in dual-
band cellular module, ""
This control panel, consist of 30-zones and is very easy to use, reliable and
flexible, "" The alarm system send sms to himself take care to set mobile
numbers in case of emergency, "" Place a SIM card, so you can always
enjoy the protected feeling wherever you go.
Intelligent, refined and safe, CTC1000 is especially the most advanced
wireless alarm system.
Features

    Wireless Control Panel, with 30-zones and built-in GSM module
    sms messages
    4 programmed alarm messenges in case of burglary, fire or medical
emergency
    SMS-format: 14 x 4 lines = 56 total characters
    global access and control of your alarm system via SMS
    LCD-screen: 16 x 2 characters with back illumination
    user can  appoint/adjusting individual assigned zones for fast recognition
    built-in transmitter to the outside alarm of the wireless siren switching on
    Home function:  this function allows you to move completely free in your
home  without triggering any alarm
    complete surveillance for trouble-free operation
    alarm signal warns about open doors while activating ther alarm system
    error detection and display
    tamper detection when opening the casing, and when trying to remove
the mounting location

Specifications

    power: 100-240 Vac/50-60 Hz-12VDC 500 mA (adapter incl.)
    battery: Ni-Mh rechargeable battery, 7.2 V-600 mAh (incl.)
    autonomy: ± 8 hours
    sound level: ± 104 dB @ 1 m
    frequency: 868.6375 MHz
    operating temperature:-10 to + 45 ° c
    humidity level: till 90%, non-condensing
    size: 185 x 120 x 26 mm
    weight: 420 g

80€
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174 GSM BASED WIRELESS HOME ALARM SYSTEM-868.6375 MHz-
The CTC1000 lift the security systems up to the next level with built-in dual-
band cellular module, ""
This control panel, consist of 30-zones and is very easy to use, reliable and
flexible, "" The alarm system send sms to himself take care to set mobile
numbers in case of emergency, "" Place a SIM card, so you can always
enjoy the protected feeling wherever you go.
Intelligent, refined and safe, CTC1000 is especially the most advanced
wireless alarm system.
Features

    Wireless Control Panel, with 30-zones and built-in GSM module
    sms messages
    4 programmed alarm messenges in case of burglary, fire or medical
emergency
    SMS-format: 14 x 4 lines = 56 total characters
    global access and control of your alarm system via SMS
    LCD-screen: 16 x 2 characters with back illumination
    user can  appoint/adjusting individual assigned zones for fast recognition
    built-in transmitter to the outside alarm of the wireless siren switching on
    Home function:  this function allows you to move completely free in your
home  without triggering any alarm
    complete surveillance for trouble-free operation
    alarm signal warns about open doors while activating ther alarm system
    error detection and display
    tamper detection when opening the casing, and when trying to remove
the mounting location

Specifications

    power: 100-240 Vac/50-60 Hz-12VDC 500 mA (adapter incl.)
    battery: Ni-Mh rechargeable battery, 7.2 V-600 mAh (incl.)
    autonomy: ± 8 hours
    sound level: ± 104 dB @ 1 m
    frequency: 868.6375 MHz
    operating temperature:-10 to + 45 ° c
    humidity level: till 90%, non-condensing
    size: 185 x 120 x 26 mm
    weight: 420 g

80€
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175 GSM BASED WIRELESS HOME ALARM SYSTEM-868.6375 MHz-
The CTC1000 lift the security systems up to the next level with built-in dual-
band cellular module, ""
This control panel, consist of 30-zones and is very easy to use, reliable and
flexible, "" The alarm system send sms to himself take care to set mobile
numbers in case of emergency, "" Place a SIM card, so you can always
enjoy the protected feeling wherever you go.
Intelligent, refined and safe, CTC1000 is especially the most advanced
wireless alarm system.
Features

    Wireless Control Panel, with 30-zones and built-in GSM module
    sms messages
    4 programmed alarm messenges in case of burglary, fire or medical
emergency
    SMS-format: 14 x 4 lines = 56 total characters
    global access and control of your alarm system via SMS
    LCD-screen: 16 x 2 characters with back illumination
    user can  appoint/adjusting individual assigned zones for fast recognition
    built-in transmitter to the outside alarm of the wireless siren switching on
    Home function:  this function allows you to move completely free in your
home  without triggering any alarm
    complete surveillance for trouble-free operation
    alarm signal warns about open doors while activating ther alarm system
    error detection and display
    tamper detection when opening the casing, and when trying to remove
the mounting location

Specifications

    power: 100-240 Vac/50-60 Hz-12VDC 500 mA (adapter incl.)
    battery: Ni-Mh rechargeable battery, 7.2 V-600 mAh (incl.)
    autonomy: ± 8 hours
    sound level: ± 104 dB @ 1 m
    frequency: 868.6375 MHz
    operating temperature:-10 to + 45 ° c
    humidity level: till 90%, non-condensing
    size: 185 x 120 x 26 mm
    weight: 420 g

80€
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176 GSM BASED WIRELESS HOME ALARM SYSTEM-868.6375 MHz-
The CTC1000 lift the security systems up to the next level with built-in dual-
band cellular module, ""
This control panel, consist of 30-zones and is very easy to use, reliable and
flexible, "" The alarm system send sms to himself take care to set mobile
numbers in case of emergency, "" Place a SIM card, so you can always
enjoy the protected feeling wherever you go.
Intelligent, refined and safe, CTC1000 is especially the most advanced
wireless alarm system.
Features

    Wireless Control Panel, with 30-zones and built-in GSM module
    sms messages
    4 programmed alarm messenges in case of burglary, fire or medical
emergency
    SMS-format: 14 x 4 lines = 56 total characters
    global access and control of your alarm system via SMS
    LCD-screen: 16 x 2 characters with back illumination
    user can  appoint/adjusting individual assigned zones for fast recognition
    built-in transmitter to the outside alarm of the wireless siren switching on
    Home function:  this function allows you to move completely free in your
home  without triggering any alarm
    complete surveillance for trouble-free operation
    alarm signal warns about open doors while activating ther alarm system
    error detection and display
    tamper detection when opening the casing, and when trying to remove
the mounting location

Specifications

    power: 100-240 Vac/50-60 Hz-12VDC 500 mA (adapter incl.)
    battery: Ni-Mh rechargeable battery, 7.2 V-600 mAh (incl.)
    autonomy: ± 8 hours
    sound level: ± 104 dB @ 1 m
    frequency: 868.6375 MHz
    operating temperature:-10 to + 45 ° c
    humidity level: till 90%, non-condensing
    size: 185 x 120 x 26 mm
    weight: 420 g

80€
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177 WIRELESS INDOOR SIREN FOR CTC1000-868.6375 MHz-
Works on batteries, with wireless. The CTC1000SI is equipped with a siren
for interior use.
Features

    works on batteries: > 3 years in normal conditions (depending on the
battery type)
    empty battery indicator message and to the head device
    tamper resistant: housing can not be opened, or from the mounting
location.
    the siren stops automatically after 3, 5 and 10 seconds (adjustable)
    works with control panel CTC1000: WIRELESS ALARM SYSTEM with
GSM MODULE-868.6375 MHz (not incl.)

Specifications

    power: 4 x 1,5 V alkaline-battery type D (not incl.) (LR20: ALKALINE
D/LR20 1.5 V-16500mAh 4920.121.412 (2PC/bl))
    sound level: 104 dB @ 1 m
    frequency: 868.6375 MHz
    reach: approx. 200 m in open space (under ideal circumstances)
    operating temperature:-20-50 ° c
    humidity level: up to 95%, non-condensing
    dimensions: 228 x 113 x 54 mm
    weight: 1940 g

30€

178 WIRELESS INDOOR SIREN FOR CTC1000-868.6375 MHz-
Works on batteries, with wireless. The CTC1000SI is equipped with a siren
for interior use.
Features

    works on batteries: > 3 years in normal conditions (depending on the
battery type)
    empty battery indicator message and to the head device
    tamper resistant: housing can not be opened, or from the mounting
location.
    the siren stops automatically after 3, 5 and 10 seconds (adjustable)
    works with control panel CTC1000: WIRELESS ALARM SYSTEM with
GSM MODULE-868.6375 MHz (not incl.)

Specifications

    power: 4 x 1,5 V alkaline-battery type D (not incl.) (LR20: ALKALINE
D/LR20 1.5 V-16500mAh 4920.121.412 (2PC/bl))
    sound level: 104 dB @ 1 m
    frequency: 868.6375 MHz
    reach: approx. 200 m in open space (under ideal circumstances)
    operating temperature:-20-50 ° c
    humidity level: up to 95%, non-condensing
    dimensions: 228 x 113 x 54 mm
    weight: 1940 g

30€
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179 WIRELESS INDOOR SIREN FOR CTC1000-868.6375 MHz-
Works on batteries, with wireless. The CTC1000SI is equipped with a siren
for interior use.
Features

    works on batteries: > 3 years in normal conditions (depending on the
battery type)
    empty battery indicator message and to the head device
    tamper resistant: housing can not be opened, or from the mounting
location.
    the siren stops automatically after 3, 5 and 10 seconds (adjustable)
    works with control panel CTC1000: WIRELESS ALARM SYSTEM with
GSM MODULE-868.6375 MHz (not incl.)

Specifications

    power: 4 x 1,5 V alkaline-battery type D (not incl.) (LR20: ALKALINE
D/LR20 1.5 V-16500mAh 4920.121.412 (2PC/bl))
    sound level: 104 dB @ 1 m
    frequency: 868.6375 MHz
    reach: approx. 200 m in open space (under ideal circumstances)
    operating temperature:-20-50 ° c
    humidity level: up to 95%, non-condensing
    dimensions: 228 x 113 x 54 mm
    weight: 1940 g

30€

180 WIRELESS INDOOR SIREN FOR CTC1000-868.6375 MHz-
Works on batteries, with wireless. The CTC1000SI is equipped with a siren
for interior use.
Features

    works on batteries: > 3 years in normal conditions (depending on the
battery type)
    empty battery indicator message and to the head device
    tamper resistant: housing can not be opened, or from the mounting
location.
    the siren stops automatically after 3, 5 and 10 seconds (adjustable)
    works with control panel CTC1000: WIRELESS ALARM SYSTEM with
GSM MODULE-868.6375 MHz (not incl.)

Specifications

    power: 4 x 1,5 V alkaline-battery type D (not incl.) (LR20: ALKALINE
D/LR20 1.5 V-16500mAh 4920.121.412 (2PC/bl))
    sound level: 104 dB @ 1 m
    frequency: 868.6375 MHz
    reach: approx. 200 m in open space (under ideal circumstances)
    operating temperature:-20-50 ° c
    humidity level: up to 95%, non-condensing
    dimensions: 228 x 113 x 54 mm
    weight: 1940 g

30€
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181 WIRELESS INDOOR SIREN FOR CTC1000-868.6375 MHz-
Works on batteries, with wireless. The CTC1000SI is equipped with a siren
for interior use.
Features

    works on batteries: > 3 years in normal conditions (depending on the
battery type)
    empty battery indicator message and to the head device
    tamper resistant: housing can not be opened, or from the mounting
location.
    the siren stops automatically after 3, 5 and 10 seconds (adjustable)
    works with control panel CTC1000: WIRELESS ALARM SYSTEM with
GSM MODULE-868.6375 MHz (not incl.)

Specifications

    power: 4 x 1,5 V alkaline-battery type D (not incl.) (LR20: ALKALINE
D/LR20 1.5 V-16500mAh 4920.121.412 (2PC/bl))
    sound level: 104 dB @ 1 m
    frequency: 868.6375 MHz
    reach: approx. 200 m in open space (under ideal circumstances)
    operating temperature:-20-50 ° c
    humidity level: up to 95%, non-condensing
    dimensions: 228 x 113 x 54 mm
    weight: 1940 g

30€

182 WIRELESS INDOOR SIREN FOR CTC1000-868.6375 MHz-
Works on batteries, with wireless. The CTC1000SI is equipped with a siren
for interior use.
Features

    works on batteries: > 3 years in normal conditions (depending on the
battery type)
    empty battery indicator message and to the head device
    tamper resistant: housing can not be opened, or from the mounting
location.
    the siren stops automatically after 3, 5 and 10 seconds (adjustable)
    works with control panel CTC1000: WIRELESS ALARM SYSTEM with
GSM MODULE-868.6375 MHz (not incl.)

Specifications

    power: 4 x 1,5 V alkaline-battery type D (not incl.) (LR20: ALKALINE
D/LR20 1.5 V-16500mAh 4920.121.412 (2PC/bl))
    sound level: 104 dB @ 1 m
    frequency: 868.6375 MHz
    reach: approx. 200 m in open space (under ideal circumstances)
    operating temperature:-20-50 ° c
    humidity level: up to 95%, non-condensing
    dimensions: 228 x 113 x 54 mm
    weight: 1940 g

30€
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183 WIRELESS INDOOR SIREN FOR CTC1000-868.6375 MHz-
Works on batteries, with wireless. The CTC1000SI is equipped with a siren
for interior use.
Features

    works on batteries: > 3 years in normal conditions (depending on the
battery type)
    empty battery indicator message and to the head device
    tamper resistant: housing can not be opened, or from the mounting
location.
    the siren stops automatically after 3, 5 and 10 seconds (adjustable)
    works with control panel CTC1000: WIRELESS ALARM SYSTEM with
GSM MODULE-868.6375 MHz (not incl.)

Specifications

    power: 4 x 1,5 V alkaline-battery type D (not incl.) (LR20: ALKALINE
D/LR20 1.5 V-16500mAh 4920.121.412 (2PC/bl))
    sound level: 104 dB @ 1 m
    frequency: 868.6375 MHz
    reach: approx. 200 m in open space (under ideal circumstances)
    operating temperature:-20-50 ° c
    humidity level: up to 95%, non-condensing
    dimensions: 228 x 113 x 54 mm
    weight: 1940 g

30€

184 WIRELESS INDOOR SIREN FOR CTC1000-868.6375 MHz-
Works on batteries, with wireless. The CTC1000SI is equipped with a siren
for interior use.
Features

    works on batteries: > 3 years in normal conditions (depending on the
battery type)
    empty battery indicator message and to the head device
    tamper resistant: housing can not be opened, or from the mounting
location.
    the siren stops automatically after 3, 5 and 10 seconds (adjustable)
    works with control panel CTC1000: WIRELESS ALARM SYSTEM with
GSM MODULE-868.6375 MHz (not incl.)

Specifications

    power: 4 x 1,5 V alkaline-battery type D (not incl.) (LR20: ALKALINE
D/LR20 1.5 V-16500mAh 4920.121.412 (2PC/bl))
    sound level: 104 dB @ 1 m
    frequency: 868.6375 MHz
    reach: approx. 200 m in open space (under ideal circumstances)
    operating temperature:-20-50 ° c
    humidity level: up to 95%, non-condensing
    dimensions: 228 x 113 x 54 mm
    weight: 1940 g

30€
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185 WIRELESS INDOOR SIREN FOR CTC1000-868.6375 MHz-
Works on batteries, with wireless. The CTC1000SI is equipped with a siren
for interior use.
Features

    works on batteries: > 3 years in normal conditions (depending on the
battery type)
    empty battery indicator message and to the head device
    tamper resistant: housing can not be opened, or from the mounting
location.
    the siren stops automatically after 3, 5 and 10 seconds (adjustable)
    works with control panel CTC1000: WIRELESS ALARM SYSTEM with
GSM MODULE-868.6375 MHz (not incl.)

Specifications

    power: 4 x 1,5 V alkaline-battery type D (not incl.) (LR20: ALKALINE
D/LR20 1.5 V-16500mAh 4920.121.412 (2PC/bl))
    sound level: 104 dB @ 1 m
    frequency: 868.6375 MHz
    reach: approx. 200 m in open space (under ideal circumstances)
    operating temperature:-20-50 ° c
    humidity level: up to 95%, non-condensing
    dimensions: 228 x 113 x 54 mm
    weight: 1940 g

30€

186 WIRELESS INDOOR SIREN FOR CTC1000-868.6375 MHz-
Works on batteries, with wireless. The CTC1000SI is equipped with a siren
for interior use.
Features

    works on batteries: > 3 years in normal conditions (depending on the
battery type)
    empty battery indicator message and to the head device
    tamper resistant: housing can not be opened, or from the mounting
location.
    the siren stops automatically after 3, 5 and 10 seconds (adjustable)
    works with control panel CTC1000: WIRELESS ALARM SYSTEM with
GSM MODULE-868.6375 MHz (not incl.)

Specifications

    power: 4 x 1,5 V alkaline-battery type D (not incl.) (LR20: ALKALINE
D/LR20 1.5 V-16500mAh 4920.121.412 (2PC/bl))
    sound level: 104 dB @ 1 m
    frequency: 868.6375 MHz
    reach: approx. 200 m in open space (under ideal circumstances)
    operating temperature:-20-50 ° c
    humidity level: up to 95%, non-condensing
    dimensions: 228 x 113 x 54 mm
    weight: 1940 g

30€
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187 WIRELESS INDOOR SIREN FOR CTC1000-868.6375 MHz-
Works on batteries, with wireless. The CTC1000SI is equipped with a siren
for interior use.
Features

    works on batteries: > 3 years in normal conditions (depending on the
battery type)
    empty battery indicator message and to the head device
    tamper resistant: housing can not be opened, or from the mounting
location.
    the siren stops automatically after 3, 5 and 10 seconds (adjustable)
    works with control panel CTC1000: WIRELESS ALARM SYSTEM with
GSM MODULE-868.6375 MHz (not incl.)

Specifications

    power: 4 x 1,5 V alkaline-battery type D (not incl.) (LR20: ALKALINE
D/LR20 1.5 V-16500mAh 4920.121.412 (2PC/bl))
    sound level: 104 dB @ 1 m
    frequency: 868.6375 MHz
    reach: approx. 200 m in open space (under ideal circumstances)
    operating temperature:-20-50 ° c
    humidity level: up to 95%, non-condensing
    dimensions: 228 x 113 x 54 mm
    weight: 1940 g

30€

188 WIRELESS INDOOR SIREN FOR CTC1000-868.6375 MHz-
Works on batteries, with wireless. The CTC1000SI is equipped with a siren
for interior use.
Features

    works on batteries: > 3 years in normal conditions (depending on the
battery type)
    empty battery indicator message and to the head device
    tamper resistant: housing can not be opened, or from the mounting
location.
    the siren stops automatically after 3, 5 and 10 seconds (adjustable)
    works with control panel CTC1000: WIRELESS ALARM SYSTEM with
GSM MODULE-868.6375 MHz (not incl.)

Specifications

    power: 4 x 1,5 V alkaline-battery type D (not incl.) (LR20: ALKALINE
D/LR20 1.5 V-16500mAh 4920.121.412 (2PC/bl))
    sound level: 104 dB @ 1 m
    frequency: 868.6375 MHz
    reach: approx. 200 m in open space (under ideal circumstances)
    operating temperature:-20-50 ° c
    humidity level: up to 95%, non-condensing
    dimensions: 228 x 113 x 54 mm
    weight: 1940 g

30€
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189 WIRELESS INDOOR SIREN FOR CTC1000-868.6375 MHz-
Works on batteries, with wireless. The CTC1000SI is equipped with a siren
for interior use.
Features

    works on batteries: > 3 years in normal conditions (depending on the
battery type)
    empty battery indicator message and to the head device
    tamper resistant: housing can not be opened, or from the mounting
location.
    the siren stops automatically after 3, 5 and 10 seconds (adjustable)
    works with control panel CTC1000: WIRELESS ALARM SYSTEM with
GSM MODULE-868.6375 MHz (not incl.)

Specifications

    power: 4 x 1,5 V alkaline-battery type D (not incl.) (LR20: ALKALINE
D/LR20 1.5 V-16500mAh 4920.121.412 (2PC/bl))
    sound level: 104 dB @ 1 m
    frequency: 868.6375 MHz
    reach: approx. 200 m in open space (under ideal circumstances)
    operating temperature:-20-50 ° c
    humidity level: up to 95%, non-condensing
    dimensions: 228 x 113 x 54 mm
    weight: 1940 g

30€

190 WIRELESS INDOOR SIREN FOR CTC1000-868.6375 MHz-
Works on batteries, with wireless. The CTC1000SI is equipped with a siren
for interior use.
Features

    works on batteries: > 3 years in normal conditions (depending on the
battery type)
    empty battery indicator message and to the head device
    tamper resistant: housing can not be opened, or from the mounting
location.
    the siren stops automatically after 3, 5 and 10 seconds (adjustable)
    works with control panel CTC1000: WIRELESS ALARM SYSTEM with
GSM MODULE-868.6375 MHz (not incl.)

Specifications

    power: 4 x 1,5 V alkaline-battery type D (not incl.) (LR20: ALKALINE
D/LR20 1.5 V-16500mAh 4920.121.412 (2PC/bl))
    sound level: 104 dB @ 1 m
    frequency: 868.6375 MHz
    reach: approx. 200 m in open space (under ideal circumstances)
    operating temperature:-20-50 ° c
    humidity level: up to 95%, non-condensing
    dimensions: 228 x 113 x 54 mm
    weight: 1940 g

30€
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191 WIRELESS INDOOR SIREN FOR CTC1000-868.6375 MHz-
Works on batteries, with wireless. The CTC1000SI is equipped with a siren
for interior use.
Features

    works on batteries: > 3 years in normal conditions (depending on the
battery type)
    empty battery indicator message and to the head device
    tamper resistant: housing can not be opened, or from the mounting
location.
    the siren stops automatically after 3, 5 and 10 seconds (adjustable)
    works with control panel CTC1000: WIRELESS ALARM SYSTEM with
GSM MODULE-868.6375 MHz (not incl.)

Specifications

    power: 4 x 1,5 V alkaline-battery type D (not incl.) (LR20: ALKALINE
D/LR20 1.5 V-16500mAh 4920.121.412 (2PC/bl))
    sound level: 104 dB @ 1 m
    frequency: 868.6375 MHz
    reach: approx. 200 m in open space (under ideal circumstances)
    operating temperature:-20-50 ° c
    humidity level: up to 95%, non-condensing
    dimensions: 228 x 113 x 54 mm
    weight: 1940 g

30€

192 WIRELESS INDOOR SIREN FOR CTC1000-868.6375 MHz-
Works on batteries, with wireless. The CTC1000SI is equipped with a siren
for interior use.
Features

    works on batteries: > 3 years in normal conditions (depending on the
battery type)
    empty battery indicator message and to the head device
    tamper resistant: housing can not be opened, or from the mounting
location.
    the siren stops automatically after 3, 5 and 10 seconds (adjustable)
    works with control panel CTC1000: WIRELESS ALARM SYSTEM with
GSM MODULE-868.6375 MHz (not incl.)

Specifications

    power: 4 x 1,5 V alkaline-battery type D (not incl.) (LR20: ALKALINE
D/LR20 1.5 V-16500mAh 4920.121.412 (2PC/bl))
    sound level: 104 dB @ 1 m
    frequency: 868.6375 MHz
    reach: approx. 200 m in open space (under ideal circumstances)
    operating temperature:-20-50 ° c
    humidity level: up to 95%, non-condensing
    dimensions: 228 x 113 x 54 mm
    weight: 1940 g

30€
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193 WIRELESS INDOOR SIREN FOR CTC1000-868.6375 MHz-
Works on batteries, with wireless. The CTC1000SI is equipped with a siren
for interior use.
Features

    works on batteries: > 3 years in normal conditions (depending on the
battery type)
    empty battery indicator message and to the head device
    tamper resistant: housing can not be opened, or from the mounting
location.
    the siren stops automatically after 3, 5 and 10 seconds (adjustable)
    works with control panel CTC1000: WIRELESS ALARM SYSTEM with
GSM MODULE-868.6375 MHz (not incl.)

Specifications

    power: 4 x 1,5 V alkaline-battery type D (not incl.) (LR20: ALKALINE
D/LR20 1.5 V-16500mAh 4920.121.412 (2PC/bl))
    sound level: 104 dB @ 1 m
    frequency: 868.6375 MHz
    reach: approx. 200 m in open space (under ideal circumstances)
    operating temperature:-20-50 ° c
    humidity level: up to 95%, non-condensing
    dimensions: 228 x 113 x 54 mm
    weight: 1940 g

30€

194 WIRELESS INDOOR SIREN FOR CTC1000-868.6375 MHz-
Works on batteries, with wireless. The CTC1000SI is equipped with a siren
for interior use.
Features

    works on batteries: > 3 years in normal conditions (depending on the
battery type)
    empty battery indicator message and to the head device
    tamper resistant: housing can not be opened, or from the mounting
location.
    the siren stops automatically after 3, 5 and 10 seconds (adjustable)
    works with control panel CTC1000: WIRELESS ALARM SYSTEM with
GSM MODULE-868.6375 MHz (not incl.)

Specifications

    power: 4 x 1,5 V alkaline-battery type D (not incl.) (LR20: ALKALINE
D/LR20 1.5 V-16500mAh 4920.121.412 (2PC/bl))
    sound level: 104 dB @ 1 m
    frequency: 868.6375 MHz
    reach: approx. 200 m in open space (under ideal circumstances)
    operating temperature:-20-50 ° c
    humidity level: up to 95%, non-condensing
    dimensions: 228 x 113 x 54 mm
    weight: 1940 g

30€
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195 WIRELESS INDOOR SIREN FOR CTC1000-868.6375 MHz-
Works on batteries, with wireless. The CTC1000SI is equipped with a siren
for interior use.
Features

    works on batteries: > 3 years in normal conditions (depending on the
battery type)
    empty battery indicator message and to the head device
    tamper resistant: housing can not be opened, or from the mounting
location.
    the siren stops automatically after 3, 5 and 10 seconds (adjustable)
    works with control panel CTC1000: WIRELESS ALARM SYSTEM with
GSM MODULE-868.6375 MHz (not incl.)

Specifications

    power: 4 x 1,5 V alkaline-battery type D (not incl.) (LR20: ALKALINE
D/LR20 1.5 V-16500mAh 4920.121.412 (2PC/bl))
    sound level: 104 dB @ 1 m
    frequency: 868.6375 MHz
    reach: approx. 200 m in open space (under ideal circumstances)
    operating temperature:-20-50 ° c
    humidity level: up to 95%, non-condensing
    dimensions: 228 x 113 x 54 mm
    weight: 1940 g

30€

196 WIRELESS INDOOR SIREN FOR CTC1000-868.6375 MHz-
Works on batteries, with wireless. The CTC1000SI is equipped with a siren
for interior use.
Features

    works on batteries: > 3 years in normal conditions (depending on the
battery type)
    empty battery indicator message and to the head device
    tamper resistant: housing can not be opened, or from the mounting
location.
    the siren stops automatically after 3, 5 and 10 seconds (adjustable)
    works with control panel CTC1000: WIRELESS ALARM SYSTEM with
GSM MODULE-868.6375 MHz (not incl.)

Specifications

    power: 4 x 1,5 V alkaline-battery type D (not incl.) (LR20: ALKALINE
D/LR20 1.5 V-16500mAh 4920.121.412 (2PC/bl))
    sound level: 104 dB @ 1 m
    frequency: 868.6375 MHz
    reach: approx. 200 m in open space (under ideal circumstances)
    operating temperature:-20-50 ° c
    humidity level: up to 95%, non-condensing
    dimensions: 228 x 113 x 54 mm
    weight: 1940 g

30€
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197 WIRELESS INDOOR SIREN FOR CTC1000-868.6375 MHz-
Works on batteries, with wireless. The CTC1000SI is equipped with a siren
for interior use.
Features

    works on batteries: > 3 years in normal conditions (depending on the
battery type)
    empty battery indicator message and to the head device
    tamper resistant: housing can not be opened, or from the mounting
location.
    the siren stops automatically after 3, 5 and 10 seconds (adjustable)
    works with control panel CTC1000: WIRELESS ALARM SYSTEM with
GSM MODULE-868.6375 MHz (not incl.)

Specifications

    power: 4 x 1,5 V alkaline-battery type D (not incl.) (LR20: ALKALINE
D/LR20 1.5 V-16500mAh 4920.121.412 (2PC/bl))
    sound level: 104 dB @ 1 m
    frequency: 868.6375 MHz
    reach: approx. 200 m in open space (under ideal circumstances)
    operating temperature:-20-50 ° c
    humidity level: up to 95%, non-condensing
    dimensions: 228 x 113 x 54 mm
    weight: 1940 g

30€

199 WIRELESS INDOOR SIREN FOR CTC1000-868.6375 MHz-
Works on batteries, with wireless. The CTC1000SI is equipped with a siren
for interior.
Features

    works on batteries: > 3 years in normal conditions (depending on the
battery type)
    empty battery indicator message and to the head device
    tamper resistant: housing can not be opened, or from the mounting
location.
    the siren stops automatically after 3, 5 and 10 seconds (adjustable)
    works with control panel CTC1000: WIRELESS ALARM SYSTEM with
GSM MODULE-868.6375 MHz (not incl.)

Specifications

    power: 4 x 1,5 V alkaline-battery type D (not incl.) (LR20: ALKALINE
D/LR20 1.5 V-16500mAh 4920.121.412 (2PC/bl))
    sound level: 104 dB @ 1 m
    frequency: 868.6375 MHz
    reach: approx. 200 m in open space (under ideal circumstances)
    operating temperature:-20-50 ° c
    humidity level: up to 95%, non-condensing
    dimensions: 228 x 113 x 54 mm
    weight: 1940 g

30€
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200 DRYWALL AND PANEL HOIST-
Features

    plates lift
    suitable for plates to 4.88 x 1.22 m
    horizontal and vertical use
    It can be lowered plate loading to facilitate
    consisting of 3 pieces-can easily be carried
    mounting and demounting without tools,

Specifications

    lift height:
        Max.: 3.35 m
        min.: 1.22 m
        lift height: 0.86 m
    Max. weight: 68 kg,
    Max. plate: 4.88 x 1.22 m
    weight: approx. 48 kg

40€

201 DRYWALL AND PANEL HOIST-
Features

    plates lift
    suitable for plates to 4.88 x 1.22 m
    horizontal and vertical use
    It can be lowered plate loading to facilitate
    consisting of 3 pieces-can easily be carried
    mounting and demounting without tools,

Specifications

    lift height:
        Max.: 3.35 m
        min.: 1.22 m
        lift height: 0.86 m
    Max. weight: 68 kg,
    Max. plate: 4.88 x 1.22 m
    weight: approx. 48 kg

40€
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202 HIGH TEMPERATURE INFRARED THERMOMETER (-50 ° c till + 1000 °
c)-
Features

    Professional thermometer, fast and easy to use
    high temperature range
    very high tension meter/measuring point (30:1)
    built-in laser pointer
    indication of temperature in ° c or ° f
    screen LCD with backlit display
    data hold function, automatic shutdown and lock
    Min, MAX-, DIF. and record measurements,
    adjustable fins
    high and low alarm

Specifications

    measurement reach:-50 ° c ~ + 1000 ° c (-58 ° f ~ + 1832 ° f)
    precision (Tobj = 15 ° c ~ 35 ° c, Tamb = 25 ° c): 1.5 ° c (2.7 f)
    fins: 0.1 ~ 1.0 adjustable
    ratio distance/for measuring point: D/S = 30:1
    power: 1 x 9V battery (incl.)
    dimensions: 100 x 56 x 230 mm
    weight: 290 g

35€

203 HIGH TEMPERATURE INFRARED THERMOMETER (-50 ° c till + 1000 °
c)-
Features

    Professional thermometer, fast and easy to use
    high temperature range
    very high tension meter/measuring point (30:1)
    built-in laser pointer
    indication of temperature in ° c or ° f
    screen LCD with backlit display
    data hold function, automatic shutdown and lock
    Min, MAX-, DIF. and record measurements,
    adjustable fins
    high and low alarm

Specifications

    measurement reach:-50 ° c ~ + 1000 ° c (-58 ° f ~ + 1832 ° f)
    precision (Tobj = 15 ° c ~ 35 ° c, Tamb = 25 ° c): 1.5 ° c (2.7 f)
    fins: 0.1 ~ 1.0 adjustable
    ratio distance/for measuring point: D/S = 30:1
    power: 1 x 9V battery (incl.)
    dimensions: 100 x 56 x 230 mm
    weight: 290 g

35€
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204 HIGH TEMPERATURE INFRARED THERMOMETER (-50 ° c till + 1000 °
c)-
Features

    Professional thermometer, fast and easy to use
    high temperature range
    very high tension meter/measuring point (30:1)
    built-in laser pointer
    indication of temperature in ° c or ° f
    screen LCD with backlit display
    data hold function, automatic shutdown and lock
    Min, MAX-, DIF. and record measurements,
    adjustable fins
    high and low alarm

Specifications

    measurement reach:-50 ° c ~ + 1000 ° c (-58 ° f ~ + 1832 ° f)
    precision (Tobj = 15 ° c ~ 35 ° c, Tamb = 25 ° c): 1.5 ° c (2.7 f)
    fins: 0.1 ~ 1.0 adjustable
    ratio distance/for measuring point: D/S = 30:1
    power: 1 x 9V battery (incl.)
    dimensions: 100 x 56 x 230 mm
    weight: 290 g

35€

205 HIGH TEMPERATURE INFRARED THERMOMETER (-50 ° c till + 1000 °
c)-
Features

    Professional thermometer, fast and easy to use
    high temperature range
    very high tension meter/measuring point (30:1)
    built-in laser pointer
    indication of temperature in ° c or ° f
    screen LCD with backlit display
    data hold function, automatic shutdown and lock
    Min, MAX-, DIF. and record measurements,
    adjustable fins
    high and low alarm

Specifications

    measurement reach:-50 ° c ~ + 1000 ° c (-58 ° f ~ + 1832 ° f)
    precision (Tobj = 15 ° c ~ 35 ° c, Tamb = 25 ° c): 1.5 ° c (2.7 f)
    fins: 0.1 ~ 1.0 adjustable
    ratio distance/for measuring point: D/S = 30:1
    power: 1 x 9V battery (incl.)
    dimensions: 100 x 56 x 230 mm
    weight: 290 g

35€
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206 HIGH TEMPERATURE INFRARED THERMOMETER (-50 ° c till + 1000 °
c)-
Features

    Professional thermometer, fast and easy to use
    high temperature range
    very high tension meter/measuring point (30:1)
    built-in laser pointer
    indication of temperature in ° c or ° f
    screen LCD with backlit display
    data hold function, automatic shutdown and lock
    Min, MAX-, DIF. and record measurements,
    adjustable fins
    high and low alarm

Specifications

    measurement reach:-50 ° c ~ + 1000 ° c (-58 ° f ~ + 1832 ° f)
    precision (Tobj = 15 ° c ~ 35 ° c, Tamb = 25 ° c): 1.5 ° c (2.7 f)
    fins: 0.1 ~ 1.0 adjustable
    ratio distance/for measuring point: D/S = 30:1
    power: 1 x 9V battery (incl.)
    dimensions: 100 x 56 x 230 mm
    weight: 290 g

35€

207 HIGH TEMPERATURE INFRARED THERMOMETER (-50 ° c till + 1000 °
c)-
Features

    Professional thermometer, fast and easy to use
    high temperature range
    very high tension meter/measuring point (30:1)
    built-in laser pointer
    indication of temperature in ° c or ° f
    screen LCD with backlit display
    data hold function, automatic shutdown and lock
    Min, MAX-, DIF. and record measurements,
    adjustable fins
    high and low alarm

Specifications

    measurement reach:-50 ° c ~ + 1000 ° c (-58 ° f ~ + 1832 ° f)
    precision (Tobj = 15 ° c ~ 35 ° c, Tamb = 25 ° c): 1.5 ° c (2.7 f)
    fins: 0.1 ~ 1.0 adjustable
    ratio distance/for measuring point: D/S = 30:1
    power: 1 x 9V battery (incl.)
    dimensions: 100 x 56 x 230 mm
    weight: 290 g

35€
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208 HIGH TEMPERATURE INFRARED THERMOMETER (-50 ° c till + 1000 °
c)-
Features

    Professional thermometer, fast and easy to use
    high temperature range
    very high tension meter/measuring point (30:1)
    built-in laser pointer
    indication of temperature in ° c or ° f
    screen LCD with backlit display
    data hold function, automatic shutdown and lock
    Min, MAX-, DIF. and record measurements,
    adjustable fins
    high and low alarm

Specifications

    measurement reach:-50 ° c ~ + 1000 ° c (-58 ° f ~ + 1832 ° f)
    precision (Tobj = 15 ° c ~ 35 ° c, Tamb = 25 ° c): 1.5 ° c (2.7 f)
    fins: 0.1 ~ 1.0 adjustable
    ratio distance/for measuring point: D/S = 30:1
    power: 1 x 9V battery (incl.)
    dimensions: 100 x 56 x 230 mm
    weight: 290 g

35€

209 HIGH TEMPERATURE INFRARED THERMOMETER (-50 ° c till + 1000 °
c)-
Features

    Professional thermometer, fast and easy to use
    high temperature range
    very high tension meter/measuring point (30:1)
    built-in laser pointer
    indication of temperature in ° c or ° f
    screen LCD with backlit display
    data hold function, automatic shutdown and lock
    Min, MAX-, DIF. and record measurements,
    adjustable fins
    high and low alarm

Specifications

    measurement reach:-50 ° c ~ + 1000 ° c (-58 ° f ~ + 1832 ° f)
    precision (Tobj = 15 ° c ~ 35 ° c, Tamb = 25 ° c): 1.5 ° c (2.7 f)
    fins: 0.1 ~ 1.0 adjustable
    ratio distance/for measuring point: D/S = 30:1
    power: 1 x 9V battery (incl.)
    dimensions: 100 x 56 x 230 mm
    weight: 290 g

35€
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210 HIGH TEMPERATURE INFRARED THERMOMETER (-50 ° c till + 1000 °
c)-
Features

    Professional thermometer, fast and easy to use
    high temperature range
    very high tension meter/measuring point (30:1)
    built-in laser pointer
    indication of temperature in ° c or ° f
    screen LCD with backlit display
    data hold function, automatic shutdown and lock
    Min, MAX-, DIF. and record measurements,
    adjustable fins
    high and low alarm

Specifications

    measurement reach:-50 ° c ~ + 1000 ° c (-58 ° f ~ + 1832 ° f)
    precision (Tobj = 15 ° c ~ 35 ° c, Tamb = 25 ° c): 1.5 ° c (2.7 f)
    fins: 0.1 ~ 1.0 adjustable
    ratio distance/for measuring point: D/S = 30:1
    power: 1 x 9V battery (incl.)
    dimensions: 100 x 56 x 230 mm
    weight: 290 g

35€

211 HIGH TEMPERATURE INFRARED THERMOMETER (-50 ° c till + 1000 °
c)-
Features

    Professional thermometer, fast and easy to use
    high temperature range
    very high tension meter/measuring point (30:1)
    built-in laser pointer
    indication of temperature in ° c or ° f
    screen LCD with backlit display
    data hold function, automatic shutdown and lock
    Min, MAX-, DIF. and record measurements,
    adjustable fins
    high and low alarm

Specifications

    measurement reach:-50 ° c ~ + 1000 ° c (-58 ° f ~ + 1832 ° f)
    precision (Tobj = 15 ° c ~ 35 ° c, Tamb = 25 ° c): 1.5 ° c (2.7 f)
    fins: 0.1 ~ 1.0 adjustable
    ratio distance/for measuring point: D/S = 30:1
    power: 1 x 9V battery (incl.)
    dimensions: 100 x 56 x 230 mm
    weight: 290 g

35€
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212 HIGH TEMPERATURE INFRARED THERMOMETER (-50 ° c till + 1000 °
c)-
Features

    Professional thermometer, fast and easy to use
    high temperature range
    very high tension meter/measuring point (30:1)
    built-in laser pointer
    indication of temperature in ° c or ° f
    screen LCD with backlit display
    data hold function, automatic shutdown and lock
    Min, MAX-, DIF. and record measurements,
    adjustable fins
    high and low alarm

Specifications

    measurement reach:-50 ° c ~ + 1000 ° c (-58 ° f ~ + 1832 ° f)
    precision (Tobj = 15 ° c ~ 35 ° c, Tamb = 25 ° c): 1.5 ° c (2.7 f)
    fins: 0.1 ~ 1.0 adjustable
    ratio distance/for measuring point: D/S = 30:1
    power: 1 x 9V battery (incl.)
    dimensions: 100 x 56 x 230 mm
    weight: 290 g

35€

213 HIGH TEMPERATURE INFRARED THERMOMETER (-50 ° c till + 1000 °
c)-
Features

    Professional thermometer, fast and easy to use
    high temperature range
    very high tension meter/measuring point (30:1)
    built-in laser pointer
    indication of temperature in ° c or ° f
    screen LCD with backlit display
    data hold function, automatic shutdown and lock
    Min, MAX-, DIF. and record measurements,
    adjustable fins
    high and low alarm

Specifications

    measurement reach:-50 ° c ~ + 1000 ° c (-58 ° f ~ + 1832 ° f)
    precision (Tobj = 15 ° c ~ 35 ° c, Tamb = 25 ° c): 1.5 ° c (2.7 f)
    fins: 0.1 ~ 1.0 adjustable
    ratio distance/for measuring point: D/S = 30:1
    power: 1 x 9V battery (incl.)
    dimensions: 100 x 56 x 230 mm
    weight: 290 g

35€
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214 HIGH TEMPERATURE INFRARED THERMOMETER (-50 ° c till + 1000 °
c)-
Features

    Professional thermometer, fast and easy to use
    high temperature range
    very high tension meter/measuring point (30:1)
    built-in laser pointer
    indication of temperature in ° c or ° f
    screen LCD with backlit display
    data hold function, automatic shutdown and lock
    Min, MAX-, DIF. and record measurements,
    adjustable fins
    high and low alarm

Specifications

    measurement reach:-50 ° c ~ + 1000 ° c (-58 ° f ~ + 1832 ° f)
    precision (Tobj = 15 ° c ~ 35 ° c, Tamb = 25 ° c): 1.5 ° c (2.7 f)
    fins: 0.1 ~ 1.0 adjustable
    ratio distance/for measuring point: D/S = 30:1
    power: 1 x 9V battery (incl.)
    dimensions: 100 x 56 x 230 mm
    weight: 290 g

35€

215 HIGH TEMPERATURE INFRARED THERMOMETER (-50 ° c till + 1000 °
c)-
Features

    Professional thermometer, fast and easy to use
    high temperature range
    very high tension meter/measuring point (30:1)
    built-in laser pointer
    indication of temperature in ° c or ° f
    screen LCD with backlit display
    data hold function, automatic shutdown and lock
    Min, MAX-, DIF. and record measurements,
    adjustable fins
    high and low alarm

Specifications

    measurement reach:-50 ° c ~ + 1000 ° c (-58 ° f ~ + 1832 ° f)
    precision (Tobj = 15 ° c ~ 35 ° c, Tamb = 25 ° c): 1.5 ° c (2.7 f)
    fins: 0.1 ~ 1.0 adjustable
    ratio distance/for measuring point: D/S = 30:1
    power: 1 x 9V battery (incl.)
    dimensions: 100 x 56 x 230 mm
    weight: 290 g

35€
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216 HIGH TEMPERATURE INFRARED THERMOMETER (-50 ° c till + 1000 °
c)-
Features

    Professional thermometer, fast and easy to use
    high temperature range
    very high tension meter/measuring point (30:1)
    built-in laser pointer
    indication of temperature in ° c or ° f
    screen LCD with backlit display
    data hold function, automatic shutdown and lock
    Min, MAX-, DIF. and record measurements,
    adjustable fins
    high and low alarm

Specifications

    measurement reach:-50 ° c ~ + 1000 ° c (-58 ° f ~ + 1832 ° f)
    precision (Tobj = 15 ° c ~ 35 ° c, Tamb = 25 ° c): 1.5 ° c (2.7 f)
    fins: 0.1 ~ 1.0 adjustable
    ratio distance/for measuring point: D/S = 30:1
    power: 1 x 9V battery (incl.)
    dimensions: 100 x 56 x 230 mm
    weight: 290 g

35€

217 HIGH TEMPERATURE INFRARED THERMOMETER (-50 ° c till + 1000 °
c)-
Features

    Professional thermometer, fast and easy to use
    high temperature range
    very high tension meter/measuring point (30:1)
    built-in laser pointer
    indication of temperature in ° c or ° f
    screen LCD with backlit display
    data hold function, automatic shutdown and lock
    Min, MAX-, DIF. and record measurements,
    adjustable fins
    high and low alarm

Specifications

    measurement reach:-50 ° c ~ + 1000 ° c (-58 ° f ~ + 1832 ° f)
    precision (Tobj = 15 ° c ~ 35 ° c, Tamb = 25 ° c): 1.5 ° c (2.7 f)
    fins: 0.1 ~ 1.0 adjustable
    ratio distance/for measuring point: D/S = 30:1
    power: 1 x 9V battery (incl.)
    dimensions: 100 x 56 x 230 mm
    weight: 290 g

35€
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218 HIGH TEMPERATURE INFRARED THERMOMETER (-50 ° c till + 1000 °
c)-
Features

    Professional thermometer, fast and easy to use
    high temperature range
    very high tension meter/measuring point (30:1)
    built-in laser pointer
    indication of temperature in ° c or ° f
    screen LCD with backlit display
    data hold function, automatic shutdown and lock
    Min, MAX-, DIF. and record measurements,
    adjustable fins
    high and low alarm

Specifications

    measurement reach:-50 ° c ~ + 1000 ° c (-58 ° f ~ + 1832 ° f)
    precision (Tobj = 15 ° c ~ 35 ° c, Tamb = 25 ° c): 1.5 ° c (2.7 f)
    fins: 0.1 ~ 1.0 adjustable
    ratio distance/for measuring point: D/S = 30:1
    power: 1 x 9V battery (incl.)
    dimensions: 100 x 56 x 230 mm
    weight: 290 g

35€

219 HIGH TEMPERATURE INFRARED THERMOMETER (-50 ° c till + 1000 °
c)-
Features

    Professional thermometer, fast and easy to use
    high temperature range
    very high tension meter/measuring point (30:1)
    built-in laser pointer
    indication of temperature in ° c or ° f
    screen LCD with backlit display
    data hold function, automatic shutdown and lock
    Min, MAX-, DIF. and record measurements,
    adjustable fins
    high and low alarm

Specifications

    measurement reach:-50 ° c ~ + 1000 ° c (-58 ° f ~ + 1832 ° f)
    precision (Tobj = 15 ° c ~ 35 ° c, Tamb = 25 ° c): 1.5 ° c (2.7 f)
    fins: 0.1 ~ 1.0 adjustable
    ratio distance/for measuring point: D/S = 30:1
    power: 1 x 9V battery (incl.)
    dimensions: 100 x 56 x 230 mm
    weight: 290 g

35€
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220 HIGH TEMPERATURE INFRARED THERMOMETER (-50 ° c till + 1000 °
c)-
Features

    Professional thermometer, fast and easy to use
    high temperature range
    very high tension meter/measuring point (30:1)
    built-in laser pointer
    indication of temperature in ° c or ° f
    screen LCD with backlit display
    data hold function, automatic shutdown and lock
    Min, MAX-, DIF. and record measurements,
    adjustable fins
    high and low alarm

Specifications

    measurement reach:-50 ° c ~ + 1000 ° c (-58 ° f ~ + 1832 ° f)
    precision (Tobj = 15 ° c ~ 35 ° c, Tamb = 25 ° c): 1.5 ° c (2.7 f)
    fins: 0.1 ~ 1.0 adjustable
    ratio distance/for measuring point: D/S = 30:1
    power: 1 x 9V battery (incl.)
    dimensions: 100 x 56 x 230 mm
    weight: 290 g

35€

221 HIGH TEMPERATURE INFRARED THERMOMETER (-50 ° c till + 1000 °
c)-
Features

    Professional thermometer, fast and easy to use
    high temperature range
    very high tension meter/measuring point (30:1)
    built-in laser pointer
    indication of temperature in ° c or ° f
    screen LCD with backlit display
    data hold function, automatic shutdown and lock
    Min, MAX-, DIF. and record measurements,
    adjustable fins
    high and low alarm

Specifications

    measurement reach:-50 ° c ~ + 1000 ° c (-58 ° f ~ + 1832 ° f)
    precision (Tobj = 15 ° c ~ 35 ° c, Tamb = 25 ° c): 1.5 ° c (2.7 f)
    fins: 0.1 ~ 1.0 adjustable
    ratio distance/for measuring point: D/S = 30:1
    power: 1 x 9V battery (incl.)
    dimensions: 100 x 56 x 230 mm
    weight: 290 g

35€
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222 HIGH TEMPERATURE INFRARED THERMOMETER (-50 ° c till + 1000 °
c)-
Features

    Professional thermometer, fast and easy to use
    high temperature range
    very high tension meter/measuring point (30:1)
    built-in laser pointer
    indication of temperature in ° c or ° f
    screen LCD with backlit display
    data hold function, automatic shutdown and lock
    Min, MAX-, DIF. and record measurements,
    adjustable fins
    high and low alarm

Specifications

    measurement reach:-50 ° c ~ + 1000 ° c (-58 ° f ~ + 1832 ° f)
    precision (Tobj = 15 ° c ~ 35 ° c, Tamb = 25 ° c): 1.5 ° c (2.7 f)
    fins: 0.1 ~ 1.0 adjustable
    ratio distance/for measuring point: D/S = 30:1
    power: 1 x 9V battery (incl.)
    dimensions: 100 x 56 x 230 mm
    weight: 290 g

35€

223 HIGH TEMPERATURE INFRARED THERMOMETER (-50 ° c till + 1000 °
c)-
Features

    Professional thermometer, fast and easy to use
    high temperature range
    very high tension meter/measuring point (30:1)
    built-in laser pointer
    indication of temperature in ° c or ° f
    screen LCD with backlit display
    data hold function, automatic shutdown and lock
    Min, MAX-, DIF. and record measurements,
    adjustable fins
    high and low alarm

Specifications

    measurement reach:-50 ° c ~ + 1000 ° c (-58 ° f ~ + 1832 ° f)
    precision (Tobj = 15 ° c ~ 35 ° c, Tamb = 25 ° c): 1.5 ° c (2.7 f)
    fins: 0.1 ~ 1.0 adjustable
    ratio distance/for measuring point: D/S = 30:1
    power: 1 x 9V battery (incl.)
    dimensions: 100 x 56 x 230 mm
    weight: 290 g

35€
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224 HIGH TEMPERATURE INFRARED THERMOMETER (-50 ° c till + 1000 °
c)-
Features

    Professional thermometer, fast and easy to use
    high temperature range
    very high tension meter/measuring point (30:1)
    built-in laser pointer
    indication of temperature in ° c or ° f
    screen LCD with backlit display
    data hold function, automatic shutdown and lock
    Min, MAX-, DIF. and record measurements,
    adjustable fins
    high and low alarm

Specifications

    measurement reach:-50 ° c ~ + 1000 ° c (-58 ° f ~ + 1832 ° f)
    precision (Tobj = 15 ° c ~ 35 ° c, Tamb = 25 ° c): 1.5 ° c (2.7 f)
    fins: 0.1 ~ 1.0 adjustable
    ratio distance/for measuring point: D/S = 30:1
    power: 1 x 9V battery (incl.)
    dimensions: 100 x 56 x 230 mm
    weight: 290 g

35€

225 HIGH TEMPERATURE INFRARED THERMOMETER (-50 ° c till + 1000 °
c)-
Features

    Professional thermometer, fast and easy to use
    high temperature range
    very high tension meter/measuring point (30:1)
    built-in laser pointer
    indication of temperature in ° c or ° f
    screen LCD with backlit display
    data hold function, automatic shutdown and lock
    Min, MAX-, DIF. and record measurements,
    adjustable fins
    high and low alarm

Specifications

    measurement reach:-50 ° c ~ + 1000 ° c (-58 ° f ~ + 1832 ° f)
    precision (Tobj = 15 ° c ~ 35 ° c, Tamb = 25 ° c): 1.5 ° c (2.7 f)
    fins: 0.1 ~ 1.0 adjustable
    ratio distance/for measuring point: D/S = 30:1
    power: 1 x 9V battery (incl.)
    dimensions: 100 x 56 x 230 mm
    weight: 290 g

35€
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226 HIGH TEMPERATURE INFRARED THERMOMETER (-50 ° c till + 1000 °
c)-
Features

    Professional thermometer, fast and easy to use
    high temperature range
    very high tension meter/measuring point (30:1)
    built-in laser pointer
    indication of temperature in ° c or ° f
    screen LCD with backlit display
    data hold function, automatic shutdown and lock
    Min, MAX-, DIF. and record measurements,
    adjustable fins
    high and low alarm

Specifications

    measurement reach:-50 ° c ~ + 1000 ° c (-58 ° f ~ + 1832 ° f)
    precision (Tobj = 15 ° c ~ 35 ° c, Tamb = 25 ° c): 1.5 ° c (2.7 f)
    fins: 0.1 ~ 1.0 adjustable
    ratio distance/for measuring point: D/S = 30:1
    power: 1 x 9V battery (incl.)
    dimensions: 100 x 56 x 230 mm
    weight: 290 g

35€

227 HIGH TEMPERATURE INFRARED THERMOMETER (-50 ° c till + 1000 °
c)-
Features

    Professional thermometer, fast and easy to use
    high temperature range
    very high tension meter/measuring point (30:1)
    built-in laser pointer
    indication of temperature in ° c or ° f
    screen LCD with backlit display
    data hold function, automatic shutdown and lock
    Min, MAX-, DIF. and record measurements,
    adjustable fins
    high and low alarm

Specifications

    measurement reach:-50 ° c ~ + 1000 ° c (-58 ° f ~ + 1832 ° f)
    precision (Tobj = 15 ° c ~ 35 ° c, Tamb = 25 ° c): 1.5 ° c (2.7 f)
    fins: 0.1 ~ 1.0 adjustable
    ratio distance/for measuring point: D/S = 30:1
    power: 1 x 9V battery (incl.)
    dimensions: 100 x 56 x 230 mm
    weight: 290 g

35€
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228 HIGH TEMPERATURE INFRARED THERMOMETER (-50 ° c till + 1000 °
c)-
Features

    Professional thermometer, fast and easy to use
    high temperature range
    very high tension meter/measuring point (30:1)
    built-in laser pointer
    indication of temperature in ° c or ° f
    screen LCD with backlit display
    data hold function, automatic shutdown and lock
    Min, MAX-, DIF. and record measurements,
    adjustable fins
    high and low alarm

Specifications

    measurement reach:-50 ° c ~ + 1000 ° c (-58 ° f ~ + 1832 ° f)
    precision (Tobj = 15 ° c ~ 35 ° c, Tamb = 25 ° c): 1.5 ° c (2.7 f)
    fins: 0.1 ~ 1.0 adjustable
    ratio distance/for measuring point: D/S = 30:1
    power: 1 x 9V battery (incl.)
    dimensions: 100 x 56 x 230 mm
    weight: 290 g

35€

229 VAN GERVEN-UV-C-fluorescent LAMP + 10000 L-15 W- 10€

230 VAN GERVEN-UV-C-fluorescent LAMP + 10000 L-15 W- 10€

231 VAN GERVEN-UV-C-fluorescent LAMP + 10000 L-15 W- 10€

232 VAN GERVEN-UV-C-fluorescent LAMP + 10000 L-15 W- 10€
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233 VAN GERVEN-UV-C-fluorescent LAMP + 10000 L-15 W- 10€

234 VAN GERVEN-UV-C-fluorescent LAMP + 10000 L-15 W- 10€

235 VAN GERVEN-UV-C-fluorescent LAMP + 10000 L-15 W- 10€

236 VAN GERVEN-UV-C-fluorescent LAMP + 10000 L-15 W- 10€

237 VAN GERVEN-UV-C-fluorescent LAMP + 10000 L-15 W- 10€

238 VAN GERVEN-UV-C-fluorescent LAMP + 10000 L-15 W- 10€

239 VAN GERVEN-UV-C-fluorescent LAMP + 10000 L-15 W- 10€
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240 VAN GERVEN-UV-C-fluorescent LAMP + 10000 L-15 W- 10€

241 VAN GERVEN-UV-C-fluorescent LAMP + 10000 L-15 W- 10€

242 VAN GERVEN-UV-C-fluorescent LAMP + 10000 L-15 W- 10€

243 VAN GERVEN-UV-C-fluorescent LAMP + 10000 L-15 W- 10€

244 VAN GERVEN-UV-C-fluorescent LAMP + 10000 L-15 W- 10€

245 VAN GERVEN-UV-C-fluorescent LAMP + 10000 L-15 W- 10€

246 VAN GERVEN-UV-C-fluorescent LAMP + 10000 L-15 W- 10€
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247 VAN GERVEN-UV-C-fluorescent LAMP + 10000 L-15 W- 10€

248 VAN GERVEN-UV-C-fluorescent LAMP + 10000 L-15 W- 10€

249 VAN GERVEN-UV-C-fluorescent LAMP + 10000 L-15 W- 10€

250 VAN GERVEN-UV-C-fluorescent LAMP + 10000 L-15 W- 10€

251 VAN GERVEN-UV-C-fluorescent LAMP + 10000 L-15 W- 10€

252 VAN GERVEN-UV-C-fluorescent LAMP + 10000 L-15 W- 10€

253 VAN GERVEN-UV-C-fluorescent LAMP + 10000 L-15 W- 10€
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254 VAN GERVEN-UV-C-fluorescent LAMP + 10000 L-15 W- 10€

255 VAN GERVEN-UV-C-fluorescent LAMP + 10000 L-15 W- 10€

256 VAN GERVEN-UV-C-fluorescent LAMP + 10000 L-15 W- 10€

257 VAN GERVEN-UV-C-fluorescent LAMP + 10000 L-15 W- 10€

258 VAN GERVEN-UV-C-fluorescent LAMP + 10000 L-15 W- 10€

259 VAN GERVEN-UV-C-fluorescent LAMP + 10000 L-15 W- 10€

260 VAN GERVEN-UV-C-fluorescent LAMP + 10000 L-15 W- 10€
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261 VAN GERVEN-UV-C-fluorescent LAMP + 10000 L-15 W- 10€

262 VAN GERVEN-UV-C-fluorescent LAMP + 10000 L-15 W- 10€

263 VAN GERVEN-UV-C-fluorescent LAMP + 30000 L-30 W- 15€

264 VAN GERVEN-UV-C-fluorescent LAMP + 30000 L-30 W- 15€

265 VAN GERVEN-UV-C-fluorescent LAMP + 30000 L-30 W- 15€

266 VAN GERVEN-UV-C-fluorescent LAMP + 30000 L-30 W- 15€

267 VAN GERVEN-UV-C-fluorescent LAMP + 30000 L-30 W- 15€
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268 VAN GERVEN-UV-C-fluorescent LAMP + 30000 L-30 W- 15€

269 VAN GERVEN-UV-C-fluorescent LAMP + 30000 L-30 W- 15€

270 VAN GERVEN-UV-C-fluorescent LAMP + 30000 L-30 W- 15€

271 VAN GERVEN-UV-C-fluorescent LAMP + 30000 L-30 W- 15€

272 VAN GERVEN-UV-C-fluorescent LAMP + 30000 L-30 W- 15€

273 VAN GERVEN-UV-C-fluorescent LAMP + 30000 L-30 W- 15€

274 VAN GERVEN-UV-C-fluorescent LAMP + 30000 L-30 W- 15€
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275 VAN GERVEN-UV-C-fluorescent LAMP + 30000 L-30 W- 15€

276 VAN GERVEN-UV-C-fluorescent LAMP + 30000 L-30 W- 15€

277 VAN GERVEN-UV-C-fluorescent LAMP + 30000 L-30 W- 15€

278 VAN GERVEN-UV-C-fluorescent LAMP + 30000 L-30 W- 15€

279 VAN GERVEN-UV-C-fluorescent LAMP + 30000 L-30 W- 15€

280 VAN GERVEN-UV-C-fluorescent LAMP + 30000 L-30 W- 15€

281 VAN GERVEN-UV-C-fluorescent LAMP + 30000 L-30 W- 15€
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282 VAN GERVEN-UV-C-fluorescent LAMP + 30000 L-30 W- 15€

283 VAN GERVEN-UV-C-fluorescent LAMP + 30000 L-30 W- 15€

284 VAN GERVEN-UV-C-fluorescent LAMP + 30000 L-30 W- 15€

285 VAN GERVEN-UV-C-fluorescent LAMP + 30000 L-30 W- 15€

286 VAN GERVEN-UV-C-fluorescent LAMP + 30000 L-30 W- 15€
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287 EMINENCE SPEAKER ' RED FABRICE ' (12 ''/30Wrms)-
Speaker with a large symbol Al-magnetic, mild distortion and harmonious
sound. Used for blues, country, Indies and jazz, ""
Specifications

    nominal impedance: 8 ohm, ""
    power: 30Wrms/60W peak
    diameter coil: 44.5 mm
    rinsing wire: copper
    flat/round coil wire: round
    material: coil Nomex
    basket type: pressed ""
    bezel material Cone: paper
    material: Zurette recipient
    weight: magnet 0.99 kg, 35oz. SYMBOL AL
    usable frequency range (Fs-3dB): 70 Hz-5.5 kHz
    SPL: 103dB
    Montage:
        nominal basket diameter: 305.2 mm
        diam. plate opening: 278.6 mm
        diameter mounting opening: 6.4 mm
        mounting opening B.C.D.: 295.3 mm
        depth: 157.5 mm
        shipping weight: 5 kg
    Thiele-Small, folding meters:
        impedance (Re): 5.72 ohm, ""
        rinsing induction (Le): 0.39 mH
        total Q (Quality): 0.70
        efficiency factor (EBP): 131
        maximum linear of spacing (Xmax): 0.47 mm
        2 surface (Sd): 519.5 cm²

30€
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288 GENIUS-SP-600-iPAD DOCKING SPEAKER SYSTEM-4 W RMS
Extremely suitable for iPad2 but also for iPhone, iPad and iPod, "" A
powerful 2 set speakers with a total of """" ""power of 4W ensures crystal
clear stereo sound. The SP-600 loadstation is swivelling, the device so it
can be both horizontally and vertically docked where the comfortable and
optimal viewing angle maintained by viewing movies. With this features
would iPad associated your home cinema can be.
Features

    built-in loading system in the iPad-station,
    dual 2 '' full range speakers
    horizontal and vertical use
    feature keys on the speaker: on/off and the volume control +/-
    aux in-connector for notebook, MP3 player and all audio equipment with
headphone 3, 5 mm
    remote control
    content:
        SP-i600
        remote control
        power adaptor
        rubber adaptor for iPad2
        users manual,

Specifications

    total power: 4 Watt RMS,
    frequency response: 100 Hz ~ 20 kHz
    channel separation: > = 40dB
    S/n ratio: 70dB
    membrane: 2 x 2 ""
    functions: volume, play/break, drawers
    supports: iPad2/iPad/iPhone 4/3GS/3, iPod Touch/Classic/Nano
    feature keys on the speaker: power, volume Adjustement +/-
    feature keys on the remote control, power, play/break, volume +/-, mute,
forward/reverse, select and menu through
    dimensions: 244x227x130 mm
    weight: 1170g

10€
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289 GPS/GSM SMS MESSENGER FOR AUTOMOTIVE USE-
The HAMGSMGPS is an independant alarm system and forward sms to a
preset phone number once your vehicle is moved unwanted. The built-in
gps traces the vehicle in case of theft. All functions, password and mobile
number are programmable via sms.
Features

    built-in gsm-picker and gps
    easy to connect
    low in consumption, battery does live longer
    protection against theft by means of the built-in Omni-directional plated
shock and motion sensor
    protection against key theft
    localization of the vehicle via sms
    automatically in after the closure of the engine
    can be connected to the existing alarm systems
    exit for start interruption or siren control
    battery monitoring via sms
    communication between gsm and HAMGSMGPS possible
    unlimited range
    built-in backup battery Li-ion
    external antenna
    all functions via sms with password protection,
    programmable positive or negative trigger entrance
    homologation: e 6 03 0222

Specifications

    IP-standard: IP66
    GPS-module: Module star III (Tri-band)
    emergency exit: 1 x (12V (+), Max. 0.5 A)
    cable: 1.5 m (with 2A-fuse)
    back-up battery:
        Li-ion polymer: 3.7 V-720 mAh
        built-in charger: 4.2 V-120 mA
    consumption:
        stand-by: < 14mA
        alarm: 20 Ma till 2A (max.)
    power: 8 ~ 20VDC
    dimensions: 92 x 50 x 23 mm

80€
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290 GPS/GSM SMS MESSENGER FOR AUTOMOTIVE USE-
The HAMGSMGPS is an independant alarm system and forward sms to
preset phone number of once your vehicle unwanted. The built-in gps traces
the vehicle in case of theft. All functions, password and mobile number are
programmable via sms.
Features

    built-in gsm-picker and gps
    easy to connect
    low in consumption, battery does longer life
    protection against theft by means of the built-in Omni-directional plated
shock and motion sensor
    protection against key theft
    localization of the vehicle via sms
    starts automatically after the closure of the engine
    can be connected to the existing alarm systems
    exit for start interruption or siren control
    battery monitoring via sms
    communication between gsm and HAMGSMGPS possible
    unlimited range
    built-in backup battery Li-ion
    external antenna
    all functions via sms with password protection,
    programmable positive or negative trigger entrance
    homologation: e 6 03 0222

Specifications

    IP-standard: IP66
    GPS-module: Module star III (Tri-band)
    emergency exit: 1 x (12V (+), Max. 0.5 A)
    cable: 1.5 m (with 2A-fuse)
    back-up battery:
        Li-ion polymer: 3.7 V-720 mAh
        built-in charger: 4.2 V-120 mA
    consumption:
        stand-by: < 14mA
        alarm: 20 Ma till 2A (max.)
    power: 8 ~ 20VDC
    dimensions: 92 x 50 x 23 mm

80€
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291 CRIMPING PLIERS FOR CABLE COAX, BNC & NC-SHORT DESIGN
Features

    specially designed for stripping coax, BNC and NC-plugs RG
58/59/62/71/223
    for welding smoking, electric connections
    constant high quality by shrinking precision profiles and push closure
(ontgrendelbaar)
    shrinking press is factory precise set (calibrated)
    high power reinforcement by transmission Jack for effortless work
    easy to use thanks to its convenient State of the handles (head 20 °
bended), low weight and the short shape
    chrome vanadium-electro steel in exceptional quality, oil hardened
    head burnished, legs, with two handles more color componants

Specifications

    usage: coax, BNC and NC-plugs RG 58/59/62/71/223
    Basin/Ø sleeve:
        6.5mm (0.256"") / 7.6mm (0.299"")
        5.41mm (0.213"") / 6.4mm (0.252"")
        1.72mm (0.068"") / 2.1mm (0.083"")
    number of strands: 3
    length: 195 mm
    weight: 380 g

35€

292 CRIMPING PLIERS FOR CABLE COAX, BNC & NC-SHORT DESIGN
Features

    specially designed for stripping coax, BNC and NC-plugs RG
58/59/62/71/223
    for welding smoking, electric connections
    constant high quality by shrinking precision profiles and push closure
(ontgrendelbaar)
    shrinking press is factory precise set (calibrated)
    high power reinforcement by transmission Jack for effortless work
    easy to use thanks to its convenient State of the handles (head 20 °
bended), low weight and the short shape
    chrome vanadium-electro steel in exceptional quality, oil hardened
    head burnished, legs, with two handles more color componants

Specifications

    usage: coax, BNC and NC-plugs RG 58/59/62/71/223
    Basin/Ø sleeve:
        6.5mm (0.256"") / 7.6mm (0.299"")
        5.41mm (0.213"") / 6.4mm (0.252"")
        1.72mm (0.068"") / 2.1mm (0.083"")
    number of strands: 3
    length: 195 mm
    weight: 380 g

35€
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293 CRIMPING PLIERS FOR CABLE COAX, BNC & NC-SHORT DESIGN
Features

    specially designed for stripping coax, BNC and NC-plugs RG
58/59/62/71/223
    for welding smoking, electric connections
    constant high quality by shrinking precision profiles and push closure
(ontgrendelbaar)
    shrinking press is factory precise set (calibrated)
    high power reinforcement by transmission Jack for effortless work
    easy to use thanks to its convenient State of the handles (head 20 °
bended), low weight and the short shape
    chrome vanadium-electro steel in exceptional quality, oil hardened
    head burnished, legs, with two handles more color componants

Specifications

    usage: coax, BNC and NC-plugs RG 58/59/62/71/223
    Basin/Ø sleeve:
        6.5mm (0.256"") / 7.6mm (0.299"")
        5.41mm (0.213"") / 6.4mm (0.252"")
        1.72mm (0.068"") / 2.1mm (0.083"")
    number of strands: 3
    length: 195 mm
    weight: 380 g

35€

294 OSRAM SharXS 1200W/D70/60, DOUBLE ENDED, 110000K, 750 h- 20€

295 DISCHARGE LAMP PHILIPS 1200W/95V, MSR, GX 9.5-
Short arch and compact design provide a lamp with high beam intensity and
an optimal color display, "" The very innovative P3 technology, designed by
Philips, allows the MSR Short Arc-lamps to use higher temperatures in
every fire position.
The result? A longer life, less early output and color temperature for lamp
life.
Features

    front:-

Specifications

    brand: Philips
    type: MSR Short Arc
    voltage: 207V
    consumption: 1200W, ""
    fitting: GY22
    average lifetime: 750u
    colour temperature: 6000 k
    intensity: 96000lm
    color:-
    size: Ø 34 x 60 mm

25€
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296 DISCHARGE LAMP PHILIPS 1200W/95V, MSR, GX 9.5-
Short arch and compact design provide a lamp with high beam intensity and
an optimal color display, "" The very innovative P3 technology, designed by
Philips, allows the MSR Short Arc-lamps to use higher temperatures in
every fire position.
The result? A longer life, less early output and color temperature for lamp
life.
Features

    front:-

Specifications

    brand: Philips
    type: MSR Short Arc
    voltage: 207V
    consumption: 1200W, ""
    fitting: GY22
    average lifetime: 750u
    colour temperature: 6000 k
    intensity: 96000lm
    color:-
    size: Ø 34 x 60 mm

25€

297 SYLVANIA BRITEARC BRITEFIT 300W/95V, 8400K, 1000 h (0023805)-
Features

    for event and theater lights, disco-and effect lighting
    easily replaced
    without outer lamp housing, small lamp
    high light output
    excellent color stability and quality
    excellent condition of the intensity of light
    robust

Specifications

    brand: Sylvania
    type: mini BriteFit
    tension (w): 95
    consumption (W): 300
    fitting: PGJX28
    average lifetime (h): 1000
    colour temperature (K): 8400
    intensity (m): 23000
    color: transparent
    dimensions: DIA x 122 cm, 23 mm

10€
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298 SYLVANIA BRITEARC BRITEFIT 300W/95V, 8400K, 1000 h (0023805)-
Features

    for event and theater lights, disco-and effect lighting
    easily replaced
    without outer lamp housing, small lamp
    high light output
    excellent color stability and quality
    excellent condition of the intensity of light
    robust

Specifications

    brand: Sylvania
    type: mini BriteFit
    tension (w): 95
    consumption (W): 300
    fitting: PGJX28
    average lifetime (h): 1000
    colour temperature (K): 8400
    intensity (m): 23000
    color: transparent
    dimensions: DIA x 122 cm, 23 mm

10€

299 SYLVANIA BRITEARC BRITEFIT 300W/95V, 8400K, 1000 h (0023805)-
Features

    for event and theater lights, disco-and effect lighting
    easily replaced
    without outer lamp housing, small lamp
    high light output
    excellent color stability and quality
    excellent condition of the intensity of light
    robust

Specifications

    brand: Sylvania
    type: mini BriteFit
    tension (w): 95
    consumption (W): 300
    fitting: PGJX28
    average lifetime (h): 1000
    colour temperature (K): 8400
    intensity (m): 23000
    color: transparent
    dimensions: DIA x 122 cm, 23 mm

10€
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300 SYLVANIA BRITEARC BRITEFIT 300W/95V, 8400K, 1000 h (0023805)-
Features

    for event and theater lights, disco-and effect lighting
    easily replaced
    without outer lamp housing, small lamp
    high light output
    excellent color stability and quality
    excellent condition of the intensity of light
    robust

Specifications

    brand: Sylvania
    type: mini BriteFit
    tension (w): 95
    consumption (W): 300
    fitting: PGJX28
    average lifetime (h): 1000
    colour temperature (K): 8400
    intensity (m): 23000
    color: transparent
    dimensions: DIA x 122 cm, 23 mm

10€

301 SYLVANIA BRITEARC BRITEFIT 300W/95V, 8400K, 1000 h (0023805)-
Features

    for event and theater lights, disco-and effect lighting
    easily replaced
    without outer lamp housing, small lamp
    high light output
    excellent color stability and quality
    excellent condition of the intensity of light
    robust

Specifications

    brand: Sylvania
    type: mini BriteFit
    tension (w): 95
    consumption (W): 300
    fitting: PGJX28
    average lifetime (h): 1000
    colour temperature (K): 8400
    intensity (m): 23000
    color: transparent
    dimensions: DIA x 122 cm, 23 mm

10€
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302 SYLVANIA BRITEARC BRITEFIT 300W/95V, 8400K, 1000 h (0023805)-
Features

    for event and theater lights, disco-and effect lighting
    easily replaced
    without outer lamp housing, small lamp
    high light output
    excellent color stability and quality
    excellent condition of the intensity of light
    robust

Specifications

    brand: Sylvania
    type: mini BriteFit
    tension (w): 95
    consumption (W): 300
    fitting: PGJX28
    average lifetime (h): 1000
    colour temperature (K): 8400
    intensity (m): 23000
    color: transparent
    dimensions: DIA x 122 cm, 23 mm

10€

303 SYLVANIA BRITEARC BRITEFIT 300W/95V, 8400K, 1000 h (0023805)-
Features

    for event and theater lights, disco-and effect lighting
    easily replaced
    without outer lamp housing, small lamp
    high light output
    excellent color stability and quality
    excellent condition of the intensity of light
    robust

Specifications

    brand: Sylvania
    type: mini BriteFit
    tension (w): 95
    consumption (W): 300
    fitting: PGJX28
    average lifetime (h): 1000
    colour temperature (K): 8400
    intensity (m): 23000
    color: transparent
    dimensions: DIA x 122 cm, 23 mm

10€
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304 SYLVANIA BRITEARC BRITEFIT 300W/95V, 8400K, 1000 h (0023805)-
Features

    for event and theater lights, disco-and effect lighting
    easily replaced
    without outer lamp housing, small lamp
    high light output
    excellent color stability and quality
    excellent condition of the intensity of light
    robust

Specifications

    brand: Sylvania
    type: mini BriteFit
    tension (w): 95
    consumption (W): 300
    fitting: PGJX28
    average lifetime (h): 1000
    colour temperature (K): 8400
    intensity (m): 23000
    color: transparent
    dimensions: DIA x 122 cm, 23 mm

10€

305 SYLVANIA BRITEARC BRITEFIT 300W/95V, 8400K, 1000 h (0023805)-
Features

    for event and theater lights, disco-and effect lighting
    easily replaced
    without outer lamp housing, small lamp
    high light output
    excellent color stability and quality
    excellent condition of the intensity of light
    robust

Specifications

    brand: Sylvania
    type: mini BriteFit
    tension (w): 95
    consumption (W): 300
    fitting: PGJX28
    average lifetime (h): 1000
    colour temperature (K): 8400
    intensity (m): 23000
    color: transparent
    dimensions: DIA x 122 cm, 23 mm

10€
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306 DISCHARGE LAMP PHILIPS MSR GOLD 575 SA/2, the 1 CT/40-
Specifications

    brand: Philips
    type: MSR GOLD 575 SA/2, the 1 CT/40
    consumption (W): 575 W
    fitting: double ended
    average lifetime: 750 h
    colour temperature: 7500 K
    intensity: 42000 m
    dimmable: no
    color: transparent
    size: Ø 5 x 92 mm

20€

307 DISCHARGE LAMP PHILIPS MSR GOLD 575 SA/2, the 1 CT/40-
Specifications

    brand: Philips
    type: MSR GOLD 575 SA/2, the 1 CT/40
    consumption (W): 575 W
    fitting: double ended
    average lifetime: 750 h
    colour temperature: 7500 K
    intensity: 42000 m
    dimmable: no
    color: transparent
    size: Ø 5 x 92 mm

20€

308 DISCHARGE LAMP PHILIPS MSR GOLD 575 SA/2, the 1 CT/40-
Specifications

    brand: Philips
    type: MSR GOLD 575 SA/2, the 1 CT/40
    consumption (W): 575 W
    fitting: double ended
    average lifetime: 750 h
    colour temperature: 7500 K
    intensity: 42000 m
    dimmable: no
    color: transparent
    size: Ø 5 x 92 mm

20€

309 DISCHARGE LAMP PHILIPS MSR GOLD 575 SA/2, the 1 CT/40-
Specifications

    brand: Philips
    type: MSR GOLD 575 SA/2, the 1 CT/40
    consumption (W): 575 W
    fitting: double ended
    average lifetime: 750 h
    colour temperature: 7500 K
    intensity: 42000 m
    dimmable: no
    color: transparent
    size: Ø 5 x 92 mm

20€
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310 DISCHARGE LAMP PHILIPS MSR GOLD 575 SA/2, the 1 CT/40-
Specifications

    brand: Philips
    type: MSR GOLD 575 SA/2, the 1 CT/40
    consumption (W): 575 W
    fitting: double ended
    average lifetime: 750 h
    colour temperature: 7500 K
    intensity: 42000 m
    dimmable: no
    color: transparent
    size: Ø 5 x 92 mm

20€

311 DISCHARGE LAMP PHILIPS MSR GOLD 575 SA/2, the 1 CT/40-
Specifications

    brand: Philips
    type: MSR GOLD 575 SA/2, the 1 CT/40
    consumption (W): 575 W
    fitting: double ended
    average lifetime: 750 h
    colour temperature: 7500 K
    intensity: 42000 m
    dimmable: no
    color: transparent
    size: Ø 5 x 92 mm

20€

312 DISCHARGE LAMP PHILIPS MSR GOLD 575 SA/2, the 1 CT/40-
Specifications

    brand: Philips
    type: MSR GOLD 575 SA/2, the 1 CT/40
    consumption (W): 575 W
    fitting: double ended
    average lifetime: 750 h
    colour temperature: 7500 K
    intensity: 42000 m
    dimmable: no
    color: transparent
    size: Ø 5 x 92 mm

20€

313 DISCHARGE LAMP PHILIPS MSR GOLD 575 SA/2, the 1 CT/40-
Specifications

    brand: Philips
    type: MSR GOLD 575 SA/2, the 1 CT/40
    consumption (W): 575 W
    fitting: double ended
    average lifetime: 750 h
    colour temperature: 7500 K
    intensity: 42000 m
    dimmable: no
    color: transparent
    size: Ø 5 x 92 mm

20€
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314 DISCHARGE LAMP PHILIPS MSR GOLD 575 SA/2, the 1 CT/40-
Specifications

    brand: Philips
    type: MSR GOLD 575 SA/2, the 1 CT/40
    consumption (W): 575 W
    fitting: double ended
    average lifetime: 750 h
    colour temperature: 7500 K
    intensity: 42000 m
    dimmable: no
    color: transparent
    size: Ø 5 x 92 mm

20€

315 DISCHARGE LAMP PHILIPS 575W-GOLD MiniFastFit-
Features

    Thanks to the specially designed lamp on foot, MSR Gold ™ MiniFastFit
can be replaced in a few seconds, to guarantee non-stop entertainment. In
addition, the innovative foot for lamp, color gold, a great power for a longer
life of the lamp and socket, lower costs of lamp replacement. Easy operation
and small and light armatures are possible by the compact dimensions of
the lamp, while the very short bow ensures high brightness and visible high
beam intensity.

Specifications

    brand: Philips
    type: GOLD MiniFastFit
    tension (w): 198
    consumption (W): 575
    fitting: PGLX28
    average lifetime (h): 750
    colour temperature (K): 7500
    intensity (m): 38600
    dimmable: Yes
    color: transparent
    size: Ø 23.2 x 112 mm

25€
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316 DISCHARGE LAMP PHILIPS 575W-GOLD MiniFastFit-
Features

    Thanks to the specially designed lamp on foot, MSR Gold ™ MiniFastFit
can be replaced in a few seconds, to guarantee non-stop entertainment. In
addition, the innovative foot for lamp, color gold, a great power for a longer
life of the lamp and socket, lower costs of lamp replacement. Easy operation
and small and light armatures are possible by the compact dimensions of
the lamp, while the very short bow ensures high brightness and visible high
beam intensity.

Specifications

    brand: Philips
    type: GOLD MiniFastFit
    tension (w): 198
    consumption (W): 575
    fitting: PGLX28
    average lifetime (h): 750
    colour temperature (K): 7500
    intensity (m): 38600
    dimmable: Yes
    color: transparent
    size: Ø 23.2 x 112 mm

25€

317 DISCHARGE LAMP PHILIPS 575W-GOLD MiniFastFit-
Features

    Thanks to the specially designed lamp on foot, MSR Gold ™ MiniFastFit
can be replaced in a few seconds, to guarantee non-stop entertainment. In
addition, the innovative foot for lamp, color gold, a great power for a longer
life of the lamp and socket, lower costs of lamp replacement. Easy operation
and small and light armatures are possible by the compact dimensions of
the lamp, while the very short bow ensures high brightness and visible high
beam intensity.

Specifications

    brand: Philips
    type: GOLD MiniFastFit
    tension (w): 198
    consumption (W): 575
    fitting: PGLX28
    average lifetime (h): 750
    colour temperature (K): 7500
    intensity (m): 38600
    dimmable: Yes
    color: transparent
    size: Ø 23.2 x 112 mm

25€
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318 DISCHARGE LAMP PHILIPS 575W-GOLD MiniFastFit-
Features

    Thanks to the specially designed lamp on foot, MSR Gold ™ MiniFastFit
can be replaced in a few seconds, to guarantee non-stop entertainment. In
addition, the innovative foot for lamp, color gold, a great power for a longer
life of the lamp and socket, lower costs of lamp replacement. Easy operation
and small and light armatures are possible by the compact dimensions of
the lamp, while the very short bow ensures high brightness and visible high
beam intensity.

Specifications

    brand: Philips
    type: GOLD MiniFastFit
    tension (w): 198
    consumption (W): 575
    fitting: PGLX28
    average lifetime (h): 750
    colour temperature (K): 7500
    intensity (m): 38600
    dimmable: Yes
    color: transparent
    size: Ø 23.2 x 112 mm

25€

319 DISCHARGE LAMP PHILIPS 575W-GOLD MiniFastFit-
Features

    Thanks to the specially designed lamp on foot, MSR Gold ™ MiniFastFit
can be replaced in a few seconds, to guarantee non-stop entertainment. In
addition, the innovative foot for lamp, color gold, a great power for a longer
life of the lamp and socket, lower costs of lamp replacement. Easy operation
and small and light armatures are possible by the compact dimensions of
the lamp, while the very short bow ensures high brightness and visible high
beam intensity.

Specifications

    brand: Philips
    type: GOLD MiniFastFit
    tension (w): 198
    consumption (W): 575
    fitting: PGLX28
    average lifetime (h): 750
    colour temperature (K): 7500
    intensity (m): 38600
    dimmable: Yes
    color: transparent
    size: Ø 23.2 x 112 mm

25€
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320 DISCHARGE LAMP PHILIPS 575W-GOLD MiniFastFit-
Features

    Thanks to the specially designed lamp on foot, MSR Gold ™ MiniFastFit
can be replaced in a few seconds, to guarantee non-stop entertainment. In
addition, the innovative foot for lamp, color gold, a great power for a longer
life of the lamp and socket, lower costs of lamp replacement. Easy operation
and small and light armatures are possible by the compact dimensions of
the lamp, while the very short bow ensures high brightness and visible high
beam intensity.

Specifications

    brand: Philips
    type: GOLD MiniFastFit
    tension (w): 198
    consumption (W): 575
    fitting: PGLX28
    average lifetime (h): 750
    colour temperature (K): 7500
    intensity (m): 38600
    dimmable: Yes
    color: transparent
    size: Ø 23.2 x 112 mm

25€

321 DISCHARGE LAMP PHILIPS 575W-GOLD MiniFastFit-
Features

    Thanks to the specially designed lamp on foot, MSR Gold ™ MiniFastFit
can be replaced in a few seconds, to guarantee non-stop entertainment. In
addition, the innovative foot for lamp, color gold, a great power for a longer
life of the lamp and socket, lower costs of lamp replacement. Easy operation
and small and light armatures are possible by the compact dimensions of
the lamp, while the very short bow ensures high brightness and visible high
beam intensity.

Specifications

    brand: Philips
    type: GOLD MiniFastFit
    tension (w): 198
    consumption (W): 575
    fitting: PGLX28
    average lifetime (h): 750
    colour temperature (K): 7500
    intensity (m): 38600
    dimmable: Yes
    color: transparent
    size: Ø 23.2 x 112 mm

25€
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322 DISCHARGE LAMP PHILIPS 575W-GOLD MiniFastFit-
Features

    Thanks to the specially designed lamp on foot, MSR Gold ™ MiniFastFit
can be replaced in a few seconds, to guarantee non-stop entertainment. In
addition, the innovative foot for lamp, color gold, a great power for a longer
life of the lamp and socket, lower costs of lamp replacement. Easy operation
and small and light armatures are possible by the compact dimensions of
the lamp, while the very short bow ensures high brightness and visible high
beam intensity.

Specifications

    brand: Philips
    type: GOLD MiniFastFit
    tension (w): 198
    consumption (W): 575
    fitting: PGLX28
    average lifetime (h): 750
    colour temperature (K): 7500
    intensity (m): 38600
    dimmable: Yes
    color: transparent
    size: Ø 23.2 x 112 mm

25€

323 DISCHARGE LAMP PHILIPS 575W-GOLD MiniFastFit-
Features

    Thanks to the specially designed lamp on foot, MSR Gold ™ MiniFastFit
can be replaced in a few seconds, to guarantee non-stop entertainment. In
addition, the innovative foot for lamp, color gold, a great power for a longer
life of the lamp and socket, lower costs of lamp replacement. Easy operation
and small and light armatures are possible by the compact dimensions of
the lamp, while the very short bow ensures high brightness and visible high
beam intensity.

Specifications

    brand: Philips
    type: GOLD MiniFastFit
    tension (w): 198
    consumption (W): 575
    fitting: PGLX28
    average lifetime (h): 750
    colour temperature (K): 7500
    intensity (m): 38600
    dimmable: Yes
    color: transparent
    size: Ø 23.2 x 112 mm

25€
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324 SYLVANIA BRITEARC BRITEFIT 700W/70V, 7500 kg, 1000 h (0023800)-
Features

    for event and theater lights, disco-and effect lighting
    easily replaced
    without outer lamp housing, small lamp
    high light output
    excellent color stability and quality
    excellent condition of the intensity of light
    robust

Specifications

    brand: Sylvania
    type: mini BriteFit
    tension (w): 70
    consumption (W): 700
    fitting: PGJX28
    average lifetime (h): 1000
    colour temperature (K): 7500
    intensity (m): 50000
    color: transparent
    size: Ø 23.2 x 112 mm

15€

325 SYLVANIA BRITEARC BRITEFIT 700W/70V, 7500 kg, 1000 h (0023800)-
Features

    for event and theater lights, disco-and effect lighting
    easily replaced
    without outer lamp housing, small lamp
    high light output
    excellent color stability and quality
    excellent condition of the intensity of light
    robust

Specifications

    brand: Sylvania
    type: mini BriteFit
    tension (w): 70
    consumption (W): 700
    fitting: PGJX28
    average lifetime (h): 1000
    colour temperature (K): 7500
    intensity (m): 50000
    color: transparent
    size: Ø 23.2 x 112 mm

15€
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326 SYLVANIA BRITEARC BRITEFIT 700W/70V, 7500 kg, 1000 h (0023800)-
Features

    for event and theater lights, disco-and effect lighting
    easily replaced
    without outer lamp housing, small lamp
    high light output
    excellent color stability and quality
    excellent condition of the intensity of light
    robust

Specifications

    brand: Sylvania
    type: mini BriteFit
    tension (w): 70
    consumption (W): 700
    fitting: PGJX28
    average lifetime (h): 1000
    colour temperature (K): 7500
    intensity (m): 50000
    color: transparent
    size: Ø 23.2 x 112 mm

15€

327 SYLVANIA BRITEARC BRITEFIT 700W/70V, 7500 kg, 1000 h (0023800)-
Features

    for event and theater lights, disco-and effect lighting
    easily replaced
    without outer lamp housing, small lamp
    high light output
    excellent color stability and quality
    excellent condition of the intensity of light
    robust

Specifications

    brand: Sylvania
    type: mini BriteFit
    tension (w): 70
    consumption (W): 700
    fitting: PGJX28
    average lifetime (h): 1000
    colour temperature (K): 7500
    intensity (m): 50000
    color: transparent
    size: Ø 23.2 x 112 mm

15€
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328 SYLVANIA BRITEARC BRITEFIT 700W/70V, 7500 kg, 1000 h (0023800)-
Features

    for event and theater lights, disco-and effect lighting
    easily replaced
    without outer lamp housing, small lamp
    high light output
    excellent color stability and quality
    excellent condition of the intensity of light
    robust

Specifications

    brand: Sylvania
    type: mini BriteFit
    tension (w): 70
    consumption (W): 700
    fitting: PGJX28
    average lifetime (h): 1000
    colour temperature (K): 7500
    intensity (m): 50000
    color: transparent
    size: Ø 23.2 x 112 mm

15€

329 SYLVANIA BRITEARC BRITEFIT 700W/70V, 7500 kg, 1000 h (0023800)-
Features

    for event and theater lights, disco-and effect lighting
    easily replaced
    without outer lamp housing, small lamp
    high light output
    excellent color stability and quality
    excellent condition of the intensity of light
    robust

Specifications

    brand: Sylvania
    type: mini BriteFit
    tension (w): 70
    consumption (W): 700
    fitting: PGJX28
    average lifetime (h): 1000
    colour temperature (K): 7500
    intensity (m): 50000
    color: transparent
    size: Ø 23.2 x 112 mm

15€
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330 SYLVANIA BRITEARC BRITEFIT 700W/70V, 7500 kg, 1000 h (0023800)-
Features

    for event and theater lights, disco-and effect lighting
    easily replaced
    without outer lamp housing, small lamp
    high light output
    excellent color stability and quality
    excellent condition of the intensity of light
    robust

Specifications

    brand: Sylvania
    type: mini BriteFit
    tension (w): 70
    consumption (W): 700
    fitting: PGJX28
    average lifetime (h): 1000
    colour temperature (K): 7500
    intensity (m): 50000
    color: transparent
    size: Ø 23.2 x 112 mm

15€

331 SYLVANIA BRITEARC BRITEFIT 700W/70V, 7500 kg, 1000 h (0023800)-
Features

    for event and theater lights, disco-and effect lighting
    easily replaced
    without outer lamp housing, small lamp
    high light output
    excellent color stability and quality
    excellent condition of the intensity of light
    robust

Specifications

    brand: Sylvania
    type: mini BriteFit
    tension (w): 70
    consumption (W): 700
    fitting: PGJX28
    average lifetime (h): 1000
    colour temperature (K): 7500
    intensity (m): 50000
    color: transparent
    size: Ø 23.2 x 112 mm

15€
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332 SYLVANIA BRITEARC BRITEFIT 700W/70V, 7500 kg, 1000 h (0023800)-
Features

    for event and theater lights, disco-and effect lighting
    easily replaced
    without outer lamp housing, small lamp
    high light output
    excellent color stability and quality
    excellent condition of the intensity of light
    robust

Specifications

    brand: Sylvania
    type: mini BriteFit
    tension (w): 70
    consumption (W): 700
    fitting: PGJX28
    average lifetime (h): 1000
    colour temperature (K): 7500
    intensity (m): 50000
    color: transparent
    size: Ø 23.2 x 112 mm

15€

333 SYLVANIA BRITEARC BRITEFIT 700W/70V, 7500 kg, 1000 h (0023800)-
Features

    for event and theater lights, disco-and effect lighting
    easily replaced
    without outer lamp housing, small lamp
    high light output
    excellent color stability and quality
    excellent condition of the intensity of light
    robust

Specifications

    brand: Sylvania
    type: mini BriteFit
    tension (w): 70
    consumption (W): 700
    fitting: PGJX28
    average lifetime (h): 1000
    colour temperature (K): 7500
    intensity (m): 50000
    color: transparent
    size: Ø 23.2 x 112 mm

15€
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334 SYLVANIA BRITEARC BRITEFIT 700W/70V, 7500 kg, 1000 h (0023800)-
Features

    for event and theater lights, disco-and effect lighting
    easily replaced
    without outer lamp housing, small lamp
    high light output
    excellent color stability and quality
    excellent condition of the intensity of light
    robust

Specifications

    brand: Sylvania
    type: mini BriteFit
    tension (w): 70
    consumption (W): 700
    fitting: PGJX28
    average lifetime (h): 1000
    colour temperature (K): 7500
    intensity (m): 50000
    color: transparent
    size: Ø 23.2 x 112 mm

15€

335 DISCHARGE LAMP PHILIPS 700W-FAST FIT-GOLD (928106005114)-
Features

    bulb replacement in a few seconds, interchangeable with halogen lamp
    high beam intensity
    easy to handle, small and light armatures possible
    enhance light levels
    in each fire position to use with higher temperatures possible. Longer life,
less early output, consistency performance over the time
    limited early defect of light or socket. Excellent power for
    zuiverwit light. Color point close to black body line

Specifications

    brand: Philips
    type: MSR Gold FastFit
    power: 10.2 A
    consumption (W): 700
    fitting: FastFit
    average lifetime (h): 750
    colour temperature (K): 6000
    intensity (m):-
    color:-
    size: Ø 41 x 112 mm

25€
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336 DISCHARGE LAMP PHILIPS 700W-FAST FIT-GOLD (928106005114)-
Features

    bulb replacement in a few seconds, interchangeable with halogen lamp
    high beam intensity
    easy to handle, small and light armatures possible
    enhance light levels
    in each fire position to use with higher temperatures possible. Longer life,
less early output, consistency performance over the time
    limited early defect of light or socket. Excellent power for
    zuiverwit light. Color point close to black body line

Specifications

    brand: Philips
    type: MSR Gold FastFit
    power: 10.2 A
    consumption (W): 700
    fitting: FastFit
    average lifetime (h): 750
    colour temperature (K): 6000
    intensity (m):-
    color:-
    size: Ø 41 x 112 mm

25€

337 DISCHARGE LAMP PHILIPS 700W-FAST FIT-GOLD (928106005114)-
Features

    bulb replacement in a few seconds, interchangeable with halogen lamp
    high beam intensity
    easy to handle, small and light armatures possible
    enhance light levels
    in each fire position to use with higher temperatures possible. Longer life,
less early output, consistency performance over the time
    limited early defect of light or socket. Excellent power for
    zuiverwit light. Color point close to black body line

Specifications

    brand: Philips
    type: MSR Gold FastFit
    power: 10.2 A
    consumption (W): 700
    fitting: FastFit
    average lifetime (h): 750
    colour temperature (K): 6000
    intensity (m):-
    color:-
    size: Ø 41 x 112 mm

25€
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338 DISCHARGE LAMP PHILIPS 700W-FAST FIT-GOLD (928106005114)-
Features

    bulb replacement in a few seconds, interchangeable with halogen lamp
    high beam intensity
    easy to handle, small and light armatures possible
    enhance light levels
    in each fire position to use with higher temperatures possible. Longer life,
less early output, consistency performance over the time
    limited early defect of light or socket. Excellent power for
    zuiverwit light. Color point close to black body line

Specifications

    brand: Philips
    type: MSR Gold FastFit
    power: 10.2 A
    consumption (W): 700
    fitting: FastFit
    average lifetime (h): 750
    colour temperature (K): 6000
    intensity (m):-
    color:-
    size: Ø 41 x 112 mm

25€

339 DISCHARGE LAMP PHILIPS 700W-FAST FIT-GOLD (928106005114)-
Features

    bulb replacement in a few seconds, interchangeable with halogen lamp
    high beam intensity
    easy to handle, small and light armatures possible
    enhance light levels
    in each fire position to use with higher temperatures possible. Longer life,
less early output, consistency performance over the time
    limited early defect of light or socket. Excellent power for
    zuiverwit light. Color point close to black body line

Specifications

    brand: Philips
    type: MSR Gold FastFit
    power: 10.2 A
    consumption (W): 700
    fitting: FastFit
    average lifetime (h): 750
    colour temperature (K): 6000
    intensity (m):-
    color:-
    size: Ø 41 x 112 mm

25€
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340 DISCHARGE LAMP PHILIPS 700W-FAST FIT-GOLD (928106005114)-
Features

    bulb replacement in a few seconds, interchangeable with halogen lamp
    high beam intensity
    easy to handle, small and light armatures possible
    enhance light levels
    in each fire position to use with higher temperatures possible. Longer life,
less early output, consistency performance over the time
    limited early defect of light or socket. Excellent power for
    zuiverwit light. Color point close to black body line

Specifications

    brand: Philips
    type: MSR Gold FastFit
    power: 10.2 A
    consumption (W): 700
    fitting: FastFit
    average lifetime (h): 750
    colour temperature (K): 6000
    intensity (m):-
    color:-
    size: Ø 41 x 112 mm

25€

341 DISCHARGE LAMP PHILIPS 700W-FAST FIT-GOLD (928106005114)-
Features

    bulb replacement in a few seconds, interchangeable with halogen lamp
    high beam intensity
    easy to handle, small and light armatures possible
    enhance light levels
    in each fire position to use with higher temperatures possible. Longer life,
less early output, consistency performance over the time
    limited early defect of light or socket. Excellent power for
    zuiverwit light. Color point close to black body line

Specifications

    brand: Philips
    type: MSR Gold FastFit
    power: 10.2 A
    consumption (W): 700
    fitting: FastFit
    average lifetime (h): 750
    colour temperature (K): 6000
    intensity (m):-
    color:-
    size: Ø 41 x 112 mm

25€
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342 DISCHARGE LAMP PHILIPS 700W-FAST FIT-GOLD (928106005114)-
Features

    bulb replacement in a few seconds, interchangeable with halogen lamp
    high beam intensity
    easy to handle, small and light armatures possible
    enhance light levels
    in each fire position to use with higher temperatures possible. Longer life,
less early output, consistency performance over the time
    limited early defect of light or socket. Excellent power for
    zuiverwit light. Color point close to black body line

Specifications

    brand: Philips
    type: MSR Gold FastFit
    power: 10.2 A
    consumption (W): 700
    fitting: FastFit
    average lifetime (h): 750
    colour temperature (K): 6000
    intensity (m):-
    color:-
    size: Ø 41 x 112 mm

25€

343 DISCHARGE LAMP PHILIPS 700W, MSR-SA, GY 9.5, 750 h-
Features

    MSR Short Arc-for a longer life. Short arch and compact design lamp help
a compact armature possible to make a high beam intensity delivers
    The very innovative, Philips developed P3-technology allows MSR Short
Arc-lamps in every fire position to use on higher temperatures,

Specifications

    brand: Philips
    type: MSR short arc
    tension (w): 72
    consumption (W): 700
    fitting: GY 9.5, ""
    average lifetime (h): 750
    colour temperature (K): 5600
    intensity (m): 55000
    color:-
    size: Ø 25 x 83 mm

25€
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344 DISCHARGE LAMP PHILIPS 700W, MSR-SA, GY 9.5, 750 h-
Features

    MSR Short Arc-for a longer life. Short arch and compact design lamp help
a compact armature possible to make a high beam intensity delivers
    The very innovative, Philips developed P3-technology allows MSR Short
Arc-lamps in every fire position to use on higher temperatures,

Specifications

    brand: Philips
    type: MSR short arc
    tension (w): 72
    consumption (W): 700
    fitting: GY 9.5, ""
    average lifetime (h): 750
    colour temperature (K): 5600
    intensity (m): 55000
    color:-
    size: Ø 25 x 83 mm

25€

345 DISCHARGE LAMP PHILIPS 700W, MSR-SA, GY 9.5, 750 h-
Features

    MSR Short Arc-for a longer life. Short arch and compact design lamp help
a compact armature possible to make a high beam intensity delivers
    The very innovative, Philips developed P3-technology allows MSR Short
Arc-lamps in every fire position to use on higher temperatures,

Specifications

    brand: Philips
    type: MSR short arc
    tension (w): 72
    consumption (W): 700
    fitting: GY 9.5, ""
    average lifetime (h): 750
    colour temperature (K): 5600
    intensity (m): 55000
    color:-
    size: Ø 25 x 83 mm

25€
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346 DISCHARGE LAMP PHILIPS 700W, MSR-SA, GY 9.5, 750 h-
Features

    MSR Short Arc-for a longer life. Short arch and compact design lamp help
a compact armature possible to make a high beam intensity delivers
    The very innovative, Philips developed P3-technology allows MSR Short
Arc-lamps in every fire position to use on higher temperatures,

Specifications

    brand: Philips
    type: MSR short arc
    tension (w): 72
    consumption (W): 700
    fitting: GY 9.5, ""
    average lifetime (h): 750
    colour temperature (K): 5600
    intensity (m): 55000
    color:-
    size: Ø 25 x 83 mm

25€

347 DISCHARGE LAMP PHILIPS 700W, MSR-SA, GY 9.5, 750 h-
Features

    MSR Short Arc-for a longer life. Short arch and compact design lamp help
a compact armature possible to make a high beam intensity delivers
    The very innovative, Philips developed P3-technology allows MSR Short
Arc-lamps in every fire position to use on higher temperatures,

Specifications

    brand: Philips
    type: MSR short arc
    tension (w): 72
    consumption (W): 700
    fitting: GY 9.5, ""
    average lifetime (h): 750
    colour temperature (K): 5600
    intensity (m): 55000
    color:-
    size: Ø 25 x 83 mm

25€
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348 DISCHARGE LAMP PHILIPS 700W, MSR-SA, GY 9.5, 750 h-
Features

    MSR Short Arc-for a longer life. Short arch and compact design lamp help
a compact armature possible to make a high beam intensity delivers
    The very innovative, Philips developed P3-technology allows MSR Short
Arc-lamps in every fire position to use on higher temperatures,

Specifications

    brand: Philips
    type: MSR short arc
    tension (w): 72
    consumption (W): 700
    fitting: GY 9.5, ""
    average lifetime (h): 750
    colour temperature (K): 5600
    intensity (m): 55000
    color:-
    size: Ø 25 x 83 mm

25€

349 DISCHARGE LAMP PHILIPS 700W, MSR-SA, GY 9.5, 750 h-
Features

    MSR Short Arc-for a longer life. Short arch and compact design lamp help
a compact armature possible to make a high beam intensity delivers
    The very innovative, Philips developed P3-technology allows MSR Short
Arc-lamps in every fire position to use on higher temperatures,

Specifications

    brand: Philips
    type: MSR short arc
    tension (w): 72
    consumption (W): 700
    fitting: GY 9.5, ""
    average lifetime (h): 750
    colour temperature (K): 5600
    intensity (m): 55000
    color:-
    size: Ø 25 x 83 mm

25€
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350 DISCHARGE LAMP PHILIPS 700W, MSR-SA, GY 9.5, 750 h-
Features

    MSR Short Arc-for a longer life. Short arch and compact design lamp help
a compact armature possible to make a high beam intensity delivers
    The very innovative, Philips developed P3-technology allows MSR Short
Arc-lamps in every fire position to use on higher temperatures,

Specifications

    brand: Philips
    type: MSR short arc
    tension (w): 72
    consumption (W): 700
    fitting: GY 9.5, ""
    average lifetime (h): 750
    colour temperature (K): 5600
    intensity (m): 55000
    color:-
    size: Ø 25 x 83 mm

25€

351 DISCHARGE LAMP PHILIPS 700W, MSR-SA, GY 9.5, 750 h-
Features

    MSR Short Arc-for a longer life. Short arch and compact design lamp help
a compact armature possible to make a high beam intensity delivers
    The very innovative, Philips developed P3-technology allows MSR Short
Arc-lamps in every fire position to use on higher temperatures,

Specifications

    brand: Philips
    type: MSR short arc
    tension (w): 72
    consumption (W): 700
    fitting: GY 9.5, ""
    average lifetime (h): 750
    colour temperature (K): 5600
    intensity (m): 55000
    color:-
    size: Ø 25 x 83 mm

25€
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352 DISCHARGE LAMP PHILIPS 700W, MSR-SA, GY 9.5, 750 h-
Features

    MSR Short Arc-for a longer life. Short arch and compact design lamp help
a compact armature possible to make a high beam intensity delivers
    The very innovative, Philips developed P3-technology allows MSR Short
Arc-lamps in every fire position to use on higher temperatures,

Specifications

    brand: Philips
    type: MSR short arc
    tension (w): 72
    consumption (W): 700
    fitting: GY 9.5, ""
    average lifetime (h): 750
    colour temperature (K): 5600
    intensity (m): 55000
    color:-
    size: Ø 25 x 83 mm

25€

353 DISCHARGE LAMP PHILIPS 700W, MSR-SA, GY 9.5, 750 h-
Features

    MSR Short Arc-for a longer life. Short arch and compact design lamp help
a compact armature possible to make a high beam intensity delivers
    The very innovative, Philips developed P3-technology allows MSR Short
Arc-lamps in every fire position to use on higher temperatures,

Specifications

    brand: Philips
    type: MSR short arc
    tension (w): 72
    consumption (W): 700
    fitting: GY 9.5, ""
    average lifetime (h): 750
    colour temperature (K): 5600
    intensity (m): 55000
    color:-
    size: Ø 25 x 83 mm

25€
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354 DISCHARGE LAMP PHILIPS 700W, MSR-SA, GY 9.5, 750 h-
Features

    MSR Short Arc-for a longer life. Short arch and compact design lamp help
a compact armature possible to make a high beam intensity delivers
    The very innovative, Philips developed P3-technology allows MSR Short
Arc-lamps in every fire position to use on higher temperatures,

Specifications

    brand: Philips
    type: MSR short arc
    tension (w): 72
    consumption (W): 700
    fitting: GY 9.5, ""
    average lifetime (h): 750
    colour temperature (K): 5600
    intensity (m): 55000
    color:-
    size: Ø 25 x 83 mm

25€

355 DISCHARGE LAMP PHILIPS 700W, MSR-SA, GY 9.5, 750 h-
Features

    MSR Short Arc-for a longer life. Short arch and compact design lamp help
a compact armature possible to make a high beam intensity delivers
    The very innovative, Philips developed P3-technology allows MSR Short
Arc-lamps in every fire position to use on higher temperatures,

Specifications

    brand: Philips
    type: MSR short arc
    tension (w): 72
    consumption (W): 700
    fitting: GY 9.5, ""
    average lifetime (h): 750
    colour temperature (K): 5600
    intensity (m): 55000
    color:-
    size: Ø 25 x 83 mm

25€
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356 DISCHARGE LAMP PHILIPS 700W, MSR-SA, GY 9.5, 750 h-
Features

    MSR Short Arc-for a longer life. Short arch and compact design lamp help
a compact armature possible to make a high beam intensity delivers
    The very innovative, Philips developed P3-technology allows MSR Short
Arc-lamps in every fire position to use on higher temperatures,

Specifications

    brand: Philips
    type: MSR short arc
    tension (w): 72
    consumption (W): 700
    fitting: GY 9.5, ""
    average lifetime (h): 750
    colour temperature (K): 5600
    intensity (m): 55000
    color:-
    size: Ø 25 x 83 mm

25€

357 DISCHARGE LAMP PHILIPS 700W, MSR-SA, GY 9.5, 750 h-
Features

    MSR Short Arc-for a longer life. Short arch and compact design lamp help
a compact armature possible to make a high beam intensity delivers
    The very innovative, Philips developed P3-technology allows MSR Short
Arc-lamps in every fire position to use on higher temperatures,

Specifications

    brand: Philips
    type: MSR short arc
    tension (w): 72
    consumption (W): 700
    fitting: GY 9.5, ""
    average lifetime (h): 750
    colour temperature (K): 5600
    intensity (m): 55000
    color:-
    size: Ø 25 x 83 mm

25€

358 HMI LAMP OSRAM  1200W/100V, HMI 1200W/GS, DOUBLE ENDED,
1000 h-

15€

359 HMI LAMP OSRAM  1200W/100V, HMI 1200W/GS, DOUBLE ENDED,
1000 h-

15€
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360 WELDON 150W/90V, GY 9.5-
Features

    front: VDP150MH7

Specifications

    brand: Osram
    type: WELDON
    tension (w): 90
    consumption (W): 150
    fitting: GY 9.5, ""
    average lifetime (h): 750
    colour temperature (K): 6900
    intensity (m): 10000
    color:-
    size: Ø 30 x 46 mm

10€

361 WELDON 150W/90V, GY 9.5-
Features

    front: VDP150MH7

Specifications

    brand: Osram
    type: WELDON
    tension (w): 90
    consumption (W): 150
    fitting: GY 9.5, ""
    average lifetime (h): 750
    colour temperature (K): 6900
    intensity (m): 10000
    color:-
    size: Ø 30 x 46 mm

10€

362 WELDON 150W/90V, GY 9.5-
Features

    front: VDP150MH7

Specifications

    brand: Osram
    type: WELDON
    tension (w): 90
    consumption (W): 150
    fitting: GY 9.5, ""
    average lifetime (h): 750
    colour temperature (K): 6900
    intensity (m): 10000
    color:-
    size: Ø 30 x 46 mm

10€
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363 WELDON 150W/90V, GY 9.5-
Features

    front: VDP150MH7

Specifications

    brand: Osram
    type: WELDON
    tension (w): 90
    consumption (W): 150
    fitting: GY 9.5, ""
    average lifetime (h): 750
    colour temperature (K): 6900
    intensity (m): 10000
    color:-
    size: Ø 30 x 46 mm

10€

364 WELDON 150W/90V, GY 9.5-
Features

    front: VDP150MH7

Specifications

    brand: Osram
    type: WELDON
    tension (w): 90
    consumption (W): 150
    fitting: GY 9.5, ""
    average lifetime (h): 750
    colour temperature (K): 6900
    intensity (m): 10000
    color:-
    size: Ø 30 x 46 mm

10€

365 WELDON 150W/90V, GY 9.5-
Features

    front: VDP150MH7

Specifications

    brand: Osram
    type: WELDON
    tension (w): 90
    consumption (W): 150
    fitting: GY 9.5, ""
    average lifetime (h): 750
    colour temperature (K): 6900
    intensity (m): 10000
    color:-
    size: Ø 30 x 46 mm

10€
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366 WELDON 150W/90V, GY 9.5-
Features

    front: VDP150MH7

Specifications

    brand: Osram
    type: WELDON
    tension (w): 90
    consumption (W): 150
    fitting: GY 9.5, ""
    average lifetime (h): 750
    colour temperature (K): 6900
    intensity (m): 10000
    color:-
    size: Ø 30 x 46 mm

10€

367 WELDON 150W/90V, GY 9.5-
Features

    front: VDP150MH7

Specifications

    brand: Osram
    type: WELDON
    tension (w): 90
    consumption (W): 150
    fitting: GY 9.5, ""
    average lifetime (h): 750
    colour temperature (K): 6900
    intensity (m): 10000
    color:-
    size: Ø 30 x 46 mm

10€

368 WELDON 150W/90V, GY 9.5-
Features

    front: VDP150MH7

Specifications

    brand: Osram
    type: WELDON
    tension (w): 90
    consumption (W): 150
    fitting: GY 9.5, ""
    average lifetime (h): 750
    colour temperature (K): 6900
    intensity (m): 10000
    color:-
    size: Ø 30 x 46 mm

10€
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369 WELDON 150W/90V, GY 9.5-
Features

    front: VDP150MH7

Specifications

    brand: Osram
    type: WELDON
    tension (w): 90
    consumption (W): 150
    fitting: GY 9.5, ""
    average lifetime (h): 750
    colour temperature (K): 6900
    intensity (m): 10000
    color:-
    size: Ø 30 x 46 mm

10€

370 WELDON 150W/90V, GY 9.5-
Features

    front: VDP150MH7

Specifications

    brand: Osram
    type: WELDON
    tension (w): 90
    consumption (W): 150
    fitting: GY 9.5, ""
    average lifetime (h): 750
    colour temperature (K): 6900
    intensity (m): 10000
    color:-
    size: Ø 30 x 46 mm

10€

371 WELDON 150W/90V, GY 9.5-
Features

    front: VDP150MH7

Specifications

    brand: Osram
    type: WELDON
    tension (w): 90
    consumption (W): 150
    fitting: GY 9.5, ""
    average lifetime (h): 750
    colour temperature (K): 6900
    intensity (m): 10000
    color:-
    size: Ø 30 x 46 mm

10€
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372 WELDON 150W/90V, GY 9.5-
Features

    front: VDP150MH7

Specifications

    brand: Osram
    type: WELDON
    tension (w): 90
    consumption (W): 150
    fitting: GY 9.5, ""
    average lifetime (h): 750
    colour temperature (K): 6900
    intensity (m): 10000
    color:-
    size: Ø 30 x 46 mm

10€

373 WELDON 150W/90V, GY 9.5-
Features

    front: VDP150MH7

Specifications

    brand: Osram
    type: WELDON
    tension (w): 90
    consumption (W): 150
    fitting: GY 9.5, ""
    average lifetime (h): 750
    colour temperature (K): 6900
    intensity (m): 10000
    color:-
    size: Ø 30 x 46 mm

10€

374 WELDON 150W/90V, GY 9.5-
Features

    front: VDP150MH7

Specifications

    brand: Osram
    type: WELDON
    tension (w): 90
    consumption (W): 150
    fitting: GY 9.5, ""
    average lifetime (h): 750
    colour temperature (K): 6900
    intensity (m): 10000
    color:-
    size: Ø 30 x 46 mm

10€
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375 WELDON 150W/90V, GY 9.5-
Features

    front: VDP150MH7

Specifications

    brand: Osram
    type: WELDON
    tension (w): 90
    consumption (W): 150
    fitting: GY 9.5, ""
    average lifetime (h): 750
    colour temperature (K): 6900
    intensity (m): 10000
    color:-
    size: Ø 30 x 46 mm

10€

376 WELDON 150W/90V, GY 9.5-
Features

    front: VDP150MH7

Specifications

    brand: Osram
    type: WELDON
    tension (w): 90
    consumption (W): 150
    fitting: GY 9.5, ""
    average lifetime (h): 750
    colour temperature (K): 6900
    intensity (m): 10000
    color:-
    size: Ø 30 x 46 mm

10€

377 WELDON 150W/90V, GY 9.5-
Features

    front: VDP150MH7

Specifications

    brand: Osram
    type: WELDON
    tension (w): 90
    consumption (W): 150
    fitting: GY 9.5, ""
    average lifetime (h): 750
    colour temperature (K): 6900
    intensity (m): 10000
    color:-
    size: Ø 30 x 46 mm

10€
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378 WELDON 150W/90V, GY 9.5-
Features

    front: VDP150MH7

Specifications

    brand: Osram
    type: WELDON
    tension (w): 90
    consumption (W): 150
    fitting: GY 9.5, ""
    average lifetime (h): 750
    colour temperature (K): 6900
    intensity (m): 10000
    color:-
    size: Ø 30 x 46 mm

10€

379 WELDON 150W/90V, GY 9.5-
Features

    front: VDP150MH7

Specifications

    brand: Osram
    type: WELDON
    tension (w): 90
    consumption (W): 150
    fitting: GY 9.5, ""
    average lifetime (h): 750
    colour temperature (K): 6900
    intensity (m): 10000
    color:-
    size: Ø 30 x 46 mm

10€

380 4 + 1 CHANNEL DIMMERPACK, 6A/CHANNEL-
Features

    dimmerpack for 4 channels + 1 ""strobe"" channel, 6A/channel (total max.
15A)
    indication of active LEDs channels
    test function per channel
    circuit-cutters (switch-type)
    built-in wall chaser program
    Sync strobe via a exit 6.35 mm mono jack
    DMX start address, adjustable via DIP switch
    DMX input signal: 5-pins plug XLR
    exit DMX signal: 5-pins plug XLR
    power output: 5 x Schuko-plug
    ""ideal for use with: LPTCX401

Specifications

    power: 230 VAC/50 Hz
    dimensions: 19 """" ""x 88 mm (2U) x 95 mm
    weight: 3.0 kg

105€
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381 4 + 1 CHANNEL DIMMERPACK, 6A/CHANNEL-
Features

    dimmerpack for 4 channels + 1 ""strobe"" channel, 6A/channel (total max.
15A)
    indication of active LEDs channels
    test function per channel
    circuit-cutters (switch-type)
    built-in wall chaser program
    Sync strobe via a exit 6.35 mm mono jack
    DMX start address, adjustable via DIP switch
    DMX input signal: 5-pins plug XLR
    exit DMX signal: 5-pins plug XLR
    power output: 5 x Schuko-plug
    ""ideal for use with: LPTCX401

Specifications

    power: 230 VAC/50 Hz
    dimensions: 19 """" ""x 88 mm (2U) x 95 mm
    weight: 3.0 kg

105€

382 4 + 1 CHANNEL DIMMERPACK, 6A/CHANNEL-
Features

    dimmerpack for 4 channels + 1 ""strobe"" channel, 6A/channel (total max.
15A)
    indication of active LEDs channels
    test function per channel
    circuit-cutters (switch-type)
    built-in wall chaser program
    Sync strobe via a exit 6.35 mm mono jack
    DMX start address, adjustable via DIP switch
    DMX input signal: 5-pins plug XLR
    exit DMX signal: 5-pins plug XLR
    power output: 5 x Schuko-plug
    ""ideal for use with: LPTCX401

Specifications

    power: 230 VAC/50 Hz
    dimensions: 19 """" ""x 88 mm (2U) x 95 mm
    weight: 3.0 kg

105€
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383 4 + 1 CHANNEL DIMMERPACK, 6A/CHANNEL-
Features

    dimmerpack for 4 channels + 1 ""strobe"" channel, 6A/channel (total max.
15A)
    indication of active LEDs channels
    test function per channel
    circuit-cutters (switch-type)
    built-in wall chaser program
    Sync strobe via a exit 6.35 mm mono jack
    DMX start address, adjustable via DIP switch
    DMX input signal: 5-pins plug XLR
    exit DMX signal: 5-pins plug XLR
    power output: 5 x Schuko-plug
    ""ideal for use with: LPTCX401

Specifications

    power: 230 VAC/50 Hz
    dimensions: 19 """" ""x 88 mm (2U) x 95 mm
    weight: 3.0 kg

105€

384 4 + 1 CHANNEL DIMMERPACK, 6A/CHANNEL-
Features

    dimmerpack for 4 channels + 1 ""strobe"" channel, 6A/channel (total max.
15A)
    indication of active LEDs channels
    test function per channel
    circuit-cutters (switch-type)
    built-in wall chaser program
    Sync strobe via a exit 6.35 mm mono jack
    DMX start address, adjustable via DIP switch
    DMX input signal: 5-pins plug XLR
    exit DMX signal: 5-pins plug XLR
    power output: 5 x Schuko-plug
    ""ideal for use with: LPTCX401

Specifications

    power: 230 VAC/50 Hz
    dimensions: 19 """" ""x 88 mm (2U) x 95 mm
    weight: 3.0 kg

105€
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385 12-CHANNEL TOUCH PANEL CONTROLLER-
Features

    12-channels soft touch control panel
    24 touch keys, Hold and Flash function per channel
    3 chaser controls: channel 1-4, 5-8 and 9-12
    with adjustable speed, for walking light
    Led indication (in two colors) from active channels
    input signal: 8-pins DIN plug
    signal exit (0 ~ 10Vcc): 25-pin SUB-D connector, 8 x 2-pins DIN plug (2 x
6 channels), 3 x 8-pins DIN plug (3 x 4 channels)

Specifications

    power: 20Vdc via power pack (LPTP406)
    dimensions: 19 """" ""x 88 mm (2U) x 60 mm
    weight: 1.3 kg

65€

386 12-CHANNEL TOUCH PANEL CONTROLLER-
Features

    12-channels soft touch control panel
    24 touch keys, Hold and Flash function per channel
    3 chaser controls: channel 1-4, 5-8 and 9-12
    with adjustable speed, for walking light
    Led indication (in two colors) from active channels
    input signal: 8-pins DIN plug
    signal exit (0 ~ 10Vcc): 25-pin SUB-D connector, 8 x 2-pins DIN plug (2 x
6 channels), 3 x 8-pins DIN plug (3 x 4 channels)

Specifications

    power: 20Vdc via power pack (LPTP406)
    dimensions: 19 """" ""x 88 mm (2U) x 60 mm
    weight: 1.3 kg

65€

387 12-CHANNEL TOUCH PANEL CONTROLLER-
Features

    12-channels soft touch control panel
    24 touch keys, Hold and Flash function per channel
    3 chaser controls: channel 1-4, 5-8 and 9-12
    with adjustable speed, for walking light
    Led indication (in two colors) from active channels
    input signal: 8-pins DIN plug
    signal exit (0 ~ 10Vcc): 25-pin SUB-D connector, 8 x 2-pins DIN plug (2 x
6 channels), 3 x 8-pins DIN plug (3 x 4 channels)

Specifications

    power: 20Vdc via power pack (LPTP406)
    dimensions: 19 """" ""x 88 mm (2U) x 60 mm
    weight: 1.3 kg

65€
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388 12-CHANNEL TOUCH PANEL CONTROLLER-
Features

    12-channels soft touch control panel
    24 touch keys, Hold and Flash function per channel
    3 chaser controls: channel 1-4, 5-8 and 9-12
    with adjustable speed, for walking light
    Led indication (in two colors) from active channels
    input signal: 8-pins DIN plug
    signal exit (0 ~ 10Vcc): 25-pin SUB-D connector, 8 x 2-pins DIN plug (2 x
6 channels), 3 x 8-pins DIN plug (3 x 4 channels)

Specifications

    power: 20Vdc via power pack (LPTP406)
    dimensions: 19 """" ""x 88 mm (2U) x 60 mm
    weight: 1.3 kg

65€

389 12-CHANNEL TOUCH PANEL CONTROLLER-
Features

    12-channels soft touch control panel
    24 touch keys, Hold and Flash function per channel
    3 chaser controls: channel 1-4, 5-8 and 9-12
    with adjustable speed, for walking light
    Led indication (in two colors) from active channels
    input signal: 8-pins DIN plug
    signal exit (0 ~ 10Vcc): 25-pin SUB-D connector, 8 x 2-pins DIN plug (2 x
6 channels), 3 x 8-pins DIN plug (3 x 4 channels)

Specifications

    power: 20Vdc via power pack (LPTP406)
    dimensions: 19 """" ""x 88 mm (2U) x 60 mm
    weight: 1.3 kg

65€

390 12-CHANNEL TOUCH PANEL CONTROLLER-
Features

    12-channels soft touch control panel
    24 touch keys, Hold and Flash function per channel
    3 chaser controls: channel 1-4, 5-8 and 9-12
    with adjustable speed, for walking light
    Led indication (in two colors) from active channels
    input signal: 8-pins DIN plug
    signal exit (0 ~ 10Vcc): 25-pin SUB-D connector, 8 x 2-pins DIN plug (2 x
6 channels), 3 x 8-pins DIN plug (3 x 4 channels)

Specifications

    power: 20Vdc via power pack (LPTP406)
    dimensions: 19 """" ""x 88 mm (2U) x 60 mm
    weight: 1.3 kg

65€
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391 12-CHANNEL TOUCH PANEL CONTROLLER-
Features

    12-channels soft touch control panel
    24 touch keys, Hold and Flash function per channel
    3 chaser controls: channel 1-4, 5-8 and 9-12
    with adjustable speed, for walking light
    Led indication (in two colors) from active channels
    input signal: 8-pins DIN plug
    signal exit (0 ~ 10Vcc): 25-pin SUB-D connector, 8 x 2-pins DIN plug (2 x
6 channels), 3 x 8-pins DIN plug (3 x 4 channels)

Specifications

    power: 20Vdc via power pack (LPTP406)
    dimensions: 19 """" ""x 88 mm (2U) x 60 mm
    weight: 1.3 kg

65€

392 12-CHANNEL TOUCH PANEL CONTROLLER-
Features

    12-channels soft touch control panel
    24 touch keys, Hold and Flash function per channel
    3 chaser controls: channel 1-4, 5-8 and 9-12
    with adjustable speed, for walking light
    Led indication (in two colors) from active channels
    input signal: 8-pins DIN plug
    signal exit (0 ~ 10Vcc): 25-pin SUB-D connector, 8 x 2-pins DIN plug (2 x
6 channels), 3 x 8-pins DIN plug (3 x 4 channels)

Specifications

    power: 20Vdc via power pack (LPTP406)
    dimensions: 19 """" ""x 88 mm (2U) x 60 mm
    weight: 1.3 kg

65€

393 12-CHANNEL TOUCH PANEL CONTROLLER-
Features

    12-channels soft touch control panel
    24 touch keys, Hold and Flash function per channel
    3 chaser controls: channel 1-4, 5-8 and 9-12
    with adjustable speed, for walking light
    Led indication (in two colors) from active channels
    input signal: 8-pins DIN plug
    signal exit (0 ~ 10Vcc): 25-pin SUB-D connector, 8 x 2-pins DIN plug (2 x
6 channels), 3 x 8-pins DIN plug (3 x 4 channels)

Specifications

    power: 20Vdc via power pack (LPTP406)
    dimensions: 19 """" ""x 88 mm (2U) x 60 mm
    weight: 1.3 kg

65€
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394 FLEXIBLE LED STRIP-WARM WHITE 3500 k-900 LEDs-5 m-12V-
Professional led strips have a very high light output and high efficiency, ""
The leds are sorted meticulously to enable us to present white led strips in 5
different color temperatures, This led strips are suitable for a continuous
24/7 operation as professionally, to be installed.
Features

    usage: indoor inside
    application: decoration, lightning, signalisation,
    fitting: tape 3 m
    flexible print plate (white)
    contains 900 very bright leds
    high light output
    Optional accessories:
        optional power: power supplies, industrial, LED power supplies with
constant voltage-aluminium
        Optional controller and dimmer for led strips: LED controllers and
dimmer
        optional connectors: connecting cables
        optional cable: CHLWIRE
        without coating: ideal for profiles in aluminium,

Specifications

    IP-price: IP20
    coating: no
    color: white
    colour temperature: 3500 K
    light flow: 720 m/m
    type leds: led
    viewing angle: 120 °
    common anode:
        Earth cable color white,
        Red cable: 12 V
    consumption: 48 W
    power: 4 A
    dimensions: 5 m x 24 mm
    distance between two leds: 16.7 mm
    can be clipped to the: 9 (5 cm)
    operating temperature:-10 ° c to + 50 ° c

30€
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395 FLEXIBLE LED STRIP-WARM WHITE 3500 k-900 LEDs-5 m-12V-
Professional led strips have a very high light output and high efficiency, ""
The leds are sorted meticulously to enable us to present white led strips in 5
different color temperatures, This led strips are suitable for a continuous
24/7 operation as professionally, to be installed.
Features

    usage: indoor inside
    application: decoration, lightning, signalisation,
    fitting: tape 3 m
    flexible print plate (white)
    contains 900 very bright leds
    high light output
    Optional accessories:
        optional power: power supplies, industrial, LED power supplies with
constant voltage-aluminium
        Optional controller and dimmer for led strips: LED controllers and
dimmer
        optional connectors: connecting cables
        optional cable: CHLWIRE
        without coating: ideal for profiles in aluminium,

Specifications

    IP-price: IP20
    coating: no
    color: white
    colour temperature: 3500 K
    light flow: 720 m/m
    type leds: led
    viewing angle: 120 °
    common anode:
        Earth cable color white,
        Red cable: 12 V
    consumption: 48 W
    power: 4 A
    dimensions: 5 m x 24 mm
    distance between two leds: 16.7 mm
    can be clipped to the: 9 (5 cm)
    operating temperature:-10 ° c to + 50 ° c

30€
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396 FLEXIBLE LED STRIP-WARM WHITE 3500 k-1200 LEDs-5-24V-
Professional led strips have a very high light output and high efficiency, ""
The leds precise sorted making we white led strips in 5 different color
temperatures, This led strips are suitable for a continuous 24/7 operation as
professionally, to be installed.
Led strips with a double row leds for high light output.
Features

    ""usage: inside
    application: decoration, lightning, signalisation,
    fitting: tape 3 m
    flexible print plate (white)
    contains 1200 very bright leds
    high light output
    Accessories:
        optional power: power supplies, industrial, LED power supplies with
constant voltage-aluminium
        Optional controller and dimmer for led strips: LED controllers and
dimmer
        optional connectors: connecting cables
        optional cable: CHLWIRE
        without coating: ideal for profiles in aluminium,

Specifications

    IP-price: IP20
    coating: no
    color: white
    colour temperature: 3200 K
    light power: 1080 m/m
    type leds: led
    viewing angle: 120 °
    common anode:
        Earth cable color white,
        Red cable: 24VDC
    consumption: 79 W
    power: 3,3 A, ""
    dimensions: 5 m x 15 mm
    distance between two leds: 8.4 mm
    can be clipped to the: 12 led (5 cm)
    operating temperature:-10 ° c to + 50 ° c

35€
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397 FLEXIBLE LED STRIP-COLD WHITE 6500 k-600 LEDs-5-24V-
Professional led strips have a very high light output and high efficiency, ""
The leds precise sorted making we white led strips in 5 different color
temperatures, This led strips are suitable for a continuous 24/7 operation as
professionally, to be installed.
Led strips with a double row leds for high light output.
Features

    ""usage: inside
    application: decoration, lightning, signalisation,
    fitting: tape 3 m
    flexible print plate (white)
    contains 600 very bright leds
    high light output
    Accessories:
        optional power: power supplies, industrial, LED power supplies with
constant voltage-aluminium
        Optional controller and dimmer for led strips: LED controllers and
dimmer
        optional connectors: connecting cables
        optional cable: CHLWIRE
        without coating: ideal for profiles in aluminium,

Specifications

    IP-price: IP20
    coating: no
    color: koudwit
    colour temperature: 6900 K
    light power: 1440 m/m
    type leds: 5050
    viewing angle: 120 °
    common anode:
        Earth cable color white,
        Red cable: 24VDC
    consumption: 96 W
    power: 4 A
    dimensions: 5 m x 28 mm
    distance between two leds: 16.7 mm
    can be clipped to the: 6 LEDs (5 cm)
    operating temperature:-10 ° c to + 50 ° c

40€
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398 FLEXIBLE LED STRIP-COLD WHITE 6500 k-600 LEDs-5-24V-
Professional led strips have a very high light output and high efficiency, ""
The leds precise sorted making we white led strips in 5 different color
temperatures, This led strips are suitable for a continuous 24/7 operation as
professionally, to be installed.
Led strips with a double row leds for high light output.
Features

    ""usage: inside
    application: decoration, lightning, signalisation,
    fitting: tape 3 m
    flexible print plate (white)
    contains 600 very bright leds
    high light output
    Accessories:
        optional power: power supplies, industrial, LED power supplies with
constant voltage-aluminium
        Optional controller and dimmer for led strips: LED controllers and
dimmer
        optional connectors: connecting cables
        optional cable: CHLWIRE
        without coating: ideal for profiles in aluminium,

Specifications

    IP-price: IP20
    coating: no
    color: koudwit
    colour temperature: 6900 K
    light power: 1440 m/m
    type leds: 5050
    viewing angle: 120 °
    common anode:
        Earth cable color white,
        Red cable: 24VDC
    consumption: 96 W
    power: 4 A
    dimensions: 5 m x 28 mm
    distance between two leds: 16.7 mm
    can be clipped to the: 6 LEDs (5 cm)
    operating temperature:-10 ° c to + 50 ° c

40€
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399 FLEXIBLE LED STRIP-COLD WHITE 6500 k-600 LEDs-5-24V-
Professional led strips have a very high light output and high efficiency, ""
The leds precise sorted making we white led strips in 5 different color
temperatures, This led strips are suitable for a continuous 24/7 operation as
professionally, to be installed.
Led strips with a double row leds for high light output.
Features

    ""usage: inside
    application: decoration, lightning, signalisation,
    fitting: tape 3 m
    flexible print plate (white)
    contains 600 very bright leds
    high light output
    Accessories:
        optional power: power supplies, industrial, LED power supplies with
constant voltage-aluminium
        Optional controller and dimmer for led strips: LED controllers and
dimmer
        optional connectors: connecting cables
        optional cable: CHLWIRE
        without coating: ideal for profiles in aluminium,

Specifications

    IP-price: IP20
    coating: no
    color: koudwit
    colour temperature: 6900 K
    light power: 1440 m/m
    type leds: 5050
    viewing angle: 120 °
    common anode:
        Earth cable color white,
        Red cable: 24VDC
    consumption: 96 W
    power: 4 A
    dimensions: 5 m x 28 mm
    distance between two leds: 16.7 mm
    can be clipped to the: 6 LEDs (5 cm)
    operating temperature:-10 ° c to + 50 ° c

40€
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400 FLEXIBLE LED STRIP-COLD WHITE 6500 k-600 LEDs-5-24V-
Professional led strips have a very high light output and high efficiency, ""
The leds precise sorted making we white led strips in 5 different color
temperatures, This led strips are suitable for a continuous 24/7 operation as
professionally, to be installed.
Led strips with a double row leds for high light output.
Features

    ""usage: inside
    application: decoration, lightning, signalisation,
    fitting: tape 3 m
    flexible print plate (white)
    contains 600 very bright leds
    high light output
    Accessories:
        optional power: power supplies, industrial, LED power supplies with
constant voltage-aluminium
        Optional controller and dimmer for led strips: LED controllers and
dimmer
        optional connectors: connecting cables
        optional cable: CHLWIRE
        without coating: ideal for profiles in aluminium,

Specifications

    IP-price: IP20
    coating: no
    color: koudwit
    colour temperature: 6900 K
    light power: 1440 m/m
    type leds: 5050
    viewing angle: 120 °
    common anode:
        Earth cable color white,
        Red cable: 24VDC
    consumption: 96 W
    power: 4 A
    dimensions: 5 m x 28 mm
    distance between two leds: 16.7 mm
    can be clipped to the: 6 LEDs (5 cm)
    operating temperature:-10 ° c to + 50 ° c

40€
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401 FLEXIBLE LED STRIP-COLD WHITE 6500 k-600 LEDs-5-24V-
Professional led strips have a very high light output and high efficiency, ""
The leds precise sorted making we white led strips in 5 different color
temperatures, This led strips are suitable for a continuous 24/7 operation as
professionally, to be installed.
Led strips with a double row leds for high light output.
Features

    ""usage: inside
    application: decoration, lightning, signalisation,
    fitting: tape 3 m
    flexible print plate (white)
    contains 600 very bright leds
    high light output
    Accessories:
        optional power: power supplies, industrial, LED power supplies with
constant voltage-aluminium
        Optional controller and dimmer for led strips: LED controllers and
dimmer
        optional connectors: connecting cables
        optional cable: CHLWIRE
        without coating: ideal for profiles in aluminium,

Specifications

    IP-price: IP20
    coating: no
    color: koudwit
    colour temperature: 6900 K
    light power: 1440 m/m
    type leds: 5050
    viewing angle: 120 °
    common anode:
        Earth cable color white,
        Red cable: 24VDC
    consumption: 96 W
    power: 4 A
    dimensions: 5 m x 28 mm
    distance between two leds: 16.7 mm
    can be clipped to the: 6 LEDs (5 cm)
    operating temperature:-10 ° c to + 50 ° c

40€
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402 FLEXIBLE LED STRIP-COLD WHITE 6500 k-600 LEDs-5-24V-
Professional led strips have a very high light output and high efficiency, ""
The leds precise sorted making we white led strips in 5 different color
temperatures, This led strips are suitable for a continuous 24/7 operation as
professionally, to be installed.
Led strips with a double row leds for high light output.
Features

    ""usage: inside
    application: decoration, lightning, signalisation,
    fitting: tape 3 m
    flexible print plate (white)
    contains 600 very bright leds
    high light output
    Accessories:
        optional power: power supplies, industrial, LED power supplies with
constant voltage-aluminium
        Optional controller and dimmer for led strips: LED controllers and
dimmer
        optional connectors: connecting cables
        optional cable: CHLWIRE
        without coating: ideal for profiles in aluminium,

Specifications

    IP-price: IP20
    coating: no
    color: koudwit
    colour temperature: 6900 K
    light power: 1440 m/m
    type leds: 5050
    viewing angle: 120 °
    common anode:
        Earth cable color white,
        Red cable: 24VDC
    consumption: 96 W
    power: 4 A
    dimensions: 5 m x 28 mm
    distance between two leds: 16.7 mm
    can be clipped to the: 6 LEDs (5 cm)
    operating temperature:-10 ° c to + 50 ° c

40€
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403 FLEXIBLE LED STRIP-COLD WHITE 6500 k-600 LEDs-5-24V-
Professional led strips have a very high light output and high efficiency, ""
The leds precise sorted making we white led strips in 5 different color
temperatures, This led strips are suitable for a continuous 24/7 operation as
professionally, to be installed.
Led strips with a double row leds for high light output.
Features

    ""usage: inside
    application: decoration, lightning, signalisation,
    fitting: tape 3 m
    flexible print plate (white)
    contains 600 very bright leds
    high light output
    Accessories:
        optional power: power supplies, industrial, LED power supplies with
constant voltage-aluminium
        Optional controller and dimmer for led strips: LED controllers and
dimmer
        optional connectors: connecting cables
        optional cable: CHLWIRE
        without coating: ideal for profiles in aluminium,

Specifications

    IP-price: IP20
    coating: no
    color: koudwit
    colour temperature: 6900 K
    light power: 1440 m/m
    type leds: 5050
    viewing angle: 120 °
    common anode:
        Earth cable color white,
        Red cable: 24VDC
    consumption: 96 W
    power: 4 A
    dimensions: 5 m x 28 mm
    distance between two leds: 16.7 mm
    can be clipped to the: 6 LEDs (5 cm)
    operating temperature:-10 ° c to + 50 ° c

40€
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404 MULTICOLOURED MESSAGE BOARD 7 x 80 P6 RGB LEDS-
Ready for use m for moving communications, "" The device is simple to
operate and is provided with RGB leds. Memory for max. 26 text pages
each 210 characters, and 16 graphics pages, ""
Features

    display color (text and graphic pages): red, green, blue, yellow, magenta,
cyan, white
    clarity: very clear white 2100 cd/m², 4 brightness levels
    memory: 26 tektspagina's with 210 characters, and 16 graphics pages
    realtimeklok: built-in battery realtimeklok
    12/24
    sounder: built-in sounder, with adjustable time
    Steering:
        via remote control (44 keys)
        via pc cable (included), USB to 3.5 mm jack
    content: IR-remote control, users manual, 2 fixing collars, power adapter
    spare parts:
        remote control: MMLXXX/RC: REMOTE CONTROL for MML16CN-
MML16R-MML24CN-MML24R-MML30G

Specifications

    resolution: 7 x 80 points P6 RGB Leds
    pixel distance: 6 mm,
    viewing angle: 120 °
    measuring distance: 6-25 m
    ledconfiguratie: 3-in-1 RGB
    operating temperature:-20 ° c till + 45 ° c
    humidity level: 20-90%
    power:
        illuminated news trailer: 100-240 VAC 50-60 Hz till 5 V 4 A (power
adapter included), standard 2.5 mm-jack
        remote control: 2 x 1,5 V AAA-battery: LR6C ALKALINE AA/LR6 1.5 V-
2800 mAh (4 PC/bl) (incl.)
    consumption: max. 20 W, 5 W
    dimensions: 502 x 65 x 17 mm
    ""visible part: 42 x 480 mm
    weight: 500 g
    system requirements: Windows ® 7-8-8.1-Vista-XP-(32 & 64 bit)
    not compatible with: Macintosh ®/Linux

40€
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405 5.6 """" ""TFT LCD COLOR MONITOR + AUDIO-
Features

    1 audio/video input
    2 audio outputs/3.5 mm jack (front side) (headphone)
    built-in speaker (rear)

Specifications

    LCD Panel: TFT color LCD monitor
    size active display: 113 x 84.7 mm
    total size display: 5.6 ""(diagram)
    resolution: 960 (H) x 234 (V)
    number of pixels: 224640
    distance between pixels: 0.12 (H) x 0.36 (DC) mm,
    video input signal: 1.0 Vpp/75 Ohm
    audio input signal: 30mVpp-100mVpp
    Controls: color SCREEN DISPLAY, contrast, brightness, volume, mirror
(left-right)
    color: configuration R, G, B, delta
    TV system: PAL/NTSC
    viewing angle:
        left/right: ± 45 ° (H)
        above/below: ±10/30 ° (V)
    backlight: CCFT
    voltage: DC 12V ± 10% (use PS1210R not incl.)
    operating temperature: 0 ° till + 60 ° c
    storage temperature:-20 ° c till + 80 ° c
    power consumption: max. 7.5 W
    dimensions: 160 x 133 x 31.4 mm
    weight: 470g

30€
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406 5.6 """" ""TFT LCD COLOR MONITOR + AUDIO-
Features

    1 audio/video input
    2 audio outputs/3.5 mm jack (front side) (headphone)
    built-in speaker (rear)

Specifications

    LCD Panel: TFT color LCD monitor
    size active display: 113 x 84.7 mm
    total size display: 5.6 ""(diagram)
    resolution: 960 (H) x 234 (V)
    number of pixels: 224640
    distance between pixels: 0.12 (H) x 0.36 (DC) mm,
    video input signal: 1.0 Vpp/75 Ohm
    audio input signal: 30mVpp-100mVpp
    Controls: color SCREEN DISPLAY, contrast, brightness, volume, mirror
(left-right)
    color: configuration R, G, B, delta
    TV system: PAL/NTSC
    viewing angle:
        left/right: ± 45 ° (H)
        above/below: ±10/30 ° (V)
    backlight: CCFT
    voltage: DC 12V ± 10% (use PS1210R not incl.)
    operating temperature: 0 ° till + 60 ° c
    storage temperature:-20 ° c till + 80 ° c
    power consumption: max. 7.5 W
    dimensions: 160 x 133 x 31.4 mm
    weight: 470g

30€
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407 5.6 """" ""TFT LCD COLOR MONITOR + AUDIO-
Features

    1 audio/video input
    2 audio outputs/3.5 mm jack (front side) (headphone)
    built-in speaker (rear)

Specifications

    LCD Panel: TFT color LCD monitor
    size active display: 113 x 84.7 mm
    total size display: 5.6 ""(diagram)
    resolution: 960 (H) x 234 (V)
    number of pixels: 224640
    distance between pixels: 0.12 (H) x 0.36 (DC) mm,
    video input signal: 1.0 Vpp/75 Ohm
    audio input signal: 30mVpp-100mVpp
    Controls: color SCREEN DISPLAY, contrast, brightness, volume, mirror
(left-right)
    color: configuration R, G, B, delta
    TV system: PAL/NTSC
    viewing angle:
        left/right: ± 45 ° (H)
        above/below: ±10/30 ° (V)
    backlight: CCFT
    voltage: DC 12V ± 10% (use PS1210R not incl.)
    operating temperature: 0 ° till + 60 ° c
    storage temperature:-20 ° c till + 80 ° c
    power consumption: max. 7.5 W
    dimensions: 160 x 133 x 31.4 mm
    weight: 470g

30€
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408 5.6 """" ""TFT LCD COLOR MONITOR + AUDIO-
Features

    1 audio/video input
    2 audio outputs/3.5 mm jack (front side) (headphone)
    built-in speaker (rear)

Specifications

    LCD Panel: TFT color LCD monitor
    size active display: 113 x 84.7 mm
    total size display: 5.6 ""(diagram)
    resolution: 960 (H) x 234 (V)
    number of pixels: 224640
    distance between pixels: 0.12 (H) x 0.36 (DC) mm,
    video input signal: 1.0 Vpp/75 Ohm
    audio input signal: 30mVpp-100mVpp
    Controls: color SCREEN DISPLAY, contrast, brightness, volume, mirror
(left-right)
    color: configuration R, G, B, delta
    TV system: PAL/NTSC
    viewing angle:
        left/right: ± 45 ° (H)
        above/below: ±10/30 ° (V)
    backlight: CCFT
    voltage: DC 12V ± 10% (use PS1210R not incl.)
    operating temperature: 0 ° till + 60 ° c
    storage temperature:-20 ° c till + 80 ° c
    power consumption: max. 7.5 W
    dimensions: 160 x 133 x 31.4 mm
    weight: 470g

30€
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409 5.6 """" ""TFT LCD COLOR MONITOR + AUDIO-
Features

    1 audio/video input
    2 audio outputs/3.5 mm jack (front side) (headphone)
    built-in speaker (rear)

Specifications

    LCD Panel: TFT color LCD monitor
    size active display: 113 x 84.7 mm
    total size display: 5.6 ""(diagram)
    resolution: 960 (H) x 234 (V)
    number of pixels: 224640
    distance between pixels: 0.12 (H) x 0.36 (DC) mm,
    video input signal: 1.0 Vpp/75 Ohm
    audio input signal: 30mVpp-100mVpp
    Controls: color SCREEN DISPLAY, contrast, brightness, volume, mirror
(left-right)
    color: configuration R, G, B, delta
    TV system: PAL/NTSC
    viewing angle:
        left/right: ± 45 ° (H)
        above/below: ±10/30 ° (V)
    backlight: CCFT
    voltage: DC 12V ± 10% (use PS1210R not incl.)
    operating temperature: 0 ° till + 60 ° c
    storage temperature:-20 ° c till + 80 ° c
    power consumption: max. 7.5 W
    dimensions: 160 x 133 x 31.4 mm
    weight: 470g

30€
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410 5.6 """" ""TFT LCD COLOR MONITOR + AUDIO-
Features

    1 audio/video input
    2 audio outputs/3.5 mm jack (front side) (headphone)
    built-in speaker (rear)

Specifications

    LCD Panel: TFT color LCD monitor
    size active display: 113 x 84.7 mm
    total size display: 5.6 ""(diagram)
    resolution: 960 (H) x 234 (V)
    number of pixels: 224640
    distance between pixels: 0.12 (H) x 0.36 (DC) mm,
    video input signal: 1.0 Vpp/75 Ohm
    audio input signal: 30mVpp-100mVpp
    Controls: color SCREEN DISPLAY, contrast, brightness, volume, mirror
(left-right)
    color: configuration R, G, B, delta
    TV system: PAL/NTSC
    viewing angle:
        left/right: ± 45 ° (H)
        above/below: ±10/30 ° (V)
    backlight: CCFT
    voltage: DC 12V ± 10% (use PS1210R not incl.)
    operating temperature: 0 ° till + 60 ° c
    storage temperature:-20 ° c till + 80 ° c
    power consumption: max. 7.5 W
    dimensions: 160 x 133 x 31.4 mm
    weight: 470g

30€
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411 5.6 """" ""TFT LCD COLOR MONITOR + AUDIO-
Features

    1 audio/video input
    2 audio outputs/3.5 mm jack (front side) (headphone)
    built-in speaker (rear)

Specifications

    LCD Panel: TFT color LCD monitor
    size active display: 113 x 84.7 mm
    total size display: 5.6 ""(diagram)
    resolution: 960 (H) x 234 (V)
    number of pixels: 224640
    distance between pixels: 0.12 (H) x 0.36 (DC) mm,
    video input signal: 1.0 Vpp/75 Ohm
    audio input signal: 30mVpp-100mVpp
    Controls: color SCREEN DISPLAY, contrast, brightness, volume, mirror
(left-right)
    color: configuration R, G, B, delta
    TV system: PAL/NTSC
    viewing angle:
        left/right: ± 45 ° (H)
        above/below: ±10/30 ° (V)
    backlight: CCFT
    voltage: DC 12V ± 10% (use PS1210R not incl.)
    operating temperature: 0 ° till + 60 ° c
    storage temperature:-20 ° c till + 80 ° c
    power consumption: max. 7.5 W
    dimensions: 160 x 133 x 31.4 mm
    weight: 470g

30€
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412 5.6 """" ""TFT LCD COLOR MONITOR + AUDIO-
Features

    1 audio/video input
    2 audio outputs/3.5 mm jack (front side) (headphone)
    built-in speaker (rear)

Specifications

    LCD Panel: TFT color LCD monitor
    size active display: 113 x 84.7 mm
    total size display: 5.6 ""(diagram)
    resolution: 960 (H) x 234 (V)
    number of pixels: 224640
    distance between pixels: 0.12 (H) x 0.36 (DC) mm,
    video input signal: 1.0 Vpp/75 Ohm
    audio input signal: 30mVpp-100mVpp
    Controls: color SCREEN DISPLAY, contrast, brightness, volume, mirror
(left-right)
    color: configuration R, G, B, delta
    TV system: PAL/NTSC
    viewing angle:
        left/right: ± 45 ° (H)
        above/below: ±10/30 ° (V)
    backlight: CCFT
    voltage: DC 12V ± 10% (use PS1210R not incl.)
    operating temperature: 0 ° till + 60 ° c
    storage temperature:-20 ° c till + 80 ° c
    power consumption: max. 7.5 W
    dimensions: 160 x 133 x 31.4 mm
    weight: 470g

30€
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413 5.6 """" ""TFT LCD COLOR MONITOR + AUDIO-
Features

    1 audio/video input
    2 audio outputs/3.5 mm jack (front side) (headphone)
    built-in speaker (rear)

Specifications

    LCD Panel: TFT color LCD monitor
    size active display: 113 x 84.7 mm
    total size display: 5.6 ""(diagram)
    resolution: 960 (H) x 234 (V)
    number of pixels: 224640
    distance between pixels: 0.12 (H) x 0.36 (DC) mm,
    video input signal: 1.0 Vpp/75 Ohm
    audio input signal: 30mVpp-100mVpp
    Controls: color SCREEN DISPLAY, contrast, brightness, volume, mirror
(left-right)
    color: configuration R, G, B, delta
    TV system: PAL/NTSC
    viewing angle:
        left/right: ± 45 ° (H)
        above/below: ±10/30 ° (V)
    backlight: CCFT
    voltage: DC 12V ± 10% (use PS1210R not incl.)
    operating temperature: 0 ° till + 60 ° c
    storage temperature:-20 ° c till + 80 ° c
    power consumption: max. 7.5 W
    dimensions: 160 x 133 x 31.4 mm
    weight: 470g

30€
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414 5.6 """" ""TFT LCD COLOR MONITOR + AUDIO-
Features

    1 audio/video input
    2 audio outputs/3.5 mm jack (front side) (headphone)
    built-in speaker (rear)

Specifications

    LCD Panel: TFT color LCD monitor
    size active display: 113 x 84.7 mm
    total size display: 5.6 ""(diagram)
    resolution: 960 (H) x 234 (V)
    number of pixels: 224640
    distance between pixels: 0.12 (H) x 0.36 (DC) mm,
    video input signal: 1.0 Vpp/75 Ohm
    audio input signal: 30mVpp-100mVpp
    Controls: color SCREEN DISPLAY, contrast, brightness, volume, mirror
(left-right)
    color: configuration R, G, B, delta
    TV system: PAL/NTSC
    viewing angle:
        left/right: ± 45 ° (H)
        above/below: ±10/30 ° (V)
    backlight: CCFT
    voltage: DC 12V ± 10% (use PS1210R not incl.)
    operating temperature: 0 ° till + 60 ° c
    storage temperature:-20 ° c till + 80 ° c
    power consumption: max. 7.5 W
    dimensions: 160 x 133 x 31.4 mm
    weight: 470g

30€

415 EGAMASTER-WIRE CUTTING THAT KIT- 50€
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416 2-CHANNEL PC SCOPE 1000MS/s-
The PCS500 is a digital memory oscilloscope for both readout as control a
computer and its monitor. The included Windows program includes all
standard oscilloscope functions. The control expire such as an ordinary
oscilloscope but this allows you to the most actions with mouse, -
Connection via the parallel port computer and computer and oscilloscope
are full optical separated. The TT recorder and oscilloscope have two
completely separated channels with a sampling frequency of max. 1 GHz, -
All golf forms on the screen, can be stored to be used in documents or to
could compare this with other wave form.
Features

    Oscilloscope:
        time Base: 20ns to 100ms per Division,
        trigger source: CH1, CH2 or walk
        trigger side: increasing or falling
        trigger level: adjustable from 1/2 Division
        dot interpolation: linear or rounded
        markers for: voltage and frequency
        input sensitivity: 5mV to 15V/Division with automatic set-up
        Pre-trigger function
        True RMS readout (only AC component)
        recording length: 4096 samples/channel
        frequency:
            real time: 1.25 kHz till 50 MHz
            repeating: 1 GHz
    Spectrum Analyzer:
        frequency range: 0.1.2 kHz till 25 MHz
        linear or log time scale
        operating principle: PASS and NOTCH (Fast Falcon Transform)
        FFT resolution: 2048 lines
        FFT input channel: CH1 or CH2
        Zoom function
        markers for amplitude and frequency
    TT recorder:
        scale: 20ms/div to 2000s/div
        Max. recording time: 9.4 u/Panel,
        Automatic retention of data
        automatic recording for more than 1 year!
        Max. number of samples: 100/s
        min. number of samples: 1 sample/20s -
        markers for time and amplitude,
        Zoom function
        screens record and display
        data format: ASCII
    comes with adaptor

Specifications

    General:
        inputs: 2-ways, 1 external trigger entrance
        entry impedance: 1Mohm//30pF
        frequency reponse: 0Hz till 50 MHz (3dB)
        Max. entry tension: 100V (AC + DC)
        entry connector: DC, AC and SNE
        optical separated from the computer
        voltage: 9-10Vdc/ipads
    minimum system requirements:
        IBM-compatible PC,
        Windows 98, ME, (Win2000 or NT if available), XP

15€
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        STANDARD display card (min. 800 x 600 for Windows)
        mouse, -
        free printer port, LPT2 or LPT3
        CD-drive
    content:
        PCS500
        2 probes
        parallel PC cable
        Manual
        CD-with software
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417 2-CHANNEL PC SCOPE 1000MS/s-
The PCS500 is a digital memory oscilloscope for both readout as control a
computer and its monitor. The included Windows program includes all
standard oscilloscope functions. The control expire such as an ordinary
oscilloscope but this allows you to the most actions with mouse, -
Connection via the parallel port computer and computer and oscilloscope
are full optical separated. The TT recorder and oscilloscope have two
completely separated channels with a sampling frequency of max. 1 GHz, -
All golf forms on the screen, can be stored to be used in documents or to
could compare this with other wave form.
Features

    Oscilloscope:
        time Base: 20ns to 100ms per Division,
        trigger source: CH1, CH2 or walk
        trigger side: increasing or falling
        trigger level: adjustable from 1/2 Division
        dot interpolation: linear or rounded
        markers for: voltage and frequency
        input sensitivity: 5mV to 15V/Division with automatic set-up
        Pre-trigger function
        True RMS readout (only AC component)
        recording length: 4096 samples/channel
        frequency:
            real time: 1.25 kHz till 50 MHz
            repeating: 1 GHz
    Spectrum Analyzer:
        frequency range: 0.1.2 kHz till 25 MHz
        linear or log time scale
        operating principle: PASS and NOTCH (Fast Falcon Transform)
        FFT resolution: 2048 lines
        FFT input channel: CH1 or CH2
        Zoom function
        markers for amplitude and frequency
    TT recorder:
        scale: 20ms/div to 2000s/div
        Max. recording time: 9.4 u/Panel,
        Automatic retention of data
        automatic recording for more than 1 year!
        Max. number of samples: 100/s
        min. number of samples: 1 sample/20s -
        markers for time and amplitude,
        Zoom function
        screens record and display
        data format: ASCII
    comes with adaptor

Specifications

    General:
        inputs: 2-ways, 1 external trigger entrance
        entry impedance: 1Mohm//30pF
        frequency reponse: 0Hz till 50 MHz (3dB)
        Max. entry tension: 100V (AC + DC)
        entry connector: DC, AC and SNE
        optical separated from the computer
        voltage: 9-10Vdc/ipads
    minimum system requirements:
        IBM-compatible PC,
        Windows 98, ME, (Win2000 or NT if available), XP

15€
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        STANDARD display card (min. 800 x 600 for Windows)
        mouse, -
        free printer port, LPT2 or LPT3
        CD-drive
    content:
        PCS500
        2 probes
        parallel PC cable
        Manual
        CD-with software
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418 2-CHANNEL PC SCOPE 1000MS/s-
The PCS500 is a digital memory oscilloscope for both readout as control a
computer and its monitor. The included Windows program includes all
standard oscilloscope functions. The control expire such as an ordinary
oscilloscope but this allows you to the most actions with mouse, -
Connection via the parallel port computer and computer and oscilloscope
are full optical separated. The TT recorder and oscilloscope have two
completely separated channels with a sampling frequency of max. 1 GHz, -
All golf forms on the screen, can be stored to be used in documents or to
could compare this with other wave form.
Features

    Oscilloscope:
        time Base: 20ns to 100ms per Division,
        trigger source: CH1, CH2 or walk
        trigger side: increasing or falling
        trigger level: adjustable from 1/2 Division
        dot interpolation: linear or rounded
        markers for: voltage and frequency
        input sensitivity: 5mV to 15V/Division with automatic set-up
        Pre-trigger function
        True RMS readout (only AC component)
        recording length: 4096 samples/channel
        frequency:
            real time: 1.25 kHz till 50 MHz
            repeating: 1 GHz
    Spectrum Analyzer:
        frequency range: 0.1.2 kHz till 25 MHz
        linear or log time scale
        operating principle: PASS and NOTCH (Fast Falcon Transform)
        FFT resolution: 2048 lines
        FFT input channel: CH1 or CH2
        Zoom function
        markers for amplitude and frequency
    TT recorder:
        scale: 20ms/div to 2000s/div
        Max. recording time: 9.4 u/Panel,
        Automatic retention of data
        automatic recording for more than 1 year!
        Max. number of samples: 100/s
        min. number of samples: 1 sample/20s -
        markers for time and amplitude,
        Zoom function
        screens record and display
        data format: ASCII
    comes with adaptor

Specifications

    General:
        inputs: 2-ways, 1 external trigger entrance
        entry impedance: 1Mohm//30pF
        frequency reponse: 0Hz till 50 MHz (3dB)
        Max. entry tension: 100V (AC + DC)
        entry connector: DC, AC and SNE
        optical separated from the computer
        voltage: 9-10Vdc/ipads
    minimum system requirements:
        IBM-compatible PC,
        Windows 98, ME, (Win2000 or NT if available), XP

15€
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        STANDARD display card (min. 800 x 600 for Windows)
        mouse, -
        free printer port, LPT2 or LPT3
        CD-drive
    content:
        PCS500
        2 probes
        parallel PC cable
        Manual
        CD-with software
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419 2-CHANNEL PC SCOPE 1000MS/s-
The PCS500 is a digital memory oscilloscope for both readout as control a
computer and its monitor. The included Windows program includes all
standard oscilloscope functions. The control expire such as an ordinary
oscilloscope but this allows you to the most actions with mouse, -
Connection via the parallel port computer and computer and oscilloscope
are full optical separated. The TT recorder and oscilloscope have two
completely separated channels with a sampling frequency of max. 1 GHz, -
All golf forms on the screen, can be stored to be used in documents or to
could compare this with other wave form.
Features

    Oscilloscope:
        time Base: 20ns to 100ms per Division,
        trigger source: CH1, CH2 or walk
        trigger side: increasing or falling
        trigger level: adjustable from 1/2 Division
        dot interpolation: linear or rounded
        markers for: voltage and frequency
        input sensitivity: 5mV to 15V/Division with automatic set-up
        Pre-trigger function
        True RMS readout (only AC component)
        recording length: 4096 samples/channel
        frequency:
            real time: 1.25 kHz till 50 MHz
            repeating: 1 GHz
    Spectrum Analyzer:
        frequency range: 0.1.2 kHz till 25 MHz
        linear or log time scale
        operating principle: PASS and NOTCH (Fast Falcon Transform)
        FFT resolution: 2048 lines
        FFT input channel: CH1 or CH2
        Zoom function
        markers for amplitude and frequency
    TT recorder:
        scale: 20ms/div to 2000s/div
        Max. recording time: 9.4 u/Panel,
        Automatic retention of data
        automatic recording for more than 1 year!
        Max. number of samples: 100/s
        min. number of samples: 1 sample/20s -
        markers for time and amplitude,
        Zoom function
        screens record and display
        data format: ASCII
    comes with adaptor

Specifications

    General:
        inputs: 2-ways, 1 external trigger entrance
        entry impedance: 1Mohm//30pF
        frequency reponse: 0Hz till 50 MHz (3dB)
        Max. entry tension: 100V (AC + DC)
        entry connector: DC, AC and SNE
        optical separated from the computer
        voltage: 9-10Vdc/ipads
    minimum system requirements:
        IBM-compatible PC,
        Windows 98, ME, (Win2000 or NT if available), XP

15€
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        STANDARD display card (min. 800 x 600 for Windows)
        mouse, -
        free printer port, LPT2 or LPT3
        CD-drive
    content:
        PCS500
        2 probes
        parallel PC cable
        Manual
        CD-with software
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420 2-CHANNEL PC SCOPE 1000MS/s-
The PCS500 is a digital memory oscilloscope for both readout as control a
computer and its monitor. The included Windows program includes all
standard oscilloscope functions. The control expire such as an ordinary
oscilloscope but this allows you to the most actions with mouse, -
Connection via the parallel port computer and computer and oscilloscope
are full optical separated. The TT recorder and oscilloscope have two
completely separated channels with a sampling frequency of max. 1 GHz, -
All golf forms on the screen, can be stored to be used in documents or to
could compare this with other wave form.
Features

    Oscilloscope:
        time Base: 20ns to 100ms per Division,
        trigger source: CH1, CH2 or walk
        trigger side: increasing or falling
        trigger level: adjustable from 1/2 Division
        dot interpolation: linear or rounded
        markers for: voltage and frequency
        input sensitivity: 5mV to 15V/Division with automatic set-up
        Pre-trigger function
        True RMS readout (only AC component)
        recording length: 4096 samples/channel
        frequency:
            real time: 1.25 kHz till 50 MHz
            repeating: 1 GHz
    Spectrum Analyzer:
        frequency range: 0.1.2 kHz till 25 MHz
        linear or log time scale
        operating principle: PASS and NOTCH (Fast Falcon Transform)
        FFT resolution: 2048 lines
        FFT input channel: CH1 or CH2
        Zoom function
        markers for amplitude and frequency
    TT recorder:
        scale: 20ms/div to 2000s/div
        Max. recording time: 9.4 u/Panel,
        Automatic retention of data
        automatic recording for more than 1 year!
        Max. number of samples: 100/s
        min. number of samples: 1 sample/20s -
        markers for time and amplitude,
        Zoom function
        screens record and display
        data format: ASCII
    comes with adaptor

Specifications

    General:
        inputs: 2-ways, 1 external trigger entrance
        entry impedance: 1Mohm//30pF
        frequency reponse: 0Hz till 50 MHz (3dB)
        Max. entry tension: 100V (AC + DC)
        entry connector: DC, AC and SNE
        optical separated from the computer
        voltage: 9-10Vdc/ipads
    minimum system requirements:
        IBM-compatible PC,
        Windows 98, ME, (Win2000 or NT if available), XP

15€
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        STANDARD display card (min. 800 x 600 for Windows)
        mouse, -
        free printer port, LPT2 or LPT3
        CD-drive
    content:
        PCS500
        2 probes
        parallel PC cable
        Manual
        CD-with software
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421 2-CHANNEL PC SCOPE 1000MS/s-
The PCS500 is a digital memory oscilloscope for both readout as control a
computer and its monitor. The included Windows program includes all
standard oscilloscope functions. The control expire such as an ordinary
oscilloscope but this allows you to the most actions with mouse, -
Connection via the parallel port computer and computer and oscilloscope
are full optical separated. The TT recorder and oscilloscope have two
completely separated channels with a sampling frequency of max. 1 GHz, -
All golf forms on the screen, can be stored to be used in documents or to
could compare this with other wave form.
Features

    Oscilloscope:
        time Base: 20ns to 100ms per Division,
        trigger source: CH1, CH2 or walk
        trigger side: increasing or falling
        trigger level: adjustable from 1/2 Division
        dot interpolation: linear or rounded
        markers for: voltage and frequency
        input sensitivity: 5mV to 15V/Division with automatic set-up
        Pre-trigger function
        True RMS readout (only AC component)
        recording length: 4096 samples/channel
        frequency:
            real time: 1.25 kHz till 50 MHz
            repeating: 1 GHz
    Spectrum Analyzer:
        frequency range: 0.1.2 kHz till 25 MHz
        linear or log time scale
        operating principle: PASS and NOTCH (Fast Falcon Transform)
        FFT resolution: 2048 lines
        FFT input channel: CH1 or CH2
        Zoom function
        markers for amplitude and frequency
    TT recorder:
        scale: 20ms/div to 2000s/div
        Max. recording time: 9.4 u/Panel,
        Automatic retention of data
        automatic recording for more than 1 year!
        Max. number of samples: 100/s
        min. number of samples: 1 sample/20s -
        markers for time and amplitude,
        Zoom function
        screens record and display
        data format: ASCII
    comes with adaptor

Specifications

    General:
        inputs: 2-ways, 1 external trigger entrance
        entry impedance: 1Mohm//30pF
        frequency reponse: 0Hz till 50 MHz (3dB)
        Max. entry tension: 100V (AC + DC)
        entry connector: DC, AC and SNE
        optical separated from the computer
        voltage: 9-10Vdc/ipads
    minimum system requirements:
        IBM-compatible PC,
        Windows 98, ME, (Win2000 or NT if available), XP

15€
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        STANDARD display card (min. 800 x 600 for Windows)
        mouse, -
        free printer port, LPT2 or LPT3
        CD-drive
    content:
        PCS500
        2 probes
        parallel PC cable
        Manual
        CD-with software
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422 2-CHANNEL PC SCOPE 1000MS/s-
The PCS500 is a digital memory oscilloscope for both readout as control a
computer and its monitor. The included Windows program includes all
standard oscilloscope functions. The control expire such as an ordinary
oscilloscope but this allows you to the most actions with mouse, -
Connection via the parallel port computer and computer and oscilloscope
are full optical separated. The TT recorder and oscilloscope have two
completely separated channels with a sampling frequency of max. 1 GHz, -
All golf forms on the screen, can be stored to be used in documents or to
could compare this with other wave form.
Features

    Oscilloscope:
        time Base: 20ns to 100ms per Division,
        trigger source: CH1, CH2 or walk
        trigger side: increasing or falling
        trigger level: adjustable from 1/2 Division
        dot interpolation: linear or rounded
        markers for: voltage and frequency
        input sensitivity: 5mV to 15V/Division with automatic set-up
        Pre-trigger function
        True RMS readout (only AC component)
        recording length: 4096 samples/channel
        frequency:
            real time: 1.25 kHz till 50 MHz
            repeating: 1 GHz
    Spectrum Analyzer:
        frequency range: 0.1.2 kHz till 25 MHz
        linear or log time scale
        operating principle: PASS and NOTCH (Fast Falcon Transform)
        FFT resolution: 2048 lines
        FFT input channel: CH1 or CH2
        Zoom function
        markers for amplitude and frequency
    TT recorder:
        scale: 20ms/div to 2000s/div
        Max. recording time: 9.4 u/Panel,
        Automatic retention of data
        automatic recording for more than 1 year!
        Max. number of samples: 100/s
        min. number of samples: 1 sample/20s -
        markers for time and amplitude,
        Zoom function
        screens record and display
        data format: ASCII
    comes with adaptor

Specifications

    General:
        inputs: 2-ways, 1 external trigger entrance
        entry impedance: 1Mohm//30pF
        frequency reponse: 0Hz till 50 MHz (3dB)
        Max. entry tension: 100V (AC + DC)
        entry connector: DC, AC and SNE
        optical separated from the computer
        voltage: 9-10Vdc/ipads
    minimum system requirements:
        IBM-compatible PC,
        Windows 98, ME, (Win2000 or NT if available), XP

15€
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        STANDARD display card (min. 800 x 600 for Windows)
        mouse, -
        free printer port, LPT2 or LPT3
        CD-drive
    content:
        PCS500
        2 probes
        parallel PC cable
        Manual
        CD-with software
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423 2-CHANNEL PC SCOPE 1000MS/s-
The PCS500 is a digital memory oscilloscope for both readout as control a
computer and its monitor. The included Windows program includes all
standard oscilloscope functions. The control expire such as an ordinary
oscilloscope but this allows you to the most actions with mouse, -
Connection via the parallel port computer and computer and oscilloscope
are full optical separated. The TT recorder and oscilloscope have two
completely separated channels with a sampling frequency of max. 1 GHz, -
All golf forms on the screen, can be stored to be used in documents or to
could compare this with other wave form.
Features

    Oscilloscope:
        time Base: 20ns to 100ms per Division,
        trigger source: CH1, CH2 or walk
        trigger side: increasing or falling
        trigger level: adjustable from 1/2 Division
        dot interpolation: linear or rounded
        markers for: voltage and frequency
        input sensitivity: 5mV to 15V/Division with automatic set-up
        Pre-trigger function
        True RMS readout (only AC component)
        recording length: 4096 samples/channel
        frequency:
            real time: 1.25 kHz till 50 MHz
            repeating: 1 GHz
    Spectrum Analyzer:
        frequency range: 0.1.2 kHz till 25 MHz
        linear or log time scale
        operating principle: PASS and NOTCH (Fast Falcon Transform)
        FFT resolution: 2048 lines
        FFT input channel: CH1 or CH2
        Zoom function
        markers for amplitude and frequency
    TT recorder:
        scale: 20ms/div to 2000s/div
        Max. recording time: 9.4 u/Panel,
        Automatic retention of data
        automatic recording for more than 1 year!
        Max. number of samples: 100/s
        min. number of samples: 1 sample/20s -
        markers for time and amplitude,
        Zoom function
        screens record and display
        data format: ASCII
    comes with adaptor

Specifications

    General:
        inputs: 2-ways, 1 external trigger entrance
        entry impedance: 1Mohm//30pF
        frequency reponse: 0Hz till 50 MHz (3dB)
        Max. entry tension: 100V (AC + DC)
        entry connector: DC, AC and SNE
        optical separated from the computer
        voltage: 9-10Vdc/ipads
    minimum system requirements:
        IBM-compatible PC,
        Windows 98, ME, (Win2000 or NT if available), XP

15€
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        STANDARD display card (min. 800 x 600 for Windows)
        mouse, -
        free printer port, LPT2 or LPT3
        CD-drive
    content:
        PCS500
        2 probes
        parallel PC cable
        Manual
        CD-with software
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424 2-CHANNEL PC SCOPE 1000MS/s-
The PCS500 is a digital memory oscilloscope for both readout as control a
computer and its monitor. The included Windows program includes all
standard oscilloscope functions. The control expire such as an ordinary
oscilloscope but this allows you to the most actions with mouse, -
Connection via the parallel port computer and computer and oscilloscope
are full optical separated. The TT recorder and oscilloscope have two
completely separated channels with a sampling frequency of max. 1 GHz, -
All golf forms on the screen, can be stored to be used in documents or to
could compare this with other wave form.
Features

    Oscilloscope:
        time Base: 20ns to 100ms per Division,
        trigger source: CH1, CH2 or walk
        trigger side: increasing or falling
        trigger level: adjustable from 1/2 Division
        dot interpolation: linear or rounded
        markers for: voltage and frequency
        input sensitivity: 5mV to 15V/Division with automatic set-up
        Pre-trigger function
        True RMS readout (only AC component)
        recording length: 4096 samples/channel
        frequency:
            real time: 1.25 kHz till 50 MHz
            repeating: 1 GHz
    Spectrum Analyzer:
        frequency range: 0.1.2 kHz till 25 MHz
        linear or log time scale
        operating principle: PASS and NOTCH (Fast Falcon Transform)
        FFT resolution: 2048 lines
        FFT input channel: CH1 or CH2
        Zoom function
        markers for amplitude and frequency
    TT recorder:
        scale: 20ms/div to 2000s/div
        Max. recording time: 9.4 u/Panel,
        Automatic retention of data
        automatic recording for more than 1 year!
        Max. number of samples: 100/s
        min. number of samples: 1 sample/20s -
        markers for time and amplitude,
        Zoom function
        screens record and display
        data format: ASCII
    comes with adaptor

Specifications

    General:
        inputs: 2-ways, 1 external trigger entrance
        entry impedance: 1Mohm//30pF
        frequency reponse: 0Hz till 50 MHz (3dB)
        Max. entry tension: 100V (AC + DC)
        entry connector: DC, AC and SNE
        optical separated from the computer
        voltage: 9-10Vdc/ipads
    minimum system requirements:
        IBM-compatible PC,
        Windows 98, ME, (Win2000 or NT if available), XP

15€



Kavel Omschrijving Openingsbod

        STANDARD display card (min. 800 x 600 for Windows)
        mouse, -
        free printer port, LPT2 or LPT3
        CD-drive
    content:
        PCS500
        2 probes
        parallel PC cable
        Manual
        CD-with software



Kavel Omschrijving Openingsbod

425 2-CHANNEL PC SCOPE 1000MS/s-
The PCS500 is a digital memory oscilloscope for both readout as control a
computer and its monitor. The included Windows program includes all
standard oscilloscope functions. The control expire such as an ordinary
oscilloscope but this allows you to the most actions with mouse, -
Connection via the parallel port computer and computer and oscilloscope
are full optical separated. The TT recorder and oscilloscope have two
completely separated channels with a sampling frequency of max. 1 GHz, -
All golf forms on the screen, can be stored to be used in documents or to
could compare this with other wave form.
Features

    Oscilloscope:
        time Base: 20ns to 100ms per Division,
        trigger source: CH1, CH2 or walk
        trigger side: increasing or falling
        trigger level: adjustable from 1/2 Division
        dot interpolation: linear or rounded
        markers for: voltage and frequency
        input sensitivity: 5mV to 15V/Division with automatic set-up
        Pre-trigger function
        True RMS readout (only AC component)
        recording length: 4096 samples/channel
        frequency:
            real time: 1.25 kHz till 50 MHz
            repeating: 1 GHz
    Spectrum Analyzer:
        frequency range: 0.1.2 kHz till 25 MHz
        linear or log time scale
        operating principle: PASS and NOTCH (Fast Falcon Transform)
        FFT resolution: 2048 lines
        FFT input channel: CH1 or CH2
        Zoom function
        markers for amplitude and frequency
    TT recorder:
        scale: 20ms/div to 2000s/div
        Max. recording time: 9.4 u/Panel,
        Automatic retention of data
        automatic recording for more than 1 year!
        Max. number of samples: 100/s
        min. number of samples: 1 sample/20s -
        markers for time and amplitude,
        Zoom function
        screens record and display
        data format: ASCII
    comes with adaptor

Specifications

    General:
        inputs: 2-ways, 1 external trigger entrance
        entry impedance: 1Mohm//30pF
        frequency reponse: 0Hz till 50 MHz (3dB)
        Max. entry tension: 100V (AC + DC)
        entry connector: DC, AC and SNE
        optical separated from the computer
        voltage: 9-10Vdc/ipads
    minimum system requirements:
        IBM-compatible PC,
        Windows 98, ME, (Win2000 or NT if available), XP

15€



Kavel Omschrijving Openingsbod

        STANDARD display card (min. 800 x 600 for Windows)
        mouse, -
        free printer port, LPT2 or LPT3
        CD-drive
    content:
        PCS500
        2 probes
        parallel PC cable
        Manual
        CD-with software



Kavel Omschrijving Openingsbod

426 2-CHANNEL PC SCOPE 1000MS/s-
The PCS500 is a digital memory oscilloscope for both readout as control a
computer and its monitor. The included Windows program includes all
standard oscilloscope functions. The control expire such as an ordinary
oscilloscope but this allows you to the most actions with mouse, -
Connection via the parallel port computer and computer and oscilloscope
are full optical separated. The TT recorder and oscilloscope have two
completely separated channels with a sampling frequency of max. 1 GHz, -
All golf forms on the screen, can be stored to be used in documents or to
could compare this with other wave form.
Features

    Oscilloscope:
        time Base: 20ns to 100ms per Division,
        trigger source: CH1, CH2 or walk
        trigger side: increasing or falling
        trigger level: adjustable from 1/2 Division
        dot interpolation: linear or rounded
        markers for: voltage and frequency
        input sensitivity: 5mV to 15V/Division with automatic set-up
        Pre-trigger function
        True RMS readout (only AC component)
        recording length: 4096 samples/channel
        frequency:
            real time: 1.25 kHz till 50 MHz
            repeating: 1 GHz
    Spectrum Analyzer:
        frequency range: 0.1.2 kHz till 25 MHz
        linear or log time scale
        operating principle: PASS and NOTCH (Fast Falcon Transform)
        FFT resolution: 2048 lines
        FFT input channel: CH1 or CH2
        Zoom function
        markers for amplitude and frequency
    TT recorder:
        scale: 20ms/div to 2000s/div
        Max. recording time: 9.4 u/Panel,
        Automatic retention of data
        automatic recording for more than 1 year!
        Max. number of samples: 100/s
        min. number of samples: 1 sample/20s -
        markers for time and amplitude,
        Zoom function
        screens record and display
        data format: ASCII
    comes with adaptor

Specifications

    General:
        inputs: 2-ways, 1 external trigger entrance
        entry impedance: 1Mohm//30pF
        frequency reponse: 0Hz till 50 MHz (3dB)
        Max. entry tension: 100V (AC + DC)
        entry connector: DC, AC and SNE
        optical separated from the computer
        voltage: 9-10Vdc/ipads
    minimum system requirements:
        IBM-compatible PC,
        Windows 98, ME, (Win2000 or NT if available), XP

15€



Kavel Omschrijving Openingsbod

        STANDARD display card (min. 800 x 600 for Windows)
        mouse, -
        free printer port, LPT2 or LPT3
        CD-drive
    content:
        PCS500
        2 probes
        parallel PC cable
        Manual
        CD-with software



Kavel Omschrijving Openingsbod

427 2-CHANNEL PC SCOPE 1000MS/s-
The PCS500 is a digital memory oscilloscope for both readout as control a
computer and its monitor. The included Windows program includes all
standard oscilloscope functions. The control expire such as an ordinary
oscilloscope but this allows you to the most actions with mouse, -
Connection via the parallel port computer and computer and oscilloscope
are full optical separated. The TT recorder and oscilloscope have two
completely separated channels with a sampling frequency of max. 1 GHz, -
All golf forms on the screen, can be stored to be used in documents or to
could compare this with other wave form.
Features

    Oscilloscope:
        time Base: 20ns to 100ms per Division,
        trigger source: CH1, CH2 or walk
        trigger side: increasing or falling
        trigger level: adjustable from 1/2 Division
        dot interpolation: linear or rounded
        markers for: voltage and frequency
        input sensitivity: 5mV to 15V/Division with automatic set-up
        Pre-trigger function
        True RMS readout (only AC component)
        recording length: 4096 samples/channel
        frequency:
            real time: 1.25 kHz till 50 MHz
            repeating: 1 GHz
    Spectrum Analyzer:
        frequency range: 0.1.2 kHz till 25 MHz
        linear or log time scale
        operating principle: PASS and NOTCH (Fast Falcon Transform)
        FFT resolution: 2048 lines
        FFT input channel: CH1 or CH2
        Zoom function
        markers for amplitude and frequency
    TT recorder:
        scale: 20ms/div to 2000s/div
        Max. recording time: 9.4 u/Panel,
        Automatic retention of data
        automatic recording for more than 1 year!
        Max. number of samples: 100/s
        min. number of samples: 1 sample/20s -
        markers for time and amplitude,
        Zoom function
        screens record and display
        data format: ASCII
    comes with adaptor

Specifications

    General:
        inputs: 2-ways, 1 external trigger entrance
        entry impedance: 1Mohm//30pF
        frequency reponse: 0Hz till 50 MHz (3dB)
        Max. entry tension: 100V (AC + DC)
        entry connector: DC, AC and SNE
        optical separated from the computer
        voltage: 9-10Vdc/ipads
    minimum system requirements:
        IBM-compatible PC,
        Windows 98, ME, (Win2000 or NT if available), XP

15€



Kavel Omschrijving Openingsbod

        STANDARD display card (min. 800 x 600 for Windows)
        mouse, -
        free printer port, LPT2 or LPT3
        CD-drive
    content:
        PCS500
        2 probes
        parallel PC cable
        Manual
        CD-with software



Kavel Omschrijving Openingsbod

428 2-CHANNEL PC SCOPE 1000MS/s-
The PCS500 is a digital memory oscilloscope for both readout as control a
computer and its monitor. The included Windows program includes all
standard oscilloscope functions. The control expire such as an ordinary
oscilloscope but this allows you to the most actions with mouse, -
Connection via the parallel port computer and computer and oscilloscope
are full optical separated. The TT recorder and oscilloscope have two
completely separated channels with a sampling frequency of max. 1 GHz, -
All golf forms on the screen, can be stored to be used in documents or to
could compare this with other wave form.
Features

    Oscilloscope:
        time Base: 20ns to 100ms per Division,
        trigger source: CH1, CH2 or walk
        trigger side: increasing or falling
        trigger level: adjustable from 1/2 Division
        dot interpolation: linear or rounded
        markers for: voltage and frequency
        input sensitivity: 5mV to 15V/Division with automatic set-up
        Pre-trigger function
        True RMS readout (only AC component)
        recording length: 4096 samples/channel
        frequency:
            real time: 1.25 kHz till 50 MHz
            repeating: 1 GHz
    Spectrum Analyzer:
        frequency range: 0.1.2 kHz till 25 MHz
        linear or log time scale
        operating principle: PASS and NOTCH (Fast Falcon Transform)
        FFT resolution: 2048 lines
        FFT input channel: CH1 or CH2
        Zoom function
        markers for amplitude and frequency
    TT recorder:
        scale: 20ms/div to 2000s/div
        Max. recording time: 9.4 u/Panel,
        Automatic retention of data
        automatic recording for more than 1 year!
        Max. number of samples: 100/s
        min. number of samples: 1 sample/20s -
        markers for time and amplitude,
        Zoom function
        screens record and display
        data format: ASCII
    comes with adaptor

Specifications

    General:
        inputs: 2-ways, 1 external trigger entrance
        entry impedance: 1Mohm//30pF
        frequency reponse: 0Hz till 50 MHz (3dB)
        Max. entry tension: 100V (AC + DC)
        entry connector: DC, AC and SNE
        optical separated from the computer
        voltage: 9-10Vdc/ipads
    minimum system requirements:
        IBM-compatible PC,
        Windows 98, ME, (Win2000 or NT if available), XP

15€



Kavel Omschrijving Openingsbod

        STANDARD display card (min. 800 x 600 for Windows)
        mouse, -
        free printer port, LPT2 or LPT3
        CD-drive
    content:
        PCS500
        2 probes
        parallel PC cable
        Manual
        CD-with software



Kavel Omschrijving Openingsbod

429 2-CHANNEL PC SCOPE 1000MS/s-
The PCS500 is a digital memory oscilloscope for both readout as control a
computer and its monitor. The included Windows program includes all
standard oscilloscope functions. The control expire such as an ordinary
oscilloscope but this allows you to the most actions with mouse, -
Connection via the parallel port computer and computer and oscilloscope
are full optical separated. The TT recorder and oscilloscope have two
completely separated channels with a sampling frequency of max. 1 GHz, -
All golf forms on the screen, can be stored to be used in documents or to
could compare this with other wave form.
Features

    Oscilloscope:
        time Base: 20ns to 100ms per Division,
        trigger source: CH1, CH2 or walk
        trigger side: increasing or falling
        trigger level: adjustable from 1/2 Division
        dot interpolation: linear or rounded
        markers for: voltage and frequency
        input sensitivity: 5mV to 15V/Division with automatic set-up
        Pre-trigger function
        True RMS readout (only AC component)
        recording length: 4096 samples/channel
        frequency:
            real time: 1.25 kHz till 50 MHz
            repeating: 1 GHz
    Spectrum Analyzer:
        frequency range: 0.1.2 kHz till 25 MHz
        linear or log time scale
        operating principle: PASS and NOTCH (Fast Falcon Transform)
        FFT resolution: 2048 lines
        FFT input channel: CH1 or CH2
        Zoom function
        markers for amplitude and frequency
    TT recorder:
        scale: 20ms/div to 2000s/div
        Max. recording time: 9.4 u/Panel,
        Automatic retention of data
        automatic recording for more than 1 year!
        Max. number of samples: 100/s
        min. number of samples: 1 sample/20s -
        markers for time and amplitude,
        Zoom function
        screens record and display
        data format: ASCII
    comes with adaptor

Specifications

    General:
        inputs: 2-ways, 1 external trigger entrance
        entry impedance: 1Mohm//30pF
        frequency reponse: 0Hz till 50 MHz (3dB)
        Max. entry tension: 100V (AC + DC)
        entry connector: DC, AC and SNE
        optical separated from the computer
        voltage: 9-10Vdc/ipads
    minimum system requirements:
        IBM-compatible PC,
        Windows 98, ME, (Win2000 or NT if available), XP

15€



Kavel Omschrijving Openingsbod

        STANDARD display card (min. 800 x 600 for Windows)
        mouse, -
        free printer port, LPT2 or LPT3
        CD-drive
    content:
        PCS500
        2 probes
        parallel PC cable
        Manual
        CD-with software



Kavel Omschrijving Openingsbod

430 2-CHANNEL PC SCOPE 1000MS/s-
The PCS500 is a digital memory oscilloscope for both readout as control a
computer and its monitor. The included Windows program includes all
standard oscilloscope functions. The control expire such as an ordinary
oscilloscope but this allows you to the most actions with mouse, -
Connection via the parallel port computer and computer and oscilloscope
are full optical separated. The TT recorder and oscilloscope have two
completely separated channels with a sampling frequency of max. 1 GHz, -
All golf forms on the screen, can be stored to be used in documents or to
could compare this with other wave form.
Features

    Oscilloscope:
        time Base: 20ns to 100ms per Division,
        trigger source: CH1, CH2 or walk
        trigger side: increasing or falling
        trigger level: adjustable from 1/2 Division
        dot interpolation: linear or rounded
        markers for: voltage and frequency
        input sensitivity: 5mV to 15V/Division with automatic set-up
        Pre-trigger function
        True RMS readout (only AC component)
        recording length: 4096 samples/channel
        frequency:
            real time: 1.25 kHz till 50 MHz
            repeating: 1 GHz
    Spectrum Analyzer:
        frequency range: 0.1.2 kHz till 25 MHz
        linear or log time scale
        operating principle: PASS and NOTCH (Fast Falcon Transform)
        FFT resolution: 2048 lines
        FFT input channel: CH1 or CH2
        Zoom function
        markers for amplitude and frequency
    TT recorder:
        scale: 20ms/div to 2000s/div
        Max. recording time: 9.4 u/Panel,
        Automatic retention of data
        automatic recording for more than 1 year!
        Max. number of samples: 100/s
        min. number of samples: 1 sample/20s -
        markers for time and amplitude,
        Zoom function
        screens record and display
        data format: ASCII
    comes with adaptor

Specifications

    General:
        inputs: 2-ways, 1 external trigger entrance
        entry impedance: 1Mohm//30pF
        frequency reponse: 0Hz till 50 MHz (3dB)
        Max. entry tension: 100V (AC + DC)
        entry connector: DC, AC and SNE
        optical separated from the computer
        voltage: 9-10Vdc/ipads
    minimum system requirements:
        IBM-compatible PC,
        Windows 98, ME, (Win2000 or NT if available), XP

15€



Kavel Omschrijving Openingsbod

        STANDARD display card (min. 800 x 600 for Windows)
        mouse, -
        free printer port, LPT2 or LPT3
        CD-drive
    content:
        PCS500
        2 probes
        parallel PC cable
        Manual
        CD-with software



Kavel Omschrijving Openingsbod

431 2-CHANNEL PC SCOPE 1000MS/s-
The PCS500 is a digital memory oscilloscope for both readout as control a
computer and its monitor. The included Windows program includes all
standard oscilloscope functions. The control expire such as an ordinary
oscilloscope but this allows you to the most actions with mouse, -
Connection via the parallel port computer and computer and oscilloscope
are full optical separated. The TT recorder and oscilloscope have two
completely separated channels with a sampling frequency of max. 1 GHz, -
All golf forms on the screen, can be stored to be used in documents or to
could compare this with other wave form.
Features

    Oscilloscope:
        time Base: 20ns to 100ms per Division,
        trigger source: CH1, CH2 or walk
        trigger side: increasing or falling
        trigger level: adjustable from 1/2 Division
        dot interpolation: linear or rounded
        markers for: voltage and frequency
        input sensitivity: 5mV to 15V/Division with automatic set-up
        Pre-trigger function
        True RMS readout (only AC component)
        recording length: 4096 samples/channel
        frequency:
            real time: 1.25 kHz till 50 MHz
            repeating: 1 GHz
    Spectrum Analyzer:
        frequency range: 0.1.2 kHz till 25 MHz
        linear or log time scale
        operating principle: PASS and NOTCH (Fast Falcon Transform)
        FFT resolution: 2048 lines
        FFT input channel: CH1 or CH2
        Zoom function
        markers for amplitude and frequency
    TT recorder:
        scale: 20ms/div to 2000s/div
        Max. recording time: 9.4 u/Panel,
        Automatic retention of data
        automatic recording for more than 1 year!
        Max. number of samples: 100/s
        min. number of samples: 1 sample/20s -
        markers for time and amplitude,
        Zoom function
        screens record and display
        data format: ASCII
    comes with adaptor

Specifications

    General:
        inputs: 2-ways, 1 external trigger entrance
        entry impedance: 1Mohm//30pF
        frequency reponse: 0Hz till 50 MHz (3dB)
        Max. entry tension: 100V (AC + DC)
        entry connector: DC, AC and SNE
        optical separated from the computer
        voltage: 9-10Vdc/ipads
    minimum system requirements:
        IBM-compatible PC,
        Windows 98, ME, (Win2000 or NT if available), XP

15€



Kavel Omschrijving Openingsbod

        STANDARD display card (min. 800 x 600 for Windows)
        mouse, -
        free printer port, LPT2 or LPT3
        CD-drive
    content:
        PCS500
        2 probes
        parallel PC cable
        Manual
        CD-with software



Kavel Omschrijving Openingsbod

432 2-CHANNEL PC SCOPE 1000MS/s-
The PCS500 is a digital memory oscilloscope for both readout as control a
computer and its monitor. The included Windows program includes all
standard oscilloscope functions. The control expire such as an ordinary
oscilloscope but this allows you to the most actions with mouse, -
Connection via the parallel port computer and computer and oscilloscope
are full optical separated. The TT recorder and oscilloscope have two
completely separated channels with a sampling frequency of max. 1 GHz, -
All golf forms on the screen, can be stored to be used in documents or to
could compare this with other wave form.
Features

    Oscilloscope:
        time Base: 20ns to 100ms per Division,
        trigger source: CH1, CH2 or walk
        trigger side: increasing or falling
        trigger level: adjustable from 1/2 Division
        dot interpolation: linear or rounded
        markers for: voltage and frequency
        input sensitivity: 5mV to 15V/Division with automatic set-up
        Pre-trigger function
        True RMS readout (only AC component)
        recording length: 4096 samples/channel
        frequency:
            real time: 1.25 kHz till 50 MHz
            repeating: 1 GHz
    Spectrum Analyzer:
        frequency range: 0.1.2 kHz till 25 MHz
        linear or log time scale
        operating principle: PASS and NOTCH (Fast Falcon Transform)
        FFT resolution: 2048 lines
        FFT input channel: CH1 or CH2
        Zoom function
        markers for amplitude and frequency
    TT recorder:
        scale: 20ms/div to 2000s/div
        Max. recording time: 9.4 u/Panel,
        Automatic retention of data
        automatic recording for more than 1 year!
        Max. number of samples: 100/s
        min. number of samples: 1 sample/20s -
        markers for time and amplitude,
        Zoom function
        screens record and display
        data format: ASCII
    comes with adaptor

Specifications

    General:
        inputs: 2-ways, 1 external trigger entrance
        entry impedance: 1Mohm//30pF
        frequency reponse: 0Hz till 50 MHz (3dB)
        Max. entry tension: 100V (AC + DC)
        entry connector: DC, AC and SNE
        optical separated from the computer
        voltage: 9-10Vdc/ipads
    minimum system requirements:
        IBM-compatible PC,
        Windows 98, ME, (Win2000 or NT if available), XP

15€



Kavel Omschrijving Openingsbod

        STANDARD display card (min. 800 x 600 for Windows)
        mouse, -
        free printer port, LPT2 or LPT3
        CD-drive
    content:
        PCS500
        2 probes
        parallel PC cable
        Manual
        CD-with software



Kavel Omschrijving Openingsbod

433 2-CHANNEL PC SCOPE 1000MS/s-
The PCS500 is a digital memory oscilloscope for both readout as control a
computer and its monitor. The included Windows program includes all
standard oscilloscope functions. The control expire such as an ordinary
oscilloscope but this allows you to the most actions with mouse, -
Connection via the parallel port computer and computer and oscilloscope
are full optical separated. The TT recorder and oscilloscope have two
completely separated channels with a sampling frequency of max. 1 GHz, -
All golf forms on the screen, can be stored to be used in documents or to
could compare this with other wave form.
Features

    Oscilloscope:
        time Base: 20ns to 100ms per Division,
        trigger source: CH1, CH2 or walk
        trigger side: increasing or falling
        trigger level: adjustable from 1/2 Division
        dot interpolation: linear or rounded
        markers for: voltage and frequency
        input sensitivity: 5mV to 15V/Division with automatic set-up
        Pre-trigger function
        True RMS readout (only AC component)
        recording length: 4096 samples/channel
        frequency:
            real time: 1.25 kHz till 50 MHz
            repeating: 1 GHz
    Spectrum Analyzer:
        frequency range: 0.1.2 kHz till 25 MHz
        linear or log time scale
        operating principle: PASS and NOTCH (Fast Falcon Transform)
        FFT resolution: 2048 lines
        FFT input channel: CH1 or CH2
        Zoom function
        markers for amplitude and frequency
    TT recorder:
        scale: 20ms/div to 2000s/div
        Max. recording time: 9.4 u/Panel,
        Automatic retention of data
        automatic recording for more than 1 year!
        Max. number of samples: 100/s
        min. number of samples: 1 sample/20s -
        markers for time and amplitude,
        Zoom function
        screens record and display
        data format: ASCII
    comes with adaptor

Specifications

    General:
        inputs: 2-ways, 1 external trigger entrance
        entry impedance: 1Mohm//30pF
        frequency reponse: 0Hz till 50 MHz (3dB)
        Max. entry tension: 100V (AC + DC)
        entry connector: DC, AC and SNE
        optical separated from the computer
        voltage: 9-10Vdc/ipads
    minimum system requirements:
        IBM-compatible PC,
        Windows 98, ME, (Win2000 or NT if available), XP

15€



Kavel Omschrijving Openingsbod

        STANDARD display card (min. 800 x 600 for Windows)
        mouse, -
        free printer port, LPT2 or LPT3
        CD-drive
    content:
        PCS500
        2 probes
        parallel PC cable
        Manual
        CD-with software



Kavel Omschrijving Openingsbod

434 2-CHANNEL PC SCOPE 1000MS/s-
The PCS500 is a digital memory oscilloscope for both readout as control a
computer and its monitor. The included Windows program includes all
standard oscilloscope functions. The control expire such as an ordinary
oscilloscope but this allows you to the most actions with mouse, -
Connection via the parallel port computer and computer and oscilloscope
are full optical separated. The TT recorder and oscilloscope have two
completely separated channels with a sampling frequency of max. 1 GHz, -
All golf forms on the screen, can be stored to be used in documents or to
could compare this with other wave form.
Features

    Oscilloscope:
        time Base: 20ns to 100ms per Division,
        trigger source: CH1, CH2 or walk
        trigger side: increasing or falling
        trigger level: adjustable from 1/2 Division
        dot interpolation: linear or rounded
        markers for: voltage and frequency
        input sensitivity: 5mV to 15V/Division with automatic set-up
        Pre-trigger function
        True RMS readout (only AC component)
        recording length: 4096 samples/channel
        frequency:
            real time: 1.25 kHz till 50 MHz
            repeating: 1 GHz
    Spectrum Analyzer:
        frequency range: 0.1.2 kHz till 25 MHz
        linear or log time scale
        operating principle: PASS and NOTCH (Fast Falcon Transform)
        FFT resolution: 2048 lines
        FFT input channel: CH1 or CH2
        Zoom function
        markers for amplitude and frequency
    TT recorder:
        scale: 20ms/div to 2000s/div
        Max. recording time: 9.4 u/Panel,
        Automatic retention of data
        automatic recording for more than 1 year!
        Max. number of samples: 100/s
        min. number of samples: 1 sample/20s -
        markers for time and amplitude,
        Zoom function
        screens record and display
        data format: ASCII
    comes with adaptor

Specifications

    General:
        inputs: 2-ways, 1 external trigger entrance
        entry impedance: 1Mohm//30pF
        frequency reponse: 0Hz till 50 MHz (3dB)
        Max. entry tension: 100V (AC + DC)
        entry connector: DC, AC and SNE
        optical separated from the computer
        voltage: 9-10Vdc/ipads
    minimum system requirements:
        IBM-compatible PC,
        Windows 98, ME, (Win2000 or NT if available), XP

15€



Kavel Omschrijving Openingsbod

        STANDARD display card (min. 800 x 600 for Windows)
        mouse, -
        free printer port, LPT2 or LPT3
        CD-drive
    content:
        PCS500
        2 probes
        parallel PC cable
        Manual
        CD-with software



Kavel Omschrijving Openingsbod

435 2-CHANNEL PC SCOPE 1000MS/s-
The PCS500 is a digital memory oscilloscope for both readout as control a
computer and its monitor. The included Windows program includes all
standard oscilloscope functions. The control expire such as an ordinary
oscilloscope but this allows you to the most actions with mouse, -
Connection via the parallel port computer and computer and oscilloscope
are full optical separated. The TT recorder and oscilloscope have two
completely separated channels with a sampling frequency of max. 1 GHz, -
All golf forms on the screen, can be stored to be used in documents or to
could compare this with other wave form.
Features

    Oscilloscope:
        time Base: 20ns to 100ms per Division,
        trigger source: CH1, CH2 or walk
        trigger side: increasing or falling
        trigger level: adjustable from 1/2 Division
        dot interpolation: linear or rounded
        markers for: voltage and frequency
        input sensitivity: 5mV to 15V/Division with automatic set-up
        Pre-trigger function
        True RMS readout (only AC component)
        recording length: 4096 samples/channel
        frequency:
            real time: 1.25 kHz till 50 MHz
            repeating: 1 GHz
    Spectrum Analyzer:
        frequency range: 0.1.2 kHz till 25 MHz
        linear or log time scale
        operating principle: PASS and NOTCH (Fast Falcon Transform)
        FFT resolution: 2048 lines
        FFT input channel: CH1 or CH2
        Zoom function
        markers for amplitude and frequency
    TT recorder:
        scale: 20ms/div to 2000s/div
        Max. recording time: 9.4 u/Panel,
        Automatic retention of data
        automatic recording for more than 1 year!
        Max. number of samples: 100/s
        min. number of samples: 1 sample/20s -
        markers for time and amplitude,
        Zoom function
        screens record and display
        data format: ASCII
    comes with adaptor

Specifications

    General:
        inputs: 2-ways, 1 external trigger entrance
        entry impedance: 1Mohm//30pF
        frequency reponse: 0Hz till 50 MHz (3dB)
        Max. entry tension: 100V (AC + DC)
        entry connector: DC, AC and SNE
        optical separated from the computer
        voltage: 9-10Vdc/ipads
    minimum system requirements:
        IBM-compatible PC,
        Windows 98, ME, (Win2000 or NT if available), XP

15€



Kavel Omschrijving Openingsbod

        STANDARD display card (min. 800 x 600 for Windows)
        mouse, -
        free printer port, LPT2 or LPT3
        CD-drive
    content:
        PCS500
        2 probes
        parallel PC cable
        Manual
        CD-with software



Kavel Omschrijving Openingsbod

436 2-CHANNEL PC SCOPE 1000MS/s-
The PCS500 is a digital memory oscilloscope for both readout as control a
computer and its monitor. The included Windows program includes all
standard oscilloscope functions. The control expire such as an ordinary
oscilloscope but this allows you to the most actions with mouse, -
Connection via the parallel port computer and computer and oscilloscope
are full optical separated. The TT recorder and oscilloscope have two
completely separated channels with a sampling frequency of max. 1 GHz, -
All golf forms on the screen, can be stored to be used in documents or to
could compare this with other wave form.
Features

    Oscilloscope:
        time Base: 20ns to 100ms per Division,
        trigger source: CH1, CH2 or walk
        trigger side: increasing or falling
        trigger level: adjustable from 1/2 Division
        dot interpolation: linear or rounded
        markers for: voltage and frequency
        input sensitivity: 5mV to 15V/Division with automatic set-up
        Pre-trigger function
        True RMS readout (only AC component)
        recording length: 4096 samples/channel
        frequency:
            real time: 1.25 kHz till 50 MHz
            repeating: 1 GHz
    Spectrum Analyzer:
        frequency range: 0.1.2 kHz till 25 MHz
        linear or log time scale
        operating principle: PASS and NOTCH (Fast Falcon Transform)
        FFT resolution: 2048 lines
        FFT input channel: CH1 or CH2
        Zoom function
        markers for amplitude and frequency
    TT recorder:
        scale: 20ms/div to 2000s/div
        Max. recording time: 9.4 u/Panel,
        Automatic retention of data
        automatic recording for more than 1 year!
        Max. number of samples: 100/s
        min. number of samples: 1 sample/20s -
        markers for time and amplitude,
        Zoom function
        screens record and display
        data format: ASCII
    comes with adaptor

Specifications

    General:
        inputs: 2-ways, 1 external trigger entrance
        entry impedance: 1Mohm//30pF
        frequency reponse: 0Hz till 50 MHz (3dB)
        Max. entry tension: 100V (AC + DC)
        entry connector: DC, AC and SNE
        optical separated from the computer
        voltage: 9-10Vdc/ipads
    minimum system requirements:
        IBM-compatible PC,
        Windows 98, ME, (Win2000 or NT if available), XP

15€



Kavel Omschrijving Openingsbod

        STANDARD display card (min. 800 x 600 for Windows)
        mouse, -
        free printer port, LPT2 or LPT3
        CD-drive
    content:
        PCS500
        2 probes
        parallel PC cable
        Manual
        CD-with software



Kavel Omschrijving Openingsbod

437 2-CHANNEL PC SCOPE 1000MS/s-
The PCS500 is a digital memory oscilloscope for both readout as control a
computer and its monitor. The included Windows program includes all
standard oscilloscope functions. The control expire such as an ordinary
oscilloscope but this allows you to the most actions with mouse, -
Connection via the parallel port computer and computer and oscilloscope
are full optical separated. The TT recorder and oscilloscope have two
completely separated channels with a sampling frequency of max. 1 GHz, -
All golf forms on the screen, can be stored to be used in documents or to
could compare this with other wave form.
Features

    Oscilloscope:
        time Base: 20ns to 100ms per Division,
        trigger source: CH1, CH2 or walk
        trigger side: increasing or falling
        trigger level: adjustable from 1/2 Division
        dot interpolation: linear or rounded
        markers for: voltage and frequency
        input sensitivity: 5mV to 15V/Division with automatic set-up
        Pre-trigger function
        True RMS readout (only AC component)
        recording length: 4096 samples/channel
        frequency:
            real time: 1.25 kHz till 50 MHz
            repeating: 1 GHz
    Spectrum Analyzer:
        frequency range: 0.1.2 kHz till 25 MHz
        linear or log time scale
        operating principle: PASS and NOTCH (Fast Falcon Transform)
        FFT resolution: 2048 lines
        FFT input channel: CH1 or CH2
        Zoom function
        markers for amplitude and frequency
    TT recorder:
        scale: 20ms/div to 2000s/div
        Max. recording time: 9.4 u/Panel,
        Automatic retention of data
        automatic recording for more than 1 year!
        Max. number of samples: 100/s
        min. number of samples: 1 sample/20s -
        markers for time and amplitude,
        Zoom function
        screens record and display
        data format: ASCII
    comes with adaptor

Specifications

    General:
        inputs: 2-ways, 1 external trigger entrance
        entry impedance: 1Mohm//30pF
        frequency reponse: 0Hz till 50 MHz (3dB)
        Max. entry tension: 100V (AC + DC)
        entry connector: DC, AC and SNE
        optical separated from the computer
        voltage: 9-10Vdc/ipads
    minimum system requirements:
        IBM-compatible PC,
        Windows 98, ME, (Win2000 or NT if available), XP

15€



Kavel Omschrijving Openingsbod

        STANDARD display card (min. 800 x 600 for Windows)
        mouse, -
        free printer port, LPT2 or LPT3
        CD-drive
    content:
        PCS500
        2 probes
        parallel PC cable
        Manual
        CD-with software



Kavel Omschrijving Openingsbod

438 2-CHANNEL PC SCOPE 1000MS/s-
The PCS500 is a digital memory oscilloscope for both readout as control a
computer and its monitor. The included Windows program includes all
standard oscilloscope functions. The control expire such as an ordinary
oscilloscope but this allows you to the most actions with mouse, -
Connection via the parallel port computer and computer and oscilloscope
are full optical separated. The TT recorder and oscilloscope have two
completely separated channels with a sampling frequency of max. 1 GHz, -
All golf forms on the screen, can be stored to be used in documents or to
could compare this with other wave form.
Features

    Oscilloscope:
        time Base: 20ns to 100ms per Division,
        trigger source: CH1, CH2 or walk
        trigger side: increasing or falling
        trigger level: adjustable from 1/2 Division
        dot interpolation: linear or rounded
        markers for: voltage and frequency
        input sensitivity: 5mV to 15V/Division with automatic set-up
        Pre-trigger function
        True RMS readout (only AC component)
        recording length: 4096 samples/channel
        frequency:
            real time: 1.25 kHz till 50 MHz
            repeating: 1 GHz
    Spectrum Analyzer:
        frequency range: 0.1.2 kHz till 25 MHz
        linear or log time scale
        operating principle: PASS and NOTCH (Fast Falcon Transform)
        FFT resolution: 2048 lines
        FFT input channel: CH1 or CH2
        Zoom function
        markers for amplitude and frequency
    TT recorder:
        scale: 20ms/div to 2000s/div
        Max. recording time: 9.4 u/Panel,
        Automatic retention of data
        automatic recording for more than 1 year!
        Max. number of samples: 100/s
        min. number of samples: 1 sample/20s -
        markers for time and amplitude,
        Zoom function
        screens record and display
        data format: ASCII
    comes with adaptor

Specifications

    General:
        inputs: 2-ways, 1 external trigger entrance
        entry impedance: 1Mohm//30pF
        frequency reponse: 0Hz till 50 MHz (3dB)
        Max. entry tension: 100V (AC + DC)
        entry connector: DC, AC and SNE
        optical separated from the computer
        voltage: 9-10Vdc/ipads
    minimum system requirements:
        IBM-compatible PC,
        Windows 98, ME, (Win2000 or NT if available), XP

15€



Kavel Omschrijving Openingsbod

        STANDARD display card (min. 800 x 600 for Windows)
        mouse, -
        free printer port, LPT2 or LPT3
        CD-drive
    content:
        PCS500
        2 probes
        parallel PC cable
        Manual
        CD-with software



Kavel Omschrijving Openingsbod

439 2-CHANNEL PC SCOPE 1000MS/s-
The PCS500 is a digital memory oscilloscope for both readout as control a
computer and its monitor. The included Windows program includes all
standard oscilloscope functions. The control expire such as an ordinary
oscilloscope but this allows you to the most actions with mouse, -
Connection via the parallel port computer and computer and oscilloscope
are full optical separated. The TT recorder and oscilloscope have two
completely separated channels with a sampling frequency of max. 1 GHz, -
All golf forms on the screen, can be stored to be used in documents or to
could compare this with other wave form.
Features

    Oscilloscope:
        time Base: 20ns to 100ms per Division,
        trigger source: CH1, CH2 or walk
        trigger side: increasing or falling
        trigger level: adjustable from 1/2 Division
        dot interpolation: linear or rounded
        markers for: voltage and frequency
        input sensitivity: 5mV to 15V/Division with automatic set-up
        Pre-trigger function
        True RMS readout (only AC component)
        recording length: 4096 samples/channel
        frequency:
            real time: 1.25 kHz till 50 MHz
            repeating: 1 GHz
    Spectrum Analyzer:
        frequency range: 0.1.2 kHz till 25 MHz
        linear or log time scale
        operating principle: PASS and NOTCH (Fast Falcon Transform)
        FFT resolution: 2048 lines
        FFT input channel: CH1 or CH2
        Zoom function
        markers for amplitude and frequency
    TT recorder:
        scale: 20ms/div to 2000s/div
        Max. recording time: 9.4 u/Panel,
        Automatic retention of data
        automatic recording for more than 1 year!
        Max. number of samples: 100/s
        min. number of samples: 1 sample/20s -
        markers for time and amplitude,
        Zoom function
        screens record and display
        data format: ASCII
    comes with adaptor

Specifications

    General:
        inputs: 2-ways, 1 external trigger entrance
        entry impedance: 1Mohm//30pF
        frequency reponse: 0Hz till 50 MHz (3dB)
        Max. entry tension: 100V (AC + DC)
        entry connector: DC, AC and SNE
        optical separated from the computer
        voltage: 9-10Vdc/ipads
    minimum system requirements:
        IBM-compatible PC,
        Windows 98, ME, (Win2000 or NT if available), XP

15€



Kavel Omschrijving Openingsbod

        STANDARD display card (min. 800 x 600 for Windows)
        mouse, -
        free printer port, LPT2 or LPT3
        CD-drive
    content:
        PCS500
        2 probes
        parallel PC cable
        Manual
        CD-with software



Kavel Omschrijving Openingsbod

440 2-CHANNEL PC SCOPE 1000MS/s-
The PCS500 is a digital memory oscilloscope for both readout as control a
computer and its monitor. The included Windows program includes all
standard oscilloscope functions. The control expire such as an ordinary
oscilloscope but this allows you to the most actions with mouse, -
Connection via the parallel port computer and computer and oscilloscope
are full optical separated. The TT recorder and oscilloscope have two
completely separated channels with a sampling frequency of max. 1 GHz, -
All golf forms on the screen, can be stored to be used in documents or to
could compare this with other wave form.
Features

    Oscilloscope:
        time Base: 20ns to 100ms per Division,
        trigger source: CH1, CH2 or walk
        trigger side: increasing or falling
        trigger level: adjustable from 1/2 Division
        dot interpolation: linear or rounded
        markers for: voltage and frequency
        input sensitivity: 5mV to 15V/Division with automatic set-up
        Pre-trigger function
        True RMS readout (only AC component)
        recording length: 4096 samples/channel
        frequency:
            real time: 1.25 kHz till 50 MHz
            repeating: 1 GHz
    Spectrum Analyzer:
        frequency range: 0.1.2 kHz till 25 MHz
        linear or log time scale
        operating principle: PASS and NOTCH (Fast Falcon Transform)
        FFT resolution: 2048 lines
        FFT input channel: CH1 or CH2
        Zoom function
        markers for amplitude and frequency
    TT recorder:
        scale: 20ms/div to 2000s/div
        Max. recording time: 9.4 u/Panel,
        Automatic retention of data
        automatic recording for more than 1 year!
        Max. number of samples: 100/s
        min. number of samples: 1 sample/20s -
        markers for time and amplitude,
        Zoom function
        screens record and display
        data format: ASCII
    comes with adaptor

Specifications

    General:
        inputs: 2-ways, 1 external trigger entrance
        entry impedance: 1Mohm//30pF
        frequency reponse: 0Hz till 50 MHz (3dB)
        Max. entry tension: 100V (AC + DC)
        entry connector: DC, AC and SNE
        optical separated from the computer
        voltage: 9-10Vdc/ipads
    minimum system requirements:
        IBM-compatible PC,
        Windows 98, ME, (Win2000 or NT if available), XP

15€



Kavel Omschrijving Openingsbod

        STANDARD display card (min. 800 x 600 for Windows)
        mouse, -
        free printer port, LPT2 or LPT3
        CD-drive
    content:
        PCS500
        2 probes
        parallel PC cable
        Manual
        CD-with software



Kavel Omschrijving Openingsbod

441 2-CHANNEL PC SCOPE 1000MS/s-
The PCS500 is a digital memory oscilloscope for both readout as control a
computer and its monitor. The included Windows program includes all
standard oscilloscope functions. The control expire such as an ordinary
oscilloscope but this allows you to the most actions with mouse, -
Connection via the parallel port computer and computer and oscilloscope
are full optical separated. The TT recorder and oscilloscope have two
completely separated channels with a sampling frequency of max. 1 GHz, -
All golf forms on the screen, can be stored to be used in documents or to
could compare this with other wave form.
Features

    Oscilloscope:
        time Base: 20ns to 100ms per Division,
        trigger source: CH1, CH2 or walk
        trigger side: increasing or falling
        trigger level: adjustable from 1/2 Division
        dot interpolation: linear or rounded
        markers for: voltage and frequency
        input sensitivity: 5mV to 15V/Division with automatic set-up
        Pre-trigger function
        True RMS readout (only AC component)
        recording length: 4096 samples/channel
        frequency:
            real time: 1.25 kHz till 50 MHz
            repeating: 1 GHz
    Spectrum Analyzer:
        frequency range: 0.1.2 kHz till 25 MHz
        linear or log time scale
        operating principle: PASS and NOTCH (Fast Falcon Transform)
        FFT resolution: 2048 lines
        FFT input channel: CH1 or CH2
        Zoom function
        markers for amplitude and frequency
    TT recorder:
        scale: 20ms/div to 2000s/div
        Max. recording time: 9.4 u/Panel,
        Automatic retention of data
        automatic recording for more than 1 year!
        Max. number of samples: 100/s
        min. number of samples: 1 sample/20s -
        markers for time and amplitude,
        Zoom function
        screens record and display
        data format: ASCII
    comes with adaptor

Specifications

    General:
        inputs: 2-ways, 1 external trigger entrance
        entry impedance: 1Mohm//30pF
        frequency reponse: 0Hz till 50 MHz (3dB)
        Max. entry tension: 100V (AC + DC)
        entry connector: DC, AC and SNE
        optical separated from the computer
        voltage: 9-10Vdc/ipads
    minimum system requirements:
        IBM-compatible PC,
        Windows 98, ME, (Win2000 or NT if available), XP

15€



Kavel Omschrijving Openingsbod

        STANDARD display card (min. 800 x 600 for Windows)
        mouse, -
        free printer port, LPT2 or LPT3
        CD-drive
    content:
        PCS500
        2 probes
        parallel PC cable
        Manual
        CD-with software



Kavel Omschrijving Openingsbod

442 2-CHANNEL PC SCOPE 1000MS/s-
The PCS500 is a digital memory oscilloscope for both readout as control a
computer and its monitor. The included Windows program includes all
standard oscilloscope functions. The control expire such as an ordinary
oscilloscope but this allows you to the most actions with mouse, -
Connection via the parallel port computer and computer and oscilloscope
are full optical separated. The TT recorder and oscilloscope have two
completely separated channels with a sampling frequency of max. 1 GHz, -
All golf forms on the screen, can be stored to be used in documents or to
could compare this with other wave form.
Features

    Oscilloscope:
        time Base: 20ns to 100ms per Division,
        trigger source: CH1, CH2 or walk
        trigger side: increasing or falling
        trigger level: adjustable from 1/2 Division
        dot interpolation: linear or rounded
        markers for: voltage and frequency
        input sensitivity: 5mV to 15V/Division with automatic set-up
        Pre-trigger function
        True RMS readout (only AC component)
        recording length: 4096 samples/channel
        frequency:
            real time: 1.25 kHz till 50 MHz
            repeating: 1 GHz
    Spectrum Analyzer:
        frequency range: 0.1.2 kHz till 25 MHz
        linear or log time scale
        operating principle: PASS and NOTCH (Fast Falcon Transform)
        FFT resolution: 2048 lines
        FFT input channel: CH1 or CH2
        Zoom function
        markers for amplitude and frequency
    TT recorder:
        scale: 20ms/div to 2000s/div
        Max. recording time: 9.4 u/Panel,
        Automatic retention of data
        automatic recording for more than 1 year!
        Max. number of samples: 100/s
        min. number of samples: 1 sample/20s -
        markers for time and amplitude,
        Zoom function
        screens record and display
        data format: ASCII
    comes with adaptor

Specifications

    General:
        inputs: 2-ways, 1 external trigger entrance
        entry impedance: 1Mohm//30pF
        frequency reponse: 0Hz till 50 MHz (3dB)
        Max. entry tension: 100V (AC + DC)
        entry connector: DC, AC and SNE
        optical separated from the computer
        voltage: 9-10Vdc/ipads
    minimum system requirements:
        IBM-compatible PC,
        Windows 98, ME, (Win2000 or NT if available), XP

15€



Kavel Omschrijving Openingsbod

        STANDARD display card (min. 800 x 600 for Windows)
        mouse, -
        free printer port, LPT2 or LPT3
        CD-drive
    content:
        PCS500
        2 probes
        parallel PC cable
        Manual
        CD-with software



Kavel Omschrijving Openingsbod

443 2-CHANNEL PC SCOPE 1000MS/s-
The PCS500 is a digital memory oscilloscope for both readout as control a
computer and its monitor. The included Windows program includes all
standard oscilloscope functions. The control expire such as an ordinary
oscilloscope but this allows you to the most actions with mouse, -
Connection via the parallel port computer and computer and oscilloscope
are full optical separated. The TT recorder and oscilloscope have two
completely separated channels with a sampling frequency of max. 1 GHz, -
All golf forms on the screen, can be stored to be used in documents or to
could compare this with other wave form.
Features

    Oscilloscope:
        time Base: 20ns to 100ms per Division,
        trigger source: CH1, CH2 or walk
        trigger side: increasing or falling
        trigger level: adjustable from 1/2 Division
        dot interpolation: linear or rounded
        markers for: voltage and frequency
        input sensitivity: 5mV to 15V/Division with automatic set-up
        Pre-trigger function
        True RMS readout (only AC component)
        recording length: 4096 samples/channel
        frequency:
            real time: 1.25 kHz till 50 MHz
            repeating: 1 GHz
    Spectrum Analyzer:
        frequency range: 0.1.2 kHz till 25 MHz
        linear or log time scale
        operating principle: PASS and NOTCH (Fast Falcon Transform)
        FFT resolution: 2048 lines
        FFT input channel: CH1 or CH2
        Zoom function
        markers for amplitude and frequency
    TT recorder:
        scale: 20ms/div to 2000s/div
        Max. recording time: 9.4 u/Panel,
        Automatic retention of data
        automatic recording for more than 1 year!
        Max. number of samples: 100/s
        min. number of samples: 1 sample/20s -
        markers for time and amplitude,
        Zoom function
        screens record and display
        data format: ASCII
    comes with adaptor

Specifications

    General:
        inputs: 2-ways, 1 external trigger entrance
        entry impedance: 1Mohm//30pF
        frequency reponse: 0Hz till 50 MHz (3dB)
        Max. entry tension: 100V (AC + DC)
        entry connector: DC, AC and SNE
        optical separated from the computer
        voltage: 9-10Vdc/ipads
    minimum system requirements:
        IBM-compatible PC,
        Windows 98, ME, (Win2000 or NT if available), XP

15€



Kavel Omschrijving Openingsbod

        STANDARD display card (min. 800 x 600 for Windows)
        mouse, -
        free printer port, LPT2 or LPT3
        CD-drive
    content:
        PCS500
        2 probes
        parallel PC cable
        Manual
        CD-with software



Kavel Omschrijving Openingsbod

444 2-CHANNEL PC SCOPE 1000MS/s-
The PCS500 is a digital memory oscilloscope for both readout as control a
computer and its monitor. The included Windows program includes all
standard oscilloscope functions. The control expire such as an ordinary
oscilloscope but this allows you to the most actions with mouse, -
Connection via the parallel port computer and computer and oscilloscope
are full optical separated. The TT recorder and oscilloscope have two
completely separated channels with a sampling frequency of max. 1 GHz, -
All golf forms on the screen, can be stored to be used in documents or to
could compare this with other wave form.
Features

    Oscilloscope:
        time Base: 20ns to 100ms per Division,
        trigger source: CH1, CH2 or walk
        trigger side: increasing or falling
        trigger level: adjustable from 1/2 Division
        dot interpolation: linear or rounded
        markers for: voltage and frequency
        input sensitivity: 5mV to 15V/Division with automatic set-up
        Pre-trigger function
        True RMS readout (only AC component)
        recording length: 4096 samples/channel
        frequency:
            real time: 1.25 kHz till 50 MHz
            repeating: 1 GHz
    Spectrum Analyzer:
        frequency range: 0.1.2 kHz till 25 MHz
        linear or log time scale
        operating principle: PASS and NOTCH (Fast Falcon Transform)
        FFT resolution: 2048 lines
        FFT input channel: CH1 or CH2
        Zoom function
        markers for amplitude and frequency
    TT recorder:
        scale: 20ms/div to 2000s/div
        Max. recording time: 9.4 u/Panel,
        Automatic retention of data
        automatic recording for more than 1 year!
        Max. number of samples: 100/s
        min. number of samples: 1 sample/20s -
        markers for time and amplitude,
        Zoom function
        screens record and display
        data format: ASCII
    comes with adaptor

Specifications

    General:
        inputs: 2-ways, 1 external trigger entrance
        entry impedance: 1Mohm//30pF
        frequency reponse: 0Hz till 50 MHz (3dB)
        Max. entry tension: 100V (AC + DC)
        entry connector: DC, AC and SNE
        optical separated from the computer
        voltage: 9-10Vdc/ipads
    minimum system requirements:
        IBM-compatible PC,
        Windows 98, ME, (Win2000 or NT if available), XP

15€



Kavel Omschrijving Openingsbod

        STANDARD display card (min. 800 x 600 for Windows)
        mouse, -
        free printer port, LPT2 or LPT3
        CD-drive
    content:
        PCS500
        2 probes
        parallel PC cable
        Manual
        CD-with software



Kavel Omschrijving Openingsbod

445 2-CHANNEL PC SCOPE 1000MS/s-
The PCS500 is a digital memory oscilloscope for both readout as control a
computer and its monitor. The included Windows program includes all
standard oscilloscope functions. The control expire such as an ordinary
oscilloscope but this allows you to the most actions with mouse, -
Connection via the parallel port computer and computer and oscilloscope
are full optical separated. The TT recorder and oscilloscope have two
completely separated channels with a sampling frequency of max. 1 GHz, -
All golf forms on the screen, can be stored to be used in documents or to
could compare this with other wave form.
Features

    Oscilloscope:
        time Base: 20ns to 100ms per Division,
        trigger source: CH1, CH2 or walk
        trigger side: increasing or falling
        trigger level: adjustable from 1/2 Division
        dot interpolation: linear or rounded
        markers for: voltage and frequency
        input sensitivity: 5mV to 15V/Division with automatic set-up
        Pre-trigger function
        True RMS readout (only AC component)
        recording length: 4096 samples/channel
        frequency:
            real time: 1.25 kHz till 50 MHz
            repeating: 1 GHz
    Spectrum Analyzer:
        frequency range: 0.1.2 kHz till 25 MHz
        linear or log time scale
        operating principle: PASS and NOTCH (Fast Falcon Transform)
        FFT resolution: 2048 lines
        FFT input channel: CH1 or CH2
        Zoom function
        markers for amplitude and frequency
    TT recorder:
        scale: 20ms/div to 2000s/div
        Max. recording time: 9.4 u/Panel,
        Automatic retention of data
        automatic recording for more than 1 year!
        Max. number of samples: 100/s
        min. number of samples: 1 sample/20s -
        markers for time and amplitude,
        Zoom function
        screens record and display
        data format: ASCII
    comes with adaptor

Specifications

    General:
        inputs: 2-ways, 1 external trigger entrance
        entry impedance: 1Mohm//30pF
        frequency reponse: 0Hz till 50 MHz (3dB)
        Max. entry tension: 100V (AC + DC)
        entry connector: DC, AC and SNE
        optical separated from the computer
        voltage: 9-10Vdc/ipads
    minimum system requirements:
        IBM-compatible PC,
        Windows 98, ME, (Win2000 or NT if available), XP

15€



Kavel Omschrijving Openingsbod

        STANDARD display card (min. 800 x 600 for Windows)
        mouse, -
        free printer port, LPT2 or LPT3
        CD-drive
    content:
        PCS500
        2 probes
        parallel PC cable
        Manual
        CD-with software



Kavel Omschrijving Openingsbod

446 2-CHANNEL PC SCOPE 1000MS/s-
The PCS500 is a digital memory oscilloscope for both readout as control a
computer and its monitor. The included Windows program includes all
standard oscilloscope functions. The control expire such as an ordinary
oscilloscope but this allows you to the most actions with mouse, -
Connection via the parallel port computer and computer and oscilloscope
are full optical separated. The TT recorder and oscilloscope have two
completely separated channels with a sampling frequency of max. 1 GHz, -
All golf forms on the screen, can be stored to be used in documents or to
could compare this with other wave form.
Features

    Oscilloscope:
        time Base: 20ns to 100ms per Division,
        trigger source: CH1, CH2 or walk
        trigger side: increasing or falling
        trigger level: adjustable from 1/2 Division
        dot interpolation: linear or rounded
        markers for: voltage and frequency
        input sensitivity: 5mV to 15V/Division with automatic set-up
        Pre-trigger function
        True RMS readout (only AC component)
        recording length: 4096 samples/channel
        frequency:
            real time: 1.25 kHz till 50 MHz
            repeating: 1 GHz
    Spectrum Analyzer:
        frequency range: 0.1.2 kHz till 25 MHz
        linear or log time scale
        operating principle: PASS and NOTCH (Fast Falcon Transform)
        FFT resolution: 2048 lines
        FFT input channel: CH1 or CH2
        Zoom function
        markers for amplitude and frequency
    TT recorder:
        scale: 20ms/div to 2000s/div
        Max. recording time: 9.4 u/Panel,
        Automatic retention of data
        automatic recording for more than 1 year!
        Max. number of samples: 100/s
        min. number of samples: 1 sample/20s -
        markers for time and amplitude,
        Zoom function
        screens record and display
        data format: ASCII
    comes with adaptor

Specifications

    General:
        inputs: 2-ways, 1 external trigger entrance
        entry impedance: 1Mohm//30pF
        frequency reponse: 0Hz till 50 MHz (3dB)
        Max. entry tension: 100V (AC + DC)
        entry connector: DC, AC and SNE
        optical separated from the computer
        voltage: 9-10Vdc/ipads
    minimum system requirements:
        IBM-compatible PC,
        Windows 98, ME, (Win2000 or NT if available), XP

15€



Kavel Omschrijving Openingsbod

        STANDARD display card (min. 800 x 600 for Windows)
        mouse, -
        free printer port, LPT2 or LPT3
        CD-drive
    content:
        PCS500
        2 probes
        parallel PC cable
        Manual
        CD-with software



Kavel Omschrijving Openingsbod

447 2-CHANNEL PC SCOPE 1000MS/s-
The PCS500 is a digital memory oscilloscope for both readout as control a
computer and its monitor. The included Windows program includes all
standard oscilloscope functions. The control expire such as an ordinary
oscilloscope but this allows you to the most actions with mouse, -
Connection via the parallel port computer and computer and oscilloscope
are full optical separated. The TT recorder and oscilloscope have two
completely separated channels with a sampling frequency of max. 1 GHz, -
All golf forms on the screen, can be stored to be used in documents or to
could compare this with other wave form.
Features

    Oscilloscope:
        time Base: 20ns to 100ms per Division,
        trigger source: CH1, CH2 or walk
        trigger side: increasing or falling
        trigger level: adjustable from 1/2 Division
        dot interpolation: linear or rounded
        markers for: voltage and frequency
        input sensitivity: 5mV to 15V/Division with automatic set-up
        Pre-trigger function
        True RMS readout (only AC component)
        recording length: 4096 samples/channel
        frequency:
            real time: 1.25 kHz till 50 MHz
            repeating: 1 GHz
    Spectrum Analyzer:
        frequency range: 0.1.2 kHz till 25 MHz
        linear or log time scale
        operating principle: PASS and NOTCH (Fast Falcon Transform)
        FFT resolution: 2048 lines
        FFT input channel: CH1 or CH2
        Zoom function
        markers for amplitude and frequency
    TT recorder:
        scale: 20ms/div to 2000s/div
        Max. recording time: 9.4 u/Panel,
        Automatic retention of data
        automatic recording for more than 1 year!
        Max. number of samples: 100/s
        min. number of samples: 1 sample/20s -
        markers for time and amplitude,
        Zoom function
        screens record and display
        data format: ASCII
    comes with adaptor

Specifications

    General:
        inputs: 2-ways, 1 external trigger entrance
        entry impedance: 1Mohm//30pF
        frequency reponse: 0Hz till 50 MHz (3dB)
        Max. entry tension: 100V (AC + DC)
        entry connector: DC, AC and SNE
        optical separated from the computer
        voltage: 9-10Vdc/ipads
    minimum system requirements:
        IBM-compatible PC,
        Windows 98, ME, (Win2000 or NT if available), XP

15€
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        STANDARD display card (min. 800 x 600 for Windows)
        mouse, -
        free printer port, LPT2 or LPT3
        CD-drive
    content:
        PCS500
        2 probes
        parallel PC cable
        Manual
        CD-with software
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448 2-CHANNEL PC SCOPE 1000MS/s-
The PCS500 is a digital memory oscilloscope for both readout as control a
computer and its monitor. The included Windows program includes all
standard oscilloscope functions. The control expire such as an ordinary
oscilloscope but this allows you to the most actions with mouse, -
Connection via the parallel port computer and computer and oscilloscope
are full optical separated. The TT recorder and oscilloscope have two
completely separated channels with a sampling frequency of max. 1 GHz, -
All golf forms on the screen, can be stored to be used in documents or to
could compare this with other wave form.
Features

    Oscilloscope:
        time Base: 20ns to 100ms per Division,
        trigger source: CH1, CH2 or walk
        trigger side: increasing or falling
        trigger level: adjustable from 1/2 Division
        dot interpolation: linear or rounded
        markers for: voltage and frequency
        input sensitivity: 5mV to 15V/Division with automatic set-up
        Pre-trigger function
        True RMS readout (only AC component)
        recording length: 4096 samples/channel
        frequency:
            real time: 1.25 kHz till 50 MHz
            repeating: 1 GHz
    Spectrum Analyzer:
        frequency range: 0.1.2 kHz till 25 MHz
        linear or log time scale
        operating principle: PASS and NOTCH (Fast Falcon Transform)
        FFT resolution: 2048 lines
        FFT input channel: CH1 or CH2
        Zoom function
        markers for amplitude and frequency
    TT recorder:
        scale: 20ms/div to 2000s/div
        Max. recording time: 9.4 u/Panel,
        Automatic retention of data
        automatic recording for more than 1 year!
        Max. number of samples: 100/s
        min. number of samples: 1 sample/20s -
        markers for time and amplitude,
        Zoom function
        screens record and display
        data format: ASCII
    comes with adaptor

Specifications

    General:
        inputs: 2-ways, 1 external trigger entrance
        entry impedance: 1Mohm//30pF
        frequency reponse: 0Hz till 50 MHz (3dB)
        Max. entry tension: 100V (AC + DC)
        entry connector: DC, AC and SNE
        optical separated from the computer
        voltage: 9-10Vdc/ipads
    minimum system requirements:
        IBM-compatible PC,
        Windows 98, ME, (Win2000 or NT if available), XP

15€
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        STANDARD display card (min. 800 x 600 for Windows)
        mouse, -
        free printer port, LPT2 or LPT3
        CD-drive
    content:
        PCS500
        2 probes
        parallel PC cable
        Manual
        CD-with software
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449 2-CHANNEL PC SCOPE 1000MS/s-
The PCS500 is a digital memory oscilloscope for both readout as control a
computer and its monitor. The included Windows program includes all
standard oscilloscope functions. The control expire such as an ordinary
oscilloscope but this allows you to the most actions with mouse, -
Connection via the parallel port computer and computer and oscilloscope
are full optical separated. The TT recorder and oscilloscope have two
completely separated channels with a sampling frequency of max. 1 GHz, -
All golf forms on the screen, can be stored to be used in documents or to
could compare this with other wave form.
Features

    Oscilloscope:
        time Base: 20ns to 100ms per Division,
        trigger source: CH1, CH2 or walk
        trigger side: increasing or falling
        trigger level: adjustable from 1/2 Division
        dot interpolation: linear or rounded
        markers for: voltage and frequency
        input sensitivity: 5mV to 15V/Division with automatic set-up
        Pre-trigger function
        True RMS readout (only AC component)
        recording length: 4096 samples/channel
        frequency:
            real time: 1.25 kHz till 50 MHz
            repeating: 1 GHz
    Spectrum Analyzer:
        frequency range: 0.1.2 kHz till 25 MHz
        linear or log time scale
        operating principle: PASS and NOTCH (Fast Falcon Transform)
        FFT resolution: 2048 lines
        FFT input channel: CH1 or CH2
        Zoom function
        markers for amplitude and frequency
    TT recorder:
        scale: 20ms/div to 2000s/div
        Max. recording time: 9.4 u/Panel,
        Automatic retention of data
        automatic recording for more than 1 year!
        Max. number of samples: 100/s
        min. number of samples: 1 sample/20s -
        markers for time and amplitude,
        Zoom function
        screens record and display
        data format: ASCII
    comes with adaptor

Specifications

    General:
        inputs: 2-ways, 1 external trigger entrance
        entry impedance: 1Mohm//30pF
        frequency reponse: 0Hz till 50 MHz (3dB)
        Max. entry tension: 100V (AC + DC)
        entry connector: DC, AC and SNE
        optical separated from the computer
        voltage: 9-10Vdc/ipads
    minimum system requirements:
        IBM-compatible PC,
        Windows 98, ME, (Win2000 or NT if available), XP

15€
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        STANDARD display card (min. 800 x 600 for Windows)
        mouse, -
        free printer port, LPT2 or LPT3
        CD-drive
    content:
        PCS500
        2 probes
        parallel PC cable
        Manual
        CD-with software

450 MODIFIED SINE WAVE POWER INVERTER 1000W 24V DC IN/230 VAC
OUT-PIN EARTH-' Soft Start ""
Features

    Compact
    modified sinus golf
    output is short-circuit
    battery low alarm
    Automatic shutdown when low battery
    thermal + overload protection
    child protection

Specifications

    voltage: 24Vdc (20-30V)
    consumption: 1.6 A, ""
    contact plug: pin Earth
    FUSE: 2 x AFU30 AUTO FUSE 30A (green)
    dimensions: 300 x 203 x 75 mm
    Max. voltage: 1000W

60€

451 MODIFIED SINE WAVE POWER INVERTER 1000W 24V DC IN/230 VAC
OUT-PIN EARTH-' Soft Start ""
Features

    Compact
    modified sinus golf
    output is short-circuit
    battery low alarm
    Automatic shutdown when low battery
    thermal + overload protection
    child protection

Specifications

    voltage: 24Vdc (20-30V)
    consumption: 1.6 A, ""
    contact plug: pin Earth
    FUSE: 2 x AFU30 AUTO FUSE 30A (green)
    dimensions: 300 x 203 x 75 mm
    Max. voltage: 1000W

60€
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452 MODIFIED SINE WAVE POWER INVERTER 1000W 24V DC IN/230 VAC
OUT-PIN EARTH-' Soft Start ""
Features

    Compact
    modified sinus golf
    output is short-circuit
    battery low alarm
    Automatic shutdown when low battery
    thermal + overload protection
    child protection

Specifications

    voltage: 24Vdc (20-30V)
    consumption: 1.6 A, ""
    contact plug: pin Earth
    FUSE: 2 x AFU30 AUTO FUSE 30A (green)
    dimensions: 300 x 203 x 75 mm
    Max. voltage: 1000W

60€
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453 MAGLITE MAG-TAC ® URBAN GREY-
It to the outside and inside anodized aluminum air ensures strength. The
flashlights are corrosion resistant. Thanks to the CAP with O-rings, they are
also waterproof, ""
All pocket led flashlights of Mag-Lite ® to use the Mag-Led ® technology.

Intelligent energy management
Building on the concept introduced by Mag Instrument, to use the Mag-Lite
® pocket led flashlights electronic module for energy management (2nd
generation), so that the user light output can adjustment, ""

Precision lens and reflector
All models from the series use special matching optical components, and
also offer a high-quality and powerful beam in every usage mode.

With adjustable and ultra powerful light beam
As all normal torches Mag-Lite ® thus models with leds a powerful light
beam with an easy turning of the top can set. With patented alignment
system is the perfect module led to Center and gives you a powerful and
accurate beam.
Features

    color: urban grey
    water resistant
    adjustable beam
    3 modes:: flashing light, the maximum strength & energy saving
    end cap switch
    solid and aluminum flashlight, anodised on the inside and outside

Specifications

    lamp:
        reach: 182 m
        brightness: 8293 cd
        light power: 310 m
    power:
        battery: 2 x CR123-battery (incl.)
        battery: approx. 4 u (high)/17 you (low)
        lamp life:-
    dimensions:
        length: 13.2 cm
        diameter head: 2.6 cm
        diameter body: 2.6 cm
    weight:
        without batteries:-
        batteries: 136 g

20€
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454 MAGLITE MAG-TAC ® URBAN GREY-
It to the outside and inside anodized aluminum air ensures strength. The
flashlights are corrosion resistant. Thanks to the CAP with O-rings, they are
also waterproof, ""
All pocket led flashlights of Mag-Lite ® to use the Mag-Led ® technology.

Intelligent energy management
Building on the concept introduced by Mag Instrument, to use the Mag-Lite
® pocket led flashlights electronic module for energy management (2nd
generation), so that the user light output can adjustment, ""

Precision lens and reflector
All models from the series use special matching optical components, and
also offer a high-quality and powerful beam in every usage mode.

With adjustable and ultra powerful light beam
As all normal torches Mag-Lite ® thus models with leds a powerful light
beam with an easy turning of the top can set. With patented alignment
system is the perfect module led to Center and gives you a powerful and
accurate beam.
Features

    color: urban grey
    water resistant
    adjustable beam
    3 modes:: flashing light, the maximum strength & energy saving
    end cap switch
    solid and aluminum flashlight, anodised on the inside and outside

Specifications

    lamp:
        reach: 182 m
        brightness: 8293 cd
        light power: 310 m
    power:
        battery: 2 x CR123-battery (incl.)
        battery: approx. 4 u (high)/17 you (low)
        lamp life:-
    dimensions:
        length: 13.2 cm
        diameter head: 2.6 cm
        diameter body: 2.6 cm
    weight:
        without batteries:-
        batteries: 136 g

20€
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455 MAGLITE MAG-TAC ® URBAN GREY-
It to the outside and inside anodized aluminum air ensures strength. The
flashlights are corrosion resistant. Thanks to the CAP with O-rings, they are
also waterproof, ""
All pocket led flashlights of Mag-Lite ® to use the Mag-Led ® technology.

Intelligent energy management
Building on the concept introduced by Mag Instrument, to use the Mag-Lite
® pocket led flashlights electronic module for energy management (2nd
generation), so that the user light output can adjustment, ""

Precision lens and reflector
All models from the series use special matching optical components, and
also offer a high-quality and powerful beam in every usage mode.

With adjustable and ultra powerful light beam
As all normal torches Mag-Lite ® thus models with leds a powerful light
beam with an easy turning of the top can set. With patented alignment
system is the perfect module led to Center and gives you a powerful and
accurate beam.
Features

    color: urban grey
    water resistant
    adjustable beam
    3 modes:: flashing light, the maximum strength & energy saving
    end cap switch
    solid and aluminum flashlight, anodised on the inside and outside

Specifications

    lamp:
        reach: 182 m
        brightness: 8293 cd
        light power: 310 m
    power:
        battery: 2 x CR123-battery (incl.)
        battery: approx. 4 u (high)/17 you (low)
        lamp life:-
    dimensions:
        length: 13.2 cm
        diameter head: 2.6 cm
        diameter body: 2.6 cm
    weight:
        without batteries:-
        batteries: 136 g

20€
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456 TOPCOM PROTALKER PT-1016-
Features

    16 channels
    waterdruppel resistant (IP54)
    SCANNER function
    low battery indication
    Automatic shutdown energy saving
    display: 38 CTCSS/83 CDCSS
    noise reduction
    content:
        PMR
        load station
        battery pack, ""
        belt clip
        adapter
        belt clip

Specifications

    channels: 16
    CTCSS and DCS: 38 CTCSS
    power: Lion battery pack, ""
    operating temperature:-20 ° c ~ + 55 ° c
    connections: entry audio accessory, power adapter

15€

457 TOPCOM PROTALKER PT-1016-
Features

    16 channels
    waterdruppel resistant (IP54)
    SCANNER function
    low battery indication
    Automatic shutdown energy saving
    display: 38 CTCSS/83 CDCSS
    noise reduction
    content:
        PMR
        load station
        battery pack, ""
        belt clip
        adapter
        belt clip

Specifications

    channels: 16
    CTCSS and DCS: 38 CTCSS
    power: Lion battery pack, ""
    operating temperature:-20 ° c ~ + 55 ° c
    connections: entry audio accessory, power adapter

15€

458 ULTRA-HAND SAW BLADE-MAJOR-8T/cm-100 pcs- 10€
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459 ULTRA-HAND SAW BLADE-MAJOR-8T/cm-100 pcs- 10€

460 ULTRA-HAND SAW BLADE-MAJOR-8T/cm-100 pcs- 10€

461 ULTRA-HAND SAW BLADE-MAJOR-8T/cm-100 pcs- 10€

462 ULTRA-HAND SAW BLADE-MAJOR-8T/cm-100 pcs- 10€

463 ULTRA-HAND SAW BLADE-MAJOR-10T/cm-100 pcs- 10€

464 ULTRA-HAND SAW BLADE-MAJOR-10T/cm-100 pcs- 10€

465 ULTRA-HAND SAW BLADE-FLEX-UNBREAKABLE-12T/cm-100 pcs- 10€
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466 ULTRA-HAND SAW BLADE-FLEX-UNBREAKABLE-12T/cm-100 pcs- 10€

467 ULTRA-HAND SAW BLADE-MAJOR-6T/cm-100 pcs- 10€

468 ULTRA-HAND SAW BLADE-MAJOR-6T/cm-100 pcs- 10€

469 ULTRA-HAND SAW BLADE-MAJOR-6T/cm-100 pcs- 10€

470 ULTRA-HAND SAW BLADE-MAJOR-6T/cm-100 pcs- 10€

471 AIR TUBE-WHITE TUBE-4 x 50W-
Features

    attractive, large air column
    stylish deco lighting for creation of a festive atmosphere or decoration
    ready for use
    for indoor use
    additional columns (option):
        color:
            Blue: VDL504AT/TB
            Red: VDL504AT/R
            White: VDL504AT/TW

Specifications

    height: 3 m x Ø480mm
    type lamps 4 x 50W/230 VAC-GU10 (LHALGU1050)
    weight: 9.5 kg

25€
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472 PRO DISCO LIGHT PACK, 1-
Features

    content:
        4 x VDP250SC6:6-channels DJ scanner 250W ELC-SPACE 250-
        1 x VDPC145:192 channel DMX control 192 channel DMX control
        4 x LAMP250/24ELCE: halogen lamp ELC 24V 250W/

185€

473 PRO DISCO LIGHT PACK, 1-
Features

    content:
        4 x VDP250SC6:6-channels DJ scanner 250W ELC-SPACE 250-
        1 x VDPC145:192 channel DMX control 192 channel DMX control
        4 x LAMP250/24ELCE: halogen lamp ELC 24V 250W/

185€

474 PROFESSIONAL DOUBLE SMOKE MACHINE-2 x 1500W-DMX
Features

    smoke machine, 3000W, with 2 exhausts for a doubled smoke output
    remote control via 5-pin XLR or DMX control via the 3-pin XLR
    with timer function
    2 exits can with the aid of a switch on the device selected
    in option:
        high density non-liquid: VDLSLH5: HIGH DENSITY SMOKE LIQUID (5
l) (5 l)
        high density non-liquid ' pro ': VDLSLHT5: PROF. HIGH DENSITY
SMOKE LIQUID (5 l) (5 l)
        cleaning liquid: VDLCL: CLEANING LIQUID for SMOKE MACHINE
(0.25 L) (0.25 l)

Specifications

    power: 230 VAC/50 Hz
    consumption: 3000W
    smoke output: 850 m ³/min.
    Cap. tank: 9 l
    warm-up time: 11 min.
    dimensions: 730 x 510 x 330 mm, ""
    weight: 18 kg

65€

475 COSMIC-
Green laser light effect 20mW.
Features

    pre-programmed effects
    sound activated operation

Specifications

    power: 20mW, 532nm, Laser Class III B
    color: green
    power: 230 VAC, 50 Hz
    consumption: 30W max.
    FUSE: F 1A, 250VAC (5 x 20 mm) (order code: FF1N: FUSE 5 x 20 mm,
QUICK 1A (10pcs./box),)
    dimensions: 500 x Ø160mm
    weight: 2.9 kg

220€
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476 STEP 575S MOVING HEAD SPOT 575W-20-CHANNELS, LAYING IN
FLIGHTCASE-
Professional 20-channel moving head (575W) in a flightcase-comes with
Sylvania-lamp type 575MSR.
Features

    operating signal: standard 20-kannaals Mode or master/slave
    simple menu control thanks to the lcd-screen and the jog wheel
    quick self test function and short warm-up time
    Pan and tiltbeweging:
        resolution: 8/16 bits for smooth and precise movements
        Pan: 540 °
        tilt: 280 °
        position: Autom. adjustment,
    efficient parabolic dichroic reflector
    motorized zoom 15 °-18 ° and 22 °
    Shutter: stroboscope (1-10 Flash)
    dimmer: linear dimming from 0-100%
    enable/disable logging lamp on distance,
    color:
        color: 1 wheel 9 dichroic colors + white
        color dial: 6 dichroic colors + white + 56 k-filter + 32 k-filter
        Rainbow effect in both directions
    gobos:
        Gobo-1:6 wheel rotating switcheable and index gobos + blank (4 in
steel and 2 glass gobos)
        gobo-wheel 2:9 static gobos + white, with shaking function
        dimensions gobo: 27 mm
    Prisma: rotative prisma, with 3 facets, adjustable speed
    motorized iris
    protection against overheating

Specifications

    lamp: LAMP575MSR/2SYL: LAMP SYLVANIA 575 W/95 V, BA575/2, GX
9.5, 8500 K, 1000 h (BA575/2) (Sylvania, incl.)
    dimensions gobo: Ø 27 mm
    power: 230 VAC/50 Hz
    power: 850W
    dimensions: 620 x 362 x 410 mm
    weight: 32 kg,

115€
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477 STEP 575S MOVING HEAD SPOT 575W-20-CHANNELS, LAYING IN
FLIGHTCASE-
Professional 20-channel moving head (575W) in a flightcase-comes with
Sylvania-lamp type 575MSR.
Features

    operating signal: standard 20-kannaals Mode or master/slave
    simple menu control thanks to the lcd-screen and the jog wheel
    quick self test function and short warm-up time
    Pan and tiltbeweging:
        resolution: 8/16 bits for smooth and precise movements
        Pan: 540 °
        tilt: 280 °
        position: Autom. adjustment,
    efficient parabolic dichroic reflector
    motorized zoom 15 °-18 ° and 22 °
    Shutter: stroboscope (1-10 Flash)
    dimmer: linear dimming from 0-100%
    enable/disable logging lamp on distance,
    color:
        color: 1 wheel 9 dichroic colors + white
        color dial: 6 dichroic colors + white + 56 k-filter + 32 k-filter
        Rainbow effect in both directions
    gobos:
        Gobo-1:6 wheel rotating switcheable and index gobos + blank (4 in
steel and 2 glass gobos)
        gobo-wheel 2:9 static gobos + white, with shaking function
        dimensions gobo: 27 mm
    Prisma: rotative prisma, with 3 facets, adjustable speed
    motorized iris
    protection against overheating

Specifications

    lamp: LAMP575MSR/2SYL: LAMP SYLVANIA 575 W/95 V, BA575/2, GX
9.5, 8500 K, 1000 h (BA575/2) (Sylvania, incl.)
    dimensions gobo: Ø 27 mm
    power: 230 VAC/50 Hz
    power: 850W
    dimensions: 620 x 362 x 410 mm
    weight: 32 kg,

115€
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478 STEP 575S MOVING HEAD SPOT 575W-20-CHANNELS, LAYING IN
FLIGHTCASE-
Professional 20-channel moving head (575W) in a flightcase-comes with
Sylvania-lamp type 575MSR.
Features

    operating signal: standard 20-kannaals Mode or master/slave
    simple menu control thanks to the lcd-screen and the jog wheel
    quick self test function and short warm-up time
    Pan and tiltbeweging:
        resolution: 8/16 bits for smooth and precise movements
        Pan: 540 °
        tilt: 280 °
        position: Autom. adjustment,
    efficient parabolic dichroic reflector
    motorized zoom 15 °-18 ° and 22 °
    Shutter: stroboscope (1-10 Flash)
    dimmer: linear dimming from 0-100%
    enable/disable logging lamp on distance,
    color:
        color: 1 wheel 9 dichroic colors + white
        color dial: 6 dichroic colors + white + 56 k-filter + 32 k-filter
        Rainbow effect in both directions
    gobos:
        Gobo-1:6 wheel rotating switcheable and index gobos + blank (4 in
steel and 2 glass gobos)
        gobo-wheel 2:9 static gobos + white, with shaking function
        dimensions gobo: 27 mm
    Prisma: rotative prisma, with 3 facets, adjustable speed
    motorized iris
    protection against overheating

Specifications

    lamp: LAMP575MSR/2SYL: LAMP SYLVANIA 575 W/95 V, BA575/2, GX
9.5, 8500 K, 1000 h (BA575/2) (Sylvania, incl.)
    dimensions gobo: Ø 27 mm
    power: 230 VAC/50 Hz
    power: 850W
    dimensions: 620 x 362 x 410 mm
    weight: 32 kg,

115€
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479 4-CHANNEL CHASER CONTROLLER WITH SCHUKO OUTLETS-
Suitable for mounting in 19 '' rack (3 h).
Features

    controls: hold dimmer/hold sound/. sound/. speed/car sound/car speed
    blackout and full-on functions,
    memory, 42 pre-programmed chase programs, ""
    speed: chase normal or adjustable via ' Tap Sync ""
    audio control: via the built-in microphone of entry line

Specifications

    power: 230 VAC
    Max. total load: max. 16A
    Max. load per channel, max. 5A
    external audio-entry: 100mV-1Vpp
    exits: 4 x schuko
    dimensions: 19 """" ""x 132 mm (3U) x 126.5 mm
    weight: 4,5 kg

50€

480 NUCLILED 1000-DMX LED STROBE-
The NUCLILED 1000 is a compact, powerful stroboscope with 132 SMD
5050 leds.
Features

    very powerful strobe effect, very low in consumption
    suitable for indoor use, for all kinds of applications
    autonome, master/slave or DMX controlled operation
    DMX controlled via 3 channels (intensity, speed and time)
    power and doorluskabel included

Specifications

    power: 90 to 260 VAC, 50/60 Hz
    consumption: 60 W
    LEDs, 132 x SMD 5050
    colour temperature: 7000 K
    dimensions: 365 x 144 x 166 mm
    weight: 2,8 kg

40€
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481 SMART LED BEAM-10 x 3W LEDs-WARM WHITE, ""
Wash-effect with white leds. New in the sunstrip gamma.
Features

    12-channels DMX control with separate control of each led
    Master dimmer and shutter in DMX control
    stand-alone and music control with built-in effects
    Pulse-effect with adjustable speed
    extra 230V-power exit suitable for connection to 10 projectors
    suitable for mounting in height, or on the floor

Specifications

    power: 230 VAC ~, 50 Hz
    consumption: 37W
    led: 10 x CREE ® 3W warm white
    light power: 1050 @ 1 m
    beam angle: 140 °
    dimensions: 1060 x 58 x 148 mm
    weight: 3.5 kg

40€

482 SMART LED BEAM-10 x 3W LEDs-WARM WHITE, ""
Wash-effect with white leds. New in the sunstrip gamma.
Features

    12-channels DMX control with separate control of each led
    Master dimmer and shutter in DMX control
    stand-alone and music control with built-in effects
    Pulse-effect with adjustable speed
    extra 230V-power exit suitable for connection to 10 projectors
    suitable for mounting in height, or on the floor

Specifications

    power: 230 VAC ~, 50 Hz
    consumption: 37W
    led: 10 x CREE ® 3W warm white
    light power: 1050 @ 1 m
    beam angle: 140 °
    dimensions: 1060 x 58 x 148 mm
    weight: 3.5 kg

40€
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483 SMART LED BEAM-10 x 3W LEDs-WARM WHITE, ""
Wash-effect with white leds. New in the sunstrip gamma.
Features

    12-channels DMX control with separate control of each led
    Master dimmer and shutter in DMX control
    stand-alone and music control with built-in effects
    Pulse-effect with adjustable speed
    extra 230V-power exit suitable for connection to 10 projectors
    suitable for mounting in height, or on the floor

Specifications

    power: 230 VAC ~, 50 Hz
    consumption: 37W
    led: 10 x CREE ® 3W warm white
    light power: 1050 @ 1 m
    beam angle: 140 °
    dimensions: 1060 x 58 x 148 mm
    weight: 3.5 kg

40€

484 SMART LED BEAM-10 x 3W LEDs-WARM WHITE, ""
Wash-effect with white leds. New in the sunstrip gamma.
Features

    12-channels DMX control with separate control of each led
    Master dimmer and shutter in DMX control
    stand-alone and music control with built-in effects
    Pulse-effect with adjustable speed
    extra 230V-power exit suitable for connection to 10 projectors
    suitable for mounting in height, or on the floor

Specifications

    power: 230 VAC ~, 50 Hz
    consumption: 37W
    led: 10 x CREE ® 3W warm white
    light power: 1050 @ 1 m
    beam angle: 140 °
    dimensions: 1060 x 58 x 148 mm
    weight: 3.5 kg

40€
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485 SMART LED BEAM-10 x 3W LEDs-WARM WHITE, ""
Wash-effect with white leds. New in the sunstrip gamma.
Features

    12-channels DMX control with separate control of each led
    Master dimmer and shutter in DMX control
    stand-alone and music control with built-in effects
    Pulse-effect with adjustable speed
    extra 230V-power exit suitable for connection to 10 projectors
    suitable for mounting in height, or on the floor

Specifications

    power: 230 VAC ~, 50 Hz
    consumption: 37W
    led: 10 x CREE ® 3W warm white
    light power: 1050 @ 1 m
    beam angle: 140 °
    dimensions: 1060 x 58 x 148 mm
    weight: 3.5 kg

40€

486 LED GOBO EFFECT-DMX CONTROLLED-1 x 10W CREE LED
Features

    Gobo-effect led
    Master-slavesturing
    Control via DMX 2 channels (dimmer, goborotatie)
    built-in effects for automatic and stand-alonesturing
    manual focus
    provided with 4 gobos

Specifications

    power: 240VAC ~, 50 Hz
    consumption: 15W
    light source: 1 x high power 10W CREE LED
    dimensions gobo: 29 mm
    dimensions: 230 x 150 x 100 mm
    weight: 2.0 kg

35€

487 LED GOBO EFFECT-DMX CONTROLLED-1 x 10W CREE LED
Features

    Gobo-effect led
    Master-slavesturing
    Control via DMX 2 channels (dimmer, goborotatie)
    built-in effects for automatic and stand-alonesturing
    manual focus
    provided with 4 gobos

Specifications

    power: 240VAC ~, 50 Hz
    consumption: 15W
    light source: 1 x high power 10W CREE LED
    dimensions gobo: 29 mm
    dimensions: 230 x 150 x 100 mm
    weight: 2.0 kg

35€
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488 NUCLILED 3000-TRIPLE DMX LED STROBE-
The NUCLILED 3000 is a very clear stroboscope with a unique design. The
consisting of 3 sections, each with 132 bright white SMD-5050 leds, for
intense light packs. In mode with DMX control, you can view the device also
as stage blinder (max. 1 minute). In autonome mode the light on music via
the built-in microphone and you can built-in macros select for creating
unique effects with chases and flashing lights between the sections, "" You
can use this versatile device in the following modes: manual, master/slave,
sound and DMX controlled, ""
Features

    very powerful strobe effect, very low in consumption
    suitable for indoor use, for all kinds of applications
    autonome, master/slave or DMX controlled operation
    DMX controlled via 5 channels (intensity of section A, B & C, speed,
expensive)
    power supply and connector from 1 source via powerCON input and
output connectors and 3-/5-polige DMX input and output XLR connectors

Specifications

    power: 90 to 260 VAC, 50/60 Hz
    consumption: 165 W
    LEDs: 396 x SMD 5050
    colour temperature: 7000 K
    dimensions: 365 x 209 x 210 mm
    weight: 5.2 kg

75€

489 NUCLILED 3000-TRIPLE DMX LED STROBE-
The NUCLILED 3000 is a very clear stroboscope with a unique design. The
consisting of 3 sections, each with 132 bright white SMD-5050 leds, for
intense light packs. In mode with DMX control, you can view the device also
as stage blinder (max. 1 minute). In autonome mode the light on music via
the built-in microphone and you can built-in macros select for creating
unique effects with chases and flashing lights between the sections, "" You
can use this versatile device in the following modes: manual, master/slave,
sound and DMX controlled, ""
Features

    very powerful strobe effect, very low in consumption
    suitable for indoor use, for all kinds of applications
    autonome, master/slave or DMX controlled operation
    DMX controlled via 5 channels (intensity of section A, B & C, speed,
expensive)
    power supply and connector from 1 source via powerCON input and
output connectors and 3-/5-polige DMX input and output XLR connectors

Specifications

    power: 90 to 260 VAC, 50/60 Hz
    consumption: 165 W
    LEDs: 396 x SMD 5050
    colour temperature: 7000 K
    dimensions: 365 x 209 x 210 mm
    weight: 5.2 kg

75€
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490 NUCLILED 3000-TRIPLE DMX LED STROBE-
The NUCLILED 3000 is a very clear stroboscope with a unique design. The
consisting of 3 sections, each with 132 bright white SMD-5050 leds, for
intense light packs. In mode with DMX control, you can view the device also
as stage blinder (max. 1 minute). In autonome mode the light on music via
the built-in microphone and you can built-in macros select for creating
unique effects with chases and flashing lights between the sections, "" You
can use this versatile device in the following modes: manual, master/slave,
sound and DMX controlled, ""
Features

    very powerful strobe effect, very low in consumption
    suitable for indoor use, for all kinds of applications
    autonome, master/slave or DMX controlled operation
    DMX controlled via 5 channels (intensity of section A, B & C, speed,
expensive)
    power supply and connector from 1 source via powerCON input and
output connectors and 3-/5-polige DMX input and output XLR connectors

Specifications

    power: 90 to 260 VAC, 50/60 Hz
    consumption: 165 W
    LEDs: 396 x SMD 5050
    colour temperature: 7000 K
    dimensions: 365 x 209 x 210 mm
    weight: 5.2 kg

75€

491 NUCLILED 3000-TRIPLE DMX LED STROBE-
The NUCLILED 3000 is a very clear stroboscope with a unique design. The
consisting of 3 sections, each with 132 bright white SMD-5050 leds, for
intense light packs. In mode with DMX control, you can view the device also
as stage blinder (max. 1 minute). In autonome mode the light on music via
the built-in microphone and you can built-in macros select for creating
unique effects with chases and flashing lights between the sections, "" You
can use this versatile device in the following modes: manual, master/slave,
sound and DMX controlled, ""
Features

    very powerful strobe effect, very low in consumption
    suitable for indoor use, for all kinds of applications
    autonome, master/slave or DMX controlled operation
    DMX controlled via 5 channels (intensity of section A, B & C, speed,
expensive)
    power supply and connector from 1 source via powerCON input and
output connectors and 3-/5-polige DMX input and output XLR connectors

Specifications

    power: 90 to 260 VAC, 50/60 Hz
    consumption: 165 W
    LEDs: 396 x SMD 5050
    colour temperature: 7000 K
    dimensions: 365 x 209 x 210 mm
    weight: 5.2 kg

75€
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492 NUCLILED 3000-TRIPLE DMX LED STROBE-
The NUCLILED 3000 is a very clear stroboscope with a unique design. The
consisting of 3 sections, each with 132 bright white SMD-5050 leds, for
intense light packs. In mode with DMX control, you can view the device also
as stage blinder (max. 1 minute). In autonome mode the light on music via
the built-in microphone and you can built-in macros select for creating
unique effects with chases and flashing lights between the sections, "" You
can use this versatile device in the following modes: manual, master/slave,
sound and DMX controlled, ""
Features

    very powerful strobe effect, very low in consumption
    suitable for indoor use, for all kinds of applications
    autonome, master/slave or DMX controlled operation
    DMX controlled via 5 channels (intensity of section A, B & C, speed,
expensive)
    power supply and connector from 1 source via powerCON input and
output connectors and 3-/5-polige DMX input and output XLR connectors

Specifications

    power: 90 to 260 VAC, 50/60 Hz
    consumption: 165 W
    LEDs: 396 x SMD 5050
    colour temperature: 7000 K
    dimensions: 365 x 209 x 210 mm
    weight: 5.2 kg

75€

493 NUCLILED 3000-TRIPLE DMX LED STROBE-
The NUCLILED 3000 is a very clear stroboscope with a unique design. The
consisting of 3 sections, each with 132 bright white SMD-5050 leds, for
intense light packs. In mode with DMX control, you can view the device also
as stage blinder (max. 1 minute). In autonome mode the light on music via
the built-in microphone and you can built-in macros select for creating
unique effects with chases and flashing lights between the sections, "" You
can use this versatile device in the following modes: manual, master/slave,
sound and DMX controlled, ""
Features

    very powerful strobe effect, very low in consumption
    suitable for indoor use, for all kinds of applications
    autonome, master/slave or DMX controlled operation
    DMX controlled via 5 channels (intensity of section A, B & C, speed,
expensive)
    power supply and connector from 1 source via powerCON input and
output connectors and 3-/5-polige DMX input and output XLR connectors

Specifications

    power: 90 to 260 VAC, 50/60 Hz
    consumption: 165 W
    LEDs: 396 x SMD 5050
    colour temperature: 7000 K
    dimensions: 365 x 209 x 210 mm
    weight: 5.2 kg

75€
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494 NUCLILED 3000-TRIPLE DMX LED STROBE-
The NUCLILED 3000 is a very clear stroboscope with a unique design. The
consisting of 3 sections, each with 132 bright white SMD-5050 leds, for
intense light packs. In mode with DMX control, you can view the device also
as stage blinder (max. 1 minute). In autonome mode the light on music via
the built-in microphone and you can built-in macros select for creating
unique effects with chases and flashing lights between the sections, "" You
can use this versatile device in the following modes: manual, master/slave,
sound and DMX controlled, ""
Features

    very powerful strobe effect, very low in consumption
    suitable for indoor use, for all kinds of applications
    autonome, master/slave or DMX controlled operation
    DMX controlled via 5 channels (intensity of section A, B & C, speed,
expensive)
    power supply and connector from 1 source via powerCON input and
output connectors and 3-/5-polige DMX input and output XLR connectors

Specifications

    power: 90 to 260 VAC, 50/60 Hz
    consumption: 165 W
    LEDs: 396 x SMD 5050
    colour temperature: 7000 K
    dimensions: 365 x 209 x 210 mm
    weight: 5.2 kg

75€

495 NUCLILED 3000-TRIPLE DMX LED STROBE-
The NUCLILED 3000 is a very clear stroboscope with a unique design. The
consisting of 3 sections, each with 132 bright white SMD-5050 leds, for
intense light packs. In mode with DMX control, you can view the device also
as stage blinder (max. 1 minute). In autonome mode the light on music via
the built-in microphone and you can built-in macros select for creating
unique effects with chases and flashing lights between the sections, "" You
can use this versatile device in the following modes: manual, master/slave,
sound and DMX controlled, ""
Features

    very powerful strobe effect, very low in consumption
    suitable for indoor use, for all kinds of applications
    autonome, master/slave or DMX controlled operation
    DMX controlled via 5 channels (intensity of section A, B & C, speed,
expensive)
    power supply and connector from 1 source via powerCON input and
output connectors and 3-/5-polige DMX input and output XLR connectors

Specifications

    power: 90 to 260 VAC, 50/60 Hz
    consumption: 165 W
    LEDs: 396 x SMD 5050
    colour temperature: 7000 K
    dimensions: 365 x 209 x 210 mm
    weight: 5.2 kg

75€
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496 NUCLILED 3000-TRIPLE DMX LED STROBE-
The NUCLILED 3000 is a very clear stroboscope with a unique design. The
consisting of 3 sections, each with 132 bright white SMD-5050 leds, for
intense light packs. In mode with DMX control, you can view the device also
as stage blinder (max. 1 minute). In autonome mode the light on music via
the built-in microphone and you can built-in macros select for creating
unique effects with chases and flashing lights between the sections, "" You
can use this versatile device in the following modes: manual, master/slave,
sound and DMX controlled, ""
Features

    very powerful strobe effect, very low in consumption
    suitable for indoor use, for all kinds of applications
    autonome, master/slave or DMX controlled operation
    DMX controlled via 5 channels (intensity of section A, B & C, speed,
expensive)
    power supply and connector from 1 source via powerCON input and
output connectors and 3-/5-polige DMX input and output XLR connectors

Specifications

    power: 90 to 260 VAC, 50/60 Hz
    consumption: 165 W
    LEDs: 396 x SMD 5050
    colour temperature: 7000 K
    dimensions: 365 x 209 x 210 mm
    weight: 5.2 kg

75€

497 NUCLILED 3000-TRIPLE DMX LED STROBE-
The NUCLILED 3000 is a very clear stroboscope with a unique design. The
consisting of 3 sections, each with 132 bright white SMD-5050 leds, for
intense light packs. In mode with DMX control, you can view the device also
as stage blinder (max. 1 minute). In autonome mode the light on music via
the built-in microphone and you can built-in macros select for creating
unique effects with chases and flashing lights between the sections, "" You
can use this versatile device in the following modes: manual, master/slave,
sound and DMX controlled, ""
Features

    very powerful strobe effect, very low in consumption
    suitable for indoor use, for all kinds of applications
    autonome, master/slave or DMX controlled operation
    DMX controlled via 5 channels (intensity of section A, B & C, speed,
expensive)
    power supply and connector from 1 source via powerCON input and
output connectors and 3-/5-polige DMX input and output XLR connectors

Specifications

    power: 90 to 260 VAC, 50/60 Hz
    consumption: 165 W
    LEDs: 396 x SMD 5050
    colour temperature: 7000 K
    dimensions: 365 x 209 x 210 mm
    weight: 5.2 kg

75€
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498 NUCLILED 3000-TRIPLE DMX LED STROBE-
The NUCLILED 3000 is a very clear stroboscope with a unique design. The
consisting of 3 sections, each with 132 bright white SMD-5050 leds, for
intense light packs. In mode with DMX control, you can view the device also
as stage blinder (max. 1 minute). In autonome mode the light on music via
the built-in microphone and you can built-in macros select for creating
unique effects with chases and flashing lights between the sections, "" You
can use this versatile device in the following modes: manual, master/slave,
sound and DMX controlled, ""
Features

    very powerful strobe effect, very low in consumption
    suitable for indoor use, for all kinds of applications
    autonome, master/slave or DMX controlled operation
    DMX controlled via 5 channels (intensity of section A, B & C, speed,
expensive)
    power supply and connector from 1 source via powerCON input and
output connectors and 3-/5-polige DMX input and output XLR connectors

Specifications

    power: 90 to 260 VAC, 50/60 Hz
    consumption: 165 W
    LEDs: 396 x SMD 5050
    colour temperature: 7000 K
    dimensions: 365 x 209 x 210 mm
    weight: 5.2 kg

75€

499 NUCLILED 3000-TRIPLE DMX LED STROBE-
The NUCLILED 3000 is a very clear stroboscope with a unique design. The
consisting of 3 sections, each with 132 bright white SMD-5050 leds, for
intense light packs. In mode with DMX control, you can view the device also
as stage blinder (max. 1 minute). In autonome mode the light on music via
the built-in microphone and you can built-in macros select for creating
unique effects with chases and flashing lights between the sections, "" You
can use this versatile device in the following modes: manual, master/slave,
sound and DMX controlled, ""
Features

    very powerful strobe effect, very low in consumption
    suitable for indoor use, for all kinds of applications
    autonome, master/slave or DMX controlled operation
    DMX controlled via 5 channels (intensity of section A, B & C, speed,
expensive)
    power supply and connector from 1 source via powerCON input and
output connectors and 3-/5-polige DMX input and output XLR connectors

Specifications

    power: 90 to 260 VAC, 50/60 Hz
    consumption: 165 W
    LEDs: 396 x SMD 5050
    colour temperature: 7000 K
    dimensions: 365 x 209 x 210 mm
    weight: 5.2 kg

75€
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500 NUCLILED 3000-TRIPLE DMX LED STROBE-
The NUCLILED 3000 is a very clear stroboscope with a unique design. The
consisting of 3 sections, each with 132 bright white SMD-5050 leds, for
intense light packs. In mode with DMX control, you can view the device also
as stage blinder (max. 1 minute). In autonome mode the light on music via
the built-in microphone and you can built-in macros select for creating
unique effects with chases and flashing lights between the sections, "" You
can use this versatile device in the following modes: manual, master/slave,
sound and DMX controlled, ""
Features

    very powerful strobe effect, very low in consumption
    suitable for indoor use, for all kinds of applications
    autonome, master/slave or DMX controlled operation
    DMX controlled via 5 channels (intensity of section A, B & C, speed,
expensive)
    power supply and connector from 1 source via powerCON input and
output connectors and 3-/5-polige DMX input and output XLR connectors

Specifications

    power: 90 to 260 VAC, 50/60 Hz
    consumption: 165 W
    LEDs: 396 x SMD 5050
    colour temperature: 7000 K
    dimensions: 365 x 209 x 210 mm
    weight: 5.2 kg

75€

501 NUCLILED 3000-TRIPLE DMX LED STROBE-
The NUCLILED 3000 is a very clear stroboscope with a unique design. The
consisting of 3 sections, each with 132 bright white SMD-5050 leds, for
intense light packs. In mode with DMX control, you can view the device also
as stage blinder (max. 1 minute). In autonome mode the light on music via
the built-in microphone and you can built-in macros select for creating
unique effects with chases and flashing lights between the sections, "" You
can use this versatile device in the following modes: manual, master/slave,
sound and DMX controlled, ""
Features

    very powerful strobe effect, very low in consumption
    suitable for indoor use, for all kinds of applications
    autonome, master/slave or DMX controlled operation
    DMX controlled via 5 channels (intensity of section A, B & C, speed,
expensive)
    power supply and connector from 1 source via powerCON input and
output connectors and 3-/5-polige DMX input and output XLR connectors

Specifications

    power: 90 to 260 VAC, 50/60 Hz
    consumption: 165 W
    LEDs: 396 x SMD 5050
    colour temperature: 7000 K
    dimensions: 365 x 209 x 210 mm
    weight: 5.2 kg

75€
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502 NUCLILED 3000-TRIPLE DMX LED STROBE-
The NUCLILED 3000 is a very clear stroboscope with a unique design. The
consisting of 3 sections, each with 132 bright white SMD-5050 leds, for
intense light packs. In mode with DMX control, you can view the device also
as stage blinder (max. 1 minute). In autonome mode the light on music via
the built-in microphone and you can built-in macros select for creating
unique effects with chases and flashing lights between the sections, "" You
can use this versatile device in the following modes: manual, master/slave,
sound and DMX controlled, ""
Features

    very powerful strobe effect, very low in consumption
    suitable for indoor use, for all kinds of applications
    autonome, master/slave or DMX controlled operation
    DMX controlled via 5 channels (intensity of section A, B & C, speed,
expensive)
    power supply and connector from 1 source via powerCON input and
output connectors and 3-/5-polige DMX input and output XLR connectors

Specifications

    power: 90 to 260 VAC, 50/60 Hz
    consumption: 165 W
    LEDs: 396 x SMD 5050
    colour temperature: 7000 K
    dimensions: 365 x 209 x 210 mm
    weight: 5.2 kg

75€

503 NUCLILED 3000-TRIPLE DMX LED STROBE-
The NUCLILED 3000 is a very clear stroboscope with a unique design. The
consisting of 3 sections, each with 132 bright white SMD-5050 leds, for
intense light packs. In mode with DMX control, you can view the device also
as stage blinder (max. 1 minute). In autonome mode the light on music via
the built-in microphone and you can built-in macros select for creating
unique effects with chases and flashing lights between the sections, "" You
can use this versatile device in the following modes: manual, master/slave,
sound and DMX controlled, ""
Features

    very powerful strobe effect, very low in consumption
    suitable for indoor use, for all kinds of applications
    autonome, master/slave or DMX controlled operation
    DMX controlled via 5 channels (intensity of section A, B & C, speed,
expensive)
    power supply and connector from 1 source via powerCON input and
output connectors and 3-/5-polige DMX input and output XLR connectors

Specifications

    power: 90 to 260 VAC, 50/60 Hz
    consumption: 165 W
    LEDs: 396 x SMD 5050
    colour temperature: 7000 K
    dimensions: 365 x 209 x 210 mm
    weight: 5.2 kg

75€
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504 NUCLILED 3000-TRIPLE DMX LED STROBE-
The NUCLILED 3000 is a very clear stroboscope with a unique design. The
consisting of 3 sections, each with 132 bright white SMD-5050 leds, for
intense light packs. In mode with DMX control, you can view the device also
as stage blinder (max. 1 minute). In autonome mode the light on music via
the built-in microphone and you can built-in macros select for creating
unique effects with chases and flashing lights between the sections, "" You
can use this versatile device in the following modes: manual, master/slave,
sound and DMX controlled, ""
Features

    very powerful strobe effect, very low in consumption
    suitable for indoor use, for all kinds of applications
    autonome, master/slave or DMX controlled operation
    DMX controlled via 5 channels (intensity of section A, B & C, speed,
expensive)
    power supply and connector from 1 source via powerCON input and
output connectors and 3-/5-polige DMX input and output XLR connectors

Specifications

    power: 90 to 260 VAC, 50/60 Hz
    consumption: 165 W
    LEDs: 396 x SMD 5050
    colour temperature: 7000 K
    dimensions: 365 x 209 x 210 mm
    weight: 5.2 kg

75€

505 NUCLILED 3000-TRIPLE DMX LED STROBE-
The NUCLILED 3000 is a very clear stroboscope with a unique design. The
consisting of 3 sections, each with 132 bright white SMD-5050 leds, for
intense light packs. In mode with DMX control, you can view the device also
as stage blinder (max. 1 minute). In autonome mode the light on music via
the built-in microphone and you can built-in macros select for creating
unique effects with chases and flashing lights between the sections, "" You
can use this versatile device in the following modes: manual, master/slave,
sound and DMX controlled, ""
Features

    very powerful strobe effect, very low in consumption
    suitable for indoor use, for all kinds of applications
    autonome, master/slave or DMX controlled operation
    DMX controlled via 5 channels (intensity of section A, B & C, speed,
expensive)
    power supply and connector from 1 source via powerCON input and
output connectors and 3-/5-polige DMX input and output XLR connectors

Specifications

    power: 90 to 260 VAC, 50/60 Hz
    consumption: 165 W
    LEDs: 396 x SMD 5050
    colour temperature: 7000 K
    dimensions: 365 x 209 x 210 mm
    weight: 5.2 kg

75€
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506 NUCLILED 3000-TRIPLE DMX LED STROBE-
The NUCLILED 3000 is a very clear stroboscope with a unique design. The
consisting of 3 sections, each with 132 bright white SMD-5050 leds, for
intense light packs. In mode with DMX control, you can view the device also
as stage blinder (max. 1 minute). In autonome mode the light on music via
the built-in microphone and you can built-in macros select for creating
unique effects with chases and flashing lights between the sections, "" You
can use this versatile device in the following modes: manual, master/slave,
sound and DMX controlled, ""
Features

    very powerful strobe effect, very low in consumption
    suitable for indoor use, for all kinds of applications
    autonome, master/slave or DMX controlled operation
    DMX controlled via 5 channels (intensity of section A, B & C, speed,
expensive)
    power supply and connector from 1 source via powerCON input and
output connectors and 3-/5-polige DMX input and output XLR connectors

Specifications

    power: 90 to 260 VAC, 50/60 Hz
    consumption: 165 W
    LEDs: 396 x SMD 5050
    colour temperature: 7000 K
    dimensions: 365 x 209 x 210 mm
    weight: 5.2 kg

75€

507 NUCLILED 3000-TRIPLE DMX LED STROBE-
The NUCLILED 3000 is a very clear stroboscope with a unique design. The
consisting of 3 sections, each with 132 bright white SMD-5050 leds, for
intense light packs. In mode with DMX control, you can view the device also
as stage blinder (max. 1 minute). In autonome mode the light on music via
the built-in microphone and you can built-in macros select for creating
unique effects with chases and flashing lights between the sections, "" You
can use this versatile device in the following modes: manual, master/slave,
sound and DMX controlled, ""
Features

    very powerful strobe effect, very low in consumption
    suitable for indoor use, for all kinds of applications
    autonome, master/slave or DMX controlled operation
    DMX controlled via 5 channels (intensity of section A, B & C, speed,
expensive)
    power supply and connector from 1 source via powerCON input and
output connectors and 3-/5-polige DMX input and output XLR connectors

Specifications

    power: 90 to 260 VAC, 50/60 Hz
    consumption: 165 W
    LEDs: 396 x SMD 5050
    colour temperature: 7000 K
    dimensions: 365 x 209 x 210 mm
    weight: 5.2 kg

75€
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508 NUCLILED 3000-TRIPLE DMX LED STROBE-
The NUCLILED 3000 is a very clear stroboscope with a unique design. The
consisting of 3 sections, each with 132 bright white SMD-5050 leds, for
intense light packs. In mode with DMX control, you can view the device also
as stage blinder (max. 1 minute). In autonome mode the light on music via
the built-in microphone and you can built-in macros select for creating
unique effects with chases and flashing lights between the sections, "" You
can use this versatile device in the following modes: manual, master/slave,
sound and DMX controlled, ""
Features

    very powerful strobe effect, very low in consumption
    suitable for indoor use, for all kinds of applications
    autonome, master/slave or DMX controlled operation
    DMX controlled via 5 channels (intensity of section A, B & C, speed,
expensive)
    power supply and connector from 1 source via powerCON input and
output connectors and 3-/5-polige DMX input and output XLR connectors

Specifications

    power: 90 to 260 VAC, 50/60 Hz
    consumption: 165 W
    LEDs: 396 x SMD 5050
    colour temperature: 7000 K
    dimensions: 365 x 209 x 210 mm
    weight: 5.2 kg

75€

509 NUCLILED 3000-TRIPLE DMX LED STROBE-
The NUCLILED 3000 is a very clear stroboscope with a unique design. The
consisting of 3 sections, each with 132 bright white SMD-5050 leds, for
intense light packs. In mode with DMX control, you can view the device also
as stage blinder (max. 1 minute). In autonome mode the light on music via
the built-in microphone and you can built-in macros select for creating
unique effects with chases and flashing lights between the sections, "" You
can use this versatile device in the following modes: manual, master/slave,
sound and DMX controlled, ""
Features

    very powerful strobe effect, very low in consumption
    suitable for indoor use, for all kinds of applications
    autonome, master/slave or DMX controlled operation
    DMX controlled via 5 channels (intensity of section A, B & C, speed,
expensive)
    power supply and connector from 1 source via powerCON input and
output connectors and 3-/5-polige DMX input and output XLR connectors

Specifications

    power: 90 to 260 VAC, 50/60 Hz
    consumption: 165 W
    LEDs: 396 x SMD 5050
    colour temperature: 7000 K
    dimensions: 365 x 209 x 210 mm
    weight: 5.2 kg

75€
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510 NUCLILED 3000-TRIPLE DMX LED STROBE-
The NUCLILED 3000 is a very clear stroboscope with a unique design. The
consisting of 3 sections, each with 132 bright white SMD-5050 leds, for
intense light packs. In mode with DMX control, you can view the device also
as stage blinder (max. 1 minute). In autonome mode the light on music via
the built-in microphone and you can built-in macros select for creating
unique effects with chases and flashing lights between the sections, "" You
can use this versatile device in the following modes: manual, master/slave,
sound and DMX controlled, ""
Features

    very powerful strobe effect, very low in consumption
    suitable for indoor use, for all kinds of applications
    autonome, master/slave or DMX controlled operation
    DMX controlled via 5 channels (intensity of section A, B & C, speed,
expensive)
    power supply and connector from 1 source via powerCON input and
output connectors and 3-/5-polige DMX input and output XLR connectors

Specifications

    power: 90 to 260 VAC, 50/60 Hz
    consumption: 165 W
    LEDs: 396 x SMD 5050
    colour temperature: 7000 K
    dimensions: 365 x 209 x 210 mm
    weight: 5.2 kg

75€

511 NUCLILED 3000-TRIPLE DMX LED STROBE-
The NUCLILED 3000 is a very clear stroboscope with a unique design. The
consisting of 3 sections, each with 132 bright white SMD-5050 leds, for
intense light packs. In mode with DMX control, you can view the device also
as stage blinder (max. 1 minute). In autonome mode the light on music via
the built-in microphone and you can built-in macros select for creating
unique effects with chases and flashing lights between the sections, "" You
can use this versatile device in the following modes: manual, master/slave,
sound and DMX controlled, ""
Features

    very powerful strobe effect, very low in consumption
    suitable for indoor use, for all kinds of applications
    autonome, master/slave or DMX controlled operation
    DMX controlled via 5 channels (intensity of section A, B & C, speed,
expensive)
    power supply and connector from 1 source via powerCON input and
output connectors and 3-/5-polige DMX input and output XLR connectors

Specifications

    power: 90 to 260 VAC, 50/60 Hz
    consumption: 165 W
    LEDs: 396 x SMD 5050
    colour temperature: 7000 K
    dimensions: 365 x 209 x 210 mm
    weight: 5.2 kg

75€
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512 NUCLILED 3000-TRIPLE DMX LED STROBE-
The NUCLILED 3000 is a very clear stroboscope with a unique design. The
consisting of 3 sections, each with 132 bright white SMD-5050 leds, for
intense light packs. In mode with DMX control, you can view the device also
as stage blinder (max. 1 minute). In autonome mode the light on music via
the built-in microphone and you can built-in macros select for creating
unique effects with chases and flashing lights between the sections, "" You
can use this versatile device in the following modes: manual, master/slave,
sound and DMX controlled, ""
Features

    very powerful strobe effect, very low in consumption
    suitable for indoor use, for all kinds of applications
    autonome, master/slave or DMX controlled operation
    DMX controlled via 5 channels (intensity of section A, B & C, speed,
expensive)
    power supply and connector from 1 source via powerCON input and
output connectors and 3-/5-polige DMX input and output XLR connectors

Specifications

    power: 90 to 260 VAC, 50/60 Hz
    consumption: 165 W
    LEDs: 396 x SMD 5050
    colour temperature: 7000 K
    dimensions: 365 x 209 x 210 mm
    weight: 5.2 kg

75€

513 NUCLILED 3000-TRIPLE DMX LED STROBE-
The NUCLILED 3000 is a very clear stroboscope with a unique design. The
consisting of 3 sections, each with 132 bright white SMD-5050 leds, for
intense light packs. In mode with DMX control, you can view the device also
as stage blinder (max. 1 minute). In autonome mode the light on music via
the built-in microphone and you can built-in macros select for creating
unique effects with chases and flashing lights between the sections, "" You
can use this versatile device in the following modes: manual, master/slave,
sound and DMX controlled, ""
Features

    very powerful strobe effect, very low in consumption
    suitable for indoor use, for all kinds of applications
    autonome, master/slave or DMX controlled operation
    DMX controlled via 5 channels (intensity of section A, B & C, speed,
expensive)
    power supply and connector from 1 source via powerCON input and
output connectors and 3-/5-polige DMX input and output XLR connectors

Specifications

    power: 90 to 260 VAC, 50/60 Hz
    consumption: 165 W
    LEDs: 396 x SMD 5050
    colour temperature: 7000 K
    dimensions: 365 x 209 x 210 mm
    weight: 5.2 kg

75€



Kavel Omschrijving Openingsbod

514 NUCLILED 3000-TRIPLE DMX LED STROBE-
The NUCLILED 3000 is a very clear stroboscope with a unique design. The
consisting of 3 sections, each with 132 bright white SMD-5050 leds, for
intense light packs. In mode with DMX control, you can view the device also
as stage blinder (max. 1 minute). In autonome mode the light on music via
the built-in microphone and you can built-in macros select for creating
unique effects with chases and flashing lights between the sections, "" You
can use this versatile device in the following modes: manual, master/slave,
sound and DMX controlled, ""
Features

    very powerful strobe effect, very low in consumption
    suitable for indoor use, for all kinds of applications
    autonome, master/slave or DMX controlled operation
    DMX controlled via 5 channels (intensity of section A, B & C, speed,
expensive)
    power supply and connector from 1 source via powerCON input and
output connectors and 3-/5-polige DMX input and output XLR connectors

Specifications

    power: 90 to 260 VAC, 50/60 Hz
    consumption: 165 W
    LEDs: 396 x SMD 5050
    colour temperature: 7000 K
    dimensions: 365 x 209 x 210 mm
    weight: 5.2 kg

75€

515 NUCLILED 3000-TRIPLE DMX LED STROBE-
The NUCLILED 3000 is a very clear stroboscope with a unique design. The
consisting of 3 sections, each with 132 bright white SMD-5050 leds, for
intense light packs. In mode with DMX control, you can view the device also
as stage blinder (max. 1 minute). In autonome mode the light on music via
the built-in microphone and you can built-in macros select for creating
unique effects with chases and flashing lights between the sections, "" You
can use this versatile device in the following modes: manual, master/slave,
sound and DMX controlled, ""
Features

    very powerful strobe effect, very low in consumption
    suitable for indoor use, for all kinds of applications
    autonome, master/slave or DMX controlled operation
    DMX controlled via 5 channels (intensity of section A, B & C, speed,
expensive)
    power supply and connector from 1 source via powerCON input and
output connectors and 3-/5-polige DMX input and output XLR connectors

Specifications

    power: 90 to 260 VAC, 50/60 Hz
    consumption: 165 W
    LEDs: 396 x SMD 5050
    colour temperature: 7000 K
    dimensions: 365 x 209 x 210 mm
    weight: 5.2 kg

75€



Kavel Omschrijving Openingsbod

516 NUCLILED 3000-TRIPLE DMX LED STROBE-
The NUCLILED 3000 is a very clear stroboscope with a unique design. The
consisting of 3 sections, each with 132 bright white SMD-5050 leds, for
intense light packs. In mode with DMX control, you can view the device also
as stage blinder (max. 1 minute). In autonome mode the light on music via
the built-in microphone and you can built-in macros select for creating
unique effects with chases and flashing lights between the sections, "" You
can use this versatile device in the following modes: manual, master/slave,
sound and DMX controlled, ""
Features

    very powerful strobe effect, very low in consumption
    suitable for indoor use, for all kinds of applications
    autonome, master/slave or DMX controlled operation
    DMX controlled via 5 channels (intensity of section A, B & C, speed,
expensive)
    power supply and connector from 1 source via powerCON input and
output connectors and 3-/5-polige DMX input and output XLR connectors

Specifications

    power: 90 to 260 VAC, 50/60 Hz
    consumption: 165 W
    LEDs: 396 x SMD 5050
    colour temperature: 7000 K
    dimensions: 365 x 209 x 210 mm
    weight: 5.2 kg

75€

517 NUCLILED 3000-TRIPLE DMX LED STROBE-
The NUCLILED 3000 is a very clear stroboscope with a unique design. The
consisting of 3 sections, each with 132 bright white SMD-5050 leds, for
intense light packs. In mode with DMX control, you can view the device also
as stage blinder (max. 1 minute). In autonome mode the light on music via
the built-in microphone and you can built-in macros select for creating
unique effects with chases and flashing lights between the sections, "" You
can use this versatile device in the following modes: manual, master/slave,
sound and DMX controlled, ""
Features

    very powerful strobe effect, very low in consumption
    suitable for indoor use, for all kinds of applications
    autonome, master/slave or DMX controlled operation
    DMX controlled via 5 channels (intensity of section A, B & C, speed,
expensive)
    power supply and connector from 1 source via powerCON input and
output connectors and 3-/5-polige DMX input and output XLR connectors

Specifications

    power: 90 to 260 VAC, 50/60 Hz
    consumption: 165 W
    LEDs: 396 x SMD 5050
    colour temperature: 7000 K
    dimensions: 365 x 209 x 210 mm
    weight: 5.2 kg

75€



Kavel Omschrijving Openingsbod

518 NUCLILED 3000-TRIPLE DMX LED STROBE-
The NUCLILED 3000 is a very clear stroboscope with a unique design. The
consisting of 3 sections, each with 132 bright white SMD-5050 leds, for
intense light packs. In mode with DMX control, you can view the device also
as stage blinder (max. 1 minute). In autonome mode the light on music via
the built-in microphone and you can built-in macros select for creating
unique effects with chases and flashing lights between the sections, "" You
can use this versatile device in the following modes: manual, master/slave,
sound and DMX controlled, ""
Features

    very powerful strobe effect, very low in consumption
    suitable for indoor use, for all kinds of applications
    autonome, master/slave or DMX controlled operation
    DMX controlled via 5 channels (intensity of section A, B & C, speed,
expensive)
    power supply and connector from 1 source via powerCON input and
output connectors and 3-/5-polige DMX input and output XLR connectors

Specifications

    power: 90 to 260 VAC, 50/60 Hz
    consumption: 165 W
    LEDs: 396 x SMD 5050
    colour temperature: 7000 K
    dimensions: 365 x 209 x 210 mm
    weight: 5.2 kg

75€

519 NUCLILED 3000-TRIPLE DMX LED STROBE-
The NUCLILED 3000 is a very clear stroboscope with a unique design. The
consisting of 3 sections, each with 132 bright white SMD-5050 leds, for
intense light packs. In mode with DMX control, you can view the device also
as stage blinder (max. 1 minute). In autonome mode the light on music via
the built-in microphone and you can built-in macros select for creating
unique effects with chases and flashing lights between the sections, "" You
can use this versatile device in the following modes: manual, master/slave,
sound and DMX controlled, ""
Features

    very powerful strobe effect, very low in consumption
    suitable for indoor use, for all kinds of applications
    autonome, master/slave or DMX controlled operation
    DMX controlled via 5 channels (intensity of section A, B & C, speed,
expensive)
    power supply and connector from 1 source via powerCON input and
output connectors and 3-/5-polige DMX input and output XLR connectors

Specifications

    power: 90 to 260 VAC, 50/60 Hz
    consumption: 165 W
    LEDs: 396 x SMD 5050
    colour temperature: 7000 K
    dimensions: 365 x 209 x 210 mm
    weight: 5.2 kg

75€



Kavel Omschrijving Openingsbod

520 NUCLILED 3000-TRIPLE DMX LED STROBE-
The NUCLILED 3000 is a very clear stroboscope with a unique design. The
consisting of 3 sections, each with 132 bright white SMD-5050 leds, for
intense light packs. In mode with DMX control, you can view the device also
as stage blinder (max. 1 minute). In autonome mode the light on music via
the built-in microphone and you can built-in macros select for creating
unique effects with chases and flashing lights between the sections, "" You
can use this versatile device in the following modes: manual, master/slave,
sound and DMX controlled, ""
Features

    very powerful strobe effect, very low in consumption
    suitable for indoor use, for all kinds of applications
    autonome, master/slave or DMX controlled operation
    DMX controlled via 5 channels (intensity of section A, B & C, speed,
expensive)
    power supply and connector from 1 source via powerCON input and
output connectors and 3-/5-polige DMX input and output XLR connectors

Specifications

    power: 90 to 260 VAC, 50/60 Hz
    consumption: 165 W
    LEDs: 396 x SMD 5050
    colour temperature: 7000 K
    dimensions: 365 x 209 x 210 mm
    weight: 5.2 kg

75€

521 NUCLILED 3000-TRIPLE DMX LED STROBE-
The NUCLILED 3000 is a very clear stroboscope with a unique design. The
consisting of 3 sections, each with 132 bright white SMD-5050 leds, for
intense light packs. In mode with DMX control, you can view the device also
as stage blinder (max. 1 minute). In autonome mode the light on music via
the built-in microphone and you can built-in macros select for creating
unique effects with chases and flashing lights between the sections, "" You
can use this versatile device in the following modes: manual, master/slave,
sound and DMX controlled, ""
Features

    very powerful strobe effect, very low in consumption
    suitable for indoor use, for all kinds of applications
    autonome, master/slave or DMX controlled operation
    DMX controlled via 5 channels (intensity of section A, B & C, speed,
expensive)
    power supply and connector from 1 source via powerCON input and
output connectors and 3-/5-polige DMX input and output XLR connectors

Specifications

    power: 90 to 260 VAC, 50/60 Hz
    consumption: 165 W
    LEDs: 396 x SMD 5050
    colour temperature: 7000 K
    dimensions: 365 x 209 x 210 mm
    weight: 5.2 kg

75€



Kavel Omschrijving Openingsbod

522 NUCLILED 3000-TRIPLE DMX LED STROBE-
The NUCLILED 3000 is a very clear stroboscope with a unique design. The
consisting of 3 sections, each with 132 bright white SMD-5050 leds, for
intense light packs. In mode with DMX control, you can view the device also
as stage blinder (max. 1 minute). In autonome mode the light on music via
the built-in microphone and you can built-in macros select for creating
unique effects with chases and flashing lights between the sections, "" You
can use this versatile device in the following modes: manual, master/slave,
sound and DMX controlled, ""
Features

    very powerful strobe effect, very low in consumption
    suitable for indoor use, for all kinds of applications
    autonome, master/slave or DMX controlled operation
    DMX controlled via 5 channels (intensity of section A, B & C, speed,
expensive)
    power supply and connector from 1 source via powerCON input and
output connectors and 3-/5-polige DMX input and output XLR connectors

Specifications

    power: 90 to 260 VAC, 50/60 Hz
    consumption: 165 W
    LEDs: 396 x SMD 5050
    colour temperature: 7000 K
    dimensions: 365 x 209 x 210 mm
    weight: 5.2 kg

75€

523 NUCLILED 3000-TRIPLE DMX LED STROBE-
The NUCLILED 3000 is a very clear stroboscope with a unique design. The
consisting of 3 sections, each with 132 bright white SMD-5050 leds, for
intense light packs. In mode with DMX control, you can view the device also
as stage blinder (max. 1 minute). In autonome mode the light on music via
the built-in microphone and you can built-in macros select for creating
unique effects with chases and flashing lights between the sections, "" You
can use this versatile device in the following modes: manual, master/slave,
sound and DMX controlled, ""
Features

    very powerful strobe effect, very low in consumption
    suitable for indoor use, for all kinds of applications
    autonome, master/slave or DMX controlled operation
    DMX controlled via 5 channels (intensity of section A, B & C, speed,
expensive)
    power supply and connector from 1 source via powerCON input and
output connectors and 3-/5-polige DMX input and output XLR connectors

Specifications

    power: 90 to 260 VAC, 50/60 Hz
    consumption: 165 W
    LEDs: 396 x SMD 5050
    colour temperature: 7000 K
    dimensions: 365 x 209 x 210 mm
    weight: 5.2 kg

75€



Kavel Omschrijving Openingsbod

524 NUCLILED 3000-TRIPLE DMX LED STROBE-
The NUCLILED 3000 is a very clear stroboscope with a unique design. The
consisting of 3 sections, each with 132 bright white SMD-5050 leds, for
intense light packs. In mode with DMX control, you can view the device also
as stage blinder (max. 1 minute). In autonome mode the light on music via
the built-in microphone and you can built-in macros select for creating
unique effects with chases and flashing lights between the sections, "" You
can use this versatile device in the following modes: manual, master/slave,
sound and DMX controlled, ""
Features

    very powerful strobe effect, very low in consumption
    suitable for indoor use, for all kinds of applications
    autonome, master/slave or DMX controlled operation
    DMX controlled via 5 channels (intensity of section A, B & C, speed,
expensive)
    power supply and connector from 1 source via powerCON input and
output connectors and 3-/5-polige DMX input and output XLR connectors

Specifications

    power: 90 to 260 VAC, 50/60 Hz
    consumption: 165 W
    LEDs: 396 x SMD 5050
    colour temperature: 7000 K
    dimensions: 365 x 209 x 210 mm
    weight: 5.2 kg

75€

525 NUCLILED 3000-TRIPLE DMX LED STROBE-
The NUCLILED 3000 is a very clear stroboscope with a unique design. The
consisting of 3 sections, each with 132 bright white SMD-5050 leds, for
intense light packs. In mode with DMX control, you can view the device also
as stage blinder (max. 1 minute). In autonome mode the light on music via
the built-in microphone and you can built-in macros select for creating
unique effects with chases and flashing lights between the sections, "" You
can use this versatile device in the following modes: manual, master/slave,
sound and DMX controlled, ""
Features

    very powerful strobe effect, very low in consumption
    suitable for indoor use, for all kinds of applications
    autonome, master/slave or DMX controlled operation
    DMX controlled via 5 channels (intensity of section A, B & C, speed,
expensive)
    power supply and connector from 1 source via powerCON input and
output connectors and 3-/5-polige DMX input and output XLR connectors

Specifications

    power: 90 to 260 VAC, 50/60 Hz
    consumption: 165 W
    LEDs: 396 x SMD 5050
    colour temperature: 7000 K
    dimensions: 365 x 209 x 210 mm
    weight: 5.2 kg

75€



Kavel Omschrijving Openingsbod

526 NUCLILED 3000-TRIPLE DMX LED STROBE-
The NUCLILED 3000 is a very clear stroboscope with a unique design. The
consisting of 3 sections, each with 132 bright white SMD-5050 leds, for
intense light packs. In mode with DMX control, you can view the device also
as stage blinder (max. 1 minute). In autonome mode the light on music via
the built-in microphone and you can built-in macros select for creating
unique effects with chases and flashing lights between the sections, "" You
can use this versatile device in the following modes: manual, master/slave,
sound and DMX controlled, ""
Features

    very powerful strobe effect, very low in consumption
    suitable for indoor use, for all kinds of applications
    autonome, master/slave or DMX controlled operation
    DMX controlled via 5 channels (intensity of section A, B & C, speed,
expensive)
    power supply and connector from 1 source via powerCON input and
output connectors and 3-/5-polige DMX input and output XLR connectors

Specifications

    power: 90 to 260 VAC, 50/60 Hz
    consumption: 165 W
    LEDs: 396 x SMD 5050
    colour temperature: 7000 K
    dimensions: 365 x 209 x 210 mm
    weight: 5.2 kg

75€

527 NUCLILED 3000-TRIPLE DMX LED STROBE-
The NUCLILED 3000 is a very clear stroboscope with a unique design. The
consisting of 3 sections, each with 132 bright white SMD-5050 leds, for
intense light packs. In mode with DMX control, you can view the device also
as stage blinder (max. 1 minute). In autonome mode the light on music via
the built-in microphone and you can built-in macros select for creating
unique effects with chases and flashing lights between the sections, "" You
can use this versatile device in the following modes: manual, master/slave,
sound and DMX controlled, ""
Features

    very powerful strobe effect, very low in consumption
    suitable for indoor use, for all kinds of applications
    autonome, master/slave or DMX controlled operation
    DMX controlled via 5 channels (intensity of section A, B & C, speed,
expensive)
    power supply and connector from 1 source via powerCON input and
output connectors and 3-/5-polige DMX input and output XLR connectors

Specifications

    power: 90 to 260 VAC, 50/60 Hz
    consumption: 165 W
    LEDs: 396 x SMD 5050
    colour temperature: 7000 K
    dimensions: 365 x 209 x 210 mm
    weight: 5.2 kg

75€



Kavel Omschrijving Openingsbod

528 NUCLILED 3000-TRIPLE DMX LED STROBE-
The NUCLILED 3000 is a very clear stroboscope with a unique design. The
consisting of 3 sections, each with 132 bright white SMD-5050 leds, for
intense light packs. In mode with DMX control, you can view the device also
as stage blinder (max. 1 minute). In autonome mode the light on music via
the built-in microphone and you can built-in macros select for creating
unique effects with chases and flashing lights between the sections, "" You
can use this versatile device in the following modes: manual, master/slave,
sound and DMX controlled, ""
Features

    very powerful strobe effect, very low in consumption
    suitable for indoor use, for all kinds of applications
    autonome, master/slave or DMX controlled operation
    DMX controlled via 5 channels (intensity of section A, B & C, speed,
expensive)
    power supply and connector from 1 source via powerCON input and
output connectors and 3-/5-polige DMX input and output XLR connectors

Specifications

    power: 90 to 260 VAC, 50/60 Hz
    consumption: 165 W
    LEDs: 396 x SMD 5050
    colour temperature: 7000 K
    dimensions: 365 x 209 x 210 mm
    weight: 5.2 kg

75€

529 NUCLILED 3000-TRIPLE DMX LED STROBE-
The NUCLILED 3000 is a very clear stroboscope with a unique design. The
consisting of 3 sections, each with 132 bright white SMD-5050 leds, for
intense light packs. In mode with DMX control, you can view the device also
as stage blinder (max. 1 minute). In autonome mode the light on music via
the built-in microphone and you can built-in macros select for creating
unique effects with chases and flashing lights between the sections, "" You
can use this versatile device in the following modes: manual, master/slave,
sound and DMX controlled, ""
Features

    very powerful strobe effect, very low in consumption
    suitable for indoor use, for all kinds of applications
    autonome, master/slave or DMX controlled operation
    DMX controlled via 5 channels (intensity of section A, B & C, speed,
expensive)
    power supply and connector from 1 source via powerCON input and
output connectors and 3-/5-polige DMX input and output XLR connectors

Specifications

    power: 90 to 260 VAC, 50/60 Hz
    consumption: 165 W
    LEDs: 396 x SMD 5050
    colour temperature: 7000 K
    dimensions: 365 x 209 x 210 mm
    weight: 5.2 kg

75€



Kavel Omschrijving Openingsbod

530 NUCLILED 3000-TRIPLE DMX LED STROBE-
The NUCLILED 3000 is a very clear stroboscope with a unique design. The
consisting of 3 sections, each with 132 bright white SMD-5050 leds, for
intense light packs. In mode with DMX control, you can view the device also
as stage blinder (max. 1 minute). In autonome mode the light on music via
the built-in microphone and you can built-in macros select for creating
unique effects with chases and flashing lights between the sections, "" You
can use this versatile device in the following modes: manual, master/slave,
sound and DMX controlled, ""
Features

    very powerful strobe effect, very low in consumption
    suitable for indoor use, for all kinds of applications
    autonome, master/slave or DMX controlled operation
    DMX controlled via 5 channels (intensity of section A, B & C, speed,
expensive)
    power supply and connector from 1 source via powerCON input and
output connectors and 3-/5-polige DMX input and output XLR connectors

Specifications

    power: 90 to 260 VAC, 50/60 Hz
    consumption: 165 W
    LEDs: 396 x SMD 5050
    colour temperature: 7000 K
    dimensions: 365 x 209 x 210 mm
    weight: 5.2 kg

75€

531 NUCLILED 3000-TRIPLE DMX LED STROBE-
The NUCLILED 3000 is a very clear stroboscope with a unique design. The
consisting of 3 sections, each with 132 bright white SMD-5050 leds, for
intense light packs. In mode with DMX control, you can view the device also
as stage blinder (max. 1 minute). In autonome mode the light on music via
the built-in microphone and you can built-in macros select for creating
unique effects with chases and flashing lights between the sections, "" You
can use this versatile device in the following modes: manual, master/slave,
sound and DMX controlled, ""
Features

    very powerful strobe effect, very low in consumption
    suitable for indoor use, for all kinds of applications
    autonome, master/slave or DMX controlled operation
    DMX controlled via 5 channels (intensity of section A, B & C, speed,
expensive)
    power supply and connector from 1 source via powerCON input and
output connectors and 3-/5-polige DMX input and output XLR connectors

Specifications

    power: 90 to 260 VAC, 50/60 Hz
    consumption: 165 W
    LEDs: 396 x SMD 5050
    colour temperature: 7000 K
    dimensions: 365 x 209 x 210 mm
    weight: 5.2 kg

75€



Kavel Omschrijving Openingsbod

532 NUCLILED 3000-TRIPLE DMX LED STROBE-
The NUCLILED 3000 is a very clear stroboscope with a unique design. The
consisting of 3 sections, each with 132 bright white SMD-5050 leds, for
intense light packs. In mode with DMX control, you can view the device also
as stage blinder (max. 1 minute). In autonome mode the light on music via
the built-in microphone and you can built-in macros select for creating
unique effects with chases and flashing lights between the sections, "" You
can use this versatile device in the following modes: manual, master/slave,
sound and DMX controlled, ""
Features

    very powerful strobe effect, very low in consumption
    suitable for indoor use, for all kinds of applications
    autonome, master/slave or DMX controlled operation
    DMX controlled via 5 channels (intensity of section A, B & C, speed,
expensive)
    power supply and connector from 1 source via powerCON input and
output connectors and 3-/5-polige DMX input and output XLR connectors

Specifications

    power: 90 to 260 VAC, 50/60 Hz
    consumption: 165 W
    LEDs: 396 x SMD 5050
    colour temperature: 7000 K
    dimensions: 365 x 209 x 210 mm
    weight: 5.2 kg

75€

533 NUCLILED 3000-TRIPLE DMX LED STROBE-
The NUCLILED 3000 is a very clear stroboscope with a unique design. The
consisting of 3 sections, each with 132 bright white SMD-5050 leds, for
intense light packs. In mode with DMX control, you can view the device also
as stage blinder (max. 1 minute). In autonome mode the light on music via
the built-in microphone and you can built-in macros select for creating
unique effects with chases and flashing lights between the sections, "" You
can use this versatile device in the following modes: manual, master/slave,
sound and DMX controlled, ""
Features

    very powerful strobe effect, very low in consumption
    suitable for indoor use, for all kinds of applications
    autonome, master/slave or DMX controlled operation
    DMX controlled via 5 channels (intensity of section A, B & C, speed,
expensive)
    power supply and connector from 1 source via powerCON input and
output connectors and 3-/5-polige DMX input and output XLR connectors

Specifications

    power: 90 to 260 VAC, 50/60 Hz
    consumption: 165 W
    LEDs: 396 x SMD 5050
    colour temperature: 7000 K
    dimensions: 365 x 209 x 210 mm
    weight: 5.2 kg

75€



Kavel Omschrijving Openingsbod

534 NUCLILED 3000-TRIPLE DMX LED STROBE-
The NUCLILED 3000 is a very clear stroboscope with a unique design. The
consisting of 3 sections, each with 132 bright white SMD-5050 leds, for
intense light packs. In mode with DMX control, you can view the device also
as stage blinder (max. 1 minute). In autonome mode the light on music via
the built-in microphone and you can built-in macros select for creating
unique effects with chases and flashing lights between the sections, "" You
can use this versatile device in the following modes: manual, master/slave,
sound and DMX controlled, ""
Features

    very powerful strobe effect, very low in consumption
    suitable for indoor use, for all kinds of applications
    autonome, master/slave or DMX controlled operation
    DMX controlled via 5 channels (intensity of section A, B & C, speed,
expensive)
    power supply and connector from 1 source via powerCON input and
output connectors and 3-/5-polige DMX input and output XLR connectors

Specifications

    power: 90 to 260 VAC, 50/60 Hz
    consumption: 165 W
    LEDs: 396 x SMD 5050
    colour temperature: 7000 K
    dimensions: 365 x 209 x 210 mm
    weight: 5.2 kg

75€

535 NUCLILED 3000-TRIPLE DMX LED STROBE-
The NUCLILED 3000 is a very clear stroboscope with a unique design. The
consisting of 3 sections, each with 132 bright white SMD-5050 leds, for
intense light packs. In mode with DMX control, you can view the device also
as stage blinder (max. 1 minute). In autonome mode the light on music via
the built-in microphone and you can built-in macros select for creating
unique effects with chases and flashing lights between the sections, "" You
can use this versatile device in the following modes: manual, master/slave,
sound and DMX controlled, ""
Features

    very powerful strobe effect, very low in consumption
    suitable for indoor use, for all kinds of applications
    autonome, master/slave or DMX controlled operation
    DMX controlled via 5 channels (intensity of section A, B & C, speed,
expensive)
    power supply and connector from 1 source via powerCON input and
output connectors and 3-/5-polige DMX input and output XLR connectors

Specifications

    power: 90 to 260 VAC, 50/60 Hz
    consumption: 165 W
    LEDs: 396 x SMD 5050
    colour temperature: 7000 K
    dimensions: 365 x 209 x 210 mm
    weight: 5.2 kg

75€
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536 NUCLILED 3000-TRIPLE DMX LED STROBE-
The NUCLILED 3000 is a very clear stroboscope with a unique design. The
consisting of 3 sections, each with 132 bright white SMD-5050 leds, for
intense light packs. In mode with DMX control, you can view the device also
as stage blinder (max. 1 minute). In autonome mode the light on music via
the built-in microphone and you can built-in macros select for creating
unique effects with chases and flashing lights between the sections, "" You
can use this versatile device in the following modes: manual, master/slave,
sound and DMX controlled, ""
Features

    very powerful strobe effect, very low in consumption
    suitable for indoor use, for all kinds of applications
    autonome, master/slave or DMX controlled operation
    DMX controlled via 5 channels (intensity of section A, B & C, speed,
expensive)
    power supply and connector from 1 source via powerCON input and
output connectors and 3-/5-polige DMX input and output XLR connectors

Specifications

    power: 90 to 260 VAC, 50/60 Hz
    consumption: 165 W
    LEDs: 396 x SMD 5050
    colour temperature: 7000 K
    dimensions: 365 x 209 x 210 mm
    weight: 5.2 kg

75€

537 NUCLILED 3000-TRIPLE DMX LED STROBE-
The NUCLILED 3000 is a very clear stroboscope with a unique design. The
consisting of 3 sections, each with 132 bright white SMD-5050 leds, for
intense light packs. In mode with DMX control, you can view the device also
as stage blinder (max. 1 minute). In autonome mode the light on music via
the built-in microphone and you can built-in macros select for creating
unique effects with chases and flashing lights between the sections, "" You
can use this versatile device in the following modes: manual, master/slave,
sound and DMX controlled, ""
Features

    very powerful strobe effect, very low in consumption
    suitable for indoor use, for all kinds of applications
    autonome, master/slave or DMX controlled operation
    DMX controlled via 5 channels (intensity of section A, B & C, speed,
expensive)
    power supply and connector from 1 source via powerCON input and
output connectors and 3-/5-polige DMX input and output XLR connectors

Specifications

    power: 90 to 260 VAC, 50/60 Hz
    consumption: 165 W
    LEDs: 396 x SMD 5050
    colour temperature: 7000 K
    dimensions: 365 x 209 x 210 mm
    weight: 5.2 kg

75€
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538 NUCLILED 3000-TRIPLE DMX LED STROBE-
The NUCLILED 3000 is a very clear stroboscope with a unique design. The
consisting of 3 sections, each with 132 bright white SMD-5050 leds, for
intense light packs. In mode with DMX control, you can view the device also
as stage blinder (max. 1 minute). In autonome mode the light on music via
the built-in microphone and you can built-in macros select for creating
unique effects with chases and flashing lights between the sections, "" You
can use this versatile device in the following modes: manual, master/slave,
sound and DMX controlled, ""
Features

    very powerful strobe effect, very low in consumption
    suitable for indoor use, for all kinds of applications
    autonome, master/slave or DMX controlled operation
    DMX controlled via 5 channels (intensity of section A, B & C, speed,
expensive)
    power supply and connector from 1 source via powerCON input and
output connectors and 3-/5-polige DMX input and output XLR connectors

Specifications

    power: 90 to 260 VAC, 50/60 Hz
    consumption: 165 W
    LEDs: 396 x SMD 5050
    colour temperature: 7000 K
    dimensions: 365 x 209 x 210 mm
    weight: 5.2 kg

75€

539 NUCLILED 3000-TRIPLE DMX LED STROBE-
The NUCLILED 3000 is a very clear stroboscope with a unique design. The
consisting of 3 sections, each with 132 bright white SMD-5050 leds, for
intense light packs. In mode with DMX control, you can view the device also
as stage blinder (max. 1 minute). In autonome mode the light on music via
the built-in microphone and you can built-in macros select for creating
unique effects with chases and flashing lights between the sections, "" You
can use this versatile device in the following modes: manual, master/slave,
sound and DMX controlled, ""
Features

    very powerful strobe effect, very low in consumption
    suitable for indoor use, for all kinds of applications
    autonome, master/slave or DMX controlled operation
    DMX controlled via 5 channels (intensity of section A, B & C, speed,
expensive)
    power supply and connector from 1 source via powerCON input and
output connectors and 3-/5-polige DMX input and output XLR connectors

Specifications

    power: 90 to 260 VAC, 50/60 Hz
    consumption: 165 W
    LEDs: 396 x SMD 5050
    colour temperature: 7000 K
    dimensions: 365 x 209 x 210 mm
    weight: 5.2 kg

75€
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540 NUCLILED 3000-TRIPLE DMX LED STROBE-
The NUCLILED 3000 is a very clear stroboscope with a unique design. The
consisting of 3 sections, each with 132 bright white SMD-5050 leds, for
intense light packs. In mode with DMX control, you can view the device also
as stage blinder (max. 1 minute). In autonome mode the light on music via
the built-in microphone and you can built-in macros select for creating
unique effects with chases and flashing lights between the sections, "" You
can use this versatile device in the following modes: manual, master/slave,
sound and DMX controlled, ""
Features

    very powerful strobe effect, very low in consumption
    suitable for indoor use, for all kinds of applications
    autonome, master/slave or DMX controlled operation
    DMX controlled via 5 channels (intensity of section A, B & C, speed,
expensive)
    power supply and connector from 1 source via powerCON input and
output connectors and 3-/5-polige DMX input and output XLR connectors

Specifications

    power: 90 to 260 VAC, 50/60 Hz
    consumption: 165 W
    LEDs: 396 x SMD 5050
    colour temperature: 7000 K
    dimensions: 365 x 209 x 210 mm
    weight: 5.2 kg

75€

541 NUCLILED 3000-TRIPLE DMX LED STROBE-
The NUCLILED 3000 is a very clear stroboscope with a unique design. The
consisting of 3 sections, each with 132 bright white SMD-5050 leds, for
intense light packs. In mode with DMX control, you can view the device also
as stage blinder (max. 1 minute). In autonome mode the light on music via
the built-in microphone and you can built-in macros select for creating
unique effects with chases and flashing lights between the sections, "" You
can use this versatile device in the following modes: manual, master/slave,
sound and DMX controlled, ""
Features

    very powerful strobe effect, very low in consumption
    suitable for indoor use, for all kinds of applications
    autonome, master/slave or DMX controlled operation
    DMX controlled via 5 channels (intensity of section A, B & C, speed,
expensive)
    power supply and connector from 1 source via powerCON input and
output connectors and 3-/5-polige DMX input and output XLR connectors

Specifications

    power: 90 to 260 VAC, 50/60 Hz
    consumption: 165 W
    LEDs: 396 x SMD 5050
    colour temperature: 7000 K
    dimensions: 365 x 209 x 210 mm
    weight: 5.2 kg

75€
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542 NUCLILED 3000-TRIPLE DMX LED STROBE-
The NUCLILED 3000 is a very clear stroboscope with a unique design. The
consisting of 3 sections, each with 132 bright white SMD-5050 leds, for
intense light packs. In mode with DMX control, you can view the device also
as stage blinder (max. 1 minute). In autonome mode the light on music via
the built-in microphone and you can built-in macros select for creating
unique effects with chases and flashing lights between the sections, "" You
can use this versatile device in the following modes: manual, master/slave,
sound and DMX controlled, ""
Features

    very powerful strobe effect, very low in consumption
    suitable for indoor use, for all kinds of applications
    autonome, master/slave or DMX controlled operation
    DMX controlled via 5 channels (intensity of section A, B & C, speed,
expensive)
    power supply and connector from 1 source via powerCON input and
output connectors and 3-/5-polige DMX input and output XLR connectors

Specifications

    power: 90 to 260 VAC, 50/60 Hz
    consumption: 165 W
    LEDs: 396 x SMD 5050
    colour temperature: 7000 K
    dimensions: 365 x 209 x 210 mm
    weight: 5.2 kg

75€

543 NUCLILED 3000-TRIPLE DMX LED STROBE-
The NUCLILED 3000 is a very clear stroboscope with a unique design. The
consisting of 3 sections, each with 132 bright white SMD-5050 leds, for
intense light packs. In mode with DMX control, you can view the device also
as stage blinder (max. 1 minute). In autonome mode the light on music via
the built-in microphone and you can built-in macros select for creating
unique effects with chases and flashing lights between the sections, "" You
can use this versatile device in the following modes: manual, master/slave,
sound and DMX controlled, ""
Features

    very powerful strobe effect, very low in consumption
    suitable for indoor use, for all kinds of applications
    autonome, master/slave or DMX controlled operation
    DMX controlled via 5 channels (intensity of section A, B & C, speed,
expensive)
    power supply and connector from 1 source via powerCON input and
output connectors and 3-/5-polige DMX input and output XLR connectors

Specifications

    power: 90 to 260 VAC, 50/60 Hz
    consumption: 165 W
    LEDs: 396 x SMD 5050
    colour temperature: 7000 K
    dimensions: 365 x 209 x 210 mm
    weight: 5.2 kg

75€
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544 NUCLILED 3000-TRIPLE DMX LED STROBE-
The NUCLILED 3000 is a very clear stroboscope with a unique design. The
consisting of 3 sections, each with 132 bright white SMD-5050 leds, for
intense light packs. In mode with DMX control, you can view the device also
as stage blinder (max. 1 minute). In autonome mode the light on music via
the built-in microphone and you can built-in macros select for creating
unique effects with chases and flashing lights between the sections, "" You
can use this versatile device in the following modes: manual, master/slave,
sound and DMX controlled, ""
Features

    very powerful strobe effect, very low in consumption
    suitable for indoor use, for all kinds of applications
    autonome, master/slave or DMX controlled operation
    DMX controlled via 5 channels (intensity of section A, B & C, speed,
expensive)
    power supply and connector from 1 source via powerCON input and
output connectors and 3-/5-polige DMX input and output XLR connectors

Specifications

    power: 90 to 260 VAC, 50/60 Hz
    consumption: 165 W
    LEDs: 396 x SMD 5050
    colour temperature: 7000 K
    dimensions: 365 x 209 x 210 mm
    weight: 5.2 kg

75€

545 NUCLILED 3000-TRIPLE DMX LED STROBE-
The NUCLILED 3000 is a very clear stroboscope with a unique design. The
consisting of 3 sections, each with 132 bright white SMD-5050 leds, for
intense light packs. In mode with DMX control, you can view the device also
as stage blinder (max. 1 minute). In autonome mode the light on music via
the built-in microphone and you can built-in macros select for creating
unique effects with chases and flashing lights between the sections, "" You
can use this versatile device in the following modes: manual, master/slave,
sound and DMX controlled, ""
Features

    very powerful strobe effect, very low in consumption
    suitable for indoor use, for all kinds of applications
    autonome, master/slave or DMX controlled operation
    DMX controlled via 5 channels (intensity of section A, B & C, speed,
expensive)
    power supply and connector from 1 source via powerCON input and
output connectors and 3-/5-polige DMX input and output XLR connectors

Specifications

    power: 90 to 260 VAC, 50/60 Hz
    consumption: 165 W
    LEDs: 396 x SMD 5050
    colour temperature: 7000 K
    dimensions: 365 x 209 x 210 mm
    weight: 5.2 kg

75€
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546 NUCLILED 3000-TRIPLE DMX LED STROBE-
The NUCLILED 3000 is a very clear stroboscope with a unique design. The
consisting of 3 sections, each with 132 bright white SMD-5050 leds, for
intense light packs. In mode with DMX control, you can view the device also
as stage blinder (max. 1 minute). In autonome mode the light on music via
the built-in microphone and you can built-in macros select for creating
unique effects with chases and flashing lights between the sections, "" You
can use this versatile device in the following modes: manual, master/slave,
sound and DMX controlled, ""
Features

    very powerful strobe effect, very low in consumption
    suitable for indoor use, for all kinds of applications
    autonome, master/slave or DMX controlled operation
    DMX controlled via 5 channels (intensity of section A, B & C, speed,
expensive)
    power supply and connector from 1 source via powerCON input and
output connectors and 3-/5-polige DMX input and output XLR connectors

Specifications

    power: 90 to 260 VAC, 50/60 Hz
    consumption: 165 W
    LEDs: 396 x SMD 5050
    colour temperature: 7000 K
    dimensions: 365 x 209 x 210 mm
    weight: 5.2 kg

75€

547 NUCLILED 3000-TRIPLE DMX LED STROBE-
The NUCLILED 3000 is a very clear stroboscope with a unique design. The
consisting of 3 sections, each with 132 bright white SMD-5050 leds, for
intense light packs. In mode with DMX control, you can view the device also
as stage blinder (max. 1 minute). In autonome mode the light on music via
the built-in microphone and you can built-in macros select for creating
unique effects with chases and flashing lights between the sections, "" You
can use this versatile device in the following modes: manual, master/slave,
sound and DMX controlled, ""
Features

    very powerful strobe effect, very low in consumption
    suitable for indoor use, for all kinds of applications
    autonome, master/slave or DMX controlled operation
    DMX controlled via 5 channels (intensity of section A, B & C, speed,
expensive)
    power supply and connector from 1 source via powerCON input and
output connectors and 3-/5-polige DMX input and output XLR connectors

Specifications

    power: 90 to 260 VAC, 50/60 Hz
    consumption: 165 W
    LEDs: 396 x SMD 5050
    colour temperature: 7000 K
    dimensions: 365 x 209 x 210 mm
    weight: 5.2 kg

75€
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548 NUCLILED 3000-TRIPLE DMX LED STROBE-
The NUCLILED 3000 is a very clear stroboscope with a unique design. The
consisting of 3 sections, each with 132 bright white SMD-5050 leds, for
intense light packs. In mode with DMX control, you can view the device also
as stage blinder (max. 1 minute). In autonome mode the light on music via
the built-in microphone and you can built-in macros select for creating
unique effects with chases and flashing lights between the sections, "" You
can use this versatile device in the following modes: manual, master/slave,
sound and DMX controlled, ""
Features

    very powerful strobe effect, very low in consumption
    suitable for indoor use, for all kinds of applications
    autonome, master/slave or DMX controlled operation
    DMX controlled via 5 channels (intensity of section A, B & C, speed,
expensive)
    power supply and connector from 1 source via powerCON input and
output connectors and 3-/5-polige DMX input and output XLR connectors

Specifications

    power: 90 to 260 VAC, 50/60 Hz
    consumption: 165 W
    LEDs: 396 x SMD 5050
    colour temperature: 7000 K
    dimensions: 365 x 209 x 210 mm
    weight: 5.2 kg

75€

549 NUCLILED 3000-TRIPLE DMX LED STROBE-
The NUCLILED 3000 is a very clear stroboscope with a unique design. The
consisting of 3 sections, each with 132 bright white SMD-5050 leds, for
intense light packs. In mode with DMX control, you can view the device also
as stage blinder (max. 1 minute). In autonome mode the light on music via
the built-in microphone and you can built-in macros select for creating
unique effects with chases and flashing lights between the sections, "" You
can use this versatile device in the following modes: manual, master/slave,
sound and DMX controlled, ""
Features

    very powerful strobe effect, very low in consumption
    suitable for indoor use, for all kinds of applications
    autonome, master/slave or DMX controlled operation
    DMX controlled via 5 channels (intensity of section A, B & C, speed,
expensive)
    power supply and connector from 1 source via powerCON input and
output connectors and 3-/5-polige DMX input and output XLR connectors

Specifications

    power: 90 to 260 VAC, 50/60 Hz
    consumption: 165 W
    LEDs: 396 x SMD 5050
    colour temperature: 7000 K
    dimensions: 365 x 209 x 210 mm
    weight: 5.2 kg

75€
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550 NUCLILED 3000-TRIPLE DMX LED STROBE-
The NUCLILED 3000 is a very clear stroboscope with a unique design. The
consisting of 3 sections, each with 132 bright white SMD-5050 leds, for
intense light packs. In mode with DMX control, you can view the device also
as stage blinder (max. 1 minute). In autonome mode the light on music via
the built-in microphone and you can built-in macros select for creating
unique effects with chases and flashing lights between the sections, "" You
can use this versatile device in the following modes: manual, master/slave,
sound and DMX controlled, ""
Features

    very powerful strobe effect, very low in consumption
    suitable for indoor use, for all kinds of applications
    autonome, master/slave or DMX controlled operation
    DMX controlled via 5 channels (intensity of section A, B & C, speed,
expensive)
    power supply and connector from 1 source via powerCON input and
output connectors and 3-/5-polige DMX input and output XLR connectors

Specifications

    power: 90 to 260 VAC, 50/60 Hz
    consumption: 165 W
    LEDs: 396 x SMD 5050
    colour temperature: 7000 K
    dimensions: 365 x 209 x 210 mm
    weight: 5.2 kg

75€

551 NUCLILED 3000-TRIPLE DMX LED STROBE-
The NUCLILED 3000 is a very clear stroboscope with a unique design. The
consisting of 3 sections, each with 132 bright white SMD-5050 leds, for
intense light packs. In mode with DMX control, you can view the device also
as stage blinder (max. 1 minute). In autonome mode the light on music via
the built-in microphone and you can built-in macros select for creating
unique effects with chases and flashing lights between the sections, "" You
can use this versatile device in the following modes: manual, master/slave,
sound and DMX controlled, ""
Features

    very powerful strobe effect, very low in consumption
    suitable for indoor use, for all kinds of applications
    autonome, master/slave or DMX controlled operation
    DMX controlled via 5 channels (intensity of section A, B & C, speed,
expensive)
    power supply and connector from 1 source via powerCON input and
output connectors and 3-/5-polige DMX input and output XLR connectors

Specifications

    power: 90 to 260 VAC, 50/60 Hz
    consumption: 165 W
    LEDs: 396 x SMD 5050
    colour temperature: 7000 K
    dimensions: 365 x 209 x 210 mm
    weight: 5.2 kg

75€
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552 NUCLILED 3000-TRIPLE DMX LED STROBE-
The NUCLILED 3000 is a very clear stroboscope with a unique design. The
consisting of 3 sections, each with 132 bright white SMD-5050 leds, for
intense light packs. In mode with DMX control, you can view the device also
as stage blinder (max. 1 minute). In autonome mode the light on music via
the built-in microphone and you can built-in macros select for creating
unique effects with chases and flashing lights between the sections, "" You
can use this versatile device in the following modes: manual, master/slave,
sound and DMX controlled, ""
Features

    very powerful strobe effect, very low in consumption
    suitable for indoor use, for all kinds of applications
    autonome, master/slave or DMX controlled operation
    DMX controlled via 5 channels (intensity of section A, B & C, speed,
expensive)
    power supply and connector from 1 source via powerCON input and
output connectors and 3-/5-polige DMX input and output XLR connectors

Specifications

    power: 90 to 260 VAC, 50/60 Hz
    consumption: 165 W
    LEDs: 396 x SMD 5050
    colour temperature: 7000 K
    dimensions: 365 x 209 x 210 mm
    weight: 5.2 kg

75€

553 NUCLILED 3000-TRIPLE DMX LED STROBE-
The NUCLILED 3000 is a very clear stroboscope with a unique design. The
consisting of 3 sections, each with 132 bright white SMD-5050 leds, for
intense light packs. In mode with DMX control, you can view the device also
as stage blinder (max. 1 minute). In autonome mode the light on music via
the built-in microphone and you can built-in macros select for creating
unique effects with chases and flashing lights between the sections, "" You
can use this versatile device in the following modes: manual, master/slave,
sound and DMX controlled, ""
Features

    very powerful strobe effect, very low in consumption
    suitable for indoor use, for all kinds of applications
    autonome, master/slave or DMX controlled operation
    DMX controlled via 5 channels (intensity of section A, B & C, speed,
expensive)
    power supply and connector from 1 source via powerCON input and
output connectors and 3-/5-polige DMX input and output XLR connectors

Specifications

    power: 90 to 260 VAC, 50/60 Hz
    consumption: 165 W
    LEDs: 396 x SMD 5050
    colour temperature: 7000 K
    dimensions: 365 x 209 x 210 mm
    weight: 5.2 kg

75€
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554 NUCLILED 3000-TRIPLE DMX LED STROBE-
The NUCLILED 3000 is a very clear stroboscope with a unique design. The
consisting of 3 sections, each with 132 bright white SMD-5050 leds, for
intense light packs. In mode with DMX control, you can view the device also
as stage blinder (max. 1 minute). In autonome mode the light on music via
the built-in microphone and you can built-in macros select for creating
unique effects with chases and flashing lights between the sections, "" You
can use this versatile device in the following modes: manual, master/slave,
sound and DMX controlled, ""
Features

    very powerful strobe effect, very low in consumption
    suitable for indoor use, for all kinds of applications
    autonome, master/slave or DMX controlled operation
    DMX controlled via 5 channels (intensity of section A, B & C, speed,
expensive)
    power supply and connector from 1 source via powerCON input and
output connectors and 3-/5-polige DMX input and output XLR connectors

Specifications

    power: 90 to 260 VAC, 50/60 Hz
    consumption: 165 W
    LEDs: 396 x SMD 5050
    colour temperature: 7000 K
    dimensions: 365 x 209 x 210 mm
    weight: 5.2 kg

75€

555 NUCLILED 3000-TRIPLE DMX LED STROBE-
The NUCLILED 3000 is a very clear stroboscope with a unique design. The
consisting of 3 sections, each with 132 bright white SMD-5050 leds, for
intense light packs. In mode with DMX control, you can view the device also
as stage blinder (max. 1 minute). In autonome mode the light on music via
the built-in microphone and you can built-in macros select for creating
unique effects with chases and flashing lights between the sections, "" You
can use this versatile device in the following modes: manual, master/slave,
sound and DMX controlled, ""
Features

    very powerful strobe effect, very low in consumption
    suitable for indoor use, for all kinds of applications
    autonome, master/slave or DMX controlled operation
    DMX controlled via 5 channels (intensity of section A, B & C, speed,
expensive)
    power supply and connector from 1 source via powerCON input and
output connectors and 3-/5-polige DMX input and output XLR connectors

Specifications

    power: 90 to 260 VAC, 50/60 Hz
    consumption: 165 W
    LEDs: 396 x SMD 5050
    colour temperature: 7000 K
    dimensions: 365 x 209 x 210 mm
    weight: 5.2 kg

75€
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556 NUCLILED 3000-TRIPLE DMX LED STROBE-
The NUCLILED 3000 is a very clear stroboscope with a unique design. The
consisting of 3 sections, each with 132 bright white SMD-5050 leds, for
intense light packs. In mode with DMX control, you can view the device also
as stage blinder (max. 1 minute). In autonome mode the light on music via
the built-in microphone and you can built-in macros select for creating
unique effects with chases and flashing lights between the sections, "" You
can use this versatile device in the following modes: manual, master/slave,
sound and DMX controlled, ""
Features

    very powerful strobe effect, very low in consumption
    suitable for indoor use, for all kinds of applications
    autonome, master/slave or DMX controlled operation
    DMX controlled via 5 channels (intensity of section A, B & C, speed,
expensive)
    power supply and connector from 1 source via powerCON input and
output connectors and 3-/5-polige DMX input and output XLR connectors

Specifications

    power: 90 to 260 VAC, 50/60 Hz
    consumption: 165 W
    LEDs: 396 x SMD 5050
    colour temperature: 7000 K
    dimensions: 365 x 209 x 210 mm
    weight: 5.2 kg

75€

557 NUCLILED 3000-TRIPLE DMX LED STROBE-
The NUCLILED 3000 is a very clear stroboscope with a unique design. The
consisting of 3 sections, each with 132 bright white SMD-5050 leds, for
intense light packs. In mode with DMX control, you can view the device also
as stage blinder (max. 1 minute). In autonome mode the light on music via
the built-in microphone and you can built-in macros select for creating
unique effects with chases and flashing lights between the sections, "" You
can use this versatile device in the following modes: manual, master/slave,
sound and DMX controlled, ""
Features

    very powerful strobe effect, very low in consumption
    suitable for indoor use, for all kinds of applications
    autonome, master/slave or DMX controlled operation
    DMX controlled via 5 channels (intensity of section A, B & C, speed,
expensive)
    power supply and connector from 1 source via powerCON input and
output connectors and 3-/5-polige DMX input and output XLR connectors

Specifications

    power: 90 to 260 VAC, 50/60 Hz
    consumption: 165 W
    LEDs: 396 x SMD 5050
    colour temperature: 7000 K
    dimensions: 365 x 209 x 210 mm
    weight: 5.2 kg

75€
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558 NUCLILED 3000-TRIPLE DMX LED STROBE-
The NUCLILED 3000 is a very clear stroboscope with a unique design. The
consisting of 3 sections, each with 132 bright white SMD-5050 leds, for
intense light packs. In mode with DMX control, you can view the device also
as stage blinder (max. 1 minute). In autonome mode the light on music via
the built-in microphone and you can built-in macros select for creating
unique effects with chases and flashing lights between the sections, "" You
can use this versatile device in the following modes: manual, master/slave,
sound and DMX controlled, ""
Features

    very powerful strobe effect, very low in consumption
    suitable for indoor use, for all kinds of applications
    autonome, master/slave or DMX controlled operation
    DMX controlled via 5 channels (intensity of section A, B & C, speed,
expensive)
    power supply and connector from 1 source via powerCON input and
output connectors and 3-/5-polige DMX input and output XLR connectors

Specifications

    power: 90 to 260 VAC, 50/60 Hz
    consumption: 165 W
    LEDs: 396 x SMD 5050
    colour temperature: 7000 K
    dimensions: 365 x 209 x 210 mm
    weight: 5.2 kg

75€

559 NUCLILED 3000-TRIPLE DMX LED STROBE-
The NUCLILED 3000 is a very clear stroboscope with a unique design. The
consisting of 3 sections, each with 132 bright white SMD-5050 leds, for
intense light packs. In mode with DMX control, you can view the device also
as stage blinder (max. 1 minute). In autonome mode the light on music via
the built-in microphone and you can built-in macros select for creating
unique effects with chases and flashing lights between the sections, "" You
can use this versatile device in the following modes: manual, master/slave,
sound and DMX controlled, ""
Features

    very powerful strobe effect, very low in consumption
    suitable for indoor use, for all kinds of applications
    autonome, master/slave or DMX controlled operation
    DMX controlled via 5 channels (intensity of section A, B & C, speed,
expensive)
    power supply and connector from 1 source via powerCON input and
output connectors and 3-/5-polige DMX input and output XLR connectors

Specifications

    power: 90 to 260 VAC, 50/60 Hz
    consumption: 165 W
    LEDs: 396 x SMD 5050
    colour temperature: 7000 K
    dimensions: 365 x 209 x 210 mm
    weight: 5.2 kg

75€
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560 NUCLILED 3000-TRIPLE DMX LED STROBE-
The NUCLILED 3000 is a very clear stroboscope with a unique design. The
consisting of 3 sections, each with 132 bright white SMD-5050 leds, for
intense light packs. In mode with DMX control, you can view the device also
as stage blinder (max. 1 minute). In autonome mode the light on music via
the built-in microphone and you can built-in macros select for creating
unique effects with chases and flashing lights between the sections, "" You
can use this versatile device in the following modes: manual, master/slave,
sound and DMX controlled, ""
Features

    very powerful strobe effect, very low in consumption
    suitable for indoor use, for all kinds of applications
    autonome, master/slave or DMX controlled operation
    DMX controlled via 5 channels (intensity of section A, B & C, speed,
expensive)
    power supply and connector from 1 source via powerCON input and
output connectors and 3-/5-polige DMX input and output XLR connectors

Specifications

    power: 90 to 260 VAC, 50/60 Hz
    consumption: 165 W
    LEDs: 396 x SMD 5050
    colour temperature: 7000 K
    dimensions: 365 x 209 x 210 mm
    weight: 5.2 kg

75€

561 NUCLILED 3000-TRIPLE DMX LED STROBE-
The NUCLILED 3000 is a very clear stroboscope with a unique design. The
consisting of 3 sections, each with 132 bright white SMD-5050 leds, for
intense light packs. In mode with DMX control, you can view the device also
as stage blinder (max. 1 minute). In autonome mode the light on music via
the built-in microphone and you can built-in macros select for creating
unique effects with chases and flashing lights between the sections, "" You
can use this versatile device in the following modes: manual, master/slave,
sound and DMX controlled, ""
Features

    very powerful strobe effect, very low in consumption
    suitable for indoor use, for all kinds of applications
    autonome, master/slave or DMX controlled operation
    DMX controlled via 5 channels (intensity of section A, B & C, speed,
expensive)
    power supply and connector from 1 source via powerCON input and
output connectors and 3-/5-polige DMX input and output XLR connectors

Specifications

    power: 90 to 260 VAC, 50/60 Hz
    consumption: 165 W
    LEDs: 396 x SMD 5050
    colour temperature: 7000 K
    dimensions: 365 x 209 x 210 mm
    weight: 5.2 kg

75€
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562 NUCLILED 3000-TRIPLE DMX LED STROBE-
The NUCLILED 3000 is a very clear stroboscope with a unique design. The
consisting of 3 sections, each with 132 bright white SMD-5050 leds, for
intense light packs. In mode with DMX control, you can view the device also
as stage blinder (max. 1 minute). In autonome mode the light on music via
the built-in microphone and you can built-in macros select for creating
unique effects with chases and flashing lights between the sections, "" You
can use this versatile device in the following modes: manual, master/slave,
sound and DMX controlled, ""
Features

    very powerful strobe effect, very low in consumption
    suitable for indoor use, for all kinds of applications
    autonome, master/slave or DMX controlled operation
    DMX controlled via 5 channels (intensity of section A, B & C, speed,
expensive)
    power supply and connector from 1 source via powerCON input and
output connectors and 3-/5-polige DMX input and output XLR connectors

Specifications

    power: 90 to 260 VAC, 50/60 Hz
    consumption: 165 W
    LEDs: 396 x SMD 5050
    colour temperature: 7000 K
    dimensions: 365 x 209 x 210 mm
    weight: 5.2 kg

75€

563 NUCLILED 3000-TRIPLE DMX LED STROBE-
The NUCLILED 3000 is a very clear stroboscope with a unique design. The
consisting of 3 sections, each with 132 bright white SMD-5050 leds, for
intense light packs. In mode with DMX control, you can view the device also
as stage blinder (max. 1 minute). In autonome mode the light on music via
the built-in microphone and you can built-in macros select for creating
unique effects with chases and flashing lights between the sections, "" You
can use this versatile device in the following modes: manual, master/slave,
sound and DMX controlled, ""
Features

    very powerful strobe effect, very low in consumption
    suitable for indoor use, for all kinds of applications
    autonome, master/slave or DMX controlled operation
    DMX controlled via 5 channels (intensity of section A, B & C, speed,
expensive)
    power supply and connector from 1 source via powerCON input and
output connectors and 3-/5-polige DMX input and output XLR connectors

Specifications

    power: 90 to 260 VAC, 50/60 Hz
    consumption: 165 W
    LEDs: 396 x SMD 5050
    colour temperature: 7000 K
    dimensions: 365 x 209 x 210 mm
    weight: 5.2 kg

75€
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564 NUCLILED 3000-TRIPLE DMX LED STROBE-
The NUCLILED 3000 is a very clear stroboscope with a unique design. The
consisting of 3 sections, each with 132 bright white SMD-5050 leds, for
intense light packs. In mode with DMX control, you can view the device also
as stage blinder (max. 1 minute). In autonome mode the light on music via
the built-in microphone and you can built-in macros select for creating
unique effects with chases and flashing lights between the sections, "" You
can use this versatile device in the following modes: manual, master/slave,
sound and DMX controlled, ""
Features

    very powerful strobe effect, very low in consumption
    suitable for indoor use, for all kinds of applications
    autonome, master/slave or DMX controlled operation
    DMX controlled via 5 channels (intensity of section A, B & C, speed,
expensive)
    power supply and connector from 1 source via powerCON input and
output connectors and 3-/5-polige DMX input and output XLR connectors

Specifications

    power: 90 to 260 VAC, 50/60 Hz
    consumption: 165 W
    LEDs: 396 x SMD 5050
    colour temperature: 7000 K
    dimensions: 365 x 209 x 210 mm
    weight: 5.2 kg

75€

565 NUCLILED 3000-TRIPLE DMX LED STROBE-
The NUCLILED 3000 is a very clear stroboscope with a unique design. The
consisting of 3 sections, each with 132 bright white SMD-5050 leds, for
intense light packs. In mode with DMX control, you can view the device also
as stage blinder (max. 1 minute). In autonome mode the light on music via
the built-in microphone and you can built-in macros select for creating
unique effects with chases and flashing lights between the sections, "" You
can use this versatile device in the following modes: manual, master/slave,
sound and DMX controlled, ""
Features

    very powerful strobe effect, very low in consumption
    suitable for indoor use, for all kinds of applications
    autonome, master/slave or DMX controlled operation
    DMX controlled via 5 channels (intensity of section A, B & C, speed,
expensive)
    power supply and connector from 1 source via powerCON input and
output connectors and 3-/5-polige DMX input and output XLR connectors

Specifications

    power: 90 to 260 VAC, 50/60 Hz
    consumption: 165 W
    LEDs: 396 x SMD 5050
    colour temperature: 7000 K
    dimensions: 365 x 209 x 210 mm
    weight: 5.2 kg

75€
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566 NUCLILED 3000-TRIPLE DMX LED STROBE-
The NUCLILED 3000 is a very clear stroboscope with a unique design. The
consisting of 3 sections, each with 132 bright white SMD-5050 leds, for
intense light packs. In mode with DMX control, you can view the device also
as stage blinder (max. 1 minute). In autonome mode the light on music via
the built-in microphone and you can built-in macros select for creating
unique effects with chases and flashing lights between the sections, "" You
can use this versatile device in the following modes: manual, master/slave,
sound and DMX controlled, ""
Features

    very powerful strobe effect, very low in consumption
    suitable for indoor use, for all kinds of applications
    autonome, master/slave or DMX controlled operation
    DMX controlled via 5 channels (intensity of section A, B & C, speed,
expensive)
    power supply and connector from 1 source via powerCON input and
output connectors and 3-/5-polige DMX input and output XLR connectors

Specifications

    power: 90 to 260 VAC, 50/60 Hz
    consumption: 165 W
    LEDs: 396 x SMD 5050
    colour temperature: 7000 K
    dimensions: 365 x 209 x 210 mm
    weight: 5.2 kg

75€

567 NUCLILED 3000-TRIPLE DMX LED STROBE-
The NUCLILED 3000 is a very clear stroboscope with a unique design. The
consisting of 3 sections, each with 132 bright white SMD-5050 leds, for
intense light packs. In mode with DMX control, you can view the device also
as stage blinder (max. 1 minute). In autonome mode the light on music via
the built-in microphone and you can built-in macros select for creating
unique effects with chases and flashing lights between the sections, "" You
can use this versatile device in the following modes: manual, master/slave,
sound and DMX controlled, ""
Features

    very powerful strobe effect, very low in consumption
    suitable for indoor use, for all kinds of applications
    autonome, master/slave or DMX controlled operation
    DMX controlled via 5 channels (intensity of section A, B & C, speed,
expensive)
    power supply and connector from 1 source via powerCON input and
output connectors and 3-/5-polige DMX input and output XLR connectors

Specifications

    power: 90 to 260 VAC, 50/60 Hz
    consumption: 165 W
    LEDs: 396 x SMD 5050
    colour temperature: 7000 K
    dimensions: 365 x 209 x 210 mm
    weight: 5.2 kg

75€
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568 NUCLILED 3000-TRIPLE DMX LED STROBE-
The NUCLILED 3000 is a very clear stroboscope with a unique design. The
consisting of 3 sections, each with 132 bright white SMD-5050 leds, for
intense light packs. In mode with DMX control, you can view the device also
as stage blinder (max. 1 minute). In autonome mode the light on music via
the built-in microphone and you can built-in macros select for creating
unique effects with chases and flashing lights between the sections, "" You
can use this versatile device in the following modes: manual, master/slave,
sound and DMX controlled, ""
Features

    very powerful strobe effect, very low in consumption
    suitable for indoor use, for all kinds of applications
    autonome, master/slave or DMX controlled operation
    DMX controlled via 5 channels (intensity of section A, B & C, speed,
expensive)
    power supply and connector from 1 source via powerCON input and
output connectors and 3-/5-polige DMX input and output XLR connectors

Specifications

    power: 90 to 260 VAC, 50/60 Hz
    consumption: 165 W
    LEDs: 396 x SMD 5050
    colour temperature: 7000 K
    dimensions: 365 x 209 x 210 mm
    weight: 5.2 kg

75€

569 NUCLILED 3000-TRIPLE DMX LED STROBE-
The NUCLILED 3000 is a very clear stroboscope with a unique design. The
consisting of 3 sections, each with 132 bright white SMD-5050 leds, for
intense light packs. In mode with DMX control, you can view the device also
as stage blinder (max. 1 minute). In autonome mode the light on music via
the built-in microphone and you can built-in macros select for creating
unique effects with chases and flashing lights between the sections, "" You
can use this versatile device in the following modes: manual, master/slave,
sound and DMX controlled, ""
Features

    very powerful strobe effect, very low in consumption
    suitable for indoor use, for all kinds of applications
    autonome, master/slave or DMX controlled operation
    DMX controlled via 5 channels (intensity of section A, B & C, speed,
expensive)
    power supply and connector from 1 source via powerCON input and
output connectors and 3-/5-polige DMX input and output XLR connectors

Specifications

    power: 90 to 260 VAC, 50/60 Hz
    consumption: 165 W
    LEDs: 396 x SMD 5050
    colour temperature: 7000 K
    dimensions: 365 x 209 x 210 mm
    weight: 5.2 kg

75€
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570 NUCLILED 3000-TRIPLE DMX LED STROBE-
The NUCLILED 3000 is a very clear stroboscope with a unique design. The
consisting of 3 sections, each with 132 bright white SMD-5050 leds, for
intense light packs. In mode with DMX control, you can view the device also
as stage blinder (max. 1 minute). In autonome mode the light on music via
the built-in microphone and you can built-in macros select for creating
unique effects with chases and flashing lights between the sections, "" You
can use this versatile device in the following modes: manual, master/slave,
sound and DMX controlled, ""
Features

    very powerful strobe effect, very low in consumption
    suitable for indoor use, for all kinds of applications
    autonome, master/slave or DMX controlled operation
    DMX controlled via 5 channels (intensity of section A, B & C, speed,
expensive)
    power supply and connector from 1 source via powerCON input and
output connectors and 3-/5-polige DMX input and output XLR connectors

Specifications

    power: 90 to 260 VAC, 50/60 Hz
    consumption: 165 W
    LEDs: 396 x SMD 5050
    colour temperature: 7000 K
    dimensions: 365 x 209 x 210 mm
    weight: 5.2 kg

75€

571 NUCLILED 3000-TRIPLE DMX LED STROBE-
The NUCLILED 3000 is a very clear stroboscope with a unique design. The
consisting of 3 sections, each with 132 bright white SMD-5050 leds, for
intense light packs. In mode with DMX control, you can view the device also
as stage blinder (max. 1 minute). In autonome mode the light on music via
the built-in microphone and you can built-in macros select for creating
unique effects with chases and flashing lights between the sections, "" You
can use this versatile device in the following modes: manual, master/slave,
sound and DMX controlled, ""
Features

    very powerful strobe effect, very low in consumption
    suitable for indoor use, for all kinds of applications
    autonome, master/slave or DMX controlled operation
    DMX controlled via 5 channels (intensity of section A, B & C, speed,
expensive)
    power supply and connector from 1 source via powerCON input and
output connectors and 3-/5-polige DMX input and output XLR connectors

Specifications

    power: 90 to 260 VAC, 50/60 Hz
    consumption: 165 W
    LEDs: 396 x SMD 5050
    colour temperature: 7000 K
    dimensions: 365 x 209 x 210 mm
    weight: 5.2 kg

75€
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572 NUCLILED 3000-TRIPLE DMX LED STROBE-
The NUCLILED 3000 is a very clear stroboscope with a unique design. The
consisting of 3 sections, each with 132 bright white SMD-5050 leds, for
intense light packs. In mode with DMX control, you can view the device also
as stage blinder (max. 1 minute). In autonome mode the light on music via
the built-in microphone and you can built-in macros select for creating
unique effects with chases and flashing lights between the sections, "" You
can use this versatile device in the following modes: manual, master/slave,
sound and DMX controlled, ""
Features

    very powerful strobe effect, very low in consumption
    suitable for indoor use, for all kinds of applications
    autonome, master/slave or DMX controlled operation
    DMX controlled via 5 channels (intensity of section A, B & C, speed,
expensive)
    power supply and connector from 1 source via powerCON input and
output connectors and 3-/5-polige DMX input and output XLR connectors

Specifications

    power: 90 to 260 VAC, 50/60 Hz
    consumption: 165 W
    LEDs: 396 x SMD 5050
    colour temperature: 7000 K
    dimensions: 365 x 209 x 210 mm
    weight: 5.2 kg

75€

573 NUCLILED 3000-TRIPLE DMX LED STROBE-
The NUCLILED 3000 is a very clear stroboscope with a unique design. The
consisting of 3 sections, each with 132 bright white SMD-5050 leds, for
intense light packs. In mode with DMX control, you can view the device also
as stage blinder (max. 1 minute). In autonome mode the light on music via
the built-in microphone and you can built-in macros select for creating
unique effects with chases and flashing lights between the sections, "" You
can use this versatile device in the following modes: manual, master/slave,
sound and DMX controlled, ""
Features

    very powerful strobe effect, very low in consumption
    suitable for indoor use, for all kinds of applications
    autonome, master/slave or DMX controlled operation
    DMX controlled via 5 channels (intensity of section A, B & C, speed,
expensive)
    power supply and connector from 1 source via powerCON input and
output connectors and 3-/5-polige DMX input and output XLR connectors

Specifications

    power: 90 to 260 VAC, 50/60 Hz
    consumption: 165 W
    LEDs: 396 x SMD 5050
    colour temperature: 7000 K
    dimensions: 365 x 209 x 210 mm
    weight: 5.2 kg

75€
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574 TRIXUS-5 x 5 LED MATRIX LIGHT-10 W COB RGB
TRIXUS is an led matrix consisting of 25 x 10 W RGB COB-leds, designed
for an optimal pixel management. Each led can be individually beautiful
blinder-effects, animations for pixelmapping and video displays to create.
Features

    DMX control
        1-channel mode: select colors
        3-channel mode: select: RGB
        6-channel mode: select: RGB, colors, dimmer, shutter
        50-channel mode: select: RGB for each pixel, dimmer, shutter
        51-channel mode: select: RGB for each pixel, colors, dimmer, shutter
    music control via built-in microphone with adjustable sensitivity
    selection of a static color
    Master/slavemodus for synchronised operation of multiple devices in a
series
    FAG free operation (400 Hz)

Specifications

    power: 100-240 VAC, 50/60 Hz
    consumption: 300 W
    Led source: 25 tricolor, high-power COB-Led, 10 W
    beam angle: 63 °
    pitch: 115 mm
    DMX output: 3-pin XLR
    dimensions: 600 x 600 x 130 mm
    weight: 15.5 kg

110€

575 TRIXUS-5 x 5 LED MATRIX LIGHT-10 W COB RGB
TRIXUS is an led matrix consisting of 25 x 10 W RGB COB-leds, designed
for an optimal pixel management. Each led can be individually beautiful
blinder-effects, animations for pixelmapping and video displays to create.
Features

    DMX control
        1-channel mode: select colors
        3-channel mode: select: RGB
        6-channel mode: select: RGB, colors, dimmer, shutter
        50-channel mode: select: RGB for each pixel, dimmer, shutter
        51-channel mode: select: RGB for each pixel, colors, dimmer, shutter
    music control via built-in microphone with adjustable sensitivity
    selection of a static color
    Master/slavemodus for synchronised operation of multiple devices in a
series
    FAG free operation (400 Hz)

Specifications

    power: 100-240 VAC, 50/60 Hz
    consumption: 300 W
    Led source: 25 tricolor, high-power COB-Led, 10 W
    beam angle: 63 °
    pitch: 115 mm
    DMX output: 3-pin XLR
    dimensions: 600 x 600 x 130 mm
    weight: 15.5 kg

110€
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576 MOVING HEAD SPOT LED ARAS-60S-60W-
Features

    with high power LED color: white
    very clear, full and wonderful colors
    similar to the traditional 250W moving head
    low in consumption
    long life
    7 rotating gobos (with vibrating modus), 9 colors + white
    DMX controlled about 8 or 14 channels
    stand-alone mode, with 8 built-in programs, and sound activated function
    wide range, horizontal corner of 540 °, vertical corner of 270 °, 8-or 16-bit
mode
    very smooth scanning
    very quick electronic stroboscope
    Master dimmer function 0 ~ 100%
    digital display for easy control, can be rotated 180 °, automatic shutdown
after 5 sec.
    Prisma, with 3 facets and focus

Specifications

    power: 230 VAC/50 Hz
    led: N/a (USA) high power
    dimensions gobo: 24.9 mm
    consumption: 90W
    dimensions: 275 x 278 x 335 mm
    weight: 12 kg

170€

577 LED LIGHTING AND VISUAL CONTROL WITH USB-DMX INTERFACE- 35€

578 LED LIGHTING AND VISUAL CONTROL WITH USB-DMX INTERFACE- 35€

579 LED LIGHTING AND VISUAL CONTROL WITH USB-DMX INTERFACE- 35€
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580 LED LIGHTING AND VISUAL CONTROL WITH USB-DMX INTERFACE- 35€

581 LED LIGHTING AND VISUAL CONTROL WITH USB-DMX INTERFACE- 35€

582 LED LIGHTING AND VISUAL CONTROL WITH USB-DMX INTERFACE- 35€

583 LED LIGHTING AND VISUAL CONTROL WITH USB-DMX INTERFACE- 35€

584 LED LIGHTING AND VISUAL CONTROL WITH USB-DMX INTERFACE- 35€

585 LED LIGHTING AND VISUAL CONTROL WITH USB-DMX INTERFACE- 35€

586 LED LIGHTING AND VISUAL CONTROL WITH USB-DMX INTERFACE- 35€
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587 MINI LED PAR BATTEN-16 x 3W-
Features

    extremely light: ideal for DJs and mobile use
    directional spots, per spot, 4 three-colored LEDS for smooth color
transitions
    pre-programmed modes, with set color levels and RGB programs,
    speed auto mode adjustable, and incorporated microphone for noise
control
    easy operation via included foot pedal, with ' black out ' (all the) function
    delivered in protection cover

Specifications

    power: 230 VAC-50 Hz
    consumption: 50 W
    LEDs: 16 x 3W tricolor leds
    beam angle: 15 °
    dimensions: 950 x 45 x 230 mm
    diameter stand: Ø 20 mm
    weight: 6 kg

60€

588 MINI LED PAR BATTEN-16 x 3W-
Features

    extremely light: ideal for DJs and mobile use
    directional spots, per spot, 4 three-colored LEDS for smooth color
transitions
    pre-programmed modes, with set color levels and RGB programs,
    speed auto mode adjustable, and incorporated microphone for noise
control
    easy operation via included foot pedal, with ' black out ' (all the) function
    delivered in protection cover

Specifications

    power: 230 VAC-50 Hz
    consumption: 50 W
    LEDs: 16 x 3W tricolor leds
    beam angle: 15 °
    dimensions: 950 x 45 x 230 mm
    diameter stand: Ø 20 mm
    weight: 6 kg

60€
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589 MINI LED PAR BATTEN-16 x 3W-
Features

    extremely light: ideal for DJs and mobile use
    directional spots, per spot, 4 three-colored LEDS for smooth color
transitions
    pre-programmed modes, with set color levels and RGB programs,
    speed auto mode adjustable, and incorporated microphone for noise
control
    easy operation via included foot pedal, with ' black out ' (all the) function
    delivered in protection cover

Specifications

    power: 230 VAC-50 Hz
    consumption: 50 W
    LEDs: 16 x 3W tricolor leds
    beam angle: 15 °
    dimensions: 950 x 45 x 230 mm
    diameter stand: Ø 20 mm
    weight: 6 kg

60€

590 MINI LED PAR BATTEN-16 x 3W-
Features

    extremely light: ideal for DJs and mobile use
    directional spots, per spot, 4 three-colored LEDS for smooth color
transitions
    pre-programmed modes, with set color levels and RGB programs,
    speed auto mode adjustable, and incorporated microphone for noise
control
    easy operation via included foot pedal, with ' black out ' (all the) function
    delivered in protection cover

Specifications

    power: 230 VAC-50 Hz
    consumption: 50 W
    LEDs: 16 x 3W tricolor leds
    beam angle: 15 °
    dimensions: 950 x 45 x 230 mm
    diameter stand: Ø 20 mm
    weight: 6 kg

60€
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591 MINI LED PAR BATTEN-16 x 3W-
Features

    extremely light: ideal for DJs and mobile use
    directional spots, per spot, 4 three-colored LEDS for smooth color
transitions
    pre-programmed modes, with set color levels and RGB programs,
    speed auto mode adjustable, and incorporated microphone for noise
control
    easy operation via included foot pedal, with ' black out ' (all the) function
    delivered in protection cover

Specifications

    power: 230 VAC-50 Hz
    consumption: 50 W
    LEDs: 16 x 3W tricolor leds
    beam angle: 15 °
    dimensions: 950 x 45 x 230 mm
    diameter stand: Ø 20 mm
    weight: 6 kg

60€

592 MINI LED PAR BATTEN-16 x 3W-
Features

    extremely light: ideal for DJs and mobile use
    directional spots, per spot, 4 three-colored LEDS for smooth color
transitions
    pre-programmed modes, with set color levels and RGB programs,
    speed auto mode adjustable, and incorporated microphone for noise
control
    easy operation via included foot pedal, with ' black out ' (all the) function
    delivered in protection cover

Specifications

    power: 230 VAC-50 Hz
    consumption: 50 W
    LEDs: 16 x 3W tricolor leds
    beam angle: 15 °
    dimensions: 950 x 45 x 230 mm
    diameter stand: Ø 20 mm
    weight: 6 kg

60€
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593 MINI LED PAR BATTEN-16 x 3W-
Features

    extremely light: ideal for DJs and mobile use
    directional spots, per spot, 4 three-colored LEDS for smooth color
transitions
    pre-programmed modes, with set color levels and RGB programs,
    speed auto mode adjustable, and incorporated microphone for noise
control
    easy operation via included foot pedal, with ' black out ' (all the) function
    delivered in protection cover

Specifications

    power: 230 VAC-50 Hz
    consumption: 50 W
    LEDs: 16 x 3W tricolor leds
    beam angle: 15 °
    dimensions: 950 x 45 x 230 mm
    diameter stand: Ø 20 mm
    weight: 6 kg

60€

594 MINI LED PAR BATTEN-16 x 3W-
Features

    extremely light: ideal for DJs and mobile use
    directional spots, per spot, 4 three-colored LEDS for smooth color
transitions
    pre-programmed modes, with set color levels and RGB programs,
    speed auto mode adjustable, and incorporated microphone for noise
control
    easy operation via included foot pedal, with ' black out ' (all the) function
    delivered in protection cover

Specifications

    power: 230 VAC-50 Hz
    consumption: 50 W
    LEDs: 16 x 3W tricolor leds
    beam angle: 15 °
    dimensions: 950 x 45 x 230 mm
    diameter stand: Ø 20 mm
    weight: 6 kg

60€
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595 MINI LED PAR BATTEN-16 x 3W-
Features

    extremely light: ideal for DJs and mobile use
    directional spots, per spot, 4 three-colored LEDS for smooth color
transitions
    pre-programmed modes, with set color levels and RGB programs,
    speed auto mode adjustable, and incorporated microphone for noise
control
    easy operation via included foot pedal, with ' black out ' (all the) function
    delivered in protection cover

Specifications

    power: 230 VAC-50 Hz
    consumption: 50 W
    LEDs: 16 x 3W tricolor leds
    beam angle: 15 °
    dimensions: 950 x 45 x 230 mm
    diameter stand: Ø 20 mm
    weight: 6 kg

60€

596 MINI LED PAR BATTEN-16 x 3W-
Features

    extremely light: ideal for DJs and mobile use
    directional spots, per spot, 4 three-colored LEDS for smooth color
transitions
    pre-programmed modes, with set color levels and RGB programs,
    speed auto mode adjustable, and incorporated microphone for noise
control
    easy operation via included foot pedal, with ' black out ' (all the) function
    delivered in protection cover

Specifications

    power: 230 VAC-50 Hz
    consumption: 50 W
    LEDs: 16 x 3W tricolor leds
    beam angle: 15 °
    dimensions: 950 x 45 x 230 mm
    diameter stand: Ø 20 mm
    weight: 6 kg

60€
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597 MINI LED PAR BATTEN-16 x 3W-
Features

    extremely light: ideal for DJs and mobile use
    directional spots, per spot, 4 three-colored LEDS for smooth color
transitions
    pre-programmed modes, with set color levels and RGB programs,
    speed auto mode adjustable, and incorporated microphone for noise
control
    easy operation via included foot pedal, with ' black out ' (all the) function
    delivered in protection cover

Specifications

    power: 230 VAC-50 Hz
    consumption: 50 W
    LEDs: 16 x 3W tricolor leds
    beam angle: 15 °
    dimensions: 950 x 45 x 230 mm
    diameter stand: Ø 20 mm
    weight: 6 kg

60€

598 MINI LED PAR BATTEN-16 x 3W-
Features

    extremely light: ideal for DJs and mobile use
    directional spots, per spot, 4 three-colored LEDS for smooth color
transitions
    pre-programmed modes, with set color levels and RGB programs,
    speed auto mode adjustable, and incorporated microphone for noise
control
    easy operation via included foot pedal, with ' black out ' (all the) function
    delivered in protection cover

Specifications

    power: 230 VAC-50 Hz
    consumption: 50 W
    LEDs: 16 x 3W tricolor leds
    beam angle: 15 °
    dimensions: 950 x 45 x 230 mm
    diameter stand: Ø 20 mm
    weight: 6 kg

60€
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599 MINI LED PAR BATTEN-16 x 3W-
Features

    extremely light: ideal for DJs and mobile use
    directional spots, per spot, 4 three-colored LEDS for smooth color
transitions
    pre-programmed modes, with set color levels and RGB programs,
    speed auto mode adjustable, and incorporated microphone for noise
control
    easy operation via included foot pedal, with ' black out ' (all the) function
    delivered in protection cover

Specifications

    power: 230 VAC-50 Hz
    consumption: 50 W
    LEDs: 16 x 3W tricolor leds
    beam angle: 15 °
    dimensions: 950 x 45 x 230 mm
    diameter stand: Ø 20 mm
    weight: 6 kg

60€

600 MINI LED PAR BATTEN-16 x 3W-
Features

    extremely light: ideal for DJs and mobile use
    directional spots, per spot, 4 three-colored LEDS for smooth color
transitions
    pre-programmed modes, with set color levels and RGB programs,
    speed auto mode adjustable, and incorporated microphone for noise
control
    easy operation via included foot pedal, with ' black out ' (all the) function
    delivered in protection cover

Specifications

    power: 230 VAC-50 Hz
    consumption: 50 W
    LEDs: 16 x 3W tricolor leds
    beam angle: 15 °
    dimensions: 950 x 45 x 230 mm
    diameter stand: Ø 20 mm
    weight: 6 kg

60€
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601 IP65 OUTDOOR PROJECTOR 10W RGBW x 18 LEDs-
Features

    3 color LED wash in a robust, extruded aluminium housing, suitable for
outdoor use, weatherproof
    innovative control via display, touch sensitive instead of an control without
buttons in rubber
    simple menu adjustment for self-reliant usage,
    Automatic programs are available
    Control via DMX or 4, 5, 10 channels
    Exit: 400 Hz,
    suitable for use with one camera thanks to the fag free operation

Specifications

    power: 100 till 230 VAC-50/60 Hz
    consumption: 115 W
    LEDs: 18 x 10 W RGBW
    beam angle: 22 °
    IP-standard: IP65
    dimensions: 270 x 250 x 110 mm
    weight: 6 kg

140€

602 LED WASH EFFECT-PRE-PROGRAMMED-252 x 10 mm LEDs-
Features

    wash-effect with RGB color mixing
    stand-alone, master/slave or DMX control
    with built-in programs,
    housing in alloy with clear display
    252 leds

Specifications

    power: 240VAC/50 Hz
    consumption: 32W
    light power: 1185lm @ 1 m
    LEDs: 10 mm (84 x red, 84 x color green, 84 x blue)
    DMX-channels: 4/13/25
    reach: approx. 20 m
    beam angle: 35 °
    dimensions: 1055 x 75 x 70 mm
    weight: 2,6 kg

65€
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603 LED WASH EFFECT-PRE-PROGRAMMED-252 x 10 mm LEDs-
Features

    wash-effect with RGB color mixing
    stand-alone, master/slave or DMX control
    with built-in programs,
    housing in alloy with clear display
    252 leds

Specifications

    power: 240VAC/50 Hz
    consumption: 32W
    light power: 1185lm @ 1 m
    LEDs: 10 mm (84 x red, 84 x color green, 84 x blue)
    DMX-channels: 4/13/25
    reach: approx. 20 m
    beam angle: 35 °
    dimensions: 1055 x 75 x 70 mm
    weight: 2,6 kg

65€

604 Par64-18 x 3W-RGB LEDs- 30€

605 LED spots PAR64 PROJECTOR SHORT-CHROME-DOUBLE BRACKET-
177 x 10 mm LEDs-
Professional PAR64 with powerful leds of 10 mm, ""
Features

    cooling fan
    short, double fixing, ""
    stand-alone, master/slave (music control only with VDPLC010 optional
controller)
    5-channel DMX control for smooth RGB color mixing
    dimmer and shutter via DMX
    Special, square mounted connector Panel
    transparant lens protection
    easy programming thanks to the display with blue LED lighting (Autom.
extinction)
    Optional controller: RGB-controller VDPLC010

Specifications

    color: chrome
    power: 90-250VAC/50-60 Hz (switching power mode)
    consumption: 20W
    diameter: 10 mm
    DMX-channels: 5
    number of leds: 177 (36 R, 83 G, 58 B)
    beam angle: 20 °
    dimensions: Ø186 x 252
    weight: 1.5 kg

25€
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606 LED spots PAR64 PROJECTOR SHORT-CHROME-DOUBLE BRACKET-
177 x 10 mm LEDs-
Professional PAR64 with powerful leds of 10 mm, ""
Features

    cooling fan
    short, double fixing, ""
    stand-alone, master/slave (music control only with VDPLC010 optional
controller)
    5-channel DMX control for smooth RGB color mixing
    dimmer and shutter via DMX
    Special, square mounted connector Panel
    transparant lens protection
    easy programming thanks to the display with blue LED lighting (Autom.
extinction)
    Optional controller: RGB-controller VDPLC010

Specifications

    color: chrome
    power: 90-250VAC/50-60 Hz (switching power mode)
    consumption: 20W
    diameter: 10 mm
    DMX-channels: 5
    number of leds: 177 (36 R, 83 G, 58 B)
    beam angle: 20 °
    dimensions: Ø186 x 252
    weight: 1.5 kg

25€

607 LED spots PAR64 PROJECTOR SHORT-CHROME-DOUBLE BRACKET-
177 x 10 mm LEDs-
Professional PAR64 with powerful leds of 10 mm, ""
Features

    cooling fan
    short, double fixing, ""
    stand-alone, master/slave (music control only with VDPLC010 optional
controller)
    5-channel DMX control for smooth RGB color mixing
    dimmer and shutter via DMX
    Special, square mounted connector Panel
    transparant lens protection
    easy programming thanks to the display with blue LED lighting (Autom.
extinction)
    Optional controller: RGB-controller VDPLC010

Specifications

    color: chrome
    power: 90-250VAC/50-60 Hz (switching power mode)
    consumption: 20W
    diameter: 10 mm
    DMX-channels: 5
    number of leds: 177 (36 R, 83 G, 58 B)
    beam angle: 20 °
    dimensions: Ø186 x 252
    weight: 1.5 kg

25€
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608 LED spots PAR64 PROJECTOR SHORT-CHROME-DOUBLE BRACKET-
177 x 10 mm LEDs-
Professional PAR64 with powerful leds of 10 mm, ""
Features

    cooling fan
    short, double fixing, ""
    stand-alone, master/slave (music control only with VDPLC010 optional
controller)
    5-channel DMX control for smooth RGB color mixing
    dimmer and shutter via DMX
    Special, square mounted connector Panel
    transparant lens protection
    easy programming thanks to the display with blue LED lighting (Autom.
extinction)
    Optional controller: RGB-controller VDPLC010

Specifications

    color: chrome
    power: 90-250VAC/50-60 Hz (switching power mode)
    consumption: 20W
    diameter: 10 mm
    DMX-channels: 5
    number of leds: 177 (36 R, 83 G, 58 B)
    beam angle: 20 °
    dimensions: Ø186 x 252
    weight: 1.5 kg

25€

609 LED spots PAR64 PROJECTOR SHORT-CHROME-DOUBLE BRACKET-
177 x 10 mm LEDs-
Professional PAR64 with powerful leds of 10 mm, ""
Features

    cooling fan
    short, double fixing, ""
    stand-alone, master/slave (music control only with VDPLC010 optional
controller)
    5-channel DMX control for smooth RGB color mixing
    dimmer and shutter via DMX
    Special, square mounted connector Panel
    transparant lens protection
    easy programming thanks to the display with blue LED lighting (Autom.
extinction)
    Optional controller: RGB-controller VDPLC010

Specifications

    color: chrome
    power: 90-250VAC/50-60 Hz (switching power mode)
    consumption: 20W
    diameter: 10 mm
    DMX-channels: 5
    number of leds: 177 (36 R, 83 G, 58 B)
    beam angle: 20 °
    dimensions: Ø186 x 252
    weight: 1.5 kg

25€
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610 LED spots PAR64 PROJECTOR SHORT-CHROME-DOUBLE BRACKET-
177 x 10 mm LEDs-
Professional PAR64 with powerful leds of 10 mm, ""
Features

    cooling fan
    short, double fixing, ""
    stand-alone, master/slave (music control only with VDPLC010 optional
controller)
    5-channel DMX control for smooth RGB color mixing
    dimmer and shutter via DMX
    Special, square mounted connector Panel
    transparant lens protection
    easy programming thanks to the display with blue LED lighting (Autom.
extinction)
    Optional controller: RGB-controller VDPLC010

Specifications

    color: chrome
    power: 90-250VAC/50-60 Hz (switching power mode)
    consumption: 20W
    diameter: 10 mm
    DMX-channels: 5
    number of leds: 177 (36 R, 83 G, 58 B)
    beam angle: 20 °
    dimensions: Ø186 x 252
    weight: 1.5 kg

25€

611 LED spots PAR64 PROJECTOR SHORT-CHROME-DOUBLE BRACKET-
177 x 10 mm LEDs-
Professional PAR64 with powerful leds of 10 mm, ""
Features

    cooling fan
    short, double fixing, ""
    stand-alone, master/slave (music control only with VDPLC010 optional
controller)
    5-channel DMX control for smooth RGB color mixing
    dimmer and shutter via DMX
    Special, square mounted connector Panel
    transparant lens protection
    easy programming thanks to the display with blue LED lighting (Autom.
extinction)
    Optional controller: RGB-controller VDPLC010

Specifications

    color: chrome
    power: 90-250VAC/50-60 Hz (switching power mode)
    consumption: 20W
    diameter: 10 mm
    DMX-channels: 5
    number of leds: 177 (36 R, 83 G, 58 B)
    beam angle: 20 °
    dimensions: Ø186 x 252
    weight: 1.5 kg

25€
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612 LED spots PAR64 PROJECTOR SHORT-CHROME-DOUBLE BRACKET-
177 x 10 mm LEDs-
Professional PAR64 with powerful leds of 10 mm, ""
Features

    cooling fan
    short, double fixing, ""
    stand-alone, master/slave (music control only with VDPLC010 optional
controller)
    5-channel DMX control for smooth RGB color mixing
    dimmer and shutter via DMX
    Special, square mounted connector Panel
    transparant lens protection
    easy programming thanks to the display with blue LED lighting (Autom.
extinction)
    Optional controller: RGB-controller VDPLC010

Specifications

    color: chrome
    power: 90-250VAC/50-60 Hz (switching power mode)
    consumption: 20W
    diameter: 10 mm
    DMX-channels: 5
    number of leds: 177 (36 R, 83 G, 58 B)
    beam angle: 20 °
    dimensions: Ø186 x 252
    weight: 1.5 kg

25€

613 LED spots PAR64 PROJECTOR SHORT-CHROME-DOUBLE BRACKET-
177 x 10 mm LEDs-
Professional PAR64 with powerful leds of 10 mm, ""
Features

    cooling fan
    short, double fixing, ""
    stand-alone, master/slave (music control only with VDPLC010 optional
controller)
    5-channel DMX control for smooth RGB color mixing
    dimmer and shutter via DMX
    Special, square mounted connector Panel
    transparant lens protection
    easy programming thanks to the display with blue LED lighting (Autom.
extinction)
    Optional controller: RGB-controller VDPLC010

Specifications

    color: chrome
    power: 90-250VAC/50-60 Hz (switching power mode)
    consumption: 20W
    diameter: 10 mm
    DMX-channels: 5
    number of leds: 177 (36 R, 83 G, 58 B)
    beam angle: 20 °
    dimensions: Ø186 x 252
    weight: 1.5 kg

25€
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614 LED spots PAR64 PROJECTOR SHORT-CHROME-DOUBLE BRACKET-
177 x 10 mm LEDs-
Professional PAR64 with powerful leds of 10 mm, ""
Features

    cooling fan
    short, double fixing, ""
    stand-alone, master/slave (music control only with VDPLC010 optional
controller)
    5-channel DMX control for smooth RGB color mixing
    dimmer and shutter via DMX
    Special, square mounted connector Panel
    transparant lens protection
    easy programming thanks to the display with blue LED lighting (Autom.
extinction)
    Optional controller: RGB-controller VDPLC010

Specifications

    color: chrome
    power: 90-250VAC/50-60 Hz (switching power mode)
    consumption: 20W
    diameter: 10 mm
    DMX-channels: 5
    number of leds: 177 (36 R, 83 G, 58 B)
    beam angle: 20 °
    dimensions: Ø186 x 252
    weight: 1.5 kg

25€

615 SMART LED PAR64 RGBA-BATTERY-POWERED, ""
The SMART PAR 64 RGBA is a battery led light, so no with cables resulting
in faster installation. The rechargeable battery lithium-ion, provides with 1
load turn autonomy till 20:00 h, and feeding all 180 red, green, blue and
orange leds for a beautiful color display, "" Use a wireless DMX controller to
this PAR completely wireless them.
Features

    battery, RGBA LED PAR-lightning, without cables, suitable for all kinds of
events,
    easy without DMX controller to operate thanks to the supplied IR-remote
control
    master-/slave-modus, autonome mode and sound activated mode via
DMX controller or IR-remote control
    without cables, easy mounting and demounting

Specifications

    power: 230 VAC-50 Hz
    consumption: 35 W
    autonomy:
        all leds enabled: max. 8 h,
        1 color: ± 20 h,
    full charge: 6 h,
    battery: Li-ion (11 .1V)
    number of LEDs: 180 PCs. (39 red, 39, color green, 51 blue, 51 orange)
    beam angle: 14 °
    angle: 23 °
    dimensions: 108 x 108 x 26 mm
    weight: 1.9 kg

50€
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616 SMART LED PAR64 RGBA-BATTERY-POWERED, ""
The SMART PAR 64 RGBA is a battery led light, so no with cables resulting
in faster installation. The rechargeable battery lithium-ion, provides with 1
load turn autonomy till 20:00 h, and feeding all 180 red, green, blue and
orange leds for a beautiful color display, "" Use a wireless DMX controller to
this PAR completely wireless them.
Features

    battery, RGBA LED PAR-lightning, without cables, suitable for all kinds of
events,
    easy without DMX controller to operate thanks to the supplied IR-remote
control
    master-/slave-modus, autonome mode and sound activated mode via
DMX controller or IR-remote control
    without cables, easy mounting and demounting

Specifications

    power: 230 VAC-50 Hz
    consumption: 35 W
    autonomy:
        all leds enabled: max. 8 h,
        1 color: ± 20 h,
    full charge: 6 h,
    battery: Li-ion (11 .1V)
    number of LEDs: 180 PCs. (39 red, 39, color green, 51 blue, 51 orange)
    beam angle: 14 °
    angle: 23 °
    dimensions: 108 x 108 x 26 mm
    weight: 1.9 kg

50€
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617 SMART LED PAR64 RGBA-BATTERY-POWERED, ""
The SMART PAR 64 RGBA is a battery led light, so no with cables resulting
in faster installation. The rechargeable battery lithium-ion, provides with 1
load turn autonomy till 20:00 h, and feeding all 180 red, green, blue and
orange leds for a beautiful color display, "" Use a wireless DMX controller to
this PAR completely wireless them.
Features

    battery, RGBA LED PAR-lightning, without cables, suitable for all kinds of
events,
    easy without DMX controller to operate thanks to the supplied IR-remote
control
    master-/slave-modus, autonome mode and sound activated mode via
DMX controller or IR-remote control
    without cables, easy mounting and demounting

Specifications

    power: 230 VAC-50 Hz
    consumption: 35 W
    autonomy:
        all leds enabled: max. 8 h,
        1 color: ± 20 h,
    full charge: 6 h,
    battery: Li-ion (11 .1V)
    number of LEDs: 180 PCs. (39 red, 39, color green, 51 blue, 51 orange)
    beam angle: 14 °
    angle: 23 °
    dimensions: 108 x 108 x 26 mm
    weight: 1.9 kg

50€
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618 SMART LED PAR64 RGBA-BATTERY-POWERED, ""
The SMART PAR 64 RGBA is a battery led light, so no with cables resulting
in faster installation. The rechargeable battery lithium-ion, provides with 1
load turn autonomy till 20:00 h, and feeding all 180 red, green, blue and
orange leds for a beautiful color display, "" Use a wireless DMX controller to
this PAR completely wireless them.
Features

    battery, RGBA LED PAR-lightning, without cables, suitable for all kinds of
events,
    easy without DMX controller to operate thanks to the supplied IR-remote
control
    master-/slave-modus, autonome mode and sound activated mode via
DMX controller or IR-remote control
    without cables, easy mounting and demounting

Specifications

    power: 230 VAC-50 Hz
    consumption: 35 W
    autonomy:
        all leds enabled: max. 8 h,
        1 color: ± 20 h,
    full charge: 6 h,
    battery: Li-ion (11 .1V)
    number of LEDs: 180 PCs. (39 red, 39, color green, 51 blue, 51 orange)
    beam angle: 14 °
    angle: 23 °
    dimensions: 108 x 108 x 26 mm
    weight: 1.9 kg

50€
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619 SMART LED PAR64 RGBA-BATTERY-POWERED, ""
The SMART PAR 64 RGBA is a battery led light, so no with cables resulting
in faster installation. The rechargeable battery lithium-ion, provides with 1
load turn autonomy till 20:00 h, and feeding all 180 red, green, blue and
orange leds for a beautiful color display, "" Use a wireless DMX controller to
this PAR completely wireless them.
Features

    battery, RGBA LED PAR-lightning, without cables, suitable for all kinds of
events,
    easy without DMX controller to operate thanks to the supplied IR-remote
control
    master-/slave-modus, autonome mode and sound activated mode via
DMX controller or IR-remote control
    without cables, easy mounting and demounting

Specifications

    power: 230 VAC-50 Hz
    consumption: 35 W
    autonomy:
        all leds enabled: max. 8 h,
        1 color: ± 20 h,
    full charge: 6 h,
    battery: Li-ion (11 .1V)
    number of LEDs: 180 PCs. (39 red, 39, color green, 51 blue, 51 orange)
    beam angle: 14 °
    angle: 23 °
    dimensions: 108 x 108 x 26 mm
    weight: 1.9 kg

50€
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620 SMART LED PAR64 RGBA-BATTERY-POWERED, ""
The SMART PAR 64 RGBA is a battery led light, so no with cables resulting
in faster installation. The rechargeable battery lithium-ion, provides with 1
load turn autonomy till 20:00 h, and feeding all 180 red, green, blue and
orange leds for a beautiful color display, "" Use a wireless DMX controller to
this PAR completely wireless them.
Features

    battery, RGBA LED PAR-lightning, without cables, suitable for all kinds of
events,
    easy without DMX controller to operate thanks to the supplied IR-remote
control
    master-/slave-modus, autonome mode and sound activated mode via
DMX controller or IR-remote control
    without cables, easy mounting and demounting

Specifications

    power: 230 VAC-50 Hz
    consumption: 35 W
    autonomy:
        all leds enabled: max. 8 h,
        1 color: ± 20 h,
    full charge: 6 h,
    battery: Li-ion (11 .1V)
    number of LEDs: 180 PCs. (39 red, 39, color green, 51 blue, 51 orange)
    beam angle: 14 °
    angle: 23 °
    dimensions: 108 x 108 x 26 mm
    weight: 1.9 kg

50€
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621 SMART LED PAR64 RGBA-BATTERY-POWERED, ""
The SMART PAR 64 RGBA is a battery led light, so no with cables resulting
in faster installation. The rechargeable battery lithium-ion, provides with 1
load turn autonomy till 20:00 h, and feeding all 180 red, green, blue and
orange leds for a beautiful color display, "" Use a wireless DMX controller to
this PAR completely wireless them.
Features

    battery, RGBA LED PAR-lightning, without cables, suitable for all kinds of
events,
    easy without DMX controller to operate thanks to the supplied IR-remote
control
    master-/slave-modus, autonome mode and sound activated mode via
DMX controller or IR-remote control
    without cables, easy mounting and demounting

Specifications

    power: 230 VAC-50 Hz
    consumption: 35 W
    autonomy:
        all leds enabled: max. 8 h,
        1 color: ± 20 h,
    full charge: 6 h,
    battery: Li-ion (11 .1V)
    number of LEDs: 180 PCs. (39 red, 39, color green, 51 blue, 51 orange)
    beam angle: 14 °
    angle: 23 °
    dimensions: 108 x 108 x 26 mm
    weight: 1.9 kg

50€
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622 SMART LED PAR64 RGBA-BATTERY-POWERED, ""
The SMART PAR 64 RGBA is a battery led light, so no with cables resulting
in faster installation. The rechargeable battery lithium-ion, provides with 1
load turn autonomy till 20:00 h, and feeding all 180 red, green, blue and
orange leds for a beautiful color display, "" Use a wireless DMX controller to
this PAR completely wireless them.
Features

    battery, RGBA LED PAR-lightning, without cables, suitable for all kinds of
events,
    easy without DMX controller to operate thanks to the supplied IR-remote
control
    master-/slave-modus, autonome mode and sound activated mode via
DMX controller or IR-remote control
    without cables, easy mounting and demounting

Specifications

    power: 230 VAC-50 Hz
    consumption: 35 W
    autonomy:
        all leds enabled: max. 8 h,
        1 color: ± 20 h,
    full charge: 6 h,
    battery: Li-ion (11 .1V)
    number of LEDs: 180 PCs. (39 red, 39, color green, 51 blue, 51 orange)
    beam angle: 14 °
    angle: 23 °
    dimensions: 108 x 108 x 26 mm
    weight: 1.9 kg

50€
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623 SMART LED PAR64 RGBA-BATTERY-POWERED, ""
The SMART PAR 64 RGBA is a battery led light, so no with cables resulting
in faster installation. The rechargeable battery lithium-ion, provides with 1
load turn autonomy till 20:00 h, and feeding all 180 red, green, blue and
orange leds for a beautiful color display, "" Use a wireless DMX controller to
this PAR completely wireless them.
Features

    battery, RGBA LED PAR-lightning, without cables, suitable for all kinds of
events,
    easy without DMX controller to operate thanks to the supplied IR-remote
control
    master-/slave-modus, autonome mode and sound activated mode via
DMX controller or IR-remote control
    without cables, easy mounting and demounting

Specifications

    power: 230 VAC-50 Hz
    consumption: 35 W
    autonomy:
        all leds enabled: max. 8 h,
        1 color: ± 20 h,
    full charge: 6 h,
    battery: Li-ion (11 .1V)
    number of LEDs: 180 PCs. (39 red, 39, color green, 51 blue, 51 orange)
    beam angle: 14 °
    angle: 23 °
    dimensions: 108 x 108 x 26 mm
    weight: 1.9 kg

50€
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624 SMART LED PAR64 RGBA-BATTERY-POWERED, ""
The SMART PAR 64 RGBA is a battery led light, so no with cables resulting
in faster installation. The rechargeable battery lithium-ion, provides with 1
load turn autonomy till 20:00 h, and feeding all 180 red, green, blue and
orange leds for a beautiful color display, "" Use a wireless DMX controller to
this PAR completely wireless them.
Features

    battery, RGBA LED PAR-lightning, without cables, suitable for all kinds of
events,
    easy without DMX controller to operate thanks to the supplied IR-remote
control
    master-/slave-modus, autonome mode and sound activated mode via
DMX controller or IR-remote control
    without cables, easy mounting and demounting

Specifications

    power: 230 VAC-50 Hz
    consumption: 35 W
    autonomy:
        all leds enabled: max. 8 h,
        1 color: ± 20 h,
    full charge: 6 h,
    battery: Li-ion (11 .1V)
    number of LEDs: 180 PCs. (39 red, 39, color green, 51 blue, 51 orange)
    beam angle: 14 °
    angle: 23 °
    dimensions: 108 x 108 x 26 mm
    weight: 1.9 kg

50€
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625 SMART LED PAR64 RGBA-BATTERY-POWERED, ""
The SMART PAR 64 RGBA is a battery led light, so no with cables resulting
in faster installation. The rechargeable battery lithium-ion, provides with 1
load turn autonomy till 20:00 h, and feeding all 180 red, green, blue and
orange leds for a beautiful color display, "" Use a wireless DMX controller to
this PAR completely wireless them.
Features

    battery, RGBA LED PAR-lightning, without cables, suitable for all kinds of
events,
    easy without DMX controller to operate thanks to the supplied IR-remote
control
    master-/slave-modus, autonome mode and sound activated mode via
DMX controller or IR-remote control
    without cables, easy mounting and demounting

Specifications

    power: 230 VAC-50 Hz
    consumption: 35 W
    autonomy:
        all leds enabled: max. 8 h,
        1 color: ± 20 h,
    full charge: 6 h,
    battery: Li-ion (11 .1V)
    number of LEDs: 180 PCs. (39 red, 39, color green, 51 blue, 51 orange)
    beam angle: 14 °
    angle: 23 °
    dimensions: 108 x 108 x 26 mm
    weight: 1.9 kg

50€
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626 SMART LED PAR64 RGBA-BATTERY-POWERED, ""
The SMART PAR 64 RGBA is a battery led light, so no with cables resulting
in faster installation. The rechargeable battery lithium-ion, provides with 1
load turn autonomy till 20:00 h, and feeding all 180 red, green, blue and
orange leds for a beautiful color display, "" Use a wireless DMX controller to
this PAR completely wireless them.
Features

    battery, RGBA LED PAR-lightning, without cables, suitable for all kinds of
events,
    easy without DMX controller to operate thanks to the supplied IR-remote
control
    master-/slave-modus, autonome mode and sound activated mode via
DMX controller or IR-remote control
    without cables, easy mounting and demounting

Specifications

    power: 230 VAC-50 Hz
    consumption: 35 W
    autonomy:
        all leds enabled: max. 8 h,
        1 color: ± 20 h,
    full charge: 6 h,
    battery: Li-ion (11 .1V)
    number of LEDs: 180 PCs. (39 red, 39, color green, 51 blue, 51 orange)
    beam angle: 14 °
    angle: 23 °
    dimensions: 108 x 108 x 26 mm
    weight: 1.9 kg

50€
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627 SMART LED PAR64 RGBA-BATTERY-POWERED, ""
The SMART PAR 64 RGBA is a battery led light, so no with cables resulting
in faster installation. The rechargeable battery lithium-ion, provides with 1
load turn autonomy till 20:00 h, and feeding all 180 red, green, blue and
orange leds for a beautiful color display, "" Use a wireless DMX controller to
this PAR completely wireless them.
Features

    battery, RGBA LED PAR-lightning, without cables, suitable for all kinds of
events,
    easy without DMX controller to operate thanks to the supplied IR-remote
control
    master-/slave-modus, autonome mode and sound activated mode via
DMX controller or IR-remote control
    without cables, easy mounting and demounting

Specifications

    power: 230 VAC-50 Hz
    consumption: 35 W
    autonomy:
        all leds enabled: max. 8 h,
        1 color: ± 20 h,
    full charge: 6 h,
    battery: Li-ion (11 .1V)
    number of LEDs: 180 PCs. (39 red, 39, color green, 51 blue, 51 orange)
    beam angle: 14 °
    angle: 23 °
    dimensions: 108 x 108 x 26 mm
    weight: 1.9 kg

50€
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628 SMART LED PAR64 RGBA-BATTERY-POWERED, ""
The SMART PAR 64 RGBA is a battery led light, so no with cables resulting
in faster installation. The rechargeable battery lithium-ion, provides with 1
load turn autonomy till 20:00 h, and feeding all 180 red, green, blue and
orange leds for a beautiful color display, "" Use a wireless DMX controller to
this PAR completely wireless them.
Features

    battery, RGBA LED PAR-lightning, without cables, suitable for all kinds of
events,
    easy without DMX controller to operate thanks to the supplied IR-remote
control
    master-/slave-modus, autonome mode and sound activated mode via
DMX controller or IR-remote control
    without cables, easy mounting and demounting

Specifications

    power: 230 VAC-50 Hz
    consumption: 35 W
    autonomy:
        all leds enabled: max. 8 h,
        1 color: ± 20 h,
    full charge: 6 h,
    battery: Li-ion (11 .1V)
    number of LEDs: 180 PCs. (39 red, 39, color green, 51 blue, 51 orange)
    beam angle: 14 °
    angle: 23 °
    dimensions: 108 x 108 x 26 mm
    weight: 1.9 kg

50€
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629 SMART LED PAR64 RGBA-BATTERY-POWERED, ""
The SMART PAR 64 RGBA is a battery led light, so no with cables resulting
in faster installation. The rechargeable battery lithium-ion, provides with 1
load turn autonomy till 20:00 h, and feeding all 180 red, green, blue and
orange leds for a beautiful color display, "" Use a wireless DMX controller to
this PAR completely wireless them.
Features

    battery, RGBA LED PAR-lightning, without cables, suitable for all kinds of
events,
    easy without DMX controller to operate thanks to the supplied IR-remote
control
    master-/slave-modus, autonome mode and sound activated mode via
DMX controller or IR-remote control
    without cables, easy mounting and demounting

Specifications

    power: 230 VAC-50 Hz
    consumption: 35 W
    autonomy:
        all leds enabled: max. 8 h,
        1 color: ± 20 h,
    full charge: 6 h,
    battery: Li-ion (11 .1V)
    number of LEDs: 180 PCs. (39 red, 39, color green, 51 blue, 51 orange)
    beam angle: 14 °
    angle: 23 °
    dimensions: 108 x 108 x 26 mm
    weight: 1.9 kg

50€
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630 SMART LED PAR64 RGBA-BATTERY-POWERED, ""
The SMART PAR 64 RGBA is a battery led light, so no with cables resulting
in faster installation. The rechargeable battery lithium-ion, provides with 1
load turn autonomy till 20:00 h, and feeding all 180 red, green, blue and
orange leds for a beautiful color display, "" Use a wireless DMX controller to
this PAR completely wireless them.
Features

    battery, RGBA LED PAR-lightning, without cables, suitable for all kinds of
events,
    easy without DMX controller to operate thanks to the supplied IR-remote
control
    master-/slave-modus, autonome mode and sound activated mode via
DMX controller or IR-remote control
    without cables, easy mounting and demounting

Specifications

    power: 230 VAC-50 Hz
    consumption: 35 W
    autonomy:
        all leds enabled: max. 8 h,
        1 color: ± 20 h,
    full charge: 6 h,
    battery: Li-ion (11 .1V)
    number of LEDs: 180 PCs. (39 red, 39, color green, 51 blue, 51 orange)
    beam angle: 14 °
    angle: 23 °
    dimensions: 108 x 108 x 26 mm
    weight: 1.9 kg

50€



Kavel Omschrijving Openingsbod

631 SMART LED PAR64 RGBA-BATTERY-POWERED, ""
The SMART PAR 64 RGBA is a battery led light, so no with cables resulting
in faster installation. The rechargeable battery lithium-ion, provides with 1
load turn autonomy till 20:00 h, and feeding all 180 red, green, blue and
orange leds for a beautiful color display, "" Use a wireless DMX controller to
this PAR completely wireless them.
Features

    battery, RGBA LED PAR-lightning, without cables, suitable for all kinds of
events,
    easy without DMX controller to operate thanks to the supplied IR-remote
control
    master-/slave-modus, autonome mode and sound activated mode via
DMX controller or IR-remote control
    without cables, easy mounting and demounting

Specifications

    power: 230 VAC-50 Hz
    consumption: 35 W
    autonomy:
        all leds enabled: max. 8 h,
        1 color: ± 20 h,
    full charge: 6 h,
    battery: Li-ion (11 .1V)
    number of LEDs: 180 PCs. (39 red, 39, color green, 51 blue, 51 orange)
    beam angle: 14 °
    angle: 23 °
    dimensions: 108 x 108 x 26 mm
    weight: 1.9 kg

50€



Kavel Omschrijving Openingsbod

632 SMART LED PAR64 RGBA-BATTERY-POWERED, ""
The SMART PAR 64 RGBA is a battery led light, so no with cables resulting
in faster installation. The rechargeable battery lithium-ion, provides with 1
load turn autonomy till 20:00 h, and feeding all 180 red, green, blue and
orange leds for a beautiful color display, "" Use a wireless DMX controller to
this PAR completely wireless them.
Features

    battery, RGBA LED PAR-lightning, without cables, suitable for all kinds of
events,
    easy without DMX controller to operate thanks to the supplied IR-remote
control
    master-/slave-modus, autonome mode and sound activated mode via
DMX controller or IR-remote control
    without cables, easy mounting and demounting

Specifications

    power: 230 VAC-50 Hz
    consumption: 35 W
    autonomy:
        all leds enabled: max. 8 h,
        1 color: ± 20 h,
    full charge: 6 h,
    battery: Li-ion (11 .1V)
    number of LEDs: 180 PCs. (39 red, 39, color green, 51 blue, 51 orange)
    beam angle: 14 °
    angle: 23 °
    dimensions: 108 x 108 x 26 mm
    weight: 1.9 kg

50€



Kavel Omschrijving Openingsbod

633 SMART LED PAR64 RGBA-BATTERY-POWERED, ""
The SMART PAR 64 RGBA is a battery led light, so no with cables resulting
in faster installation. The rechargeable battery lithium-ion, provides with 1
load turn autonomy till 20:00 h, and feeding all 180 red, green, blue and
orange leds for a beautiful color display, "" Use a wireless DMX controller to
this PAR completely wireless them.
Features

    battery, RGBA LED PAR-lightning, without cables, suitable for all kinds of
events,
    easy without DMX controller to operate thanks to the supplied IR-remote
control
    master-/slave-modus, autonome mode and sound activated mode via
DMX controller or IR-remote control
    without cables, easy mounting and demounting

Specifications

    power: 230 VAC-50 Hz
    consumption: 35 W
    autonomy:
        all leds enabled: max. 8 h,
        1 color: ± 20 h,
    full charge: 6 h,
    battery: Li-ion (11 .1V)
    number of LEDs: 180 PCs. (39 red, 39, color green, 51 blue, 51 orange)
    beam angle: 14 °
    angle: 23 °
    dimensions: 108 x 108 x 26 mm
    weight: 1.9 kg

50€



Kavel Omschrijving Openingsbod

634 SMART LED PAR64 RGBA-BATTERY-POWERED, ""
The SMART PAR 64 RGBA is a battery led light, so no with cables resulting
in faster installation. The rechargeable battery lithium-ion, provides with 1
load turn autonomy till 20:00 h, and feeding all 180 red, green, blue and
orange leds for a beautiful color display, "" Use a wireless DMX controller to
this PAR completely wireless them.
Features

    battery, RGBA LED PAR-lightning, without cables, suitable for all kinds of
events,
    easy without DMX controller to operate thanks to the supplied IR-remote
control
    master-/slave-modus, autonome mode and sound activated mode via
DMX controller or IR-remote control
    without cables, easy mounting and demounting

Specifications

    power: 230 VAC-50 Hz
    consumption: 35 W
    autonomy:
        all leds enabled: max. 8 h,
        1 color: ± 20 h,
    full charge: 6 h,
    battery: Li-ion (11 .1V)
    number of LEDs: 180 PCs. (39 red, 39, color green, 51 blue, 51 orange)
    beam angle: 14 °
    angle: 23 °
    dimensions: 108 x 108 x 26 mm
    weight: 1.9 kg

50€



Kavel Omschrijving Openingsbod

635 SMART LED PAR64 RGBA-BATTERY-POWERED, ""
The SMART PAR 64 RGBA is a battery led light, so no with cables resulting
in faster installation. The rechargeable battery lithium-ion, provides with 1
load turn autonomy till 20:00 h, and feeding all 180 red, green, blue and
orange leds for a beautiful color display, "" Use a wireless DMX controller to
this PAR completely wireless them.
Features

    battery, RGBA LED PAR-lightning, without cables, suitable for all kinds of
events,
    easy without DMX controller to operate thanks to the supplied IR-remote
control
    master-/slave-modus, autonome mode and sound activated mode via
DMX controller or IR-remote control
    without cables, easy mounting and demounting

Specifications

    power: 230 VAC-50 Hz
    consumption: 35 W
    autonomy:
        all leds enabled: max. 8 h,
        1 color: ± 20 h,
    full charge: 6 h,
    battery: Li-ion (11 .1V)
    number of LEDs: 180 PCs. (39 red, 39, color green, 51 blue, 51 orange)
    beam angle: 14 °
    angle: 23 °
    dimensions: 108 x 108 x 26 mm
    weight: 1.9 kg

50€



Kavel Omschrijving Openingsbod

636 SMART LED PAR64 RGBA-BATTERY-POWERED, ""
The SMART PAR 64 RGBA is a battery led light, so no with cables resulting
in faster installation. The rechargeable battery lithium-ion, provides with 1
load turn autonomy till 20:00 h, and feeding all 180 red, green, blue and
orange leds for a beautiful color display, "" Use a wireless DMX controller to
this PAR completely wireless them.
Features

    battery, RGBA LED PAR-lightning, without cables, suitable for all kinds of
events,
    easy without DMX controller to operate thanks to the supplied IR-remote
control
    master-/slave-modus, autonome mode and sound activated mode via
DMX controller or IR-remote control
    without cables, easy mounting and demounting

Specifications

    power: 230 VAC-50 Hz
    consumption: 35 W
    autonomy:
        all leds enabled: max. 8 h,
        1 color: ± 20 h,
    full charge: 6 h,
    battery: Li-ion (11 .1V)
    number of LEDs: 180 PCs. (39 red, 39, color green, 51 blue, 51 orange)
    beam angle: 14 °
    angle: 23 °
    dimensions: 108 x 108 x 26 mm
    weight: 1.9 kg

50€



Kavel Omschrijving Openingsbod

637 SMART LED PAR64 RGBA-BATTERY-POWERED, ""
The SMART PAR 64 RGBA is a battery led light, so no with cables resulting
in faster installation. The rechargeable battery lithium-ion, provides with 1
load turn autonomy till 20:00 h, and feeding all 180 red, green, blue and
orange leds for a beautiful color display, "" Use a wireless DMX controller to
this PAR completely wireless them.
Features

    battery, RGBA LED PAR-lightning, without cables, suitable for all kinds of
events,
    easy without DMX controller to operate thanks to the supplied IR-remote
control
    master-/slave-modus, autonome mode and sound activated mode via
DMX controller or IR-remote control
    without cables, easy mounting and demounting

Specifications

    power: 230 VAC-50 Hz
    consumption: 35 W
    autonomy:
        all leds enabled: max. 8 h,
        1 color: ± 20 h,
    full charge: 6 h,
    battery: Li-ion (11 .1V)
    number of LEDs: 180 PCs. (39 red, 39, color green, 51 blue, 51 orange)
    beam angle: 14 °
    angle: 23 °
    dimensions: 108 x 108 x 26 mm
    weight: 1.9 kg

50€



Kavel Omschrijving Openingsbod

638 SMART LED PAR64 RGBA-BATTERY-POWERED, ""
The SMART PAR 64 RGBA is a battery led light, so no with cables resulting
in faster installation. The rechargeable battery lithium-ion, provides with 1
load turn autonomy till 20:00 h, and feeding all 180 red, green, blue and
orange leds for a beautiful color display, "" Use a wireless DMX controller to
this PAR completely wireless them.
Features

    battery, RGBA LED PAR-lightning, without cables, suitable for all kinds of
events,
    easy without DMX controller to operate thanks to the supplied IR-remote
control
    master-/slave-modus, autonome mode and sound activated mode via
DMX controller or IR-remote control
    without cables, easy mounting and demounting

Specifications

    power: 230 VAC-50 Hz
    consumption: 35 W
    autonomy:
        all leds enabled: max. 8 h,
        1 color: ± 20 h,
    full charge: 6 h,
    battery: Li-ion (11 .1V)
    number of LEDs: 180 PCs. (39 red, 39, color green, 51 blue, 51 orange)
    beam angle: 14 °
    angle: 23 °
    dimensions: 108 x 108 x 26 mm
    weight: 1.9 kg

50€



Kavel Omschrijving Openingsbod

639 SMART LED PAR64 RGBA-BATTERY-POWERED, ""
The SMART PAR 64 RGBA is a battery led light, so no with cables resulting
in faster installation. The rechargeable battery lithium-ion, provides with 1
load turn autonomy till 20:00 h, and feeding all 180 red, green, blue and
orange leds for a beautiful color display, "" Use a wireless DMX controller to
this PAR completely wireless them.
Features

    battery, RGBA LED PAR-lightning, without cables, suitable for all kinds of
events,
    easy without DMX controller to operate thanks to the supplied IR-remote
control
    master-/slave-modus, autonome mode and sound activated mode via
DMX controller or IR-remote control
    without cables, easy mounting and demounting

Specifications

    power: 230 VAC-50 Hz
    consumption: 35 W
    autonomy:
        all leds enabled: max. 8 h,
        1 color: ± 20 h,
    full charge: 6 h,
    battery: Li-ion (11 .1V)
    number of LEDs: 180 PCs. (39 red, 39, color green, 51 blue, 51 orange)
    beam angle: 14 °
    angle: 23 °
    dimensions: 108 x 108 x 26 mm
    weight: 1.9 kg

50€



Kavel Omschrijving Openingsbod

640 SMART LED PAR64 RGBA-BATTERY-POWERED, ""
The SMART PAR 64 RGBA is a battery led light, so no with cables resulting
in faster installation. The rechargeable battery lithium-ion, provides with 1
load turn autonomy till 20:00 h, and feeding all 180 red, green, blue and
orange leds for a beautiful color display, "" Use a wireless DMX controller to
this PAR completely wireless them.
Features

    battery, RGBA LED PAR-lightning, without cables, suitable for all kinds of
events,
    easy without DMX controller to operate thanks to the supplied IR-remote
control
    master-/slave-modus, autonome mode and sound activated mode via
DMX controller or IR-remote control
    without cables, easy mounting and demounting

Specifications

    power: 230 VAC-50 Hz
    consumption: 35 W
    autonomy:
        all leds enabled: max. 8 h,
        1 color: ± 20 h,
    full charge: 6 h,
    battery: Li-ion (11 .1V)
    number of LEDs: 180 PCs. (39 red, 39, color green, 51 blue, 51 orange)
    beam angle: 14 °
    angle: 23 °
    dimensions: 108 x 108 x 26 mm
    weight: 1.9 kg

50€



Kavel Omschrijving Openingsbod

641 SMART LED PAR64 RGBA-BATTERY-POWERED, ""
The SMART PAR 64 RGBA is a battery led light, so no with cables resulting
in faster installation. The rechargeable battery lithium-ion, provides with 1
load turn autonomy till 20:00 h, and feeding all 180 red, green, blue and
orange leds for a beautiful color display, "" Use a wireless DMX controller to
this PAR completely wireless them.
Features

    battery, RGBA LED PAR-lightning, without cables, suitable for all kinds of
events,
    easy without DMX controller to operate thanks to the supplied IR-remote
control
    master-/slave-modus, autonome mode and sound activated mode via
DMX controller or IR-remote control
    without cables, easy mounting and demounting

Specifications

    power: 230 VAC-50 Hz
    consumption: 35 W
    autonomy:
        all leds enabled: max. 8 h,
        1 color: ± 20 h,
    full charge: 6 h,
    battery: Li-ion (11 .1V)
    number of LEDs: 180 PCs. (39 red, 39, color green, 51 blue, 51 orange)
    beam angle: 14 °
    angle: 23 °
    dimensions: 108 x 108 x 26 mm
    weight: 1.9 kg

50€



Kavel Omschrijving Openingsbod

642 SMART LED PAR64 RGBA-BATTERY-POWERED, ""
The SMART PAR 64 RGBA is a battery led light, so no with cables resulting
in faster installation. The rechargeable battery lithium-ion, provides with 1
load turn autonomy till 20:00 h, and feeding all 180 red, green, blue and
orange leds for a beautiful color display, "" Use a wireless DMX controller to
this PAR completely wireless them.
Features

    battery, RGBA LED PAR-lightning, without cables, suitable for all kinds of
events,
    easy without DMX controller to operate thanks to the supplied IR-remote
control
    master-/slave-modus, autonome mode and sound activated mode via
DMX controller or IR-remote control
    without cables, easy mounting and demounting

Specifications

    power: 230 VAC-50 Hz
    consumption: 35 W
    autonomy:
        all leds enabled: max. 8 h,
        1 color: ± 20 h,
    full charge: 6 h,
    battery: Li-ion (11 .1V)
    number of LEDs: 180 PCs. (39 red, 39, color green, 51 blue, 51 orange)
    beam angle: 14 °
    angle: 23 °
    dimensions: 108 x 108 x 26 mm
    weight: 1.9 kg

50€



Kavel Omschrijving Openingsbod

643 SMART LED PAR64 RGBA-BATTERY-POWERED, ""
The SMART PAR 64 RGBA is a battery led light, so no with cables resulting
in faster installation. The rechargeable battery lithium-ion, provides with 1
load turn autonomy till 20:00 h, and feeding all 180 red, green, blue and
orange leds for a beautiful color display, "" Use a wireless DMX controller to
this PAR completely wireless them.
Features

    battery, RGBA LED PAR-lightning, without cables, suitable for all kinds of
events,
    easy without DMX controller to operate thanks to the supplied IR-remote
control
    master-/slave-modus, autonome mode and sound activated mode via
DMX controller or IR-remote control
    without cables, easy mounting and demounting

Specifications

    power: 230 VAC-50 Hz
    consumption: 35 W
    autonomy:
        all leds enabled: max. 8 h,
        1 color: ± 20 h,
    full charge: 6 h,
    battery: Li-ion (11 .1V)
    number of LEDs: 180 PCs. (39 red, 39, color green, 51 blue, 51 orange)
    beam angle: 14 °
    angle: 23 °
    dimensions: 108 x 108 x 26 mm
    weight: 1.9 kg

50€



Kavel Omschrijving Openingsbod

644 SMART LED PAR64 RGBA-BATTERY-POWERED, ""
The SMART PAR 64 RGBA is a battery led light, so no with cables resulting
in faster installation. The rechargeable battery lithium-ion, provides with 1
load turn autonomy till 20:00 h, and feeding all 180 red, green, blue and
orange leds for a beautiful color display, "" Use a wireless DMX controller to
this PAR completely wireless them.
Features

    battery, RGBA LED PAR-lightning, without cables, suitable for all kinds of
events,
    easy without DMX controller to operate thanks to the supplied IR-remote
control
    master-/slave-modus, autonome mode and sound activated mode via
DMX controller or IR-remote control
    without cables, easy mounting and demounting

Specifications

    power: 230 VAC-50 Hz
    consumption: 35 W
    autonomy:
        all leds enabled: max. 8 h,
        1 color: ± 20 h,
    full charge: 6 h,
    battery: Li-ion (11 .1V)
    number of LEDs: 180 PCs. (39 red, 39, color green, 51 blue, 51 orange)
    beam angle: 14 °
    angle: 23 °
    dimensions: 108 x 108 x 26 mm
    weight: 1.9 kg

50€



Kavel Omschrijving Openingsbod

645 SMART LED PAR64 RGBA-BATTERY-POWERED, ""
The SMART PAR 64 RGBA is a battery led light, so no with cables resulting
in faster installation. The rechargeable battery lithium-ion, provides with 1
load turn autonomy till 20:00 h, and feeding all 180 red, green, blue and
orange leds for a beautiful color display, "" Use a wireless DMX controller to
this PAR completely wireless them.
Features

    battery, RGBA LED PAR-lightning, without cables, suitable for all kinds of
events,
    easy without DMX controller to operate thanks to the supplied IR-remote
control
    master-/slave-modus, autonome mode and sound activated mode via
DMX controller or IR-remote control
    without cables, easy mounting and demounting

Specifications

    power: 230 VAC-50 Hz
    consumption: 35 W
    autonomy:
        all leds enabled: max. 8 h,
        1 color: ± 20 h,
    full charge: 6 h,
    battery: Li-ion (11 .1V)
    number of LEDs: 180 PCs. (39 red, 39, color green, 51 blue, 51 orange)
    beam angle: 14 °
    angle: 23 °
    dimensions: 108 x 108 x 26 mm
    weight: 1.9 kg

50€



Kavel Omschrijving Openingsbod

646 SMART LED PAR64 RGBA-BATTERY-POWERED, ""
The SMART PAR 64 RGBA is a battery led light, so no with cables resulting
in faster installation. The rechargeable battery lithium-ion, provides with 1
load turn autonomy till 20:00 h, and feeding all 180 red, green, blue and
orange leds for a beautiful color display, "" Use a wireless DMX controller to
this PAR completely wireless them.
Features

    battery, RGBA LED PAR-lightning, without cables, suitable for all kinds of
events,
    easy without DMX controller to operate thanks to the supplied IR-remote
control
    master-/slave-modus, autonome mode and sound activated mode via
DMX controller or IR-remote control
    without cables, easy mounting and demounting

Specifications

    power: 230 VAC-50 Hz
    consumption: 35 W
    autonomy:
        all leds enabled: max. 8 h,
        1 color: ± 20 h,
    full charge: 6 h,
    battery: Li-ion (11 .1V)
    number of LEDs: 180 PCs. (39 red, 39, color green, 51 blue, 51 orange)
    beam angle: 14 °
    angle: 23 °
    dimensions: 108 x 108 x 26 mm
    weight: 1.9 kg

50€



Kavel Omschrijving Openingsbod

647 SMART LED PAR64 RGBA-BATTERY-POWERED, ""
The SMART PAR 64 RGBA is a battery led light, so no with cables resulting
in faster installation. The rechargeable battery lithium-ion, provides with 1
load turn autonomy till 20:00 h, and feeding all 180 red, green, blue and
orange leds for a beautiful color display, "" Use a wireless DMX controller to
this PAR completely wireless them.
Features

    battery, RGBA LED PAR-lightning, without cables, suitable for all kinds of
events,
    easy without DMX controller to operate thanks to the supplied IR-remote
control
    master-/slave-modus, autonome mode and sound activated mode via
DMX controller or IR-remote control
    without cables, easy mounting and demounting

Specifications

    power: 230 VAC-50 Hz
    consumption: 35 W
    autonomy:
        all leds enabled: max. 8 h,
        1 color: ± 20 h,
    full charge: 6 h,
    battery: Li-ion (11 .1V)
    number of LEDs: 180 PCs. (39 red, 39, color green, 51 blue, 51 orange)
    beam angle: 14 °
    angle: 23 °
    dimensions: 108 x 108 x 26 mm
    weight: 1.9 kg

50€



Kavel Omschrijving Openingsbod

648 SMART LED PAR64 RGBA-BATTERY-POWERED, ""
The SMART PAR 64 RGBA is a battery led light, so no with cables resulting
in faster installation. The rechargeable battery lithium-ion, provides with 1
load turn autonomy till 20:00 h, and feeding all 180 red, green, blue and
orange leds for a beautiful color display, "" Use a wireless DMX controller to
this PAR completely wireless them.
Features

    battery, RGBA LED PAR-lightning, without cables, suitable for all kinds of
events,
    easy without DMX controller to operate thanks to the supplied IR-remote
control
    master-/slave-modus, autonome mode and sound activated mode via
DMX controller or IR-remote control
    without cables, easy mounting and demounting

Specifications

    power: 230 VAC-50 Hz
    consumption: 35 W
    autonomy:
        all leds enabled: max. 8 h,
        1 color: ± 20 h,
    full charge: 6 h,
    battery: Li-ion (11 .1V)
    number of LEDs: 180 PCs. (39 red, 39, color green, 51 blue, 51 orange)
    beam angle: 14 °
    angle: 23 °
    dimensions: 108 x 108 x 26 mm
    weight: 1.9 kg

50€



Kavel Omschrijving Openingsbod

649 SMART LED PAR64 RGBA-BATTERY-POWERED, ""
The SMART PAR 64 RGBA is a battery led light, so no with cables resulting
in faster installation. The rechargeable battery lithium-ion, with 1 load turn
autonomy till 20:00 h, and feeding all 180 red, green, blue and orange leds
for a beautiful color display, "" Use a wireless DMX controller to this PAR
completely wireless them.
Features

    battery, RGBA LED PAR-lightning, without cables, suitable for all kinds of
events,
    easy without DMX controller to operate thanks to the supplied IR-remote
control
    master-/slave-modus, autonome mode and sound activated mode via
DMX controller or IR-remote control
    without cables, easy mounting and demounting

Specifications

    power: 230 VAC-50 Hz
    consumption: 35 W
    autonomy:
        all leds enabled: max. 8 h,
        1 color: ± 20 h,
    full charge: 6 h,
    battery: Li-ion (11 .1V)
    number of LEDs: 180 PCs. (39 red, 39, color green, 51 blue, 51 orange)
    beam angle: 14 °
    angle: 23 °
    dimensions: 108 x 108 x 26 mm
    weight: 1.9 kg

50€

650 MINI LED PAR-7 x 3 W RGB
Features

    Mini PAR-projector, with 7 x 3 W RGB leds
    very long life LED technology
    Control via DMX 7 channels
    modes: independant (stand-alone), DMX controlled or master/slave
    easy usage via a clear 4-digits display
    smooth dimmer and shutter with DMX control
    soft gradient in stand-alone mode,

Specifications

    number of leds, 7 x 3 W RGB
    power: 230 VAC-50 Hz
    consumption: 23 W
    light power: 450 lx @ 2 m
    DMX-channels, 7 channels
    dimensions: 200 x 140 x 170 mm
    weight: 1.6 kg

40€



Kavel Omschrijving Openingsbod

651 MINI LED PAR-7 x 3 W RGB
Features

    Mini PAR-projector, with 7 x 3 W RGB leds
    very long life LED technology
    Control via DMX 7 channels
    modes: independant (stand-alone), DMX controlled or master/slave
    easy usage via a clear 4-digits display
    smooth dimmer and shutter with DMX control
    soft gradient in stand-alone mode,

Specifications

    number of leds, 7 x 3 W RGB
    power: 230 VAC-50 Hz
    consumption: 23 W
    light power: 450 lx @ 2 m
    DMX-channels, 7 channels
    dimensions: 200 x 140 x 170 mm
    weight: 1.6 kg

40€

652 MINI LED PAR-7 x 3 W RGB
Features

    Mini PAR-projector, with 7 x 3 W RGB leds
    very long life LED technology
    Control via DMX 7 channels
    modes: independant (stand-alone), DMX controlled or master/slave
    easy usage via a clear 4-digits display
    smooth dimmer and shutter with DMX control
    soft gradient in stand-alone mode,

Specifications

    number of leds, 7 x 3 W RGB
    power: 230 VAC-50 Hz
    consumption: 23 W
    light power: 450 lx @ 2 m
    DMX-channels, 7 channels
    dimensions: 200 x 140 x 170 mm
    weight: 1.6 kg

40€
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653 MINI LED PAR-7 x 3 W RGB
Features

    Mini PAR-projector, with 7 x 3 W RGB leds
    very long life LED technology
    Control via DMX 7 channels
    modes: independant (stand-alone), DMX controlled or master/slave
    easy usage via a clear 4-digits display
    smooth dimmer and shutter with DMX control
    soft gradient in stand-alone mode,

Specifications

    number of leds, 7 x 3 W RGB
    power: 230 VAC-50 Hz
    consumption: 23 W
    light power: 450 lx @ 2 m
    DMX-channels, 7 channels
    dimensions: 200 x 140 x 170 mm
    weight: 1.6 kg

40€

654 MINI LED PAR-7 x 3 W RGB
Features

    Mini PAR-projector, with 7 x 3 W RGB leds
    very long life LED technology
    Control via DMX 7 channels
    modes: independant (stand-alone), DMX controlled or master/slave
    easy usage via a clear 4-digits display
    smooth dimmer and shutter with DMX control
    soft gradient in stand-alone mode,

Specifications

    number of leds, 7 x 3 W RGB
    power: 230 VAC-50 Hz
    consumption: 23 W
    light power: 450 lx @ 2 m
    DMX-channels, 7 channels
    dimensions: 200 x 140 x 170 mm
    weight: 1.6 kg

40€
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655 MINI LED PAR-7 x 3 W RGB
Features

    Mini PAR-projector, with 7 x 3 W RGB leds
    very long life LED technology
    Control via DMX 7 channels
    modes: independant (stand-alone), DMX controlled or master/slave
    easy usage via a clear 4-digits display
    smooth dimmer and shutter with DMX control
    soft gradient in stand-alone mode,

Specifications

    number of leds, 7 x 3 W RGB
    power: 230 VAC-50 Hz
    consumption: 23 W
    light power: 450 lx @ 2 m
    DMX-channels, 7 channels
    dimensions: 200 x 140 x 170 mm
    weight: 1.6 kg

40€

656 MINI LED PAR-7 x 3 W RGB
Features

    Mini PAR-projector, with 7 x 3 W RGB leds
    very long life LED technology
    Control via DMX 7 channels
    modes: independant (stand-alone), DMX controlled or master/slave
    easy usage via a clear 4-digits display
    smooth dimmer and shutter with DMX control
    soft gradient in stand-alone mode,

Specifications

    number of leds, 7 x 3 W RGB
    power: 230 VAC-50 Hz
    consumption: 23 W
    light power: 450 lx @ 2 m
    DMX-channels, 7 channels
    dimensions: 200 x 140 x 170 mm
    weight: 1.6 kg

40€
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657 MINI LED PAR-7 x 3 W RGB
Features

    Mini PAR-projector, with 7 x 3 W RGB leds
    very long life LED technology
    Control via DMX 7 channels
    modes: independant (stand-alone), DMX controlled or master/slave
    easy usage via a clear 4-digits display
    smooth dimmer and shutter with DMX control
    soft gradient in stand-alone mode,

Specifications

    number of leds, 7 x 3 W RGB
    power: 230 VAC-50 Hz
    consumption: 23 W
    light power: 450 lx @ 2 m
    DMX-channels, 7 channels
    dimensions: 200 x 140 x 170 mm
    weight: 1.6 kg

40€

658 MINI LED PAR-7 x 3 W RGB
Features

    Mini PAR-projector, with 7 x 3 W RGB leds
    very long life LED technology
    Control via DMX 7 channels
    modes: independant (stand-alone), DMX controlled or master/slave
    easy usage via a clear 4-digits display
    smooth dimmer and shutter with DMX control
    soft gradient in stand-alone mode,

Specifications

    number of leds, 7 x 3 W RGB
    power: 230 VAC-50 Hz
    consumption: 23 W
    light power: 450 lx @ 2 m
    DMX-channels, 7 channels
    dimensions: 200 x 140 x 170 mm
    weight: 1.6 kg

40€
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659 MINI LED PAR-7 x 3 W RGB
Features

    Mini PAR-projector, with 7 x 3 W RGB leds
    very long life LED technology
    Control via DMX 7 channels
    modes: independant (stand-alone), DMX controlled or master/slave
    easy usage via a clear 4-digits display
    smooth dimmer and shutter with DMX control
    soft gradient in stand-alone mode,

Specifications

    number of leds, 7 x 3 W RGB
    power: 230 VAC-50 Hz
    consumption: 23 W
    light power: 450 lx @ 2 m
    DMX-channels, 7 channels
    dimensions: 200 x 140 x 170 mm
    weight: 1.6 kg

40€

660 MINI LED PAR-7 x 3 W RGB
Features

    Mini PAR-projector, with 7 x 3 W RGB leds
    very long life LED technology
    Control via DMX 7 channels
    modes: independant (stand-alone), DMX controlled or master/slave
    easy usage via a clear 4-digits display
    smooth dimmer and shutter with DMX control
    soft gradient in stand-alone mode,

Specifications

    number of leds, 7 x 3 W RGB
    power: 230 VAC-50 Hz
    consumption: 23 W
    light power: 450 lx @ 2 m
    DMX-channels, 7 channels
    dimensions: 200 x 140 x 170 mm
    weight: 1.6 kg

40€
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661 MINI LED PAR-7 x 3 W RGB
Features

    Mini PAR-projector, with 7 x 3 W RGB leds
    very long life LED technology
    Control via DMX 7 channels
    modes: independant (stand-alone), DMX controlled or master/slave
    easy usage via a clear 4-digits display
    smooth dimmer and shutter with DMX control
    soft gradient in stand-alone mode,

Specifications

    number of leds, 7 x 3 W RGB
    power: 230 VAC-50 Hz
    consumption: 23 W
    light power: 450 lx @ 2 m
    DMX-channels, 7 channels
    dimensions: 200 x 140 x 170 mm
    weight: 1.6 kg

40€

662 MINI LED PAR-7 x 3 W RGB
Features

    Mini PAR-projector, with 7 x 3 W RGB leds
    very long life LED technology
    Control via DMX 7 channels
    modes: independant (stand-alone), DMX controlled or master/slave
    easy usage via a clear 4-digits display
    smooth dimmer and shutter with DMX control
    soft gradient in stand-alone mode,

Specifications

    number of leds, 7 x 3 W RGB
    power: 230 VAC-50 Hz
    consumption: 23 W
    light power: 450 lx @ 2 m
    DMX-channels, 7 channels
    dimensions: 200 x 140 x 170 mm
    weight: 1.6 kg

40€
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663 MINI LED PAR-7 x 3 W RGB
Features

    Mini PAR-projector, with 7 x 3 W RGB leds
    very long life LED technology
    Control via DMX 7 channels
    modes: independant (stand-alone), DMX controlled or master/slave
    easy usage via a clear 4-digits display
    smooth dimmer and shutter with DMX control
    soft gradient in stand-alone mode,

Specifications

    number of leds, 7 x 3 W RGB
    power: 230 VAC-50 Hz
    consumption: 23 W
    light power: 450 lx @ 2 m
    DMX-channels, 7 channels
    dimensions: 200 x 140 x 170 mm
    weight: 1.6 kg

40€

664 MINI LED PAR-7 x 3 W RGB
Features

    Mini PAR-projector, with 7 x 3 W RGB leds
    very long life LED technology
    Control via DMX 7 channels
    modes: independant (stand-alone), DMX controlled or master/slave
    easy usage via a clear 4-digits display
    smooth dimmer and shutter with DMX control
    soft gradient in stand-alone mode,

Specifications

    number of leds, 7 x 3 W RGB
    power: 230 VAC-50 Hz
    consumption: 23 W
    light power: 450 lx @ 2 m
    DMX-channels, 7 channels
    dimensions: 200 x 140 x 170 mm
    weight: 1.6 kg

40€
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665 MINI PAR CAN RGBW with bar-by-BLACK-
Features

    color: black spot, with 7 x 10 W very clear bright RGBW leds, with barn by
    very long life LED technology
    Control via DMX 2 modes (4 or 8 channels)
    4 modes: independant (stand-alone), DMX controlled, sound of
master/slave
    Audio controlled via the built-in microphone
    with powerCON link

Specifications

    number of leds, 7 x 10 W RGBW
    power: 230 VAC ~, 50 Hz,
    consumption: 100 W
    light power: 830 m @ 3 m
    DMX-channels, 4-or 8-channel mode: select
    dimensions: 200 x 150 mm, ""
    weight: 2 kg

55€

666 PRO LED FLAT SPOT PROJECTOR-BLACK  -270 x 10 mm LEDs-
Compact RGB ledprojector for all kinds of applications in clubs, fairs, during
performances.
Features

    short double fixing, appropriate as floor projector,
    without cooling fan
    stand-alone, master slave or music control
    DMX controlled via 5 channels for smooth RGB color mixing with dimmer
and shutter on a single channel
    easy to set via leddisplay with blue backlit (Autom. extinction)
    Optional RGB-controller: VDPLC010

Specifications

    power: 90-250VAC/50-60 Hz
    consumption: 24W
    LEDs: 270 x 10 mm (72 x red, 126 x color green, 72 x blue)
    DMX-channels: 5
    beam angle: 20 °
    dimensions: 287 x 277.5 x 68 mm
    weight: 2,6 kg

40€
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667 TWIN LED PROJECTOR-302 R + G + B LEDs-
Features

    very bright leds with long life, small usage
    electronic dimmer without color change
    White and colors stroboscope with high speed (1-13 Flash/sec)
    Control via DMX 3, 4 or 6 channels
    master slave, stand-alone or music control
    easy to set via Control Panel

Specifications

    power: 230 VAC/50 Hz
    consumption: 40W
    LEDs: 302 PCs. (110 x R, 96 x G, 96 x l)
    beam angle: 30 °
    dimensions: 176 x 294 x 136 mm
    weight: 2.5 kg

40€

668 TWIN LED PROJECTOR-302 R + G + B LEDs-
Features

    very bright leds with long life, small usage
    electronic dimmer without color change
    White and colors stroboscope with high speed (1-13 Flash/sec)
    Control via DMX 3, 4 or 6 channels
    master slave, stand-alone or music control
    easy to set via Control Panel

Specifications

    power: 230 VAC/50 Hz
    consumption: 40W
    LEDs: 302 PCs. (110 x R, 96 x G, 96 x l)
    beam angle: 30 °
    dimensions: 176 x 294 x 136 mm
    weight: 2.5 kg

40€

669 TWIN LED PROJECTOR-302 R + G + B LEDs-
Features

    very bright leds with long life, small usage
    electronic dimmer without color change
    White and colors stroboscope with high speed (1-13 Flash/sec)
    Control via DMX 3, 4 or 6 channels
    master slave, stand-alone or music control
    easy to set via Control Panel

Specifications

    power: 230 VAC/50 Hz
    consumption: 40W
    LEDs: 302 PCs. (110 x R, 96 x G, 96 x l)
    beam angle: 30 °
    dimensions: 176 x 294 x 136 mm
    weight: 2.5 kg

40€
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670 TWIN LED PROJECTOR-302 R + G + B LEDs-
Features

    very bright leds with long life, small usage
    electronic dimmer without color change
    White and colors stroboscope with high speed (1-13 Flash/sec)
    Control via DMX 3, 4 or 6 channels
    master slave, stand-alone or music control
    easy to set via Control Panel

Specifications

    power: 230 VAC/50 Hz
    consumption: 40W
    LEDs: 302 PCs. (110 x R, 96 x G, 96 x l)
    beam angle: 30 °
    dimensions: 176 x 294 x 136 mm
    weight: 2.5 kg

40€

671 TWIN LED PROJECTOR-302 R + G + B LEDs-
Features

    very bright leds with long life, small usage
    electronic dimmer without color change
    White and colors stroboscope with high speed (1-13 Flash/sec)
    Control via DMX 3, 4 or 6 channels
    master slave, stand-alone or music control
    easy to set via Control Panel

Specifications

    power: 230 VAC/50 Hz
    consumption: 40W
    LEDs: 302 PCs. (110 x R, 96 x G, 96 x l)
    beam angle: 30 °
    dimensions: 176 x 294 x 136 mm
    weight: 2.5 kg

40€

672 TWIN LED PROJECTOR-302 R + G + B LEDs-
Features

    very bright leds with long life, small usage
    electronic dimmer without color change
    White and colors stroboscope with high speed (1-13 Flash/sec)
    Control via DMX 3, 4 or 6 channels
    master slave, stand-alone or music control
    easy to set via Control Panel

Specifications

    power: 230 VAC/50 Hz
    consumption: 40W
    LEDs: 302 PCs. (110 x R, 96 x G, 96 x l)
    beam angle: 30 °
    dimensions: 176 x 294 x 136 mm
    weight: 2.5 kg

40€
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673 TWIN LED PROJECTOR-302 R + G + B LEDs-
Features

    very bright leds with long life, small usage
    electronic dimmer without color change
    White and colors stroboscope with high speed (1-13 Flash/sec)
    Control via DMX 3, 4 or 6 channels
    master slave, stand-alone or music control
    easy to set via Control Panel

Specifications

    power: 230 VAC/50 Hz
    consumption: 40W
    LEDs: 302 PCs. (110 x R, 96 x G, 96 x l)
    beam angle: 30 °
    dimensions: 176 x 294 x 136 mm
    weight: 2.5 kg

40€

674 TWIN LED PROJECTOR-302 R + G + B LEDs-
Features

    very bright leds with long life, small usage
    electronic dimmer without color change
    White and colors stroboscope with high speed (1-13 Flash/sec)
    Control via DMX 3, 4 or 6 channels
    master slave, stand-alone or music control
    easy to set via Control Panel

Specifications

    power: 230 VAC/50 Hz
    consumption: 40W
    LEDs: 302 PCs. (110 x R, 96 x G, 96 x l)
    beam angle: 30 °
    dimensions: 176 x 294 x 136 mm
    weight: 2.5 kg

40€

675 COLOR WASH EFFECT 24 x 1W RGB LEDs-
Features

    powerful wash-effect with leds for all kinds of applications
    24 x 1W kleurenleds
    Control via DMX 4 channels
    stand-alone or master/slave
    low in consumption, long life

Specifications

    power: 230 VAC/50 Hz
    consumption: 40W
    LEDs: 24 x 1W
    dimensions: 210 x 245 x 125 mm
    weight: 1.8 kg

115€
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676 COLOR WASH EFFECT 24 x 1W RGB LEDs-
Features

    powerful wash-effect with leds for all kinds of applications
    24 x 1W kleurenleds
    Control via DMX 4 channels
    stand-alone or master/slave
    low in consumption, long life

Specifications

    power: 230 VAC/50 Hz
    consumption: 40W
    LEDs: 24 x 1W
    dimensions: 210 x 245 x 125 mm
    weight: 1.8 kg

115€

677 COLOR WASH EFFECT 24 x 1W RGB LEDs-
Features

    powerful wash-effect with leds for all kinds of applications
    24 x 1W kleurenleds
    Control via DMX 4 channels
    stand-alone or master/slave
    low in consumption, long life

Specifications

    power: 230 VAC/50 Hz
    consumption: 40W
    LEDs: 24 x 1W
    dimensions: 210 x 245 x 125 mm
    weight: 1.8 kg

115€

678 COLOR WASH EFFECT 24 x 1W RGB LEDs-
Features

    powerful wash-effect with leds for all kinds of applications
    24 x 1W kleurenleds
    Control via DMX 4 channels
    stand-alone or master/slave
    low in consumption, long life

Specifications

    power: 230 VAC/50 Hz
    consumption: 40W
    LEDs: 24 x 1W
    dimensions: 210 x 245 x 125 mm
    weight: 1.8 kg

115€
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679 COLOR WASH EFFECT 24 x 1W RGB LEDs-
Features

    powerful wash-effect with leds for all kinds of applications
    24 x 1W kleurenleds
    Control via DMX 4 channels
    stand-alone or master/slave
    low in consumption, long life

Specifications

    power: 230 VAC/50 Hz
    consumption: 40W
    LEDs: 24 x 1W
    dimensions: 210 x 245 x 125 mm
    weight: 1.8 kg

115€

680 COLOR WASH EFFECT 24 x 1W RGB LEDs-
Features

    powerful wash-effect with leds for all kinds of applications
    24 x 1W kleurenleds
    Control via DMX 4 channels
    stand-alone or master/slave
    low in consumption, long life

Specifications

    power: 230 VAC/50 Hz
    consumption: 40W
    LEDs: 24 x 1W
    dimensions: 210 x 245 x 125 mm
    weight: 1.8 kg

115€

681 COLOR WASH EFFECT 24 x 1W RGB LEDs-
Features

    powerful wash-effect with leds for all kinds of applications
    24 x 1W kleurenleds
    Control via DMX 4 channels
    stand-alone or master/slave
    low in consumption, long life

Specifications

    power: 230 VAC/50 Hz
    consumption: 40W
    LEDs: 24 x 1W
    dimensions: 210 x 245 x 125 mm
    weight: 1.8 kg

115€
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683 SUBWOOFER  /600W-8 ohms-
Features

    cupboard with double cover for more resistance
    suitable for multifunctional rooms, theatre, disco, bars, etc.
    high usage power and SPL level
    transducer with low frequency and enhanced alloy. New design of the
Horn for clearer sound
    the special design by the housing reduces the harmonious resonance,
which can impact sound quality
    with plugs Neutrik ® Speakon ® connections
    material case: speaker high-quality lacquered plywood (thickness 18 mm)

Specifications

    nominal impedance: 8 ohm, ""
    power: 600W, ""
    power: 1200W peak
    frequency response: 35 Hz-300 Hz
    -sensitivity: 103dB
    Max. SPL: 133dB
    low: 18 ""
    height:-
    dimensions: 704 x 737 x 524mm
    weight: 52 kg
    material: speakers
        woofer: aluminium
        tweeters:-

50€

684 SUBWOOFER  /600W-8 ohms-
Features

    cupboard with double cover for more resistance
    suitable for multifunctional rooms, theatre, disco, bars, etc.
    high usage power and SPL level
    transducer with low frequency and enhanced alloy. New design of the
Horn for clearer sound
    the special design by the housing reduces the harmonious resonance,
which can impact sound quality
    with plugs Neutrik ® Speakon ® connections
    material case: speaker high-quality lacquered plywood (thickness 18 mm)

Specifications

    nominal impedance: 8 ohm, ""
    power: 600W, ""
    power: 1200W peak
    frequency response: 35 Hz-300 Hz
    -sensitivity: 103dB
    Max. SPL: 133dB
    low: 18 ""
    height:-
    dimensions: 704 x 737 x 524mm
    weight: 52 kg
    material: speakers
        woofer: aluminium
        tweeters:-

50€
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685 SUBWOOFER  /600W-8 ohms-
Features

    cupboard with double cover for more resistance
    suitable for multifunctional rooms, theatre, disco, bars, etc.
    high usage power and SPL level
    transducer with low frequency and enhanced alloy. New design of the
Horn for clearer sound
    the special design by the housing reduces the harmonious resonance,
which can impact sound quality
    with plugs Neutrik ® Speakon ® connections
    material case: speaker high-quality lacquered plywood (thickness 18 mm)

Specifications

    nominal impedance: 8 ohm, ""
    power: 600W, ""
    power: 1200W peak
    frequency response: 35 Hz-300 Hz
    -sensitivity: 103dB
    Max. SPL: 133dB
    low: 18 ""
    height:-
    dimensions: 704 x 737 x 524mm
    weight: 52 kg
    material: speakers
        woofer: aluminium
        tweeters:-

50€

686 HEPA FILTER- 10€

687 STANLEY-COMPRESSOR-1800 W/100 L/10 bar-VERTICAL--
Features

    without oil
    easy to transport and store

Specifications

    nominal power: 1800 W
    Max. pressure 10 bar, (145 psi)
    flow: 270 L/min
    tank content: 100 L
    power: 230 VAC-50 Hz
    dimensions: 467 x 455 x 1100 mm
    weight: 42 kg

80€
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688 STANLEY-COMPRESSOR-1800 W/100 L/10 bar-VERTICAL--
Features

    without oil
    easy to transport and store

Specifications

    nominal power: 1800 W
    Max. pressure 10 bar, (145 psi)
    flow: 270 L/min
    tank content: 100 L
    power: 230 VAC-50 Hz
    dimensions: 467 x 455 x 1100 mm
    weight: 42 kg

80€

689 STANLEY-COMPRESSOR-1800 W/100 L/10 bar-VERTICAL--
Features

    without oil
    easy to transport and store

Specifications

    nominal power: 1800 W
    Max. pressure 10 bar, (145 psi)
    flow: 270 L/min
    tank content: 100 L
    power: 230 VAC-50 Hz
    dimensions: 467 x 455 x 1100 mm
    weight: 42 kg

80€

690 STANLEY-COMPRESSOR-1800 W/100 L/10 bar-VERTICAL--
Features

    without oil
    easy to transport and store

Specifications

    nominal power: 1800 W
    Max. pressure 10 bar, (145 psi)
    flow: 270 L/min
    tank content: 100 L
    power: 230 VAC-50 Hz
    dimensions: 467 x 455 x 1100 mm
    weight: 42 kg

80€
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691 STANLEY-COMPRESSOR-1800 W/100 L/10 bar-VERTICAL--
Features

    without oil
    easy to transport and store

Specifications

    nominal power: 1800 W
    Max. pressure 10 bar, (145 psi)
    flow: 270 L/min
    tank content: 100 L
    power: 230 VAC-50 Hz
    dimensions: 467 x 455 x 1100 mm
    weight: 42 kg

80€

692 STANLEY-COMPRESSOR-1800 W/100 L/10 bar-VERTICAL--
Features

    without oil
    easy to transport and store

Specifications

    nominal power: 1800 W
    Max. pressure 10 bar, (145 psi)
    flow: 270 L/min
    tank content: 100 L
    power: 230 VAC-50 Hz
    dimensions: 467 x 455 x 1100 mm
    weight: 42 kg

80€

693 STANLEY-COMPRESSOR-1800 W/100 L/10 bar-VERTICAL--
Features

    without oil
    easy to transport and store

Specifications

    nominal power: 1800 W
    Max. pressure 10 bar, (145 psi)
    flow: 270 L/min
    tank content: 100 L
    power: 230 VAC-50 Hz
    dimensions: 467 x 455 x 1100 mm
    weight: 42 kg

80€
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694 STANLEY-COMPRESSOR-1800 W/100 L/10 bar-VERTICAL--
Features

    without oil
    easy to transport and store

Specifications

    nominal power: 1800 W
    Max. pressure 10 bar, (145 psi)
    flow: 270 L/min
    tank content: 100 L
    power: 230 VAC-50 Hz
    dimensions: 467 x 455 x 1100 mm
    weight: 42 kg

80€

695 STANLEY-COMPRESSOR-1800 W/100 L/10 bar-VERTICAL--
Features

    without oil
    easy to transport and store

Specifications

    nominal power: 1800 W
    Max. pressure 10 bar, (145 psi)
    flow: 270 L/min
    tank content: 100 L
    power: 230 VAC-50 Hz
    dimensions: 467 x 455 x 1100 mm
    weight: 42 kg

80€

696 STANLEY-COMPRESSOR-1800 W/100 L/10 bar-VERTICAL--
Features

    without oil
    easy to transport and store

Specifications

    nominal power: 1800 W
    Max. pressure 10 bar, (145 psi)
    flow: 270 L/min
    tank content: 100 L
    power: 230 VAC-50 Hz
    dimensions: 467 x 455 x 1100 mm
    weight: 42 kg

80€
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697 STANLEY-COMPRESSOR-1800 W/100 L/10 bar-VERTICAL--
Features

    without oil
    easy to transport and store

Specifications

    nominal power: 1800 W
    Max. pressure 10 bar, (145 psi)
    flow: 270 L/min
    tank content: 100 L
    power: 230 VAC-50 Hz
    dimensions: 467 x 455 x 1100 mm
    weight: 42 kg

80€

698 STANLEY-COMPRESSOR-1800 W/100 L/10 bar-VERTICAL--
Features

    without oil
    easy to transport and store

Specifications

    nominal power: 1800 W
    Max. pressure 10 bar, (145 psi)
    flow: 270 L/min
    tank content: 100 L
    power: 230 VAC-50 Hz
    dimensions: 467 x 455 x 1100 mm
    weight: 42 kg

80€

699 STANLEY-COMPRESSOR-1800 W/100 L/10 bar-VERTICAL--
Features

    without oil
    easy to transport and store

Specifications

    nominal power: 1800 W
    Max. pressure 10 bar, (145 psi)
    flow: 270 L/min
    tank content: 100 L
    power: 230 VAC-50 Hz
    dimensions: 467 x 455 x 1100 mm
    weight: 42 kg

80€
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700 STANLEY-COMPRESSOR-1800 W/100 L/10 bar-VERTICAL--
Features

    without oil
    easy to transport and store

Specifications

    nominal power: 1800 W
    Max. pressure 10 bar, (145 psi)
    flow: 270 L/min
    tank content: 100 L
    power: 230 VAC-50 Hz
    dimensions: 467 x 455 x 1100 mm
    weight: 42 kg

80€

701 STANLEY-COMPRESSOR-1800 W/100 L/10 bar-VERTICAL--
Features

    without oil
    easy to transport and store

Specifications

    nominal power: 1800 W
    Max. pressure 10 bar, (145 psi)
    flow: 270 L/min
    tank content: 100 L
    power: 230 VAC-50 Hz
    dimensions: 467 x 455 x 1100 mm
    weight: 42 kg

80€

702 STANLEY-COMPRESSOR-1800 W/100 L/10 bar-VERTICAL--
Features

    without oil
    easy to transport and store

Specifications

    nominal power: 1800 W
    Max. pressure 10 bar, (145 psi)
    flow: 270 L/min
    tank content: 100 L
    power: 230 VAC-50 Hz
    dimensions: 467 x 455 x 1100 mm
    weight: 42 kg

80€
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703 STANLEY-COMPRESSOR-1800 W/100 L/10 bar-VERTICAL--
Features

    without oil
    easy to transport and store

Specifications

    nominal power: 1800 W
    Max. pressure 10 bar, (145 psi)
    flow: 270 L/min
    tank content: 100 L
    power: 230 VAC-50 Hz
    dimensions: 467 x 455 x 1100 mm
    weight: 42 kg

80€

704 STANLEY-COMPRESSOR-1800 W/100 L/10 bar-VERTICAL--
Features

    without oil
    easy to transport and store

Specifications

    nominal power: 1800 W
    Max. pressure 10 bar, (145 psi)
    flow: 270 L/min
    tank content: 100 L
    power: 230 VAC-50 Hz
    dimensions: 467 x 455 x 1100 mm
    weight: 42 kg

80€

705 STANLEY-COMPRESSOR-1800 W/100 L/10 bar-VERTICAL--
Features

    without oil
    easy to transport and store

Specifications

    nominal power: 1800 W
    Max. pressure 10 bar, (145 psi)
    flow: 270 L/min
    tank content: 100 L
    power: 230 VAC-50 Hz
    dimensions: 467 x 455 x 1100 mm
    weight: 42 kg

80€
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706 STANLEY-COMPRESSOR-1800 W/100 L/10 bar-VERTICAL--
Features

    without oil
    easy to transport and store

Specifications

    nominal power: 1800 W
    Max. pressure 10 bar, (145 psi)
    flow: 270 L/min
    tank content: 100 L
    power: 230 VAC-50 Hz
    dimensions: 467 x 455 x 1100 mm
    weight: 42 kg

80€

707 STANLEY-COMPRESSOR-1800 W/100 L/10 bar-VERTICAL--
Features

    without oil
    easy to transport and store

Specifications

    nominal power: 1800 W
    Max. pressure 10 bar, (145 psi)
    flow: 270 L/min
    tank content: 100 L
    power: 230 VAC-50 Hz
    dimensions: 467 x 455 x 1100 mm
    weight: 42 kg

80€

708 STANLEY-COMPRESSOR-1800 W/100 L/10 bar-VERTICAL--
Features

    without oil
    easy to transport and store

Specifications

    nominal power: 1800 W
    Max. pressure 10 bar, (145 psi)
    flow: 270 L/min
    tank content: 100 L
    power: 230 VAC-50 Hz
    dimensions: 467 x 455 x 1100 mm
    weight: 42 kg

80€
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709 STANLEY-COMPRESSOR-1800 W/100 L/10 bar-VERTICAL--
Features

    without oil
    easy to transport and store

Specifications

    nominal power: 1800 W
    Max. pressure 10 bar, (145 psi)
    flow: 270 L/min
    tank content: 100 L
    power: 230 VAC-50 Hz
    dimensions: 467 x 455 x 1100 mm
    weight: 42 kg

80€

710 STANLEY-COMPRESSOR-1800 W/100 L/10 bar-VERTICAL--
Features

    without oil
    easy to transport and store

Specifications

    nominal power: 1800 W
    Max. pressure 10 bar, (145 psi)
    flow: 270 L/min
    tank content: 100 L
    power: 230 VAC-50 Hz
    dimensions: 467 x 455 x 1100 mm
    weight: 42 kg

80€

711 STANLEY-COMPRESSOR-1800 W/100 L/10 bar-VERTICAL--
Features

    without oil
    easy to transport and store

Specifications

    nominal power: 1800 W
    Max. pressure 10 bar, (145 psi)
    flow: 270 L/min
    tank content: 100 L
    power: 230 VAC-50 Hz
    dimensions: 467 x 455 x 1100 mm
    weight: 42 kg

80€
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712 STANLEY-COMPRESSOR-1800 W/100 L/10 bar-VERTICAL--
Features

    without oil
    easy to transport and store

Specifications

    nominal power: 1800 W
    Max. pressure 10 bar, (145 psi)
    flow: 270 L/min
    tank content: 100 L
    power: 230 VAC-50 Hz
    dimensions: 467 x 455 x 1100 mm
    weight: 42 kg

80€

713 STANLEY-COMPRESSOR-1800 W/100 L/10 bar-VERTICAL--
Features

    without oil
    easy to transport and store

Specifications

    nominal power: 1800 W
    Max. pressure 10 bar, (145 psi)
    flow: 270 L/min
    tank content: 100 L
    power: 230 VAC-50 Hz
    dimensions: 467 x 455 x 1100 mm
    weight: 42 kg

80€

714 STANLEY-COMPRESSOR-1800 W/100 L/10 bar-VERTICAL--
Features

    without oil
    easy to transport and store

Specifications

    nominal power: 1800 W
    Max. pressure 10 bar, (145 psi)
    flow: 270 L/min
    tank content: 100 L
    power: 230 VAC-50 Hz
    dimensions: 467 x 455 x 1100 mm
    weight: 42 kg

80€
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715 STANLEY-COMPRESSOR-1800 W/100 L/10 bar-VERTICAL--
Features

    without oil
    easy to transport and store

Specifications

    nominal power: 1800 W
    Max. pressure 10 bar, (145 psi)
    flow: 270 L/min
    tank content: 100 L
    power: 230 VAC-50 Hz
    dimensions: 467 x 455 x 1100 mm
    weight: 42 kg

80€

716 STANLEY-COMPRESSOR-1800 W/100 L/10 bar-VERTICAL--
Features

    without oil
    easy to transport and store

Specifications

    nominal power: 1800 W
    Max. pressure 10 bar, (145 psi)
    flow: 270 L/min
    tank content: 100 L
    power: 230 VAC-50 Hz
    dimensions: 467 x 455 x 1100 mm
    weight: 42 kg

80€

717 STANLEY-COMPRESSOR-1800 W/100 L/10 bar-VERTICAL--
Features

    without oil
    easy to transport and store

Specifications

    nominal power: 1800 W
    Max. pressure 10 bar, (145 psi)
    flow: 270 L/min
    tank content: 100 L
    power: 230 VAC-50 Hz
    dimensions: 467 x 455 x 1100 mm
    weight: 42 kg

80€
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718 STANLEY-COMPRESSOR-1800 W/100 L/10 bar-VERTICAL--
Features

    without oil
    easy to transport and store

Specifications

    nominal power: 1800 W
    Max. pressure 10 bar, (145 psi)
    flow: 270 L/min
    tank content: 100 L
    power: 230 VAC-50 Hz
    dimensions: 467 x 455 x 1100 mm
    weight: 42 kg

80€

719 STANLEY-COMPRESSOR-1800 W/100 L/10 bar-VERTICAL--
Features

    without oil
    easy to transport and store

Specifications

    nominal power: 1800 W
    Max. pressure 10 bar, (145 psi)
    flow: 270 L/min
    tank content: 100 L
    power: 230 VAC-50 Hz
    dimensions: 467 x 455 x 1100 mm
    weight: 42 kg

80€

720 STANLEY-COMPRESSOR-1800 W/100 L/10 bar-VERTICAL--
Features

    without oil
    easy to transport and store

Specifications

    nominal power: 1800 W
    Max. pressure 10 bar, (145 psi)
    flow: 270 L/min
    tank content: 100 L
    power: 230 VAC-50 Hz
    dimensions: 467 x 455 x 1100 mm
    weight: 42 kg

80€
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721 STANLEY-COMPRESSOR-1800 W/100 L/10 bar-VERTICAL--
Features

    without oil
    easy to transport and store

Specifications

    nominal power: 1800 W
    Max. pressure 10 bar, (145 psi)
    flow: 270 L/min
    tank content: 100 L
    power: 230 VAC-50 Hz
    dimensions: 467 x 455 x 1100 mm
    weight: 42 kg

80€

722 STANLEY-COMPRESSOR-1800 W/100 L/10 bar-VERTICAL--
Features

    without oil
    easy to transport and store

Specifications

    nominal power: 1800 W
    Max. pressure 10 bar, (145 psi)
    flow: 270 L/min
    tank content: 100 L
    power: 230 VAC-50 Hz
    dimensions: 467 x 455 x 1100 mm
    weight: 42 kg

80€

723 STANLEY-COMPRESSOR-1800 W/100 L/10 bar-VERTICAL--
Features

    without oil
    easy to transport and store

Specifications

    nominal power: 1800 W
    Max. pressure 10 bar, (145 psi)
    flow: 270 L/min
    tank content: 100 L
    power: 230 VAC-50 Hz
    dimensions: 467 x 455 x 1100 mm
    weight: 42 kg

80€
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724 STANLEY-COMPRESSOR-1800 W/100 L/10 bar-VERTICAL--
Features

    without oil
    easy to transport and store

Specifications

    nominal power: 1800 W
    Max. pressure 10 bar, (145 psi)
    flow: 270 L/min
    tank content: 100 L
    power: 230 VAC-50 Hz
    dimensions: 467 x 455 x 1100 mm
    weight: 42 kg

80€

725 COMPRESSOR NUAIR-JOLLY 5 L, 1100 W-
Features

    light, compact and portable
    with shoulder belt for easy transport,
    built-in storage compartment for small accessories
    easy maintenance without oil

Specifications

    nominal power: 1100 W, ""
    Max. pressure 10 bar,
    Cap. tank: 5 L
    flow: 180 L/min.
    motor: 3400 rpm
    power: 230 VAC
    consumption: 5 A, ""
    weight:-
    dimensions:-

35€

726 COMPRESSOR NUAIR-JOLLY 5 L, 1100 W-
Features

    light, compact and portable
    with shoulder belt for easy transport,
    built-in storage compartment for small accessories
    easy maintenance without oil

Specifications

    nominal power: 1100 W, ""
    Max. pressure 10 bar,
    Cap. tank: 5 L
    flow: 180 L/min.
    motor: 3400 rpm
    power: 230 VAC
    consumption: 5 A, ""
    weight:-
    dimensions:-

35€
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727 COMPRESSOR NUAIR-JOLLY 5 L, 1100 W-
Features

    light, compact and portable
    with shoulder belt for easy transport,
    built-in storage compartment for small accessories
    easy maintenance without oil

Specifications

    nominal power: 1100 W, ""
    Max. pressure 10 bar,
    Cap. tank: 5 L
    flow: 180 L/min.
    motor: 3400 rpm
    power: 230 VAC
    consumption: 5 A, ""
    weight:-
    dimensions:-

35€

728 COMPRESSOR NUAIR-JOLLY 5 L, 1100 W-
Features

    light, compact and portable
    with shoulder belt for easy transport,
    built-in storage compartment for small accessories
    easy maintenance without oil

Specifications

    nominal power: 1100 W, ""
    Max. pressure 10 bar,
    Cap. tank: 5 L
    flow: 180 L/min.
    motor: 3400 rpm
    power: 230 VAC
    consumption: 5 A, ""
    weight:-
    dimensions:-

35€
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729 COMPRESSOR NUAIR-JOLLY 5 L, 1100 W-
Features

    light, compact and portable
    with shoulder belt for easy transport,
    built-in storage compartment for small accessories
    easy maintenance without oil

Specifications

    nominal power: 1100 W, ""
    Max. pressure 10 bar,
    Cap. tank: 5 L
    flow: 180 L/min.
    motor: 3400 rpm
    power: 230 VAC
    consumption: 5 A, ""
    weight:-
    dimensions:-

35€

730 COMPRESSOR NUAIR-JOLLY 5 L, 1100 W-
Features

    light, compact and portable
    with shoulder belt for easy transport,
    built-in storage compartment for small accessories
    easy maintenance without oil

Specifications

    nominal power: 1100 W, ""
    Max. pressure 10 bar,
    Cap. tank: 5 L
    flow: 180 L/min.
    motor: 3400 rpm
    power: 230 VAC
    consumption: 5 A, ""
    weight:-
    dimensions:-

35€
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731 COMPRESSOR NUAIR-JOLLY 5 L, 1100 W-
Features

    light, compact and portable
    with shoulder belt for easy transport,
    built-in storage compartment for small accessories
    easy maintenance without oil

Specifications

    nominal power: 1100 W, ""
    Max. pressure 10 bar,
    Cap. tank: 5 L
    flow: 180 L/min.
    motor: 3400 rpm
    power: 230 VAC
    consumption: 5 A, ""
    weight:-
    dimensions:-

35€

732 COMPRESSOR NUAIR-JOLLY 5 L, 1100 W-
Features

    light, compact and portable
    with shoulder belt for easy transport,
    built-in storage compartment for small accessories
    easy maintenance without oil

Specifications

    nominal power: 1100 W, ""
    Max. pressure 10 bar,
    Cap. tank: 5 L
    flow: 180 L/min.
    motor: 3400 rpm
    power: 230 VAC
    consumption: 5 A, ""
    weight:-
    dimensions:-

35€
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733 COMPRESSOR NUAIR-JOLLY 5 L, 1100 W-
Features

    light, compact and portable
    with shoulder belt for easy transport,
    built-in storage compartment for small accessories
    easy maintenance without oil

Specifications

    nominal power: 1100 W, ""
    Max. pressure 10 bar,
    Cap. tank: 5 L
    flow: 180 L/min.
    motor: 3400 rpm
    power: 230 VAC
    consumption: 5 A, ""
    weight:-
    dimensions:-

35€

734 COMPRESSOR NUAIR-JOLLY 5 L, 1100 W-
Features

    light, compact and portable
    with shoulder belt for easy transport,
    built-in storage compartment for small accessories
    easy maintenance without oil

Specifications

    nominal power: 1100 W, ""
    Max. pressure 10 bar,
    Cap. tank: 5 L
    flow: 180 L/min.
    motor: 3400 rpm
    power: 230 VAC
    consumption: 5 A, ""
    weight:-
    dimensions:-

35€
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735 COMPRESSOR NUAIR-JOLLY 5 L, 1100 W-
Features

    light, compact and portable
    with shoulder belt for easy transport,
    built-in storage compartment for small accessories
    easy maintenance without oil

Specifications

    nominal power: 1100 W, ""
    Max. pressure 10 bar,
    Cap. tank: 5 L
    flow: 180 L/min.
    motor: 3400 rpm
    power: 230 VAC
    consumption: 5 A, ""
    weight:-
    dimensions:-

35€

736 COMPRESSOR NUAIR-JOLLY 5 L, 1100 W-
Features

    light, compact and portable
    with shoulder belt for easy transport,
    built-in storage compartment for small accessories
    easy maintenance without oil

Specifications

    nominal power: 1100 W, ""
    Max. pressure 10 bar,
    Cap. tank: 5 L
    flow: 180 L/min.
    motor: 3400 rpm
    power: 230 VAC
    consumption: 5 A, ""
    weight:-
    dimensions:-

35€
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737 COMPRESSOR NUAIR-JOLLY 5 L, 1100 W-
Features

    light, compact and portable
    with shoulder belt for easy transport,
    built-in storage compartment for small accessories
    easy maintenance without oil

Specifications

    nominal power: 1100 W, ""
    Max. pressure 10 bar,
    Cap. tank: 5 L
    flow: 180 L/min.
    motor: 3400 rpm
    power: 230 VAC
    consumption: 5 A, ""
    weight:-
    dimensions:-

35€

738 COMPRESSOR NUAIR-JOLLY 5 L, 1100 W-
Features

    light, compact and portable
    with shoulder belt for easy transport,
    built-in storage compartment for small accessories
    easy maintenance without oil

Specifications

    nominal power: 1100 W, ""
    Max. pressure 10 bar,
    Cap. tank: 5 L
    flow: 180 L/min.
    motor: 3400 rpm
    power: 230 VAC
    consumption: 5 A, ""
    weight:-
    dimensions:-

35€
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739 COMPRESSOR NUAIR-JOLLY 5 L, 1100 W-
Features

    light, compact and portable
    with shoulder belt for easy transport,
    built-in storage compartment for small accessories
    easy maintenance without oil

Specifications

    nominal power: 1100 W, ""
    Max. pressure 10 bar,
    Cap. tank: 5 L
    flow: 180 L/min.
    motor: 3400 rpm
    power: 230 VAC
    consumption: 5 A, ""
    weight:-
    dimensions:-

35€

740 COMPRESSOR NUAIR-JOLLY 5 L, 1100 W-
Features

    light, compact and portable
    with shoulder belt for easy transport,
    built-in storage compartment for small accessories
    easy maintenance without oil

Specifications

    nominal power: 1100 W, ""
    Max. pressure 10 bar,
    Cap. tank: 5 L
    flow: 180 L/min.
    motor: 3400 rpm
    power: 230 VAC
    consumption: 5 A, ""
    weight:-
    dimensions:-

35€
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741 COMPRESSOR NUAIR-JOLLY 5 L, 1100 W-
Features

    light, compact and portable
    with shoulder belt for easy transport,
    built-in storage compartment for small accessories
    easy maintenance without oil

Specifications

    nominal power: 1100 W, ""
    Max. pressure 10 bar,
    Cap. tank: 5 L
    flow: 180 L/min.
    motor: 3400 rpm
    power: 230 VAC
    consumption: 5 A, ""
    weight:-
    dimensions:-

35€

742 COMPRESSOR NUAIR-JOLLY 5 L, 1100 W-
Features

    light, compact and portable
    with shoulder belt for easy transport,
    built-in storage compartment for small accessories
    easy maintenance without oil

Specifications

    nominal power: 1100 W, ""
    Max. pressure 10 bar,
    Cap. tank: 5 L
    flow: 180 L/min.
    motor: 3400 rpm
    power: 230 VAC
    consumption: 5 A, ""
    weight:-
    dimensions:-

35€
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743 COMPRESSOR NUAIR-JOLLY 5 L, 1100 W-
Features

    light, compact and portable
    with shoulder belt for easy transport,
    built-in storage compartment for small accessories
    easy maintenance without oil

Specifications

    nominal power: 1100 W, ""
    Max. pressure 10 bar,
    Cap. tank: 5 L
    flow: 180 L/min.
    motor: 3400 rpm
    power: 230 VAC
    consumption: 5 A, ""
    weight:-
    dimensions:-

35€

744 COMPRESSOR NUAIR-JOLLY 5 L, 1100 W-
Features

    light, compact and portable
    with shoulder belt for easy transport,
    built-in storage compartment for small accessories
    easy maintenance without oil

Specifications

    nominal power: 1100 W, ""
    Max. pressure 10 bar,
    Cap. tank: 5 L
    flow: 180 L/min.
    motor: 3400 rpm
    power: 230 VAC
    consumption: 5 A, ""
    weight:-
    dimensions:-

35€
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745 COMPRESSOR NUAIR-JOLLY 5 L, 1100 W-
Features

    light, compact and portable
    with shoulder belt for easy transport,
    built-in storage compartment for small accessories
    easy maintenance without oil

Specifications

    nominal power: 1100 W, ""
    Max. pressure 10 bar,
    Cap. tank: 5 L
    flow: 180 L/min.
    motor: 3400 rpm
    power: 230 VAC
    consumption: 5 A, ""
    weight:-
    dimensions:-

35€

746 COMPRESSOR NUAIR-JOLLY 5 L, 1100 W-
Features

    light, compact and portable
    with shoulder belt for easy transport,
    built-in storage compartment for small accessories
    easy maintenance without oil

Specifications

    nominal power: 1100 W, ""
    Max. pressure 10 bar,
    Cap. tank: 5 L
    flow: 180 L/min.
    motor: 3400 rpm
    power: 230 VAC
    consumption: 5 A, ""
    weight:-
    dimensions:-

35€
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747 COMPRESSOR NUAIR-JOLLY 5 L, 1100 W-
Features

    light, compact and portable
    with shoulder belt for easy transport,
    built-in storage compartment for small accessories
    easy maintenance without oil

Specifications

    nominal power: 1100 W, ""
    Max. pressure 10 bar,
    Cap. tank: 5 L
    flow: 180 L/min.
    motor: 3400 rpm
    power: 230 VAC
    consumption: 5 A, ""
    weight:-
    dimensions:-

35€

748 COMPRESSOR NUAIR-JOLLY 5 L, 1100 W-
Features

    light, compact and portable
    with shoulder belt for easy transport,
    built-in storage compartment for small accessories
    easy maintenance without oil

Specifications

    nominal power: 1100 W, ""
    Max. pressure 10 bar,
    Cap. tank: 5 L
    flow: 180 L/min.
    motor: 3400 rpm
    power: 230 VAC
    consumption: 5 A, ""
    weight:-
    dimensions:-

35€
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749 COMPRESSOR NUAIR-JOLLY 5 L, 1100 W-
Features

    light, compact and portable
    with shoulder belt for easy transport,
    built-in storage compartment for small accessories
    easy maintenance without oil

Specifications

    nominal power: 1100 W, ""
    Max. pressure 10 bar,
    Cap. tank: 5 L
    flow: 180 L/min.
    motor: 3400 rpm
    power: 230 VAC
    consumption: 5 A, ""
    weight:-
    dimensions:-

35€

750 COMPRESSOR NUAIR-JOLLY 5 L, 1100 W-
Features

    light, compact and portable
    with shoulder belt for easy transport,
    built-in storage compartment for small accessories
    easy maintenance without oil

Specifications

    nominal power: 1100 W, ""
    Max. pressure 10 bar,
    Cap. tank: 5 L
    flow: 180 L/min.
    motor: 3400 rpm
    power: 230 VAC
    consumption: 5 A, ""
    weight:-
    dimensions:-

35€
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751 COMPRESSOR NUAIR-JOLLY 5 L, 1100 W-
Features

    light, compact and portable
    with shoulder belt for easy transport,
    built-in storage compartment for small accessories
    easy maintenance without oil

Specifications

    nominal power: 1100 W, ""
    Max. pressure 10 bar,
    Cap. tank: 5 L
    flow: 180 L/min.
    motor: 3400 rpm
    power: 230 VAC
    consumption: 5 A, ""
    weight:-
    dimensions:-

35€

752 COMPRESSOR NUAIR-JOLLY 5 L, 1100 W-
Features

    light, compact and portable
    with shoulder belt for easy transport,
    built-in storage compartment for small accessories
    easy maintenance without oil

Specifications

    nominal power: 1100 W, ""
    Max. pressure 10 bar,
    Cap. tank: 5 L
    flow: 180 L/min.
    motor: 3400 rpm
    power: 230 VAC
    consumption: 5 A, ""
    weight:-
    dimensions:-

35€
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753 COMPRESSOR NUAIR-JOLLY 5 L, 1100 W-
Features

    light, compact and portable
    with shoulder belt for easy transport,
    built-in storage compartment for small accessories
    easy maintenance without oil

Specifications

    nominal power: 1100 W, ""
    Max. pressure 10 bar,
    Cap. tank: 5 L
    flow: 180 L/min.
    motor: 3400 rpm
    power: 230 VAC
    consumption: 5 A, ""
    weight:-
    dimensions:-

35€

754 COMPRESSOR NUAIR-JOLLY 5 L, 1100 W-
Features

    light, compact and portable
    with shoulder belt for easy transport,
    built-in storage compartment for small accessories
    easy maintenance without oil

Specifications

    nominal power: 1100 W, ""
    Max. pressure 10 bar,
    Cap. tank: 5 L
    flow: 180 L/min.
    motor: 3400 rpm
    power: 230 VAC
    consumption: 5 A, ""
    weight:-
    dimensions:-

35€
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755 COMPRESSOR NUAIR-JOLLY 5 L, 1100 W-
Features

    light, compact and portable
    with shoulder belt for easy transport,
    built-in storage compartment for small accessories
    easy maintenance without oil

Specifications

    nominal power: 1100 W, ""
    Max. pressure 10 bar,
    Cap. tank: 5 L
    flow: 180 L/min.
    motor: 3400 rpm
    power: 230 VAC
    consumption: 5 A, ""
    weight:-
    dimensions:-

35€

756 COMPRESSOR NUAIR-JOLLY 5 L, 1100 W-
Features

    light, compact and portable
    with shoulder belt for easy transport,
    built-in storage compartment for small accessories
    easy maintenance without oil

Specifications

    nominal power: 1100 W, ""
    Max. pressure 10 bar,
    Cap. tank: 5 L
    flow: 180 L/min.
    motor: 3400 rpm
    power: 230 VAC
    consumption: 5 A, ""
    weight:-
    dimensions:-

35€
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757 COMPRESSOR NUAIR-JOLLY 5 L, 1100 W-
Features

    light, compact and portable
    with shoulder belt for easy transport,
    built-in storage compartment for small accessories
    easy maintenance without oil

Specifications

    nominal power: 1100 W, ""
    Max. pressure 10 bar,
    Cap. tank: 5 L
    flow: 180 L/min.
    motor: 3400 rpm
    power: 230 VAC
    consumption: 5 A, ""
    weight:-
    dimensions:-

35€

758 COMPRESSOR NUAIR-JOLLY 5 L, 1100 W-
Features

    light, compact and portable
    with shoulder belt for easy transport,
    built-in storage compartment for small accessories
    easy maintenance without oil

Specifications

    nominal power: 1100 W, ""
    Max. pressure 10 bar,
    Cap. tank: 5 L
    flow: 180 L/min.
    motor: 3400 rpm
    power: 230 VAC
    consumption: 5 A, ""
    weight:-
    dimensions:-

35€
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759 COMPRESSOR NUAIR-JOLLY 5 L, 1100 W-
Features

    light, compact and portable
    with shoulder belt for easy transport,
    built-in storage compartment for small accessories
    easy maintenance without oil

Specifications

    nominal power: 1100 W, ""
    Max. pressure 10 bar,
    Cap. tank: 5 L
    flow: 180 L/min.
    motor: 3400 rpm
    power: 230 VAC
    consumption: 5 A, ""
    weight:-
    dimensions:-

35€

760 COMPRESSOR NUAIR-JOLLY 5 L, 1100 W-
Features

    light, compact and portable
    with shoulder belt for easy transport,
    built-in storage compartment for small accessories
    easy maintenance without oil

Specifications

    nominal power: 1100 W, ""
    Max. pressure 10 bar,
    Cap. tank: 5 L
    flow: 180 L/min.
    motor: 3400 rpm
    power: 230 VAC
    consumption: 5 A, ""
    weight:-
    dimensions:-

35€
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761 COMPRESSOR NUAIR-JOLLY 5 L, 1100 W-
Features

    light, compact and portable
    with shoulder belt for easy transport,
    built-in storage compartment for small accessories
    easy maintenance without oil

Specifications

    nominal power: 1100 W, ""
    Max. pressure 10 bar,
    Cap. tank: 5 L
    flow: 180 L/min.
    motor: 3400 rpm
    power: 230 VAC
    consumption: 5 A, ""
    weight:-
    dimensions:-

35€

762 COMPRESSOR NUAIR-JOLLY 5 L, 1100 W-
Features

    light, compact and portable
    with shoulder belt for easy transport,
    built-in storage compartment for small accessories
    easy maintenance without oil

Specifications

    nominal power: 1100 W, ""
    Max. pressure 10 bar,
    Cap. tank: 5 L
    flow: 180 L/min.
    motor: 3400 rpm
    power: 230 VAC
    consumption: 5 A, ""
    weight:-
    dimensions:-

35€
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763 COMPRESSOR NUAIR-JOLLY 5 L, 1100 W-
Features

    light, compact and portable
    with shoulder belt for easy transport,
    built-in storage compartment for small accessories
    easy maintenance without oil

Specifications

    nominal power: 1100 W, ""
    Max. pressure 10 bar,
    Cap. tank: 5 L
    flow: 180 L/min.
    motor: 3400 rpm
    power: 230 VAC
    consumption: 5 A, ""
    weight:-
    dimensions:-

35€

764 COMPRESSOR NUAIR-JOLLY 5 L, 1100 W-
Features

    light, compact and portable
    with shoulder belt for easy transport,
    built-in storage compartment for small accessories
    easy maintenance without oil

Specifications

    nominal power: 1100 W, ""
    Max. pressure 10 bar,
    Cap. tank: 5 L
    flow: 180 L/min.
    motor: 3400 rpm
    power: 230 VAC
    consumption: 5 A, ""
    weight:-
    dimensions:-

35€
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765 COMPRESSOR NUAIR-JOLLY 5 L, 1100 W-
Features

    light, compact and portable
    with shoulder belt for easy transport,
    built-in storage compartment for small accessories
    easy maintenance without oil

Specifications

    nominal power: 1100 W, ""
    Max. pressure 10 bar,
    Cap. tank: 5 L
    flow: 180 L/min.
    motor: 3400 rpm
    power: 230 VAC
    consumption: 5 A, ""
    weight:-
    dimensions:-

35€

766 COMPRESSOR NUAIR-JOLLY 5 L, 1100 W-
Features

    light, compact and portable
    with shoulder belt for easy transport,
    built-in storage compartment for small accessories
    easy maintenance without oil

Specifications

    nominal power: 1100 W, ""
    Max. pressure 10 bar,
    Cap. tank: 5 L
    flow: 180 L/min.
    motor: 3400 rpm
    power: 230 VAC
    consumption: 5 A, ""
    weight:-
    dimensions:-

35€
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767 COMPRESSOR NUAIR-JOLLY 5 L, 1100 W-
Features

    light, compact and portable
    with shoulder belt for easy transport,
    built-in storage compartment for small accessories
    easy maintenance without oil

Specifications

    nominal power: 1100 W, ""
    Max. pressure 10 bar,
    Cap. tank: 5 L
    flow: 180 L/min.
    motor: 3400 rpm
    power: 230 VAC
    consumption: 5 A, ""
    weight:-
    dimensions:-

35€

768 COMPRESSOR NUAIR-JOLLY 5 L, 1100 W-
Features

    light, compact and portable
    with shoulder belt for easy transport,
    built-in storage compartment for small accessories
    easy maintenance without oil

Specifications

    nominal power: 1100 W, ""
    Max. pressure 10 bar,
    Cap. tank: 5 L
    flow: 180 L/min.
    motor: 3400 rpm
    power: 230 VAC
    consumption: 5 A, ""
    weight:-
    dimensions:-

35€
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769 COMPRESSOR NUAIR-JOLLY 5 L, 1100 W-
Features

    light, compact and portable
    with shoulder belt for easy transport,
    built-in storage compartment for small accessories
    easy maintenance without oil

Specifications

    nominal power: 1100 W, ""
    Max. pressure 10 bar,
    Cap. tank: 5 L
    flow: 180 L/min.
    motor: 3400 rpm
    power: 230 VAC
    consumption: 5 A, ""
    weight:-
    dimensions:-

35€

770 COMPRESSOR NUAIR-JOLLY 5 L, 1100 W-
Features

    light, compact and portable
    with shoulder belt for easy transport,
    built-in storage compartment for small accessories
    easy maintenance without oil

Specifications

    nominal power: 1100 W, ""
    Max. pressure 10 bar,
    Cap. tank: 5 L
    flow: 180 L/min.
    motor: 3400 rpm
    power: 230 VAC
    consumption: 5 A, ""
    weight:-
    dimensions:-

35€
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771 COMPRESSOR NUAIR-JOLLY 5 L, 1100 W-
Features

    light, compact and portable
    with shoulder belt for easy transport,
    built-in storage compartment for small accessories
    easy maintenance without oil

Specifications

    nominal power: 1100 W, ""
    Max. pressure 10 bar,
    Cap. tank: 5 L
    flow: 180 L/min.
    motor: 3400 rpm
    power: 230 VAC
    consumption: 5 A, ""
    weight:-
    dimensions:-

35€

772 COMPRESSOR NUAIR-JOLLY 5 L, 1100 W-
Features

    light, compact and portable
    with shoulder belt for easy transport,
    built-in storage compartment for small accessories
    easy maintenance without oil

Specifications

    nominal power: 1100 W, ""
    Max. pressure 10 bar,
    Cap. tank: 5 L
    flow: 180 L/min.
    motor: 3400 rpm
    power: 230 VAC
    consumption: 5 A, ""
    weight:-
    dimensions:-

35€
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773 COMPRESSOR NUAIR-JOLLY 5 L, 1100 W-
Features

    light, compact and portable
    with shoulder belt for easy transport,
    built-in storage compartment for small accessories
    easy maintenance without oil

Specifications

    nominal power: 1100 W, ""
    Max. pressure 10 bar,
    Cap. tank: 5 L
    flow: 180 L/min.
    motor: 3400 rpm
    power: 230 VAC
    consumption: 5 A, ""
    weight:-
    dimensions:-

35€

774 COMPRESSOR NUAIR-JOLLY 5 L, 1100 W-
Features

    light, compact and portable
    with shoulder belt for easy transport,
    built-in storage compartment for small accessories
    easy maintenance without oil

Specifications

    nominal power: 1100 W, ""
    Max. pressure 10 bar,
    Cap. tank: 5 L
    flow: 180 L/min.
    motor: 3400 rpm
    power: 230 VAC
    consumption: 5 A, ""
    weight:-
    dimensions:-

35€
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775 COMPRESSOR NUAIR-JOLLY 5 L, 1100 W-
Features

    light, compact and portable
    with shoulder belt for easy transport,
    built-in storage compartment for small accessories
    easy maintenance without oil

Specifications

    nominal power: 1100 W, ""
    Max. pressure 10 bar,
    Cap. tank: 5 L
    flow: 180 L/min.
    motor: 3400 rpm
    power: 230 VAC
    consumption: 5 A, ""
    weight:-
    dimensions:-

35€

776 COMPRESSOR NUAIR-JOLLY 5 L, 1100 W-
Features

    light, compact and portable
    with shoulder belt for easy transport,
    built-in storage compartment for small accessories
    easy maintenance without oil

Specifications

    nominal power: 1100 W, ""
    Max. pressure 10 bar,
    Cap. tank: 5 L
    flow: 180 L/min.
    motor: 3400 rpm
    power: 230 VAC
    consumption: 5 A, ""
    weight:-
    dimensions:-

35€
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777 COMPRESSOR NUAIR-JOLLY 5 L, 1100 W-
Features

    light, compact and portable
    with shoulder belt for easy transport,
    built-in storage compartment for small accessories
    easy maintenance without oil

Specifications

    nominal power: 1100 W, ""
    Max. pressure 10 bar,
    Cap. tank: 5 L
    flow: 180 L/min.
    motor: 3400 rpm
    power: 230 VAC
    consumption: 5 A, ""
    weight:-
    dimensions:-

35€

778 COMPRESSOR NUAIR-JOLLY 5 L, 1100 W-
Features

    light, compact and portable
    with shoulder belt for easy transport,
    built-in storage compartment for small accessories
    easy maintenance without oil

Specifications

    nominal power: 1100 W, ""
    Max. pressure 10 bar,
    Cap. tank: 5 L
    flow: 180 L/min.
    motor: 3400 rpm
    power: 230 VAC
    consumption: 5 A, ""
    weight:-
    dimensions:-

35€



Kavel Omschrijving Openingsbod

779 COMPRESSOR NUAIR-JOLLY 5 L, 1100 W-
Features

    light, compact and portable
    with shoulder belt for easy transport,
    built-in storage compartment for small accessories
    easy maintenance without oil

Specifications

    nominal power: 1100 W, ""
    Max. pressure 10 bar,
    Cap. tank: 5 L
    flow: 180 L/min.
    motor: 3400 rpm
    power: 230 VAC
    consumption: 5 A, ""
    weight:-
    dimensions:-

35€

780 COMPRESSOR NUAIR-JOLLY 5 L, 1100 W-
Features

    light, compact and portable
    with shoulder belt for easy transport,
    built-in storage compartment for small accessories
    easy maintenance without oil

Specifications

    nominal power: 1100 W, ""
    Max. pressure 10 bar,
    Cap. tank: 5 L
    flow: 180 L/min.
    motor: 3400 rpm
    power: 230 VAC
    consumption: 5 A, ""
    weight:-
    dimensions:-

35€



Kavel Omschrijving Openingsbod

781 COMPRESSOR NUAIR-JOLLY 5 L, 1100 W-
Features

    light, compact and portable
    with shoulder belt for easy transport,
    built-in storage compartment for small accessories
    easy maintenance without oil

Specifications

    nominal power: 1100 W, ""
    Max. pressure 10 bar,
    Cap. tank: 5 L
    flow: 180 L/min.
    motor: 3400 rpm
    power: 230 VAC
    consumption: 5 A, ""
    weight:-
    dimensions:-

35€

782 COMPRESSOR NUAIR-JOLLY 5 L, 1100 W-
Features

    light, compact and portable
    with shoulder belt for easy transport,
    built-in storage compartment for small accessories
    easy maintenance without oil

Specifications

    nominal power: 1100 W, ""
    Max. pressure 10 bar,
    Cap. tank: 5 L
    flow: 180 L/min.
    motor: 3400 rpm
    power: 230 VAC
    consumption: 5 A, ""
    weight:-
    dimensions:-

35€



Kavel Omschrijving Openingsbod

783 COMPRESSOR NUAIR-JOLLY 5 L, 1100 W-
Features

    light, compact and portable
    with shoulder belt for easy transport,
    built-in storage compartment for small accessories
    easy maintenance without oil

Specifications

    nominal power: 1100 W, ""
    Max. pressure 10 bar,
    Cap. tank: 5 L
    flow: 180 L/min.
    motor: 3400 rpm
    power: 230 VAC
    consumption: 5 A, ""
    weight:-
    dimensions:-

35€

784 COMPRESSOR NUAIR-JOLLY 5 L, 1100 W-
Features

    light, compact and portable
    with shoulder belt for easy transport,
    built-in storage compartment for small accessories
    easy maintenance without oil

Specifications

    nominal power: 1100 W, ""
    Max. pressure 10 bar,
    Cap. tank: 5 L
    flow: 180 L/min.
    motor: 3400 rpm
    power: 230 VAC
    consumption: 5 A, ""
    weight:-
    dimensions:-

35€



Kavel Omschrijving Openingsbod

785 COMPRESSOR NUAIR-JOLLY 5 L, 1100 W-
Features

    light, compact and portable
    with shoulder belt for easy transport,
    built-in storage compartment for small accessories
    easy maintenance without oil

Specifications

    nominal power: 1100 W, ""
    Max. pressure 10 bar,
    Cap. tank: 5 L
    flow: 180 L/min.
    motor: 3400 rpm
    power: 230 VAC
    consumption: 5 A, ""
    weight:-
    dimensions:-

35€

786 COMPRESSOR NUAIR-JOLLY 5 L, 1100 W-
Features

    light, compact and portable
    with shoulder belt for easy transport,
    built-in storage compartment for small accessories
    easy maintenance without oil

Specifications

    nominal power: 1100 W, ""
    Max. pressure 10 bar,
    Cap. tank: 5 L
    flow: 180 L/min.
    motor: 3400 rpm
    power: 230 VAC
    consumption: 5 A, ""
    weight:-
    dimensions:-

35€



Kavel Omschrijving Openingsbod

787 COMPRESSOR NUAIR-JOLLY 5 L, 1100 W-
Features

    light, compact and portable
    with shoulder belt for easy transport,
    built-in storage compartment for small accessories
    easy maintenance without oil

Specifications

    nominal power: 1100 W, ""
    Max. pressure 10 bar,
    Cap. tank: 5 L
    flow: 180 L/min.
    motor: 3400 rpm
    power: 230 VAC
    consumption: 5 A, ""
    weight:-
    dimensions:-

35€

788 COMPRESSOR NUAIR-JOLLY 5 L, 1100 W-
Features

    light, compact and portable
    with shoulder belt for easy transport,
    built-in storage compartment for small accessories
    easy maintenance without oil

Specifications

    nominal power: 1100 W, ""
    Max. pressure 10 bar,
    Cap. tank: 5 L
    flow: 180 L/min.
    motor: 3400 rpm
    power: 230 VAC
    consumption: 5 A, ""
    weight:-
    dimensions:-

35€



Kavel Omschrijving Openingsbod

789 COMPRESSOR NUAIR-JOLLY 5 L, 1100 W-
Features

    light, compact and portable
    with shoulder belt for easy transport,
    built-in storage compartment for small accessories
    easy maintenance without oil

Specifications

    nominal power: 1100 W, ""
    Max. pressure 10 bar,
    Cap. tank: 5 L
    flow: 180 L/min.
    motor: 3400 rpm
    power: 230 VAC
    consumption: 5 A, ""
    weight:-
    dimensions:-

35€

790 COMPRESSOR NUAIR-JOLLY 5 L, 1100 W-
Features

    light, compact and portable
    with shoulder belt for easy transport,
    built-in storage compartment for small accessories
    easy maintenance without oil

Specifications

    nominal power: 1100 W, ""
    Max. pressure 10 bar,
    Cap. tank: 5 L
    flow: 180 L/min.
    motor: 3400 rpm
    power: 230 VAC
    consumption: 5 A, ""
    weight:-
    dimensions:-

35€



Kavel Omschrijving Openingsbod

791 COMPRESSOR NUAIR-JOLLY 5 L, 1100 W-
Features

    light, compact and portable
    with shoulder belt for easy transport,
    built-in storage compartment for small accessories
    easy maintenance without oil

Specifications

    nominal power: 1100 W, ""
    Max. pressure 10 bar,
    Cap. tank: 5 L
    flow: 180 L/min.
    motor: 3400 rpm
    power: 230 VAC
    consumption: 5 A, ""
    weight:-
    dimensions:-

35€

792 COMPRESSOR NUAIR-JOLLY 5 L, 1100 W-
Features

    light, compact and portable
    with shoulder belt for easy transport,
    built-in storage compartment for small accessories
    easy maintenance without oil

Specifications

    nominal power: 1100 W, ""
    Max. pressure 10 bar,
    Cap. tank: 5 L
    flow: 180 L/min.
    motor: 3400 rpm
    power: 230 VAC
    consumption: 5 A, ""
    weight:-
    dimensions:-

35€



Kavel Omschrijving Openingsbod

793 COMPRESSOR NUAIR-JOLLY 5 L, 1100 W-
Features

    light, compact and portable
    with shoulder belt for easy transport,
    built-in storage compartment for small accessories
    easy maintenance without oil

Specifications

    nominal power: 1100 W, ""
    Max. pressure 10 bar,
    Cap. tank: 5 L
    flow: 180 L/min.
    motor: 3400 rpm
    power: 230 VAC
    consumption: 5 A, ""
    weight:-
    dimensions:-

35€

794 COMPRESSOR NUAIR-JOLLY 5 L, 1100 W-
Features

    light, compact and portable
    with shoulder belt for easy transport,
    built-in storage compartment for small accessories
    easy maintenance without oil

Specifications

    nominal power: 1100 W, ""
    Max. pressure 10 bar,
    Cap. tank: 5 L
    flow: 180 L/min.
    motor: 3400 rpm
    power: 230 VAC
    consumption: 5 A, ""
    weight:-
    dimensions:-

35€



Kavel Omschrijving Openingsbod

795 COMPRESSOR NUAIR-JOLLY 5 L, 1100 W-
Features

    light, compact and portable
    with shoulder belt for easy transport,
    built-in storage compartment for small accessories
    easy maintenance without oil

Specifications

    nominal power: 1100 W, ""
    Max. pressure 10 bar,
    Cap. tank: 5 L
    flow: 180 L/min.
    motor: 3400 rpm
    power: 230 VAC
    consumption: 5 A, ""
    weight:-
    dimensions:-

35€

796 COMPRESSOR NUAIR-JOLLY 5 L, 1100 W-
Features

    light, compact and portable
    with shoulder belt for easy transport,
    built-in storage compartment for small accessories
    easy maintenance without oil

Specifications

    nominal power: 1100 W, ""
    Max. pressure 10 bar,
    Cap. tank: 5 L
    flow: 180 L/min.
    motor: 3400 rpm
    power: 230 VAC
    consumption: 5 A, ""
    weight:-
    dimensions:-

35€



Kavel Omschrijving Openingsbod

797 COMPRESSOR NUAIR-JOLLY 5 L, 1100 W-
Features

    light, compact and portable
    with shoulder belt for easy transport,
    built-in storage compartment for small accessories
    easy maintenance without oil

Specifications

    nominal power: 1100 W, ""
    Max. pressure 10 bar,
    Cap. tank: 5 L
    flow: 180 L/min.
    motor: 3400 rpm
    power: 230 VAC
    consumption: 5 A, ""
    weight:-
    dimensions:-

35€

798 STANLEY-BELT-DRIVEN TWIN-CYLINDER COMPRESSOR-3 hp/200 L/10
bar-
Features

    oil greased

Specifications

    nominal power (W/HP): 2200/3
    Max. pressure (bar/psi): 10/145
    flow (l/min): 330
    tank content (l): 200
    motor (rpm): 1570
    power: 230 VAC/50 Hz
    consumption (A):-
    dimensions (mm): 1435 x 475 x 1125
    weight (kg): 96

185€

799 STANLEY-LUBRICATED DIRECT DRIVE TWIN ' with ' CYLINDERS
COMPRESSOR-3 hp/24 L/9 bar-
Features

    oil greased

Specifications

    nominal power (W/HP): 2200/3
    Max. pressure (bar/psi): 10/145
    flow (l/min): 350
    tank content (l): 24
    motor (rpm): 1450
    power: 230 VAC/50 Hz
    consumption (A): 13.5
    dimensions (mm): 540 x 650 x 810
    weight (kg): 51

185€


